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Abstract
Domestic violence (DV) incidents are problematic to investigate and prosecute. A significant
contributor to this is that complainants’ testimonies are typically fundamental, and often the
singular evidence. High withdrawal numbers, redacted statements and lengthy waiting
periods between incidents and court that lead to confabulations, have long affected this form
of evidence and reduced the probability of conviction. In 2015 amendments to the Criminal
Procedure Act 1986 (NSW) allowed for the introduction of audio-visually recorded statements
by DV complainants to be used in court as evidence-in-chief. These interview statements,
referred to as Domestic Violence Evidence-in-Chief (DVEC) are taken at the scene or as soon
as practicable after an incident.
Domestic Violence Evidence-in-Chief (DVEC) has both altered the mode of evidentiary
submission and become a primary tool for policing DV in New South Wales. However,
currently there are few published studies into DVEC (re prosecutorial probity and court
outcomes) and no published studies evaluating DVEC methodology, therefore, potential
benefits are speculative.
This study uses a qualitative approach to explore the utilisation of DVEC when
interviewing DV complainants and both law enforcement and complainant perceptions of
audio-visual statements regarding policing practice, evidentiary value and secondary
victimisation. The findings suggest that DVEC is a tool perceived by law enforcement to save
time, reduce cost, diminish complainant stress and offer strong contemporaneous and
adjunct visual evidence regarding DV incidents. Moreover, there are indications that when
coupled with other law enforcement technologies like body-worn cameras, DVEC could
positively impact DV convictions. Evidence also suggests that DVEC may reduce some
secondary trauma, particularly through the provision of voice, however, this is reliant on
officer skills. DVEC is not a panacea for poor policing. Ownership and access to DVEC
recordings equally need further consideration before the empowerment of complainants can
potentially be achieved, and more research into how to better support complainants in court
when viewing their DVEC is necessary.
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Glossary
ADVO

Apprehended Domestic Violence Orders are protective orders for victims
of domestic violence who are fearful of, or have been threatened with,
future violence. Also colloquially called restraining orders.

BWC

Body Worn Camera(s) are small digital devices that are attached to police
officers’ lapels (or glasses) that record officer interactions when
activated.

CAN

Court Attendance Notices are documents provided to the parties that
contain the date of the court case, where they will be heard, the
defendant’s details and who the prosecutor is. Fact sheets (that include a
summary of the incident and antecedents) should be attached.

CCTV

Closed circuit television.

Complainant

A victim who makes a complaint to police about a crime.

Contradictions

Contradicting details between versions of statements.

Corroborative evidence

Evidence that supports the validity, truthfulness and meaning of other
evidence.

Credibility

The trustworthiness, knowledgeability (reliability), confidence and
likeability of witnesses. This is one of the aspects of evidence tested in
court, with less weight generally awarded to evidence from witnesses
with impeached credibility.

Crimefare

Is the fusing of national security institutions with law enforcement
agencies which has seen increasing police powers, new or more
retributive laws and rapidly rising law enforcement spending.

Customer

According to the NSWPF Customer Charter 2009, victims, witnesses, the
community and NSWPF internal colleagues are customers. However,
arrested persons and suspects for crimes are not considered to be
customers “as they will be dealt with under the Law Enforcement
(Powers and Responsibilities) Act 2002 and other NSW Police Force
policies and procedures”.

DVEC

Domestic Violence Evidence-in-Chief is the methodology and
corresponding legislation that allows for video or audio recorded
statements from domestic violence victims to be admitted as part or all
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of their evidence-in-chief during criminal or Apprehended Domestic
Violence Order (ADVO) hearings.
ERISP

Electronically Recorded Interview with a Suspected Person is the official
audio-visually recorded interview with a suspect by police that may be
entered into evidence.

Evidence-in-chief

Is the foundational evidence that is used by legal counsel (acting on
behalf of the State) in support of opening a case. It is the story of what
happened (crime) in the witness’ own words.

Exculpatory evidence

Evidence that illustrates that an offender may not have committed a
crime may be used to exonerate a defendant.

Fact sheets

Documents composed by police officers that detail the factual story of a
criminal incident as well as evidence, including witness statements,
photographs and ERISP e-recordings.

Femicide

Intentional killing of females.

Hansard

Traditional name of the transcripts of Parliamentary Debates in Britain
and many Commonwealth countries.

Heteronormativity

The notion that heterosexual relationships are the normal or preferred
mode of sexual orientation.

iAsk

Operational Information Agency system for information requests from
external agencies that have a memorandum of understanding with NSW
Police Force. E.g., immigration status or movements before arriving in
Australia.

Inculpatory evidence

Evidence that illustrates a person’s involvement in an act or that can be
used to establish guilt.

Interactional justice

An element of procedural justice that focuses on the characteristics of
interactions between members of the public and law enforcement and
other legal authorities.

Intersectionality

The interconnected nature of social subsections like race, class, ability
and gender and their impact on women’s experiences.

JURAT

Derived from jurare (Latin), which means to swear. It is the clause in an
affidavit or witness-statement in which the person swears the contents
are true. In an affidavit this will include notarisation of the date, place
and name of the person before whom it was sworn.
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Kyriarchy

Originating from the Greek words ‘kyrios’ (lord) and ‘archein’ (dominate).
Kyriarchy redefines patriarchy in terms of multifaceted and
interconnected structures of domination.

Mariticide

Killing of one’s husband.

Mobipols

The Samsung mobile phones placed in NSW police cars.

OIC

Officer in charge.

Omissions

Leaving out detail in a statement that was mentioned in previous versions

Patriarchy

“A sexual system of power in which the male possesses power and
economic privilege” (Eisenstein 1980).

PINOP

Person in need of protection.

POI

Person of Interest or alleged offender.

Police prosecutor

A police officer, with legal training, who instigates the prosecution in a
criminal proceeding.

Preemptive policing

The identification and targeting of people who may in the future commit
crime.

Probity

Evidence sufficiently expedient in proving components of a crime in
court.

Procedural Justice

As applied to this project, the theory that complainants are not only
concerned with the outcomes of their cases but also justice system
processes and their perceived fairness.

Proofs

The term used colloquially by officers to denote specific standards of
proof (proofs of a crime) required to show a crime has been committed.

Proofs of a crime

The burden of proof the crown must meet to prove an offense has been
committed. Accused persons are considered innocent until these proofs
are proved beyond reasonable doubt.

Reliability

The accuracy of evidence; how well facts are remembered and presented
in court.

Reminiscence

Provision of new information in a statement not mentioned in previous
versions

Rule of thumb

British common law that replaced older laws allowing the punishment of
a wife with any object. Sanctioned punishment providing the rod or birch
was no thicker than a thumb.
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Secondary victimisation The traumatisation of victims of crime by criminal and social justice
providers as a result of inherent insensitive practices and attitudes such
as ‘victim-blaming’.
Stop and search

The provision for police to detail and compel an individual to submit to a
personal search, where a genuine suspicion exists that a dangerous
substance is on their person.

Suspect Target

A tool used by police to identify, assess and then target individuals

Management Plan

suspected of recidivist behaviour or thought to be responsible for

(STMP)

developing crime issues. STMPs consist of administrative policy, a risk
assessment tool and a targeted program for policing these individuals.

Uxorcide

Killing of wife by husband.

Vicarious Trauma

Enduring changes to basic cognitive beliefs that are related to secondary
trauma exposure such as that the world is an unsafe place or that life is
meaningless.

Victim video statement

A DV complainant statement, filmed by New Zealand police on an iPhone
(with the complainant’s permission) for use as evidence-in-chief.

WebCOPS

Computerised Operational Policing System that was developed in a
collaboration between NSWPF and Fujitsu in 2009. It replaced the prior
DOS system, increasing the speed and quality of information access and
allowing officers to generate and view multimedia files.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The year is 1980.
A young married woman calls triple-0, stating her husband hit her. As two officers
are dispatched, she calls triple-0 again, claiming she has been hit a second time. There is no
record of police having attended her address before.
When the officers arrive at the house the woman invites them in. She is crying,
holding a toddler, with a pre-schooler clinging to her leg. Inside, the junior officer talks to the
husband and the senior officer takes the woman and her children outside.
The woman alleges that her husband hit her across the face twice. The children
witnessed the incident. She admits her husband has been abusive for a few years, but
qualifies it is usually verbal. She also acknowledges she is scared of him.
The woman shows the officer where she was hit. There are no clear marks, only a
slight redness, making it difficult for police to lay charges for assault. Verbal abuse is not a
crime. The officer explains to the woman that proving she was hit in court will be difficult. It
will require a medical report, photographic evidence of bruising or a sober witness. Without
that evidence any charges will most likely get thrown out of court by the defence.
The officer asks the woman how she wants to proceed. He tells her that he doesn’t
care what she and her husband do but it concerns him that their children have to watch. She
begins to cry so he gives her some time to think about what she wants while he writes a
dated version of the events in his notebook.
Whilst writing he asks the woman for personal particulars and to repeat aspects of
the incident. Sometimes she is asked to repeat particular comments many times so that he is
able to write them down. He explains that although he will put the information on the police
system proceeding with charges is discretionary. When he returns to the station, he may
type up his notes with carbon copies for filing. Having finished writing he goes to talk to her
husband, telling the woman to remain outside.
Inside the house, the husband recounts the events for the officers. He admits to
hitting his wife but states he only hit her a second time when she pushed him.
Returning outside the senior officer asks the woman if she has decided what she
wants to do. She states her children cannot continue to witness the violence. He provides her
with some options. First, he suggests she leave the house for the night giving herself and her
9

husband a ‘cooling off period’. Second, he suggests she speak with her husband less
emotionally in order to settle things down for the night. Third, he suggests a number of
support organisations including marriage counselling. The woman thanks the officer for
attending. Unwilling to leave her kids and with nowhere to safely take them she elects to
stay.
Fast-tracking to the same incident in 2021…
When the two police officers arrive at the home the couple are separated and asked
for their versions of what occurred. On admission by both parties the officers determine the
man assaulted his wife. There is also an allegation that she pushed her husband, although
she has not admitted this. On this occasion the officers use their discretionary powers to only
arrest the husband despite a lack of bruising.
The husband is taken outside and monitored in a police wagon. The officers have six
hours to process the case.
The senior officer asks the woman to participate in a video recorded statement about
what occurred. The second officer distracts the children in another room whilst the woman
orates her version of the incident. He records her on his ‘mobipol’; a police issue mobile
phone.
As the woman details the incident she is asked to point out where various
interactions with her husband occurred and where she was hit. Everything is recorded in one
video-stream despite her openly weeping during the filming. The husband can be heard
outside yelling insults at her. The recording goes for 11 minutes and will later be presented in
court as her Domestic Violence Evidence-in-Chief (DVEC). When the officers leave, they
provide the woman with an event number documenting their visit.
At the station one officer downloads the DVEC and compiles a fact sheet
summarising the incident for the police prosecutor. He attaches copies of the DVEC and
triple-O call to the file. Then he informs Family and Community Services a domestic incident
occurred with children present. Whilst he does this, the other officer processes the husband
in the cells and a solicitor is contacted1.
The solicitor arrives and the officers take the husband to the charge room for an
Electronically Recorded Interview with a Suspect Person (ERISP). Initially the husband is
1 Under Part 9 of the Law Enforcement (Powers and Responsibilities) Act 2002 (NSW) s.123 suspects must be provided with independent
legal advice when requested.
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asked to recount his version of events and then, with his consent, the officers play him the
DVEC. The husband is resolute he is not guilty, despite having earlier admitted to hitting his
wife. During the DVEC he calls out each time he disagrees with something that is said. His
reaction is recorded and will later be used as evidence in court.
The husband is formally charged with common assault in a domestic setting, served
with an interim Apprehended Domestic Violence Order (ADVO) and refused bail. The ADVO,
which prohibits him from abusing his wife or consuming alcohol during or prior to contact
with her, will remain in place until the matter is heard in court some weeks later.
The next morning, he is bailed to appear before a magistrate in six weeks. Within 48
hours of his release the wife contacts the police to request the charge against her husband
be dropped. She explains they cannot afford to go to court, and she no longer wishes the
case to proceed. However, mandatory prosecution laws restrict the ability for police to drop
domestic assault cases without due cause.
Prior to court the wife will be invited to attend an open session for domestic violence
complainants at the local court and both the senior officer and police prosecutor will
telephone her to touch base. Although her husband was given an audio-copy of her DVEC,
she will only get to see or hear what she said when she attends court. She is considering not
attending but she has been warned that a warrant can be issued for her arrest if she fails to
do so. Her husband’s legal fees and any fine he may have to pay (if found guilty) will come
out of their family account. Common assault can carry a penalty of two years’ incarceration.
What has changed?
As demonstrated in the above vignettes, the treatment of DV by Australian law
enforcement has changed vastly in the last forty years. Whereas in the past significant
violence within the home was largely impervious to criminal repercussion, in recent times
DV has become a key focus of criminal law, changing the home from a place of privacy and
shelter to a “zone” which endows “potential responsibility for criminal action” beyond that
of other social arenas (Smith & Simon 2007, p. 213).
Since the 1980s and 1990s when domestic violence legislation was passed in most
jurisdictions in Australia (Australian Law Reform Commission 2010) the legal definitions for
DV have continued to widen. Expansions have included: broadened understandings of the
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terms ‘domestic’ and ‘violence’2, increased protection order eligibility3, changed modes in
which victims can give evidence4 and reversed bail conditions5.
Whereas a frontline officer arriving at the home of an assaulted person 40 years ago
could advise them to seek counselling or leave, officers today are mandated to use a DV
Safety Assessment Tool (DVSAT) to identify threat to health or life (Department of Premier
and Cabinet NSW Government 2011; New South Wales Government 2015), to proactively
investigate and to arrest a domestic abuser 6 wherever possible for violent behaviour,
stalking and/or intimidation (New South Wales Department of Attorney General and Justice
2012; New South Wales Police Force 2018; Sentas & McMahon 2013). Additionally, in most
Australian jurisdictions, police can enter premises without a warrant in DV cases (Australian
Law Reform Commission 2010), and officers can choose to arrest the complainant where
evidence of assault is apparent (Mansour 2014). Under s.61 of the Crimes Act 1900 (NSW)
assault does not require actual bodily harm, serious threats causing fear are adequate.
Police policy is gender-neutral (Performance and Program Support Command NSW Police
Force 2018) and where officers can show probable cause they can proceed against both
parties (Larsen & Guggisberg 2009). Although, as will be extended in chapter 3, how DV is
defined varies in the legislation between Australian jurisdictions. For instance, one key
difference is the extent to which specific behaviours are linked directly to criminological
offences and/or civil orders. This includes how non-physical violence is captured, victim
impact (such as fear) and offender intent (Australian Law Reform Commission 2010).
In areas, like NSW, where lacking evidence to charge an abuser, the officers remain
authorised to seek nationally enforceable protection orders7 on behalf of the complainant,
if fear can be proven, regardless of the complainant’s wishes. Moreover, following the
definitional shift from DV to domestic and family violence captured in legislation the police
powers of arrest for domestic offences now extend beyond immediate and distant family
members to residents in homes, transient flatmates and former partners of spouses who
have never previously met8. Also, as police are the prosecutorial authority in the New South

See Crimes (Domestic and Personal Violence) Act 2007 (NSW).
See Family Violence Protection Amendment Act 2017 (VIC).
4 See Criminal Procedure Amendment (Domestic Violence Complainants) Act 2014 (NSW).
5 See Bail (Domestic Violence) and Another Act Amendment Bill 2017 (QLD).
6 Under amendments to the Law Enforcement (Powers and Responsibilities) Act 2002 (NSW) .
7 See Crimes (Domestic and Personal Violence) Act 2007 (NSW).
8 Under the Crimes (Domestic and Personal Violence) Act 2007 (NSW).
2
3
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Wales (NSW) lower courts, where the majority of DV prosecutions take place, it is rare for
charges not to proceed to court (Stubbs 2016, p. 69).
DV crime control remains a rapidly changing arena. During the period data was being
collected for this research alone (2017-2019), NSW police began trials to determine the
effects of arresting complainants who fail to turn up to court to testify against their abuser.
Concurrently a prosecutorial support program was rolled out encouraging complainants to
attend an induction session prior to their court day, and Safety Action Meetings (SAMs)
started linking files and actors in various welfare, social services and policing groups to
discuss individual ‘high risk’ cases. Each police district actioned a single referral point to
coordinate support for DV victims of9 and the automatic registration of male offenders
(where an ADVO application or criminal charges exist) with the Men’s Referral Service
(MRS), to assist them in behavioural change and acceptance of accountability (Performance
and Program Support Command NSW Police Force 2018). Additionally, police in some
localities began undertaking programs targeting recidivist DV offenders10 (New South Wales
Department of Justice 2015a; Performance and Program Support Command NSW Police
Force 2018) and others commenced piloting a Domestic Violence Disclosure Scheme
allowing the public to apply to NSW Police to determine their partner’s history of violence
(New South Wales Health 2016). Earlier still, specialised family violence courts were
established in those and other areas (Australian Law Reform Commission 2010 s.32). DV
remains amongst the 12 NSW Premier’s priorities (New South Wales Government 2017), is
the first listing on the NSW Police Corporate Plan (New South Wales Police Force 2016b) and
is one of the few crimes apportioned dedicated liaison officers.
Against this backdrop of rapid change, magnified attention by police and an increase
in ADVOs (New South Wales Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research 2017), recorded crime
statistics show DV crime remained stable in NSW between 2012 and December 2016 (Goh &
Holmes 2016) followed by a small increase of 2% between then and mid-2020 (New South
Wales Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research 2020, p. 16), although some areas still
experience high offence rates (Freeman 2018b) and high levels of under reporting likely
remain.

9
10

Safer Pathway program.
DV Suspect Target Management Plans (DVSTMPs).
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So why has DV risen from the bottom to one of the highest levels in the hierarchy of
crime? There are a number of factors that may have influenced this including the effect of
targeted law enforcement funding and neoliberal crime control on the role of police, the
influence of historical events and movements on the way DV is viewed and the theoretical
debate that continues to redefine the boundaries of DV as a crime and social issue, thus
keeping it in the public spotlight. These factors will be considered in subsequent chapters.
As has been touched on, the need to efficiently and effectively deal with the growing
concern of DV has led law enforcement to design strategies, from proactive policing and
prosecution through to the provision of monitoring and support referral services, to deal
with DV. One new way these strategies continue to be facilitated and supported is through
the implementation of technologies, such as the videotaping of complainant statements as
evidence-in-chief, known as ‘DVEC’.
Evidence-in-chief is the “evidence given by a witness for the party who called him [or
her]” (Law 2018, p. 80); in the case of a complainant-witness, it is the evidence provided
when called by the prosecutor as a witness for the State. The written statement, whilst
tendered as an evidentiary exhibit (O’Sullivan 2015) 11, primarily functions as a reminder for
the witness of their account of an incident when appearing in court to provide oral
evidence-in-chief. At this time the witness can be cross-examined, and this may include
comparing what they say in their evidence-in-chief to the details documented in their
written statement (Walton et al. 2018).
Domestic Violence Evidence-in-Chief (DVEC) functions comparably, in that a witness
must attend court, making themselves available for cross examination. However, it differs in
that the audio-visually recorded statement is the evidence-in-chief, despite being recorded
at the time of reporting the incident (or as soon as practicable afterwards). In addition, it
can only be provided by a complainant-witness, where evidence is available to meet the
proofs of an offence, not purely for the purposes of investigation, or solely for a protection
order, as will be expanded on next.

11

Under the Criminal procedure Act (NSW) 1986 ss. 85, 88.
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Domestic Violence Evidence-in-Chief (DVEC)
DVEC is the use of a video-recorded interview statement with a DV complainant conducted
during the police investigation as part of the evidence-in-chief with regards to DV offences
(Domestic and Family Violence Team New South Wales Police Force et al. 2015). Since its
enactment on the 1 June 2015, the Criminal Procedure Amendment (Domestic Violence
Complainants) Act 2014 (NSW), an amendment of the Criminal Procedure Act 1986 (NSW),
equally allows the recorded statements to be used in associated apprehended DV orders
(ADVOs) applications12. The term ‘DVEC’ colloquially refers to both the methodological
approach used by the NSWPF to capture video-recorded statements and to the NSW
legislation that facilitates its adduction as evidence.
First used in NSW the legislation has since been adopted by two other jurisdictions in
Australia, the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) (Crimes (Domestic and Family Violence)
Legislation Amendment Act 2015 s. 85) and the Northern Territory (NT); where the
legislation has been adapted so that it can be filmed by body worn cameras instead of
alternate devices (Justice Legislation Amendment (Body-Worn Video and Domestic Violence
Evidence) Act 2017 (NT) s. 21H). Internationally, New Zealand has also begun trialling the
use of victim video statements, which electronically record a complainant’s statement at the
scene of a DV incident on an iPhone to be later used as evidence-in-chief (Walton et al.
2018)13.
The methodological concept behind the DVEC legislation was introduced by the
NSWPF in 2008 with the introduction of Domestic Violence Evidence Kits (DVEK) following
their recommendation by the NSW ombudsman in 2006 (Searson 2014). The kits, which
included hand-held recording devices, were circulated to assist with the collection of crime
scene images and create a permanent video recording of initial written and typed
complainant statements obtained by frontline police at the time they responded to DV call
outs (Domestic and Family Violence Team New South Wales Police Force et al. 2015;
Searson 2014).
Between 2008 and 2015, 640 kits were distributed across the State but by 2013
audio-visual recordings were only used in nine per cent of DV callouts, largely due to
legislative limitations that generally prevented adduction of the recordings into evidence. At
12
13

See s. 289H.
Texas uses victim video statements in investigations but not as admissible evidence (Wood et al. 2017).
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that time the audio-visual statements could only be admitted as evidence in court, on a
discretionary basis, if the complainant was a “hostile” witness or to re-establish complainant
“credibility” (Domestic and Family Violence Team New South Wales Police Force et al. 2015,
p. 9). The 2015 amendments to the Criminal Procedure Act 1986 (NSW) changed the
recordings’ evidential eligibility and consequently increased their utilisation. According to
the Domestic and Family Violence Team, NSWPF, DVEC is currently used in 40 per cent of all
DV incidents that result in legal action (Senior Officers 1 & 6).
DVEC recordings are presently captured on small hand-held recording devices or on
‘mobipols’; android phones allocated to police vehicles that interact with their
Computerised Operational Policing System (COPS)14 (Nightingale & Guthrie 2017). Unlike
other forms of complainant interview, in NSW police practice and legislation15 set out
explicit requirements for obtaining DVEC statements. These include: (1) discretionary time
limits of 15 minutes (Domestic and Family Violence Team New South Wales Police Force et
al. 2015) to minimize file size and any objections from magistrates to viewing excessively
long recordings, (2) restrictions of use to DV complainants16 where the proofs of an offence
are met and (3) that recordings must take place as soon as practicable after the commission
of the offence with the complainant’s informed consent17.
Similar to evidence-in-chief presented in court, it is requisite complainants declare to
tell the truth and that they acknowledge it is an offence to lie18. Moreover, when taking
DVEC interview-statements it is essential police follow basic rules of evidence such as
avoiding leading questions, opinion evidence and hearsay evidence (Domestic and Family
Violence Team New South Wales Police Force et al. 2015). DVEC are in first person, and
limited to recent (as opposed to historical) offences (Nightingale & Guthrie 2017).
Once a DVEC is recorded, under Section 289M of the Criminal Procedure Act 1986
(NSW), police must provide defendants with an opportunity to view the recording “as soon
as practicable”. However, unlike written statements, it is an offence to give a copy of the
video footage to a defendant or to publish or disseminate DVEC video recordings (s. 289P).

14 The COPS system is “an operational database used by NSW police to record information relevant to all victims, offenders and incidents
that require police action” (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011a).
15 As per Criminal Procedure Amendment (Domestic Violence Complainants) Act 2014 (NSW).
16 Vulnerable persons, such as children or those who are cognitively impaired, are not considered to be DV complainants and cannot
provide DVEC. Provisions exist under Criminal Procedure Act 1986 Pt. 6 allowing for the videorecording of or alternative means of evidence
provision for vulnerable persons.
17 As per s. 289D.
18 As per s. 289F.
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This includes providing complainants with their own video copy. Moreover, although police
prosecutors take into consideration complainants’ objections regarding the playing of their
DVEC statements in court, preclusion only occurs in exceptional circumstances and where
complainants retract statements in court, they are typically treated as hostile witnesses by
police prosecution. As complainant witnesses are required to be present in court for crossexamination, where those who have provided DVEC fail to appear, police guidelines
recommend prosecutors seek an adjournment and a warrant for the witness to appear
(Domestic and Family Violence Team New South Wales Police Force et al. 2015).
There have been few studies into DVEC or similar evidence collection tools such as
victim video statements. Those that have considered these tools have predominantly done
so at a probative level. Each will be considered in chapter 5. Importantly, the provisional use
of audio-visually recorded statements to adduce evidence-in-chief from complainants since
amendments to Criminal Procedure Act 1986 (NSW) in 2015, has both altered the
mechanisms of evidentiary submission and offered a unique opportunity to observe
frontline police practice regarding DV.
This thesis draws on the perceptions of 46 police officers and prosecutors and the
narratives and DVEC of 25 DV complainants in NSW about their experiences with and
perceptions of DVEC, alongside observations of 28 DVEC recordings. In doing so it considers
the effectiveness of DVEC as a policing and prosecutorial tool, asking whether recorded
statements better address evidentiary requirements and policing practice than standard
written statements and whether they alleviate issues faced by police and complainants at
the time statements are taken. Moreover, this thesis both reflects on whether this form of
evidence adduction affects secondary victimisation and asks whether DV definitions, as well
as policy and practice relating to DVEC alter the way the law enforcement and the criminal
justice system address DV. It should also be noted that this study is primarily about a new
policing practice, not about individuals’ experiences of DV.
Throughout this study the term ‘domestic violence’ (DV) will be used to refer to
patterns of behaviour and acts involving violence both between intimate partners (current
and former) regardless of gender and in the context of family relationships including
extended families. This violence is generally “underpinned by a pattern of coercion, control
and domination” and will include physical, sexual, emotional, verbal, psychological,
intimidatory, stalking, economic, spiritual and cultural abuse (Neave et al. 2016, p. 17). The
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definition will be distinct from the legislation in Australian jurisdictions in that it will not
assume a singular incident and it will include emotional, social and financial violence.
Further discussions about the definitions of DV and their fluidity will occur in chapter 3.
The next chapter will detail the context for understanding the changed role and
responsibilities of police in DV investigations, including how neoliberal crime control and the
politicisation of policing have fuelled a ‘war against DV’ in which police, despite greater
powers of investigation, are increasingly publicly accountable and guided by performancebased funding. These interplaying, and sometimes juxtaposing, requirements on the
institution of policing are important to understand when considering DVEC because if and
how the tool impacts them is foundational to its functionality within policing practice. For
instance, DVEC may benefit police through reduced time and therefore cost.
A synopsis of the way DV has been treated in Australia makes up Chapter 4. This is
because it underscores the context within which DV is understood by the courts,
complainants who report DV and police who utilise DVEC. As noted by Matthews (2014),
since World War II, the “growing emancipation of women and the greater valorisation of the
young” have resulted in a collective cultural shift reflected in a decreasing tolerance of DV, a
normative change that has in turn been codified in DV laws (p. 141). Without the collective
change such “legislation would not have materialised or received widespread public
support” (p. 141), including DVEC legislation. Contemporaneously, it is important to
understand how societal tensions surrounding gender and violence have and continue to
frame understandings of DV (Stubbs & Wangman 2017), thereby altering who is considered
a victim, how they are treated and the seriousness accorded particular acts of violence. This
is because DV definitions affect usage patterns and effectiveness of tools, like DVEC.
Chapters 5 and 6 navigate the current processes of reporting DV within the criminal
justice system and subsequent effects, considering the importance of witness statements to
policing and prosecutorial processes and what is known about other forms of recorded
evidence. They then reflect on how these processes are affected by victim image, the
significance of voice to this procedure and connections between voice, image and revictimisation. It is essential to consider how complainants are viewed, listened to, and in
turn personally impacted by these processes, as DVEC potentially affects all three.
Having established the framework within which policing of DV occurs, Chapter 7
outlines the methodological approach for this study. It establishes the need for a qualitative,
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reflexive approach in line with intersectional feminism and left realism, so as to facilitate an
understanding of the semantics, nature of interactions and collective values (Ramazanoglu
& Hollands 2002) that surround the use of DVEC whilst remaining transparent and thereby
affording participants greater agency within the research process (Mason & Stubbs 2011).
Chapter 8 reviews this study’s findings regarding DVEC as a policing tool, by
considering its utility in the dynamic, time-pressured arena of frontline policing through my
observations of DVEC recordings and from officer and complainant viewpoints. This is
important because, whilst it is complainants who provide the recorded statements, it is
frontline police who are directed to collect them in a manner that is both efficient and in
which they can be presented as evidence. Therefore, the quality of evidence is reliant on
each of these parties in unison and severally. Whereas chapter 9 details discoveries
concerning the perceptions of police (including police prosecutors) and complainants about
the prosecutorial efficacy of DVEC. It considers how DVEC interplays with the reliability and
credibility of complainants in court.
Finally, chapter 10 examines officer and complainant perceptions, and my
observations of victim identity and its interplay with the discourses and knowledge
embedded in DVEC throughout the criminal justice process. In doing so, it considers how
constructions of victimhood, DV definitions and DVEC narrative ownership are affecting the
parties involved in policing/criminal action. Chapter 11 concludes the findings of this study.
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Chapter 2: The Role of Police
The role of police, as crime fighters or in maintaining order, is disputed in the literature
(McLaughlin 2002; Newburn 2017; Palmer 2017; Reiner 2012), and the emphasis placed on
the various functions of police has varied historically and geographically (Ratcliffe 2009;
Reiner 2012). Broadly however, the police are public servants who patrol community
domains in blue uniforms and are authorised to control crime, maintain order and enforce
criminal law and regulations (Prenzler & Sarre 2002; Reiner 2012; Waddington 1998). They
discretionarily manage crimes, like DV, in a variety of ways, one of which is as a gateway
into the criminal justice system (Reiner 2012). The police also deal with a plethora of
pseudo-criminal activities (Charman 2018; Green & Gates 2014; Independent Police
Commission 2013) such as calls for help that do not involve references to crime (Reiner
2012), including verbal domestic disputes. This broadening role of police is significant
because it has increased the number of tasks officers must address and opened them to
multifaceted demands. Likewise, it has been suggested that because the narratives of
policing have “never quite matched the actions”, this has left a gap between officers’
understandings of their roles and the realities of the job alongside a shortfall in training
(Charman 2018, p. 6).
In modern society the police force is idealised as a “functional prerequisite of social
order” without which anarchy would rule (Reiner 2012, p. 3). This is reinforced by images
detailed in the media (Reiner 2008, 2012), the medium where many people become
acquainted with the police (Mawby 2003). The media typically shows criminals as
adversaries and police as “frontline soldiers in the war on crime”(McGovern & Philips 2017;
Surette 2011, p. 90), or the “thin blue line” who battle to protect justice (Reiner 2012, p. 12)
and keep individuals safe from DV, as demonstrated in the Open Your Eyes to Domestic &
Family Violence ad campaign (New South Wales Police Force 2013b). However, whilst the
action of policing, a set of practices with specific collective purposes, is requisite for social
order, the existence of police is not (Reiner 2012). Historically many cultures have
functioned effectively without a formal police force. The specialised organisation we call the
‘police’, whose formalised task is to safeguard security, is a variable and fluid feature of
“relatively complex societies” (Reiner 2012, pp. 4, 8). As will be detailed in Chapter 4, its
variability and fluidity are particularly apparent in its historical treatment of DV.
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Globally the organisational constructs of police forces vary immensely from highly
centralised agencies, such as those in New Zealand (Hill 2012), through to decentralised or
regionally based structures, including the United States (US) and English police forces
(Prenzler & Sarre 2002). Australia has a small federal police force that deals with crimes
against the Commonwealth and breaches of federal law and eight state and territory forces
administered by their respective governments (Burgess et al. 2006).
Based on United Kingdom (UK) models that were developed during the
industrialisation of Britain and to control the Irish by the Royal Irish Constabulary, Australia’s
state and territory police forces have hierarchical military models with well-defined
structures that are advantageous in imposing both the control of management over
subordinates and the will of governments (Finnane 2002; Lanyon 2009). Accountable to the
government via “ministerial oversight of the police portfolio” this power has traditionally
been watered down through “concepts of operational independence” (Palmer 2017) with
administration from a distance by the government. However over the last fifty years this
trend has been replaced by an increasing centralisation of control over policing through its
politicisation (Reiner 2012).
The role of police regarding DV in NSW developed within this milieu, during the time
when DV was acknowledged to be the “core” business of police (Barbour 2006, p. 13) and
when consistent community concerns regarding the policing of DV led the NSW parliament
to request two ombudsman’s reports into DV policing. The first, Policing Domestic Violence
in NSW (1999), resulted in the NSW Police Force adopting Domestic Violence Policy and
Standard Operating Procedures (DVSOPs), which although not publicly available, are said to
set out the roles and responsibilities of police positions like DV Liaison Officers (DVLOs) and
provide procedural instructions for officers attending DV incidents (Barbour 2006, p. 8). The
latter, Domestic Violence: Improving Police Practice (2006), tabled the revision by police of
DVSOPs and redefined the roles and responsibilities of officers, and acknowledged their
critical role in DV response (Barbour 2006, p. 7).
Currently in NSW the role of police regarding DV is detailed in their organisational
code of practice for domestic and family violence (New South Wales Police Force 2013a,
2018). The code was adopted in 2009 on the recommendation of the NSW Ombudsman,
whose 2006 review into DV policing practices also highlighted the need for a comprehensive
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framework and performance measures to guide police treatment of DV (Barbour 2006;
Stubbs 2016). It is supplemented by the DVSOPs.
Consistent with the zero tolerance policies of the National Plan to Reduce Violence
against Women and their Children 2010-2022 (Council of Australian Governments 2011) and
the strategic principles adopted by the Australasian Police Commissioners, the NSW Police
code promotes the “early intervention, investigation and prosecution” for criminal DV
offences in a manner that is “appropriate, consistent, transparent and accountable”,
combined with an integrated response with DV service providers to break the DV cycle (New
South Wales Police Force 2013a). Put simply, it is a response that requires police to assess
the risk of every DV incident, record each electronically19 and “give strongest consideration
to arrest” (New South Wales Police Force 2018, p. 17). Also included, is a mandate to
implement strategies to reduce repeat offending and manage high-risk offenders including
young offenders (New South Wales Police Force 2018, pp. 17-8). As a result, the required
action for any officer attending a DV incident in NSW rests between mandatory and
discretionary, as arrests are not mandatory nor do the attending officers have absolute
discretion to decide how to proceed impervious of repercussion by management.
Like NSW, all Australian jurisdictions have implemented DV frameworks that
integrate improved criminal justice responses, enhanced victim support services and a focus
on early intervention and prevention (Murray & Powell 2011). These are aims endorsed by
the Australasian Police Commissioners alongside achieving a“more effective frontline
policing response” and improving the “quality and outcome” of DV prosecutions (Scipione et
al. 2008, p. 4). Moreover, proactive policing policies have been adopted in the Australian
Capital Territory (ACT), Queensland and Tasmania (Stubbs 2016). Policies that both
underscore a shift in the way DV is understood by law enforcement, from a private to a
public concern wherein the State must intervene (Murray & Powell 2011, p. 95), and reflect
the development of law and order politics amidst the politicisation of policing.
The Politicisation of Policing
The late sixties signalled the global beginning of the “politicisation of policing”, the
movement of the police force from a place of political invisibility to the focus of controversy
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On the Computerised Operational Policing System (WebCOPS).
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and rival agendas (Reiner 2012, p. 96). The change was largely predicated on arguments
between those advocating crime control and those promoting a due process model (Reiner
1992).
Crime control prioritises conviction of the guilty and in doing so risks infringement of
civil liberties and wrongful conviction. Due process models put first individual rights, in
order to maximise the acquittal of innocent people, risking the guilty side-stepping
conviction (Packer 1968). Due process models have tighter controls over police powers,
whereas crime control systems do not (Sanders & Young 2009). Whilst, during the sixties
debate, civil libertarians evidenced police malpractice and called for legal safeguards to
prevent wrongful conviction, the police lobbied for enhanced police powers to tackle the
“war against crime” and increasing levels of public disorder (Reiner 1992, p. 765).
Notably at that time the police had limited formal powers (Dixon 2008; Griffith
2001). Police engaged searches and detention for investigative processes by utilising “gaps
and uncertainties” in the common law and legislation, policing by ‘consent’ via individuals’
ignorance regarding their rights and the courts’ willingness to include unlawfully obtained
evidence (Dixon 2008, p. 29). Formal police powers would later both provide authorisation
for those policing practices and set limitations (or regulations), such as the time limit a DV
suspect can be detained without charge (Dixon 2008).
At that time, the fallout from the 1962 UK Royal Commission was highlighting
policing scandals that demonstrated the need for an effective complaints system and law
enforcement accountability (Reiner 2012). Whilst back home in Australia, ahead of
Queensland’s Fitzgerald Inquiry and the NSW Wood Royal Commission, an “undercurrent of
dissatisfaction with performance and standards of police” (Finnane 1999, p. 12), alongside
increasing recorded crime levels and public crime concerns, was advancing policing towards
the political agenda and eliciting demands for increased police powers (Dixon 2008).
Simultaneously, in response to calls for efficiency and cost-effectiveness in the public
sector, and efforts to apply private sector solutions to public issues (Dixon et al. 1998;
Fleming & Lafferty 2000; Terpstra & Trommel 2009; Vickers & Kouzmin 2001), managerialist
practices, like performance management, were beginning to govern law enforcement and
with them funding considerations focused on operational outcomes (Fleming & Lafferty
2000). Initially, with the police force in the public spotlight, questioning commenced
regarding the value of, and unique skills held by, police in a “monetary and symbolic sense”
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in particular the extent to which activities could be outsourced to civilians (Rogers &
Gravelle 2013; Westmarland 2016, p. 353), such as the enlisting of volunteers to provide
short-term care for DV complainants’ children at local police stations (New South Wales
Police Service 2019) and unsworn Indigenous and culturally diverse officers to liaise with
specific communities regarding DV and other offences (Aboriginal Employment Programs
Unit New South Wales Police Force n.d.; New South Wales Police Service 2019). New forms
of management imitating the private sector and quality control were introduced (Terpstra &
Trommel 2009). Plus senior officers were tasked with making financial decisions founded on
business cases (Westmarland 2016; Williams 2002) with the overall goal of maintaining
quality of service or effectiveness through efficient management despite contracting
budgets and broadening responsibilities (Rogers & Gravelle 2013). An underlying discourse
linking the legitimacy of contemporary policing practice increasingly to tangible levels of
productivity, target completion and transparent spending of public funds (Terpstra &
Trommel 2009), despite difficulties in measuring some institutional objectives such as “the
quality of service rendered” by responding officers to instances of DV or the reduction in
fear of victimisation in citizens (Vickers & Kouzmin 2001, p. 14).
Police have continued to change their practices, regarding DV related offences and
other modes of crime, in response to these significant changes in the late half of the 20th
century. Instances of more recent changes include: Firstly, the implementation and
significant increase in the use of some pre-emptive policing tactics, such as stop and
searches on certain populations or places to meet quotas (Grewcock & Sentas 2019; The
Greens 2020) and DV High Risk Offender Teams in conjunction with Suspect Target
Management Plans (which include compliance checks), to surveil people suspected of
committing future crimes (National Council to Reduce Violence against Women and their
Children 2020; Sentas & Pandolfini 2017) including DV (New South Wales Police Force n.d.).
Secondly, the introduction of body worn cameras for frontline police in a bid to build
stronger prosecutions, encourage early guilty pleas, increase conviction rates, lower assaults
on police, reduce complaints against officers and proliferate public confidence in the Force
(New South Wales Parliamentary debates (HANSARD) Surveillance Devices Amendment
(Police Body-Worn Video) Bill 2014, p. 2008; Lum et al. 2020), including when dealing with
DV (Morrow et al. 2016). Thirdly, provisions for the use of DVEC to “make it easier for
victims of domestic violence to withstand the trauma of court proceedings” and “lead to
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more victims coming forward” and less victims withdrawing from proceedings (New South
Wales Parliamentary debates (HANSARD) Criminal Procedure Amendment (Domestic
Violence Complaints) Bill 2014, p. 2571).
Returning to the turn of the century, however, as research into the role of police
criticised the police force as impersonal and having failed to respond to public concerns
(Goldstein 1979), the response at an organisational level in Australia, and overseas, was the
transformation of police services into image-aware “market place providers” (Westmarland
2016, p. 352). With this commodification of policing, the historical image of a traditional,
autocratic and rule-orientated, rigid institution, that only allowed passive citizen interaction,
was shifted marginally towards a flexible, dynamic consumer-friendly focus, where
customers included both victims and offenders20 alike and policing priorities were decided
by the “local populace” rather than the force itself (Terpstra & Trommel 2009; Vickers &
Kouzmin 2001; Westmarland 2016, p. 354).
Reprioritising the customer was argued to include increasing trustworthiness
through demonstrating public concern, treating individuals respectfully, conveying
neutrality procedurally, and affording the community a consultative voice within
investigative and decision-making processes (Goodman-Delahunty 2010). With regards to
DV this also meant the dilution of the discretionary practices at organisational and officer
levels in order to avert risk (Myhill & Johnson 2016), avoid liability (Goodmark 2018) and
maintain image (Palmer 2005). At an institutional level it involved the rebranding of the
NSW Police Force to the NSW Police Service in 1990 to reflect the then community-based
mode of policing and the integration of civilian workers (New South Wales Parliamentary
debates (HANSARD) Police Amendment (Miscellanous) Bill 2006, p. 3425), such as Aboriginal
Community Liaison Officers to facilitate networking between the police and Indigenous
public regarding issues like DV (Aboriginal Employment Programs Unit New South Wales
Police Force n.d.).
The move towards consumerism in policing was felt across neo-liberal democracies.
In the US the failure of law enforcement to implement DV laws had become increasingly
costly. Feminist lawyers had sued the New York City21 and Oakland, California22 police
20 The definition of customer by NSW Police was later redefined to exclude arrested persons and suspects as noted in the NSWPF
Customer Service Charter 2009 and by Burn (2010).
21 In Bruno v. Codd.
22 In Scott v. Hart
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departments regarding their “arrest-avoidance” procedures, whilst complainants, like
Tracey Thurman, who was attacked by her husband in the presence of police, had won
multi-million dollar lawsuits against police (Goodmark 2018, p. 13). As a result, forces
looked for new tactics which would shield them from litigation (Goodmark 2018). Whilst
operational policing guidelines, such as DVSOPs, assisted in restricting the scope of
discretionary no-action responses and standardised the management of incidents
surrounding risk (Diemer et al. 2017), advances in technology facilitated the
computerisation of call logging, event recording and dispatch and replaced the majority of
paper records, making it harder still for organisation and officers alike to circumvent some
form of action, if not arrest (Myhill & Johnson 2016).
Alongside changes to operational policing policy regarding DV, the police force
likewise boosted its visibility through YouTube, with the aim of improving “service delivery,
reduce complaints, improve victim care, and increase satisfaction” and crime prevention
events (Burn 2010, p. 254). Then, as time has moved on, additional shifts into Facebook
(New South Wales Police Force 2019a), Twitter (New South Wales Police Force 2019b),
websites about DV (New South Wales Police Force 2018), reality television shows (Lee &
McGovern 2013), public event participation, like the 2020 DV walk (New South Wales Police
Force 2020), and advertisements targeting DV offenders (New South Wales Police Force
n.d.) and victims (New South Wales Police Force 2019a). These images were measured to
demonstrate police as “doing something” in order to facilitate public education, open
communication with communities or crime prevention, with the underlying functions of
legitimising the organisation and building on or maintaining public trust (Lee & McGovern
2013, p. 119). Fundamentally, however, the purpose of police remained unchanged (Vickers
& Kouzmin 2001), its continuing role of firm and confident policing “unshackled by fears” of
being labelled hard-handed on occasion instead balanced dichotomously against its new
mission for community engagement (Keane & Bell 2013, p. 23) and improved customer
satisfaction (Burn 2010).
The result was a police force managed (and funded by government) through the
articulation of organisational, and individual, performance and accountability. It is
administratively streamlined and efficient in its application of measurable outcome criteria
and formalised rules when utilising resources (Terpstra & Trommel 2009; Westmarland
2016). Yet, commanded by those both concerned with public image and with an interest in
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“‘softer’ service duties” (Keane & Bell 2013; Lee & McGovern 2013; Westmarland 2016, p.
356) such as approachability, ethics and community collaboration which it attempts to
balance with its primary tasks of order maintenance and crime fighting despite periodic
criticism from the general public and government of “heavy-handedness” (Keane & Bell
2013, p. 21).
Of course, attempts by police to reinvent themselves from a ‘force’ to a ‘service’ did
not occur in a vacuum. The movement of politics into a neoliberal era were also changing
the way crime was viewed politically and by the public in Australia and abroad, with wars
being waged on ‘distinctive’ crimes, including DV.
War against DV
The movement toward Australian law and order politics gained momentum at state
and territory levels in the 1980s. At that time government concerns shifted from welfare to
‘crimefare23’ and individuals once seen as “at risk” were recreated as the risk (McCulloch
2004, p. 2). Its genesis can be observed in NSW when, in response to a period of law reform
instigated by the Wran government that decriminalised most prostitution offences and
lowered the threshold for public order offences such as offensive language, the Liberal
government rose to power on a law-and-order platform. Ostensibly, Shadow Corrective
Services Minister Michael Yabsley painted the Labor Party as “soft on crime” and, in the
wake of the murder of Anita Cobby, his party won the election (Tubex et al. 2015, p. 352).
Although the details vary slightly between jurisdictions, loosely law and order politics
became saturated around the nation when the Conservative and Labor parties concurred
more should be done to tackle crime and that this was best achieved via publicly expressed
displeasure and increased policing numbers and powers and harsher penalties for convicted
offenders. Both parties disagreeing only on the finer details of how this would occur
(McCulloch 2004). Consequently, subsequent elections were framed by “bidding wars” over
which party held the toughest response to crime (Brown 2002, p. 64) and labelling of the
opposition as being “soft on crime” (Brown & Hogg 1996, p. 180).

23 The fusing of national security institutions with law enforcement agencies which has seen increasing police powers, new or more
retributive laws and rapidly rising law enforcement spending (Auerbach 2015; Richards 2015; Staff Writers 2017; Whinnett & Minear
2013).
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In 1995, the Labor government was elected on the promise of increased police
powers and getting “tough on law and order” (Chikarovski in New South Wales
Parliamentary debates (HANSARD) Fifty-first parliament 1998, p. 4107). The ‘war on crime’
began funnelling the public’s fear of crime into electoral success (McCulloch 2004) and drew
their attention from welfare cuts (Whiteford 2017) and significant government sector
privatisation, such as the Commonwealth Bank and Telstra (Reserve Bank of Australia 1997).
Three years later crimefare was adopted nationally. Despite federal politics having
remained free of crime politics, possibly due to the states and territories having
constitutional responsibility for crime, the then-Prime Minister Howard declared rising
crime rates the primary responsibility of his government when he competed for re-election
and resecured his tenure (Howard 1998; Williams 2000).
With each election cycle, whilst both sides of politics reproached the other for being
lenient on crime and publicly fought out competing policies, police powers and officer
numbers increased, law enforcement spending rose rapidly (Andreas 1997), penalties, such
as truth-in-sentencing24, became harsher and the public fear of crime was further fuelled
(Hale 1996; McCulloch 2004). One of the areas affected by this process continued to be DV.
From their election in 1996, Prime Minister John Howard and the Liberal Coalition
also commenced a federal ‘war on DV’ from a conservative family values or pro-family
perspective, de-gendering the issue and re-conceptualising it as a culturally transmitted
phenomenon that could be “dismissed as being a minority group issue” (Webster 2007, p.
63). Having already defeated the Labor-Keating government by painting them as left-wing
advocates of minority issues (Webster 2007) and themselves as governing for the “white,
heterosexual Anglo-Celtic” (Johnson 2000, p. 6) mainstream of society, the Liberal’s 2004
advertising campaign, Violence Against Women: Australian Says No was predicated on the
same ‘them’ and ‘us’ binary. Firstly the campaign suggested DV was un-Australian, thereby
associating it with ethnic minority groups as opposed to the nation’s majority, and secondly,
it claimed the country would be DV free if abused women left relationships following an
assault or disclosed the violence to police, this both responsibilised them and created them
as the ‘other’ (Webster 2007). Like the war on crime and Howard’s ‘war on terror’,
exemplified in the Tampa crisis and hard-line asylum seeker policies (Frow 2007), the ‘war
24 The Sentencing Act 1989 (NSW) abolished sentence remissions and formulised non-parole periods; effectively increasing sentence
lengths.
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on DV’ seemingly sought political success by amalgamating the Liberals with ‘mainstream’
patriotic values whilst pitting them against the oppositional ‘other’.
This stance echoed debates that were going on elsewhere. In the United Kingdom
the emergence of counter-culturists and battles between the police and anti-apartheid and
Vietnam war protestors, followed by immigrant riots (including the Brixton riot) and a series
of miners’ strikes, was heralded by police chiefs and the Conservatives as a loss of control
on crime. Thatcher’s Tory party lobbied for an increase in police powers and tougher
penalties for lawbreakers. Civil libertarians and the opposition argued the reverse; that
inadequate safeguards to control police powers were against rule of law principles and
could lead to wrongful convictions. In the face of increased crime and associated public
concerns it proved a political goldmine for Thatcherism. Then in the 1980s and 90s Labour
changed direction also becoming “tough on crime” (‘From the archive: Tony Blair is tough
on crime, tough on the causes of crime’ 2015; Reiner 2007; 2012, p. 97).
Contemporaneously, law and order politics peaked in the United States in 1988
during Bush Senior’s election campaign, when he and the Republicans successfully used the
case of Willie Horton (as Reagan before him) to frame the Democrats as soft on crime and
win votes (McCulloch 2004). Horton, a black prisoner on prison release, escaped and raped
a white woman. Bush’s repeated mentioning throughout his campaign of Horton’s crime
would make his own, Horton and Dukakis (Bush’s Democrat opposition) household names
(Mendelberg 2001).
Clinton’s crime control agenda began during his 1992 election campaign and
included substance abuse, policing issues, guns, white collar crime and domestic violence.
Once successfully elected to presidency, he declared DV a threat to family safety, passing
laws to assist those within the criminal justice system to recognise it (Marion 1997). It was a
trend that would continue, with the next president, W Bush, also declaring DV part of his
political agenda and nominating October as DV “awareness month” (Bush 2003).
More than twenty years later in Australia, the story of Rosie Batty and the filicide of
her son Luke, was similarly utilised as a political armament (2019) and to affect DV policy
(Walklate et al. 2019), in what has been coined the “Batty effect” (Davies 2015). Rosie Batty
became a household name after her son was murdered at cricket training, by his father Greg
Anderson, whilst she and a crowd watched (Gray 2014). After Luke’s death, Rosie Batty told
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reporters, “family violence happens to everybody”. It was to become her public mantra
(Luke Batty Foundation 2015).
The catch phrase, ‘Batty effect’ was, and continues to be, utilised by the media
(Davies 2015) and academic literature (Hawley et al. 2018; Walklate et al. 2019) to describe
the instrumental effect of Rosie Batty’s national public campaign (Akerman 2015; Cooper
2014; Garner 2014; Horsburg 2016; Kelly 2015; Thompson & McGregor 2014) as an “agent
of change” (Wright 2016, p. 327) to justice policy. It has been suggested to have occurred
because she confronted “collective vulnerabilities” (Walklate et al. 2019, p. 211) as a
bereaved mother and as such could be reframed as a victim-hero (Cook 2020; Wright 2016),
touching the heart of politicians such as Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews (Walklate et al.
2019).
Effectively, Batty’s setting up the Luke Batty Foundation and Never alone crusade
against family violence (Dragon 2015) led to the establishment of the Victorian Royal
Commission into Family Violence, her role in the Council of Australian Governments’
advisory panel on reducing violence against women (Hawley et al. 2018) and her
subsequent address to a special sitting of the two houses of the Victorian parliament on
family violence (Walklate et al. 2019). However, these achievements did not occur in
isolation. As Walklate et al. (2019) note, Batty’s success was predicated on the general
public’s and policy makers’ sensitisation to DV as a result of the Take the Stand Campaign
that followed a series of high profile DV homicides, including the 2013 rape and domestic
killing of Sargun Ragi and the murders of Lisa Harnum, who was thrown from her balcony by
her fiancé in 2014, and Kelly Thompson, by her partner. This context, combined with Batty’s
public visibility placed her, and DV against women, at the centre of the political arena and
mounted it as a national concern (Hawley et al., 2018).
Also in 2015, media allegations of DV against Labor politician Billy Gordon by two
former partners briefly brought DV against Aboriginal women into the spotlight,
momentarily halting the “culture of silence” surrounding Indigenous DV (Ingram 2016, p.
10). Then (and in the lead up period), literature was critical of Western interventions into
Indigenous DV, due to their failure to recognise connections of mutual responsibility that tie
women to kin and links between criminal interventions and historic distrust of law
enforcement (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Women’s Task Force on Violence 2000;
Australian Human Rights Commission 2003; Cuneen 2010). Aboriginal scholars linking the
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justice system to escalating violence for Indigenous DV complainants, the continued
separation of families and a failure to address contributors like substance abuse and racism
(Nancarrow 2006). However, leaders in the Aboriginal community did not give the issue of
DV against Indigenous women the same agenda prioritisation Rosie Batty’s story had
courted in mainstream Australia and the story of Gordon’s abuse faded from focus whilst
police investigations proceeded (Ingram 2016). The silence that ensued, effectively
reinstating a way of “thinking, knowledges, actions and relationships” imbued with power
differentials (McClaren 2016, p. 3), at the same time, minimising Aboriginal women’s
capacity of participate meaningfully in the advancement of how Indigenous communities
addressed DV, thereby equally rendering them “silenced” by the hegemonic socio-economic
powers around them” (Manjoo 2014; McClaren 2016, p. 3). The way DV was dealt with for
them, in policy and practice, would largely remain in the mainstream world rather than
framed in community healing and Indigenous knowledge (Blagg et al. 2018). This is a
significant concern given that the Closing the Gap report notes Indigenous women are 30
times more likely than their non-Indigenous counterparts to be hospitalised for assault, a
figure that increases to 53 times in remote areas (Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet 2017, p. 95). Moreover, one-third of Aboriginal women have experienced physical
intimate partner violence, double the recorded level for non-Indigenous women
(Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet 2017, p. 96).
In summary, a number of factors have influenced the way DV is treated by law
enforcement today. Firstly, the role of the police has changed. As debate continues as to
whether they should be fighting crime or maintaining order, police have become politicised,
moving from a place of obscurity to one of public scrutiny. Amidst this lens of public
accountability and risk aversion, police powers have increased whilst contrastingly funding
has become restrained by performance in targeted areas. At a political level DV has also
become an election card, played in a partisan war for votes. For instance, a zero-tolerance
approach to DV, as demonstrated in media statements by Prime Minister Scott Morrison,
have become a way to garner political support (Morrison 2019; Payne & Ruston 2020). This
is possibly because of the image, as protectors of family, it creates. However,
understandings of what DV is, historical responses to DV, activism and international
research and practice have also impacted the way police address DV. The next two chapters
will consider these.
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Chapter 3: Defining domestic violence
In Australia since the 1970s, when the feminist movement and the Royal Commission on
Human Relationships highlighted DV as a significant concern (Evatt et al. 1977), definitions
for DV have remained fluid. Contrary to most common-law offences, the term continues to
have no agreed meaning nationally or globally (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2013a; Myhill
& Kelly 2019; Strategic Policy and Legislation Branch of Queensland Health 2020), with even
legislative definitions of DV diverging across Australian jurisdictions (Australian Government
Attorney-General’s Department 2018). This lack of a universal definition is problematic for a
number of reasons described below.
Problematic shifts
Firstly “definitions are used politically as tools in social struggles” (DeKeseredy & Schwartz
2011, p. 4). That is, they determine “what is visible” and how this should be acknowledged
(Itzin 2000, p. 106), in turn affecting the ways research is conducted, what is to be done
through policies, and as a result the lives of people affected by those policies (DeKeseredy &
Schwartz 2011). Primary prevention and educational programs such as The Line (Australian
Government n.d.) and other respectful relationship programs are based on feminist
definitions (Phillips et al. 2015; Turnbull et al. 2015) and therefore contain content that
addresses gender-based issues. Whereas policy interventions like the DV Disclosure Scheme
(Wallace et al. 2016) and DVEC use family violence definitions in that they contain genderneutral terms and do not highlight patriarchal concerns within their contents.
Secondly, understandings of DV inform individual judicial responses to DV (Ptacek
1999; Wakefield & Taylor 2015). For instance, research by Wangmann (2016) into how DV
typologies affect family law judgements found for violence to “count” in rulings it needed to
be well-defined or documented, because when it was regarded as “messy”, like when both
parents utilised violence, it was typically only used contextually. Equally judges questioned
whether women were “truly fearful” when they stood up for themselves against DV
offenders in court, mediation or counselling and deemed other women “too passive” for
remaining in DV situations or unsuccessfully protecting children (Wangmann 2016, p. 13).
The importance of judicial understandings of DV is exemplified in the development
of the voluntary guide Family Violence Best Practice Principles for Use in Parenting Disputes
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When Family Violence or Abuse is Alleged (Family Court of Australia & Federal Circuit Court
of Australia 2016) a resource currently utilised by judges that draws on DV typologies
(Rathmus 2013, p. 365) including those in Kelly and Johnson (2008). It is useful because
understanding how victims respond to DV, its nature and its impact are all essential as not
all acts of DV require equivalent responses (Wangmann 2016).
Finally, definitions are important as community perceptions of DV impact on the
reporting of offences (DeKeseredy & Schwartz 2011; Relationships Australia 2015). This is
because core definitions and the subsequent language employed in DV statutes play “a
symbolic role in legitimising the rights of victims to protection and justice” (Easteal & Gibbs
2015, p. 117; Jeffries et al. 2013) and because individuals may not report DV incidents if
they fail to define them as criminal. In essence, understanding what constitutes DV and
recognising it “as a legitimate form of victimisation” is foundational to addressing the issue
and its prevalence both because, (1) offender culpability rests on the social acceptance of
victim status (Matthews 2014, p. 141) and (2) the effectiveness of law is typically a function
of how police enforce it in combination with its level of public support (Matthews 2018).
Australia’s first survey regarding women’s violence found only 19% of those who had
experienced DV in the 12 months prior had reported it to police. Amongst the top reasons
for non-reporting were not considering the offence to be serious (17%), and a lack of
realisation that anything could (5%), or would (6%), be done (Australian Bureau of Statistics
1996, p. 26). The Australian element of the International Violence Against Women Survey
achieved similar results, finding only 26% of victims surveyed considered the violence they
had experienced to be a crime (p.98) and that women were more likely to consider violence
by a stranger to be criminal than occurrences from known males (Mouzos & Makkai 2004, p.
112). More recently Birdsey and Snowball (2013) found the top three reasons respondents
failed to report DV incidents to police were fear of repercussions (13.9%), the perception
that what had happened to them was trivial (11.8%) and embarrassment (11.8%). Arguably,
some people will not report victimisation until something resonates with them (Schwartz
2000), although an increase in reporting of DV incidents from the commencement of, and
during, the 2015 Victorian Royal Commission into Family Violence supports the argument
that a greater awareness of an issue within the general community should result in more
individuals coming forward to authorities (Satyen et al. 2020).
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Regardless, the earlier studies reflect some women’s perceptions (spanning 17
years), continue to construe DV both as inconsequential and as less criminal than violence
that occurs in the public domain or via outsiders. They also reveal remnants of a semantic
shift from what was once labelled “‘discipline’ (and therefore a legitimate form of
violence)”, the matrimonial right of men to punish their wives free of State interference, to
what is now labelled abuse. The consequence that, for some, violence continues to be “seen
as part of ‘marriage’, rather than as ‘violence’” (Johnson 2014; MacDonald 1998, p. 2;
Murray & Powell 2011; Suk 2009).
Universal definition – panacea or problem?
Arguably, a universal definition that both demarcates the limitations of domestic
relationships and details what constitutes unacceptable violence within those relationships
could provide community domestic behavioural guidelines and impact on the likelihood of
victims reporting DV incidents to police. However, caution should also be observed as a
collective definition may not necessarily be a panacea. In all three surveys cited earlier other
factors, including not wanting the perpetrator arrested and preferring to deal with the
situation privately, also impacted on reporting to police and may continue to mitigate
reporting levels. Equally as all three studies surveyed women, it is possible that different
factors affect the non-reporting of DV in alternative domestic relations to male-on-female
DV.
Moreover, definitions are essentially boundaries that outline inclusions and
exclusions. One risk in erecting these boundaries is that some forms of violence may be
barred from services by virtue of the definition and others may be sidelined (MacDonald
1998; Murray & Powell 2011). Some examples of exclusion currently include a lack of court
support for male victims of DV in NSW and the non-recognition of emotional abuse as a
crime.
Conversely, too broad a definition may have alternative implications, such as a
failure to reflect the significance of gender in intimate partner violence (Murray & Powell
2011), an influx of recorded incidents without distinguishing detail (Schwartz 2000), a wider
scope for individuals not seriously harmed by DV to assert victimisation, diminishing the
legitimacy of more serious forms of DV (Murray & Powell 2011, p. 48) and the labelling of
individuals with “possibilistic” offences (through protection orders) that may never
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eventuate (Egbert & Krasmann 2020, p. 911; Furedi 2009, p. 205). These areas will be
considered further by this study as the current legal definition for DV in NSW is wide-ranging
and because once an incident is coded as DV, the onus is that police act even if only preemptively (New South Wales Police Force 2018). As stated earlier, however, whilst the
definition of DV used in this study will refer to violence between intimate partners (current
and former) regardless of gender and in the context of family relationships including
extended families, analogous to the NSW legislation, it will conversely not assume a singular
incident and will include emotional, social, and financial violence. In doing so it will better
exemplify an ‘experience’-based rather than ‘offence’-based definition (Australian Bureau of
Statistics 2013c). Firstly though, it is important to understand how the current legal and
other definitions of DV were formed.
Shaping DV definitions
Definitions of DV have typically been shaped by legislation, the context of analysis,
researchers, institutions (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2009; Hearn & McKie 2008),
protagonists and public discourse (Buzawa & Buzawa 2017). Traditional definitions of DV
demarcated it as “acts of physical violence within relationships” that occurred inside the
home (Mitchell 2011, p. 2). However, these early definitions failed to encompass the
broader complexities of the issue (Mitchell 2011; Morgan & Chadwick 2009). Amongst these
complexities: the context of the behaviour (such as DV that occurs outside the home)
(Hearn & McKie 2008; Tually et al. 2008), the nature of DV, the behavioural features of DV
and variations in intimate and familial relationships and domiciles in Australia (Mitchell
2011) and internationally. The next section will now consider some of those complexities
surrounding the nature of DV.
One area where there has been some disagreement is the nature of DV, with a small
number of researchers arguing DV is not gendered despite the weight of agreement being
that it is. For instance, some feminist models and interventions, developed at a time when
violence between partners was generally perceived to be a private matter and often blamed
on victims (Murray & Powell 2009), centre on the patriarchal norm of society and its imbued
violence and subordination of women (Belknap & Melton 2005; Burrell et al. 2019, p. 79;
DeKeseredy 2011; Dobash & Dobash 1979; Stark 2007) and frame DV as a crime
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predominantly against women by men. A viewpoint shared by some left realists (Matthews
2014).
Whereas, certain family violence models have focused on the effect of interplaying
relational influences and individual pathologies, independent of gender (Gelles & Straus
1979; Straus & Gelles 1986). DV for them in essence is a form of social disorder, rising out of
family break-down and other ecological influences including a culture of violence. Their
research (Straus 1979; Straus & Gelles 1986) continues to be used to support claims of DV
gender symmetry (Headey et al. 1999; National Crime Prevention et al. 2001) as it reframes
DV as being at least as typically perpetrated by females as males (Carney et al. 2007;
Ehrensaft et al. 2004; Stets & Straus 1989).
In the early 21st century feminist researcher Michael Johnson, attempted to address
the disparity between standpoints by arguing the existence of different types of DV. These
types include: (1) “Intimate terrorism” or DV that encompasses physical and/or sexual
assault and coercion, typically by a male offender. (2) “Situational couple violence25” or DV
situations where both partners use violence habitually in arguments, but no coercion
occurs. (3) “Violent resistance” or DV involving females who are violent in self-defence
(Johnson 2011, p. 290). Finally, (4) “Mutual violent control” or DV that transpires when two
coercive and violent individuals are paired (Johnson 2006, p. 1006).
This work highlighted that studies which found men were the primary agents for DV
were addressing a different type to those that did not. Studies claiming women and men
perpetrated DV equally, used “situational couple violence” data, a more commonly
occurring form of DV, whereas studies based on data from women’s shelters, emergency
rooms and court-mandated programs, involving DV that was more often injurious to
women, were based on “coercive controlling violence” (Kelly & Johnson 2008, p. 481). As
noted earlier, Johnson’s typologies were later adopted by organisations, such as the Family
Court, in their attempt to better understand and categorise DV (Family Court of Australia &
Federal Circuit Court of Australia 2016; Rathmus 2013).
The response to Johnson from one ecological perspective was that female-initiated
violence is more represented in DV occurrences than feminist researchers concede and that
intimate terrorism is rare, only accounting for 3-10% of marriages (Dutton 2006).

25

Later renamed ‘Coercive Controlling Violence’ (Kelly & Johnson 2008, p. 478).
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Nonetheless, one definitional result of this persistent reframing of the nature of DV has
been that whilst the understanding of most Australians remains that generally men are the
perpetrators of DV (Webster et al. 2018b), with women more likely to physically suffer harm
or fear, the percentage of those who perceive DV is predominantly committed by men has
fallen since 1995 (Webster et al. 2014), with a 7 percentage point downward shift between
2013 and 2017 from 71% to 64% (Webster et al. 2018b, p. 9). However, theoretical debate is
not the only factor that has inhibited a universal definition of DV.
Legislative lines
Adding to the difficulty in defining DV are the implicit restraints of legal delineations.
Whilst no discrete DV offence exists in any Australian jurisdiction, legislative definitions of
DV are applied to regular criminal offences, like assault and property damage (Stubbs &
Wangman 2017), to demarcate them from non-domestic offences and to allow for the
implementation of protection orders by the police and courts. Regardless, these statutory
definitions26 still assume a singular crime intended to cause harm (Neave et al. 2016, p. 20).
Consequently traditional “incident-based” responses by law enforcement have failed to
consider the historical nature of abuse (Crime and Misconduct Commission 2005, p. 77), the
reality of ongoing patterns of behaviour (Kelly & Westmarland 2014, 2016) and
manipulative forms of violence perpetrated when dominating another individual (Buzawa &
Buzawa 2017), like coercive tactics utilised to control through fear (National Council to
Reduce Violence Against Women and their Children 2009a; Stark 2009). Although these
behaviours do not constitute criminal offences27 (Stark 2012) they may still cause significant
harm to those who experience them (Crime and Misconduct Commission, 2005 p. 78). This
failure has made it “difficult to apply criminal justice approaches” when defining DV (Hester
& Westmarland 2006, p. 35).
It is now generally recognised that DV behaviours can be physical, emotional, sexual,
verbal, psychological (Douglas & Stark 2010; Mitchell 2011; Morgan & Chadwick 2009;
Mugford & National Committee on Violence 1989), spiritual, social and economic (Tually et
al. 2008, p. 5). In order to cover the broad expanse of behaviours and the diversity of
26 See Crimes (Domestic and Personal Violence) Act 2007 (NSW) s.3; Domestic and Family Violence Protection Act 1989 (QLD) s.11; Crimes
(Family Violence) Act 1987 (VIC) s.4; Family Violence Act 2004 (TAS) s.7.
27 Coercive control is currently being proposed as a criminal offence in QLD (Queensland Parliament (HANSARD) 2020a; Queensland
Parliament (HANSARD) 2020b).
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modern relationships, contemporary definitions of DV have been expanded beyond physical
violence and traditional family stereotypes. They now include “any incident or pattern of
incidents of controlling, coercive, threatening behaviour, violence or abuse” amid
individuals who are or have been in familial relationships “regardless of gender or sexuality”
(Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary 2014, p. 29). DV may also be referred to as
intimate partner violence in cases where the perpetrator is a current or former intimate or
sexual partner (Loue 2000). Internationally the terms spousal violence, conjugal violence
and wife battering are also used when referring to this form of violence (Hearn & McKie
2008) though less commonly in contemporary Australia.
Family violence is a term used to encompass both intimate partner and intra-familial
violence (Morgan & Chadwick 2009). According to the Family Violence Protection Act 2008
(VIC) the term ‘family’ refers to anyone who is or has been in the investigated familial
relationship. This includes all family-like affiliations containing “ties of mutual obligation and
support” (Tually et al. 2008, p. 5) such as current and former partners, de facto
partnerships, grandparents, cousins, siblings, those deemed as family culturally (some
cultures have a broader definition of family) and non-related carer or co-residents with
disabled patient relationships (living within the same residential facility).
When the term “family violence” became the preferred terminology of the Victoria
State Government in 2008, acknowledging the perpetration of violence by other family and
community members (Theobald 2014) it was significant because the broader definition of
DV deviated from earlier references that were limited to intimate partner violence (Council
of Australian Governments 2011, p. 2). Moreover, the term better reflected Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander understandings and experiences of DV (Council of Australian
Governments 2011; Phillips & Vandenbroek 2014).
Family violence is suggested to be the preferred terminology in Indigenous
communities as it better captures the context of violence within extended families,
intergenerational matters and the lacking delineation between public and private spheres
within Indigenous communities (New South Wales Department of Health 2011; Stanley et
al. 2003). Yet the way Indigenous communities view family violence goes beyond this to
include a range of collective issues including the undermining of culture, the weakening of
family structures, racism, poverty, unemployment, suicide and substance abuse (Olsen &
Lovett 2016). Moreover, there is no consensus amongst Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
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people regarding this term, perhaps unsurprisingly, as both DV and culture are respectively
multiparous and experienced differently by individuals in any given community (Volpp
2011). Therefore, whilst some prefer the term ‘family violence’, research also shows that
other Aboriginal women prefer ‘domestic violence’ as it is closer to the lived experiences of
women abused in intimate partnerships (Gordon et al. 2002; Keel 2004; Olsen & Lovett
2016). This is in line with more generalised concerns that the term family violence masks the
most widespread form of DV in Australia; that which is experienced by women (Webster et
al. 2018b).
As already noted, the Australian 2017 National Community Attitudes towards
Violence against Women Survey found a decline in the number of individuals who recognise
males are more likely to perpetrate DV than women and, that a proportion of surveyed
participants perceived the issue of gender inequality defunct or exaggerated (Webster et al.
2018a). Whilst no direct correlation can be shown between these attitudinal variations and
the altered terminology, any possible change in perception is important. Given that: (1)
changed understandings of DV shape levels of reporting (Phillips et al. 2015) and (2)
attitudes towards violence and women, such as low levels of support for gender equality,
have been suggested to be an underlying factor in violence against women (Wall 2014;
Webster et al. 2018a; Webster & Flood 2015). Colloquially, throughout Australia, the terms
DV, family violence and intimate partner violence are used collectively and at times
interchangeably (Murray & Powell 2011), with DV understood to denote existing and prior
intimate partners, including same-sex partnerships, and occasionally a broader scope of
associations (Stubbs & Wangman 2017).
Presently, due to an increased recognition of non-traditional relationships in
Australia and internationally, legal definitions generally do not consider DV to be gendered
(Jeffries et al. 2013). However, despite gender-neutral terms and provisions allowing
women to be arrested for violence against male partners, it is also broadly comprehended
by those in authority that DV laws are primarily designed to “protect women” and “hold
men accountable” (Hearn & McKie 2008, p. 77). Prime Minister Kevin Rudd exemplified this
sentiment in 2008 when he stated, “It is my gender – it is our gender – Australian men –
that are responsible. And so, the question is: what are we going to do about it?” (National
Council to Reduce Violence against Women and their Children 2009b, p. 2). As did Prime
Minister Malcolm Turnbull, when he later called for a “cultural shift” in the way men treat
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women to being deemed “un-Australian” because “violence against women begins with
disrespecting women” (Ireland 2015). Moreover, most reported violence falls into that
grouping (Neave et al. 2016), with three quarters of DV incidents attended by police in
Victoria involving female victims and 77% of perpetrators male (Victoria Police Submission
in Neave et al. 2016, p. 17). This flux between degendered and gendered notions of DV
extends beyond legislation into other arenas.
Reflecting on policy
DV policy demonstrates similar tensions to the legislation by attempting to provide an
inclusive response to DV that encompasses everyone in society whilst at the same time
prioritizing women’s safety and their rights to agency over their lives. Firstly, no consistent
labelling of DV exists in public policy documents across Australian jurisdictions, with DV
either labelled domestic, family or both. Secondly, although all jurisdictions structure their
legislation to include every family member, with the exception of Tasmania28 (whose
legislation is limited to current or former partners) (Murray & Powell 2011), jurisdictional
inconsistencies remain with the framing of DV policy varying from gendered or nongendered perspectives. For instance, the New South Wales Government (2014) It Stops
Here: Standing Together to End Domestic and Family Violence in NSW Domestic Violence
Strategy makes the de-gendered comment that, “All too often, domestic and family violence
is labelled as a women’s issue. It isn’t – it’s a whole of community issue” (p.1). Whereas the
Government’s Office for Women’s Policy (2010) NSW Domestic and Family Violence Action
Plan begins with, “Women and children in NSW have the right to be and feel safe;
particularly in the place they should feel most secure – the family home” (p.6). It also
identifies DV as “gender-based violence and a violation of human rights” (p.16). Moreover,
the gendered nature of DV is likewise supposed in the NSW Domestic and Family Violence
Prevention and Early Intervention Strategy 2017-2021 when it states, “gender inequality sets
the social context for domestic and family violence to occur, and where violence against
women and children is condoned” (New South Wales Ministry of Health 2016). This is in
juxtaposition with the degendered wording of the local legislation.

28

See Family Violence Act 2004 (TAS).
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In NSW, the jurisdiction where the data for this study was collected, the Crimes
(Domestic and Personal Violence) Act 2007 (NSW) describes DV as a personal violence
offence “committed by a person against another person with whom the person who
commits the offence has or has had a domestic relationship” (s. 11); with domestic
relationships including extended families, occupants in residential facilities and the
relationship between an individual’s ex-partner and current partner, even where they have
never met (s. 5). Under December 2016 amendments to the Crimes (Domestic and Personal
Violence) Act 2007 (NSW), DV offences go beyond personal violence offences to include
coercion, control, intimidation, offences that create fear and all other offences related to
the personal violence offence.
An example of this is where an offender calls and threatens their partner before
putting a brick through their partner’s window and hiding in a car further down the street.
When sometime later, their partner drives to the police station and the offender tail gaits
and swerves towards the car, those later driving offences are all considered to be individual
domestic offences. In the past the driving offences would not have been treated as part of
the domestic offence. Under the amendments the intimidation, the malicious damage and
the predatory driving, now can be so, due to a causal relationship (Nightingale & Guthrie
2017).
However, in NSW other conduct that falls within broader definitions of DV, such as
emotional and financial abuse, remain outside the scope of criminal offence (Australian Law
Reform Commission 2010). This is not the case in Victorian legislation which makes clear
such behaviours “constitute family violence even if the behaviour would not constitute a
criminal offence” (Family Violence Protection Act 2008 s.5.3).
Australia-wide and internationally debate continues with regards to the broader
criminalisation of coercive forms non-physical DV (Douglas 2018; Quilter 2020), with most
Australian jurisdictions29 unlike the United Kingdom30, yet to consider coercive control
criminal (Fitz-Gibbon et al. 2020). That said, other definitional changes to DV in the
legislation continue to occur. In recent times in NSW, strangulation has been included as a
domestic related offence under the Crimes Legislation Amendment Bill 2018 (NSW),

29 As noted earlier, QLD is currently considering coercive control as an offence (Queensland Parliament (HANSARD) 2020a; Queensland
Parliament (HANSARD) 2020b).
30 Which has criminalised coercive behaviour under the Serious Crime Act 2015 (UK).
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reflecting its significance as a risk factor in escalating violence (New South Wales
Parliamentary Research Service 2018) and in October 2020 the Stronger Communities
Legislation Amendment (Domestic Violence) Bill 2020 (NSW) was introduced to parliament
to provide complainants with more protections (such as the use of recorded evidence and
video links and the provision of a closed court) when giving evidence, to legislate
surrounding the length of apprehended violence orders and to extend the meaning of
intimidation. This makes the endowment of a stable definition of DV more problematic.
In sum, whilst definitions of DV, including its nature and framing show some
similarities across Australian jurisdictions and internationally, significant differences remain.
Moreover, longstanding discourses with regards to the extent DV is gendered have not only
historically shaped its definition but continue to ensure its fluidity. Legislative reforms, such
as the NSW amendments, are the result of these discourses, that have demarcated DV both
as a social problem and as a crime and in doing so uncovered its prevalence and impact on
the community. The following section will consider both. However, before moving forward
it is worth flagging that one space to watch are changes with regards to coercive control, an
area already being considered by QLD parliament (Queensland Parliament (HANSARD)
2020a; Queensland Parliament (HANSARD) 2020b).
The size and impact of domestic violence
Domestic violence is a significant problem in Australia and internationally, with women
largely the victims of DV and men the perpetrators (Australian Institute of Health and
Welfare 2018; Fehlberg et al. 2014). However, reporting the true extent of the issue is
challenging. This is because whilst data collected through administrative records of formal
responses to DV, such as detection and prosecution through criminal and civil justice
systems (such as protection orders and recorded crime statistics) and treatment services
(including health, child protection and crisis support services) is an indicator of the level of
DV in Australia, victim impact surveys indicate that many individuals neither report DV to
police or seek professional advice (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2013c). For this reason,
the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2011) recommends the combined use of both
victimisation surveys and administrative data where the most comprehensive picture of DV
is required. Although, it notes operational managers and policy makers can most effectively
respond to recorded crime statistics as they focus on the crime statistics that come to the
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attention of the criminal justice system. Where the use of victim surveys is suited to analysis
that involved more detailed analysis, demographic variables, or a national perspective
(Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011b). Yet, no choice is without issue.
Whilst victimisation surveys, such as the Personal Safety Survey, are designed to
collect experiences whether they have been recorded or not, they still require individuals to
recognize and acknowledge their victimisation and be prepared to report it in the survey
(Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011b; 2013c). There are also issues with administrative
data, such as data quality due to the competing demands on record keepers and because
the data collection is a by-product of record keeping systems rather than being its primary
purpose. This may result in differences due to legislation, recording practices, standards,
and data extraction methods (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011b). These issues should be
considered when deliberating the following figures from crime victimisation surveys.
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2017b) one in six women and one in
16 men report experiencing physical and/or sexual violence from a current or previous
partner from the age of 15. Whilst almost one in four women and just above one in six men
report having been emotionally abused by a current or former partner, during that period.
In addition, 54 per cent of women who had been subjected to current partner violence had
been exposed to more than one incident, indicating the recurring nature of DV. Covid-19
may have exacerbated these figures. In their online survey of 1500 women over the age of
18, Boxall et al. (2020) found 1 in 20 respondents had experienced physical or sexual DV in
the 3 months before the survey, 5.8% had experienced coercive control and 1 in 10
emotional abuse by a current or former partner but, importantly, Covid-19 coincided with
the onset or escalation of that abuse. This suggests that Covid-19 has contributed to an
increase in DV. The authors also found that many of the women failed to report their abuse
due to safety concerns, providing a possible explanation for the discrepancy between Boxall
et all’s (2020) findings and data collected by Freeman (2020) that shows no increase in
reports to police during the same period.
Irrespective of Covid-19, disabled women are more likely to experience violence
which lasts longer and is more severe than the general population and, Indigenous women
are 31 times more likely to be hospitalized as a result of family violence than nonIndigenous women (Department of Social Services, Submission 57 in Neave et al. 2016). The
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (2018) finding that 63% or Aboriginal women and
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35% of Aboriginal men reported experiencing some form of family violence and that
between 54 and 65% of recorded assaults were perpetrated within the ‘family’ context.
Moreover 30-40% of assaults on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in 2016 were
intimate partner violence, compared with a non-Indigenous rate of 11-19% (Australian
Bureau of Statistics 2017c). These figures suggest DV is a significant issue for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communities, particularly women, especially given that research also
suggests 88% of violence experienced by Indigenous women is not reported to police
(Lievore 2003). Moreover, adults, regardless of culture or gender, who have experienced or
witnessed abuse as children, under the age of 15, are also at greater risk of becoming
victims of DV (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2018).
On average in 2014-5, approximately eight women and two men were hospitalized
each day following an assault by their partner (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare
2017a). In 2017, almost 48% of assaults against women and 4.4% of assaults against men,
that required hospitalization, were intimate partner violence and 14.5% and 7.9%
respectively were committed by another family member (Australian Institute of Health and
Welfare 2019).
In Australia in 2017-18, 120,400 civil cases involving a DV protection order were
finalised in Magistrates court, 46,900 of those were in NSW. Furthermore, in 2012-18,
14,949 Australian women and 1580 men received a Centrelink crisis payment on the
grounds they were experiencing housing issues due to DV (Australian Institute of Health and
Welfare 2019). Almost 2.1 million adults claim to have witnessed violence towards their
mother by her partner and almost 820,000 violence towards their father, before the age of
15 (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2017b). Sixty-eight per cent of mothers, said their
children had seen or heard the violence they had experienced from a previous partner
(Australian Bureau of Statistics 2017b). Although 1-7% of all DV incidents reported to police
are adolescent violence towards parents (Moulds et al. 2016); typically by a male offender,
aged 15-17 years, who is violent towards his mother (Freeman 2018a; Moulds et al. 2018).
These figures signify the prevalence of DV in Australia and suggest DV is typically
perpetrated by men against women and girls and that Indigenous women and their
communities are continuing areas of concern. The incidents of domestic killings are equally
telling.
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Domestic homicide
The National Homicide Program figures from July 2010 to June 2012 found of the
479 Australian homicides 187 were domestic (39%), and 58% of them were intimate partner
killings (Bryant & Cussen 2015) and from July 2010 to June 2014 there were 152 lethal
intimate partner violence incidents in Australia, most (79.6%) of which involved male
perpetrators, the majority (92.6%) of whom were the primary abuser prior to the homicide
(Australian Domestic and Family Violence Review Network 2018). Between 2018 and 2019,
the number of murders rose nationally and 30% of these (125 victims) in that year alone
were DV related (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2020). Moreover, Indigenous victims are
more likely to be killed in a domestic assault, with 68% of Indigenous homicide victims killed
as a result of DV compared to 38% of non-Indigenous victims (Australian Institute of Health
and Welfare 2018).
In NSW, between July 2000 and June 2014, there were 204 domestic homicides, of
which 79% of victims were female. Ninety-eight per cent of women killed by an intimate
partner had previously been subjected to DV by their killer. In comparison, 89 per cent of
male victims had been the primary abuser of their female killer, with the remainder killed by
a male intimate partner who had abused them (Domestic Violence Death Review Team
2017). This figure dropped to 178 domestic homicides between 2015 and 2019 (Australian
Bureau of Statistics 2019).
In Victoria, the police submission to the Royal Commission into Family Violence
found that between 2012-13 almost one death a week in that state was the result of family
violence (Victoria Police Submission 92 in Neave et al. 2016). Women are at a heightened
risk of DV during pregnancy, during separation and at times of natural disasters (Neave et al.
2016). Of course, DV, and its predominance of female victims, is not limited to Australia.
The global perspective
Violence against women is the “most pervasive human rights violation world-wide”
aside from “war and civil unrest”, with women more likely to be “beaten, stalked, raped or
killed by intimate relatives or partners than any other type of assailant” (Hearn & McKie
2008, p. 76). It is an international problem.
A survey of 42,000 women in 28 European Union Member States found one in five
women over the age of 15 had experienced physical or sexual violence by an intimate
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partner, 43% had experienced psychological violence by an intimate partner, five per cent
had experienced economic violence at the hands of their current partner and 13% with a
previous partner (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights 2014). Similarly in the
United States (US) an average of 20 people fall victim to intimate partner violence every
minute, it accounts for 15% of all violent crime, with one in three women experiencing
physical violence and one in seven stalked by an intimate partner (Black et al. 2011).
Moreover DV hotlines in the US receive around 20,800 calls daily (National Coalition Against
Domestic Violence 2015).
Globally, it is estimated 26-30% of women who have been in a relationship have
experienced physical or sexual violence from an intimate partner (World Health
Organisation 2021, p. 21) and 38% of female homicides are committed by male partners
while six per cent of male homicides are committed by female partners (World Health
Organisation 2021; World Health Organization 2013, p. 10). The DV picture is similar in
Australasia. The same report found 28% of Australasian women had experienced intimate
partner violence, slightly above the global average of 26.4 per cent but lower than other
regions where 38 per cent of women had experienced intimate partner violence (pp. 47, 3)
(World Health Organization 2013, pp. 47, 3). But what is the toll of this problem?
The impact of DV
The impact of DV in Australia is significant and far-reaching. DV is the leading
contributor to homelessness for women with children and intimate partner violence has
substantial health impacts on women. In 2016-7 around 72,000 women, 34,000 children and
9,000 men who sought homelessness services cited DV as a contributor to their
homelessness, with Indigenous Australians 9 times more likely than non-Indigenous
Australians to experience this issue (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2017b). In
2011, DV had a greater impact on illness, disability and premature death than any other risk
factor for 25–44 year-old women, with mental health issues due to DV making up 35 per
cent of risk (Ayre et al. 2016). For Australian women over 15, partner violence currently
accounts for 18% of early pregnancy loss, 19% of suicides and self-inflicted injury, 19% of
depressive disorders and 12% of anxiety disorders (Australian Institute of Health and
Welfare 2019). Moreover, amongst Victorian women aged 15-44 years of age, intimate
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partner violence was the leading contributor for death, disability and illness, its “disease
burden” greater than smoking, high blood pressure and obesity (VicHealth 2014b, p. 10).
There are also economic impacts to the community. In 2002-3 the estimated cost of
intimate partner violence alone over an Australian victim’s lifetime was $224,470, the total
annual cost of intimate partner violence assessed to be 1.8 billion nationally (Access
Economics 2004). By 2009, due to definitional changes that included emotional abuse and
stalking, that national estimate increased to $13.6 billion (KPMG 2009) and in 2015-6 to $22
billion (KPMG 2016). These costs were predominantly borne by victims in the form of pain,
suffering and premature death (KPMG 2016). Second generational impacts endured by
witnesses, over the long term, were cumulatively estimated to be $333 million over the life
courses of those women and children (KPMG 2016). Other research has estimated the
lifetime cost of DV for the cohort of women in the base year of 2014-5 will be $307 billion,
of which around $230 billion (Pricewaterhouse Coopers Australia 2015). Moreover,
Pricewaterhouse Coopers Australia (2015) estimate that if no further prevention programs
are undertaken with regards to DV against women costs will accumulate to $323.4 billion
over the period from 2014-15 to 2044-45. This suggests that the benefit of targeted
prevention programs at multi-systemic levels far outweigh their cost.
Whilst DVEC is not a prevention tool in itself, it is possible its documentation of the
impact of DV on complainants acts as a conduit for secondary prevention application or that
DVEC has preventative properties, such as on a restorative level, via the audiovisual
presentation to perpetrators of the ramifications of their actions. This will be touched on in
the findings.
That said, economic figures show the mounting impact of DV. As the community’s
understandings of DV increase and the role of law enforcement in dealing with DV expands,
the importance of reviewing the effectiveness of the tools, such as DVEC, utilised in day-today policing of DV has heightened. The Victorian Royal Commission into Family Violence
found those affected by DV seek support services in many ways, with police being a primary
entry point to service pathways and courts central to their involvement with the DV system.
Moreover, this growing demand places pressure on frontline police in particular, who often
handle DV investigations, with recidivist DV offenders utilising a disparate proportion of
policing resources (Neave et al. 2016, pp. 24-6).
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Anecdotally, DV is considered to be a large proportion of police work (Blumer 2016)
and officers in this study informally estimated DV accounted for between 70-80 percent of
their daily operations. In its report for the Office for the Status of Women, Access Economics
(2004) estimated that in 2004 national costs for policing domestic violence were around
$3.5 million, with an additional $6.4 million in protection order applications and $14.2
million in DV prosecutions. All figures likely to have escalated with the increased focus on
DV prosecutions. Moreover, international research suggests that the sizable workload for
police associated with DV investigations, preparation of protection orders and for court
cases and enforcement surrounding breaches of orders, provides a negative return in the
short term for each dollar invested by the government into DV policing (Home Office 2013),
making the cost of DV a significant factor in policing DV.
The DVEC methodology and supporting NSW legislation31, enacted in 2015, were
designed to save police time and costs and reduce complainant trauma by combining the
steps of police-complainant interviewing and statement writing into one through the
electronic recording of interview-statements to be played in court as complainant evidencein-chief (New South Wales Department of Justice 2015b). However, it may also have
additional benefits such as contextual elements implicit to video evidence, like the
complainant’s composure and injuries, which arguably promote statement
comprehensiveness and accuracy (Westera, McKimmie, et al. 2015) and reductions in
complainants’ stress due to less time testifying in court (Burton et al. 2006; Hamlyn, Phelps,
Tutrle, et al. 2004; Kebbell et al. 2007). Chapters 5 and 6 will explore these areas more
deeply by reviewing the literature on the importance of witness statements and concepts of
the ideal victim, the importance of voice, and secondary victimisation respectively. Firstly,
though it is important to background the context within which various DV definitions were
developed by detailing the history of DV in Australia.

31

As per Criminal Procedure Amendment (Domestic Violence Complainants) Act 2014 (NSW).
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Chapter 4: History of DV Australia
Since the 1970s DV has increasingly been recognised as a social issue, and today it is
common for the media to report instances of it. However, there is also evidence individuals
suffered violence in the home long prior to its recognition (Dobash & Dobash 1979; Doggett
1992; Ramsay 2011). This chapter provides a synopsis of the historical and contemporary
treatments of DV in Australia, situated in the circumstances within which they occurred. It is
useful to reflect on socio-legal responses within this framework, as it facilitates a better
understanding of how they came about and provides for contextualised analysis. Moreover,
it is important to consider particular steps in history, such as the emancipation of women,
the changing dynamics of communities, men’s movements and the redefining of family,
because they have all interplayed, or counteracted each other, to affect contemporary
collective perceptions of DV and in turn the way the law and police deal with it today
(Matthews 2014). Equally, the complainants, whose narratives are recorded as DVEC and
the magistrates who view them, all partake with understandings of DV and the law, nuanced
by collective as well as individual values and pasts. It is for these reasons that the DVEC
must not only be viewed with an understanding of the definitions of DV and the changing
role of policing, but also some appreciation of the history of the treatment of DV.
This history will be centred around the NSW experience, as that is where DVEC was
inaugurated, and this study was conducted. However, it will also touch on some experiences
and research from other jurisdictions nationally such as Victoria, the state where the 2016
Royal Commission into Family and Domestic Violence took place, and overseas. This is
because changes to the way DV was understood and treated in NSW did not occur in a
vacuum, rather they were influenced by national and international events and
commentaries. The next section will begin with the first period of socio-legal response, from
1788.
From 1788
From the beginning of the colonial period in 1788 until the 1880s there were few
socio-legal constraints on DV and laws adopted from England32 cemented patris potestas33,

32
33

Such as the Matrimonial Causes Act 1857 (UK).
Latin for ‘power of the father’.
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or patriarchal power structures, keeping women subservient and ostensibly homebound
(Saunders 1984). Divorce remained uncommon (Nicholson & Harrison 2000) possibly
because it was only granted by church decree or a private Act of parliament and DV was
perceived to be a private matter, ignored by law enforcement (and justices (Mitchell 2019))
unless it disturbed the peace (Stubbs & Wangman 2017). Moreover, during this period,
criminal justice processes were typically not utilised in relation to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people (Mitchell 2019), though the destruction of Indigenous communities by
colonisation and conditions which at that time fostered “assault in Aboriginal communities”
(Wilson 1982, p. 37).
It was a significant era because the values actively and intentionally established
within it have lingered into contemporary society, continuing to temper attitudes towards
gender equality and, as a result, DV (Heise 1998; VicHealth 2007; Wall 2014; Yodanis 2004).
These include the way some police officers deal with both (Westmarland 2011) and how
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities who, were not only impacted by
colonisation, have continued to be subjected to higher levels of surveillance and policing,
yet remain largely unprotected from DV (Mitchell 2019; Stubbs & Wangman 2017). These
conditions and ongoing colonisation have been submitted to have been the main
contributors to higher rates of DV today (Wilson 1982).
Across the broader population, subsequently, three movements would come to
influence perceptions of both women and DV: political suffrage, war and employment. Until
these changes came, however, there were few restraints against DV in the colonies (Stubbs
& Wangman 2017).
By the 1890s DV was prevalent across all Australian social classes (Allen 1987) with
husbands able to control, beat or rape their wives without the likelihood of divorce (Pixley
1991). In frontier regions, where institutionalised violence against Aboriginal people and
foreigners existed, women were particularly at risk because their itinerant lifestyles, and
resulting lack of social networks, exposed them more than the rest of society (Saunders
1984).
According to Allen (1985) half of the women murdered between 1880 -1909 were
killed at home, with almost a quarter dying from head injuries typically from disciplinary
beatings. Australian men who killed their wives, theoretically, faced heavy prison terms or
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the death penalty34 and those convicted of assault could receive up to six months
incarceration (Radsinowicz 1956; Ramsay 2011). However, in practice criminal sanctions
were rarely used (Allen 1985). Firstly, because marriage predominantly remained a woman’s
trade and husbands were considered to be their “wives’ employers”, with men who were
convicted of common assault against their wives expected to take charge of them following
their release from prison (Allen 1985, p. 121). Secondly, although in principle assault was an
offence35, prosecutions were problematic because the punishment of a wife was sanctioned
providing a rod or birch no thicker than a thumb was utilised (Allen 1985, p. 120). Thirdly, at
that time police handbooks advised that arrests of men who beat their wives were not to
occur unless life endangering. As a result, arrests were few. Women were instead
encouraged to take out a summons. This cost six shillings sixpence, almost half the weekly
wage of a live-in domestic servant; the characteristic female occupation (Allen 1985).
This treatment was significant because the way police address (or fail to address)
crime has been suggested to affect levels of future reporting (Boateng 2018; Douglas 2019a)
and the community’s trust in them and the criminal justice system (Douglas 2019a; Hardy
2019). This in turn impacts legislation, policies and the allocation of policing resources;
which are informed by reporting levels (Torrente et al. 2017) and possibly victims’ longer
term safety, as research suggests involving the police may reduce further violence (Xie &
Lynch 2017). Importantly though hindering DV victims’ willingness to come forward and
cooperate with police negatively affects their and the criminal justice system’s ability to
operate, given that victims are key players in crime prevention as they can identify
offenders (Aviv & Weisburd 2016).
Regardless of being silenced by the way DV was handled by society, the courts and
police, collectively women were beginning to find a voice regarding their citizenship.
Suffragettes and temperance
The first wave of feminism, or suffrage movement, took hold during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It was the first time where women globally,
interconnected by the growth of transportation and communications, protested their

34 Whilst under the NSW Criminal Law Amendment Act 1883 the penalty for uxoricide was hanging, where ‘malice intent’ could not be
proved the penalty for acts causing bodily harm was penal servitude. Burning at the stake was the punishment for mariticide (Allen 1985).
35 Defined as “common” or “aggravated” by the English Offences Against the Person Act (1861).
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industrial and political marginalisation (Atkinson 2018), inaugurating a normative shift in
Australian culture (Lake 1986) and policy, regarding marriage and divorce (Enderby 1975;
Rhoades et al. 2010).
Suffragettes agitated for public education about women’s rights and political
franchise (Australian Government 2015) and by 1908, around the same time as the average
Australian family size declined36 due to reproductive self-determination, white women won
the right to vote (Nelson 2007; Pixley 1991). Though Aboriginal women, subject to
assimilation policies and ongoing violence as a result of colonialist practices (Quayle 2002),
remained silenced (Lucashenko 1996). Concomitantly, the individual battles of white
women in the 1880s became collective campaigns as unmarried, middle-class women
embraced political causes directed at fair treatment. These activists, known as the
temperance movement, were not seeking independence rather the limitation of injurious
male practices like sexual selfishness and drinking (Lake 1986).
Within this context, publicly, domestic abusers were declared the minority and
framed as “degenerative working-class”, deserving of punishment (Nelson 2007, p. 84), as
Australia embraced respectability and tried to escape its convict past (Ramsay 2011). Then
by the 1920s the development of the eugenics movement and Freudian theories nationally
redefined DV from a criminal act to “medical dysfunction” (Nelson 2007, p. 85). The medical
classification given weight by links made between WWI servicemen and DV. Those returning
from Gallipoli and the Western Front returned as heroes but were emotionally damaged by
war (Garton 1988; Nelson 2007). With 43% of the Australian Imperial Force discharged as
medically unfit (Butler 1943) the public compassion for returned soldiers overshadowed
that for their wives’ injuries, even amongst DV victims (Nelson 2007). It was the first time
DV was publicly recognised as an issue, albeit linked to the working class (Ramsay 2011) and
post-war mental health (Nelson 2007).
Divorce and maintenance were officially advocated in place of DV prosecution and
men were imprisoned for non-payment (Allen 1985). In response to the incarcerations, a
1920s media campaign painted women who pursued divorce as opportunists and “sexually
abandoned parasites” with headings like “The Man Pays, While the Woman Plays” (Allen
1985, p. 128). Before long the imprisonment of nonpayers ceased. The image of women was
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From seven to three live births per woman (1880-1920) (Allen 1985).
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changing, and not only divorcees. The likelihood that women were seen as innocent victims
of DV decreased with increased opportunities awarded them for birth control, work and
education (Nelson 2007; Ramsey 2013).
Moreover, police in the 1930s continued to be reluctant to intervene on behalf of DV
victims where family law solutions were possible (Allen 1985). Divorce persisted to be seen
as the best option by bureaucracy (Allen 1985). The gender demographic, whilst not
weighted as heavily in favour of men as the 1800s, was 1.04 men per woman (Gubhaju
2011). Due to the continuing, albeit slight, shortage of marriageable women, placing abused
divorcees back on the market was rationalised as the cheapest solution for taxpayer and
government (Allen 1985). This era is meaningful with regards to DV today because values
that paint women who pursue maintenance as opportunists and construct DV as a malady
of the poor and uneducated, continue to permeate folk culture (Halliday & Hurst 2017;
House of Representatives Standing Committee on Family and Community Affairs 2003, pp.
36-7, 41; Paisner 2018) and family court orders continue to have precedence over police
interventions 37.
The interwar years and great depression
During the interwar years, women’s employment choices were limited (Allen 1985).
As the great depression rippled worldwide, unemployment rates in Australia peaked at 29%
(Australian Bureau of Statistics 2001) and public resentment towards the employment of
females, particularly wives, grew amidst a cultural resurgence of patriarchal norms (Ramsey
2013). Consequently, leaving one’s husband resulted in financial hardship for many.
Regardless, a number of domestic policy changes were beginning to reshape the
matrimonial landscape. The Commonwealth Child Endowment Act 1941 made fathers liable
for the provision of child support federally (Daniels 2009) and 18 years later, uniform
divorce laws were introduced, individual States and colonies initiating their own divorce
legislation in the interim (Nicholson & Harrison 2000).
The Matrimonial Clauses Act 1959 (Cwlth) came into effect in February 1961
(Nicholson & Harrison 2000, p. 761) upholding the commonplace view that marriage was

37 Intervention orders that are inconsistent with Family Law orders may be found invalid (unless the latter are suspended) under s.
68Q Family Law Act 1975 (Cwlth) and s.16 Intervention Orders (Prevention of Abuse) Act 2009 (SA).
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sacrosanct (McInerney 1957, p. 372). Consequently, it was a fault-based model that
facilitated moral assessments of disputing parties by judges (Rhoades et al. 2010). Section
28 contained 14 grounds for divorce, including adultery, desertion and intolerable cruelty.
The most common provisions for seeking divorce were adultery and desertion, with
most petitions remaining undefended by the late 1960s (Hambly 1972). For DV victims,
however, agreement was not an option and the “pattern of dominance and control” meant
“a cruelty-based petition was likely to be contested” (Rhoades et al. 2010, p. 3). This was
problematic because divorce judges, typically suspicious of cruelty allegations, demanded
rigorous proof of harm (Rhoades et al. 2010), including evidence of medical treatment and
testimony from third-party witnesses (Toose et al. 1969, p. 176). Moreover, petitioners had
to satisfy the court the behaviour was an ongoing danger (Dunkley vs Dunkley (1938) SAR
325 in Rastogi 2009; Rhoades et al. 2010) not isolated acts of violence followed by remorse.
This focus on physical violence and the requirement of evidence of injury to convict,
continue to be seen in criminal justice today. In the 1960s, women needed to remain the
innocent parties in the proceedings to retain custody of their children. The positive side of
cruelty-based petitions was the possibility of immediate blameless divorce. Whereas
desertion required proof of a two-year separation period prior to petitioning (Rhoades et al.
2010).
Post-war, DV continued to be seen publicly as a peculiarity affecting a limited subset
of the community, although now both the abuser and abused were seen as to blame, each
propagating the violence due to legal circumstance. For instance, the trend of uxoricides
clearly evidenced who committed individual DV murders so defence strategies, in
attempting to mitigate crimes, focused on showcasing defendant claims of “unpardonable
provocation” by the deceased. Provocations included infidelity, genetic instability and poor
housekeeping (Allen 1985, p. 130). Significant change with regards to how DV was
understood, however, was about to occur as it shifted from the private to public sphere.
Women’s Liberation
In Australia, and internationally, police continued to be reluctant to arrest men for
DV without serious injury (Saunders & Size 1986). The prevailing views persisted that DV
was interwoven with the private domain and equivalent to natural parental rights when
punishing disobedient children (Evatt et al. 1977; Mugford & National Committee on
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Violence 1989). That “wives needed a beating now and then to keep them in line” (Ramsey
2013) and a marriage licence was a “hitting licence”, deeply embedded in collective norms
and folk culture (Straus 1978, p. 476). Likewise, DV remained perceived as a working class
problem (Evatt et al. 1977).
However, social attitudes began to change in the late sixties and into the 1970s
when the second wave of feminism, the Women’s Liberation Movement, took DV from the
private to public field globally, and in doing so, forced governments world-wide to consider
its effect on women and children (Brown & James 2014; Laing 2000; Ramsay 2007).
Feminists contested social norms that declared DV “pathological” acts by the minority of
men, or responses to provocation regarding the female pursuit of equality and divorce
(Brown & James 2014, p. 171; James 1996).
DV was included in the agenda of the second wave of feminism following revelations
of violence during women’s testimonials within support groups and writings by researchers
such as Lenore Walker’s 1979 book The Battered Woman which details the “cycle of
violence” (Bala 2008, p. 273; Walker 1979) and Erin Pizzey’s report Scream Quietly or the
Neighbours Will Hear (Rhoades et al. 2010). Feminist theory began to focus on the sociopolitical system of patriarchy, the power disparity that fostered the subjugation of women
through sex and violence (Brown & James 2014; Laing 2000). Whilst the liberation
movement challenged the belief that female DV victims “ask[ed] for it” by inciting their
partners or stepping outside traditional roles (Brown & James 2014; McGregor & Australian
Early Childhood Association 1990, p. 8) and called for interventions that aimed to change
men’s attitudes towards violence against women (Dobash & Dobash 1979). It was the
beginning of public and political discourse’s reframing of DV as an issue for women.
Concurrently, family law changes were advancing the ability for abused spouses to
escape violent marriages. By the 1970s, there were thousands of separated married couples
who either could not, or would not, divorce due to delays, expense, convolution or
humiliation linked to the legal process, including tabloid exposes by private detectives and
photographs of adulterous acts (James 2006).
In August 1971, Attorney General Lionel Murphy commenced an inquiry into the
divorce laws (James 2006) and following a change in Government moved to amend the
Matrimonial Clauses Act 1959 to simplify the family law process, eradicate discretion
statements, eliminate filing costs and limit the amounts that could be ordered in divorce
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cases. The proposed legislation was to equally establish a separate court to deal with
marriage tenets (Nicholson & Harrison 2000) that contained in-house counselling, directed
at reducing disputes and creating workable parenting relationships post-divorce. However,
its co-operative parenting agenda was perceivably at odds with DV protection (Rhoades et
al. 2010).
The major churches in Australia opposed the family law reforms linking them to
feminism and labelling them, “contrary to the natural family order” (James 2006, p. 51).
Influenced by ecclesiastical views, ongoing Parliamentary debate would hold up the Act for
two years before it was passed (James 2006). Whilst these institutions could not stem the
rising demand for divorce, the backlash they created towards ‘easy’ divorces and the
independence of women was significant (Ramsey 2013). These attitudes would continue to
colour views in contemporary society, seen later in opinions publicly expressed by future
leader Tony Abbot about access to divorce being “too easy” (Garry 2009). Even so women’s
voices were beginning to be heard in the political arena.
The early 70s marked the end of 23 years of conservative government and
establishment of The Women’s Electoral Lobby (WEL), the National Women’s Advisory
Council, and Women’s Affairs, as women were admitted into the government sectors of
health, welfare and education (Thomson 2001). A growing number of feminist bureaucrats,
labelled “femocrats”, threw the spotlight of public policy onto women’s issues, especially
DV. Achievements included more women’s health centres and the formation of women’s
refuges (Phillips 2006, p. 204).
The women’s refuge movement was a response to increased levels of DV,
interconnected with improved female social standing (James 2005), and continued
institutional inertia to DV. It sought to provide safe, supported accommodation to female
DV victims (Murray 2008) that was previously only available to those who were destitute
(Evatt et al. 1977).
Australia’s first women’s refuges were set up in 1974 in Sydney and Melbourne and
although established in response to homelessness, DV was listed as a contributing cause
(Ramsay 2004; Theobald 2011, 2014). By June 1976 there were more than 25 refuges
nationally that provided shelter alongside economic, legal and social advice for women
escaping DV (Evatt et al. 1977). Four years later that figure had grown to 100 (Brown &
James 2014). However, under Fraser, the Federal Government would begin handing over
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the funding responsibility to State governments, so as to terminate all direct funding within
seven years (Laing 2000). It was a difficult period for the survival of refuges that resulted in a
national campaign for their survival, culminating in demonstrations outside Federal
Parliament (Sawer 2004). Today, refuges have continued to fight for funding (Women’s
Electoral Lobby 2021). Their contribution beyond support for women and children has been
to add to public consciousness concerning the link between DV and gender (Gilchrist 2015).
However, they were not the only factor that has had an ongoing influence, there were also
changes afoot in family law that would impact the treatment of those affected by DV.
The Family Law Act 1975 (Cwlth) commenced no-fault divorce following a 12-month
separation (ss. 48-9). The reforms eliminated matrimonial offences and in doing so the need
for evidence against spousal behaviour, with the only reference to DV “an injunctive
provision” allowing “judges to exclude a threatening spouse from the matrimonial home”
(Rhoades et al. 2010, p. 4). Although a proposal was put forward in the legislation, providing
for immediate divorce in the case of women escaping DV, it was not supported by
parliament. Such measures were seen as incongruent with the no-fault tenet (Senator Lionel
Murphy in Family Law Bill 1973). No DV provision meant a lengthier pathway to divorce
than the immediate escape of the Marriage Causes Act where cruelty could be proven.
Moreover, no-fault divorce ended the denial of child contact that usually came with a
cruelty finding (Rhoades et al. 2010).
The Family Law Act 1975 was effective from 5 January 1976, the day Family Court
came into operation (Family Court of Australia 2016). The former Industrial Relation
Commission President, Elizabeth Evatt was appointed as the inaugural Chief Judge (Evatt,
Elizabeth Andreas (1933 -) 2017). Her role included overseeing the most significant jump in
the divorce rate in Australian history as a backlog of couples sued for divorce. There were
3000 divorce applications to the Family Court in its first fortnight of operation,
predominantly from women, and more that 76,500 divorces in its first year (James 2006).
Amongst them women who, with the assistance of the legal reforms, legal aid and the sole
pension, were able to escape DV (Rhoades et al. 2010).
Reared in a patriarchal society, where they were tasked to control and provide for
their family, the changes to family law left many men feeling unprepared and victimised; the
final straw their inability to meet the means test requirements for legal aid afforded their
former wives. The media increasingly maligned the Family Court, and some men began to
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portray themselves as discriminated against, despite evidence to the contrary. This lead to
the foundation of fathers’ movements as some men organised themselves into activist
groups lobbying politicians and demonstrating outside the court (James 2006) – effectually a
backlash against the feminist backlash countering patriarchal privilege and violence against
women (Crowley 2009; Dragiewicz 2013, 2018).
Other equality reforms, such as anti-discrimination acts38, that empowered women
in the workplace, combined with the family law changes meant, “violence by men against
women in domestic circumstances increased significantly”, bringing about a significant need
for the women’s refuges then beginning to operate nation-wide (James 2006, p. 58).
Regardless, the Family Court refused to consider DV relevant in custody cases unless it
directly affected the child (Heidt (1976) FLC 90-077; Wood (1976) FLC 90-098; Chandler
(1981) FLC 91-008 in James 2005; Rhoades et al. 2010). Moreover, judges rarely refused
child-access to “risky” fathers (Moloney et al. 1986, p. 52), a juxtaposition between family
law and the treatment of DV as a crime that continues to temper responses to DV today.
The first Australian analysis of DV was conducted in 1975. It found that, although
offenders faced $500 fines or six months imprisonment39, rulings hurt victims equally, since
fines were paid from family finances and prison sentences resulted in lost family income.
Moreover, of 184 cases before a magistrate only three resulted in imprisonment and of 396
cases on record only three resulted in fines (New South Wales Bureau of Crime Statistics
and Research 1975). Legal interventions into DV were at best disingenuous and at worst
counterproductive.
Perhaps for this reason, during this period, and throughout the 1980s, feminists in
academia, government and women’s support opposed ‘soft’ psychotherapeutic solutions in
favour of criminal interventions (Brown & James 2014). Whereas state and territory
governments countered calls to combat DV with commissioned reports outlining the
problem and considering potential action (Laing 2000). The results of those studies,
including the following report, underscored the then-prevailing community attitudes.
The 1977 Final Report of the Royal Commission into Human Relationships found
Australian society provided a “climate for family violence” where men were “encouraged to
be aggressive and women… passive” (Evatt et al. 1977, p. 138). It also found males treated
38
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Such as the Anti-Discrimination Act 1977 (NSW); Equal Opportunity Act 1977 (VIC); Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (WA).
As per Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) s.494.
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females as sources of food and service, and as possessions. Little had changed since colonial
times in the community subconscious concerning women’s chattel value.
The report defined family violence as “acts of violence by one spouse against their
spouse or against the children” (Evatt et al. 1977, p. 133). This violence was noted as
predominantly physical, including rape. Although emotional assault was considered
insupportable, the example of the “counterpart” of abused wives provided was abused
men, who were declared the victims of “incessant nagging which can precipitate a physical
attack” (Evatt et al. 1977, p. 133). Moreover, despite the definition, marital rape immunity
was not abolished Australia-wide until 1981 (Easteal & Feerick 2005). Until then nonretractable mutual consent for sexual contact was deemed given when a marriage contract
was signed by a woman (Hale in Australian Law Reform Commission 2010, p. 1113).
DV laws and policy
In the wake of the Royal Commission into Human Relationships report, State and
Territory governments implemented an assortment of bail conditions designed for victim
protection, alongside stronger civil protection orders, and increased police powers to
investigate DV complaints (Laing 2000; Stubbs & Wangman 2017). By 1989 all States
nationally had legislated to allow women to take out restraining orders (James 2006).
However, despite increased safeguards few reported DV to police or medical professionals.
According to Bala (2008) this was because Freud, who upon hearing from female patients
about intra-familial sexual abuse, declared their testaments to be a fantasy-based
psychopathology. Freud’s views, and other supporting views within the medical profession,
created a climate unfavourable for reporting DV; leaving victims fearful of being disbelieved.
Although this is contested, with other research at that time contending there were other
contributors to the low levels of reporting, including financial dependency, fear of
discrimination, the presence of children and for some, language barriers (Gondolf 2007).
Concomitantly, DV amongst Aboriginal people was publicly linked to colonisation.
Firstly, during the 1981 trial of Aboriginal man Alwyn Peter, when his lawyer successfully
mounted a case of diminished responsibility for the killing of his partner based on the
destructive impact of colonisation (Curthoys 2020). Secondly, by criminologist Paul Wilson in
his book Black Death, White Hands, which drew connections between violence and
Aboriginal histories from colonisation (Wilson 1982). Then, finally, in Pat O’Shane’s
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submission to the NSW Task Force on DV Report that stated contributors to DV amongst
Aboriginal men went deeper than alcohol, unemployment and homelessness to include
their post-colonial relegation to the bottom of the social ladder (Curthoys 2020). As greater
emphasis was placed on DV policy nationally, the colonisation thesis was further refined. By
the time the National Committee on Violence released its report, a submission to them by
Director of the Queensland Office of Aboriginal Women, Judy Atkinson, noted that DV for
Aboriginal women had not abated, with more dying from DV than Aboriginal deaths in
custody (Curthoys 2020; National Committee on Violence 1990).
Federally, during this period, there was also considerable emphasis on DV in public
policy. The Hawke-Keating Government established the National Committee on Violence
Against Women and National Agenda for Women40 and highlighted community education
programs and research (Chappell & Costello 2011, p. 639; Murray & Powell 2011). By 1986
DV was a Federal Government priority, the Commonwealth Office of the Status of Women
implementing a three-year campaign called the National DV Education Program in 1987 that
included community resource kits and advertising promotions like ‘Real men don’t bash and
rape women’ (Weldon 2002).
Between 1986-7 all the States, except Queensland (QLD) and Western Australia
(WA), agreed children in family disputes should be dealt with by national legislation within
Family Court41. The Family Law Act was updated in 1988 to reflect this, with QLD entering
into the agreement in 199042 (Blackman et al. 2000). Only WA chose to maintain its own
family law system. Irrespective all jurisdictions retained, or have since instated, separate
and disparate child welfare, juvenile justice, adoption, de facto and same-sex couple laws;
with Commonwealth laws to prevail, under s109, where inconsistencies occur (Nicholson &
Harrison 2000).
For DV victims this meant, and continues to mean, where child welfare concerns
exist concurrently with family court action, and conflicts between State and Commonwealth
rulings occur, Family Court orders must be obeyed. Additionally, although the Child Support
(Assessment) Act 1989 (Cwlth) made it harder for men to avoid monetary responsibilities, it

40 These changed under Howard to Partnerships Against Domestic Violence in 1996. Then in 2011 under Gillard to the National Plan to
Reduce Violence Against Women and their Children (Murray & Powell 2011, p. 17).
41 This included: Commonwealth Powers (Family Law–Children) Act 1986 (NSW); Commonwealth Powers (Family Law–Children) Act 1986
(Vic); Commonwealth Powers (Family Law–Children) Act 1986 (SA); Commonwealth Powers (Family Law–Children) Act 1987 (TAS).
42 Under the Commonwealth Powers (Family Law–Children) Act 1990 (Qld).
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both appeared to worsen DV risk for women and was protested by fathers’ rights groups
claiming the amounts levied by the formula were excessive (James 2006).
Men’s movements
During the 1980s fathers’ rights groups, despite having been established for some
time, began building a strong profile, particularly in the media (Kaye & Tolmie 2003). A
series of attacks on the Family Court in 1984, including bombings of judges’ homes and
court houses, led the media to emphasise the role of male injustice in the bombings (Kaye &
Tolmie 2003; Taylor 1992). Articles claimed the bombings were likely “a man, extremely
distressed by a decision of the court” (‘Violence at court is difficult to predict’ 1984, p. 9)
and “the work of unhinged minds” which highlighted, “fundamental faults in our family law
system” (McDonald 1984, p. 32). Moreover, they connected women’s power with violence
(Taylor 1992) stating, “females in powerful positions such as head of the Family Court,
Minister for Welfare etc... are active in lobbying for laws favourable to them” (Brown 1984,
p. 1). Whilst religious leaders, critical of the Family Law Act and divorce-friendly provisions,
publicly called for its review. The legal profession remained mute in defence of the court
(James 2006).
The orthodox views were mirrored politically. In the wake of the bombings Attorney
General Evans wrote to the activist group Lone Fathers Association stating he was, “very
concerned about the Family Court and in particular the recent violent incidents and would
welcome any suggestions for change which they might make” (Taylor 1992, p. 20). The
overall outcome of the milieu was the public delegitimisation of the family court, and the
legitimisation of fathers’ rights groups. This set future community discourse regarding the
perceived treatment of men and women by family law.
Whilst the fathers’ rights movement acknowledged DV it typically placed blame on
factors external to the offender, including the custodial parent, the court, child support and
Apprehended Violence Orders (Kaye & Tolmie 1998). In particular, the movement alleged
women made false DV accusations and applied for protection orders to advantage them in
child custody cases (James 2006; Johnston et al. 2005), calls publicly echoed in 2019 by One
Nation Leader Pauline Hanson (Ireland 2019; Martin 2019). Furthermore, they argued the
existence of “parental alienation syndrome”; the estrangement of children by vindictive
parents resulting in children making false claims of abuse in custodial cases (Moloney et al.
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2007, p. 1; Quadrio 2003, p. 2). They also claimed that men, not women, were real DV
victims (Dragiewicz 2010; Rosen et al. 2009). Men’s rights groups have continued to expand
their political power and social reach through online spaces (Rafrail & Freitas 2019) and
today, there remains a drop in the percentage of Australians who perceive DV to be more
typically committed by men (Webster et al. 2018b). The tussle for acknowledgement of
‘real’ victimisation, reminiscent in the ‘nagging’ discourse mentioned earlier, is significant
given the link between justice and emotional payoffs and the societal acknowledgement of
victimhood (see chapter 6).
Whilst globally Australia ratified the United Nations (UN) Convention on the Rights of
the Child and research into the deleterious effects of DV on children (Alexander 2015), the
ongoing attacks on family law and popular culture began sentimentalising the father-child
bond (Allen 1985). The welfare of individual children, argued by the fathers’ rights
movement, was founded on the preservation of fatherhood and patriarchal families
(Dragiewicz 2008, 2010). This, combined with legal aid modifications and an overloaded
court system, weakened women’s family law position (Dewar & Parker 1999). The pressure
continued, ultimately influencing a shift towards joint custody (Flood 2010; Nicholson 2004),
despite recommendations by the 1992 Joint Select Committee favouring children’s best
interests ahead of shared parenting (James 2006, p. 64) and notably demonstrating what
Girard (2009) suggests is the continued potential of men’s groups to dismantle some of the
changes brought about by feminist discourse.
The Family Law Reform Act (1995) introduced the notion of “right of contact” with
both parents when in a child’s “best interest”, superseding case law that saw, “no parental
right of access to a child”. This heralded a change towards parental interests rather than
child welfare and placed DV victims at risk during exchanges of children between parties
(Rhoades et al. 2002, p. 4), with ongoing contact mandated until children were at least 18
years of age (Dragiewicz 2010). The amendments also resulted in the first definition of
family violence, arguably diminishing the significance of men’s DV by reframing it as genderneutral43 (James 2005, p. 23). Additionally, under the Act’s provisions, when making orders
judges were required to ensure no one was exposed to DV and that contact orders were
consistent with DV orders, unless in the child’s best interests (Nicholson & Harrison 2000).
43 Except Indigenous DV, which requires broader parameters to suit the socio-cultural context (Australian Human Rights Commission
2003).
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Yet the Family Court had limited resources for DV assessment and typically judges
did not consider DV management their obligation (Johnston et al. 2005). This echoed DV
treatment historically: that the issue belonged to the domestic sphere rather than court
business. The overall impact was compounded by an “overburdened child protection
system” that referred DV allegations to Family Court with the perception complaints were
typically overstated due to “ulterior motives” and that “one good parent” would safeguard a
child (Johnston et al. 2005, p. 291). DV was increasingly becoming the ‘core business’ of the
Family Court (Brown et al. 1998, pp. 7-8; Moloney et al. 2007, p. 47).
Changing attitudes
On the world stage the UN’s 48th session, Declaration on the Elimination of Violence
Against Women, officially recognised that DV both reflected and perpetuated the unequal
power relationship of men over women (United Nations General Assembly 1993).
Importantly this showed international consensus in three areas. Firstly, it formally
recognised that DV was “primarily a problem of violence against women” (Buzawa &
Buzawa 2017, p. 5). Secondly, it provided a DV definition that included physical, sexual and
psychological violence, including traditional practices like genital mutilation. Finally,
“signatory states were officially compelled to legally subordinate any traditional practices
that otherwise allowed or condoned violence against women” (Buzawa & Buzawa 2017, p.
5), directly confronting customary practices that harmed women.
Australian attitudes were also changing. A 1995 national survey found the
community’s understanding of DV had improved, with 93% of respondents perceiving DV as
criminal and 80% agreeing it was not a private matter. Regardless, results also showed 83%
of people admitted turning a blind eye to DV incidents (Office of the Status of Women 1995,
p. 35). Transformations were likewise occurring within the Indigenous community.
In 1972 when Aboriginal feminists joined mainstream feminists to march on
Canberra, they elected to stay silent for fear of losing their cultural identity within the
feminist cause (Ingram 2016), their solidarity with Aboriginal men against racism a greater
priority. Feminists had failed to recognise their own privilege and “active oppression of
Aboriginal women” (Phillips 2006, pp. 198-9). This decision was made despite Indigenous
people, particularly in rural areas, being around twice as likely to suffer DV than nonIndigenous people and almost ten times more likely to die from DV (Australian Institute of
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Health and Welfare 2006; Ferrante et al. 1996; Stanley et al. 2002). However, in the 1990s
Aboriginal women began to publicly voice the issue. International forums were held by
Indigenous groups to celebrate cultural survival and address serious issues like DV, such as
Healing Our Spirit Worldwide which was held in Sydney in 1994 (Healing Our Spirit
Worldwide 2018), and Aboriginal writers, like Melissa Lucashenko, used the international
attention on First Nation people to put forward contemporaneous positions calling for the
public identification of violence against Aboriginal women (Curthoys 2020).
Lucashenko (1996) argued that whilst Aboriginal DV had “its roots in the genocidal
dispossession of Aboriginal people from lands and political power, it cannot be left at that”
(p. 380) and that, justifications for DV, such as that women held inferior status under
traditional lore, did not hold water. This was despite some judges and magistrates at that
time mitigating sentences based on lore and custom (Curthoys 2020). The next government
inquiry, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Women’s Task Force on Violence, would
take place in 1999, finding that consideration needed to be given to the intersections of
gender, age, race and powerlessness, due to conditions of colonialism, to understand
Aboriginal DV (Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Policy Development
2000). Whilst, at a Federal level a campaign to demonise Aboriginal men was beginning, as
a larger project aimed at replacing self-determination policies with tighter controls of
Aboriginal people, including the disbandment of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Commission and the commencement of the NT Intervention (Curthoys 2020). The policy
reconstructions would not be limited to Aboriginal issues but would affect the way DV was
treated across broader society.
The last 50 years
Howard’s 1996 election brought significant changes in Australian DV policy.
Concerns about women’s rights were abandoned and prominence placed “on individual
psychopathology and family dysfunction”, with anti-feminist men’s rights advocates
afforded substantial sway in making DV policy (Chappell & Costello 2011, p. 639). The result,
a decline in policies and agencies directed towards women’s equality (Chappell & Costello
2011), and the incorporation of shared parental responsibility and unfriendly parent
provisions into 2006 family law amendments (James 2006). Consequently, whilst the
Government’s Partnerships Against Domestic Violence policy initially addressed family
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breakdown, DV law and female victims, by stage II the focus was children, Indigenous DV
and education (Chappell & Costello 2011).
By the late 1990s the definitional scope of DV included a range of family and
community offenders, including females (MacDonald 1998) and criminal legislation reforms
considered increased penalties for DV order breaches, extended police powers and the
creation of a stalking offence (Laing 2000). Regardless, police continued to see DV as not
being real work and the likelihood they responded to a stolen bike remained higher than
that of a domestic incident (Stephens & Sinden 2000).
DV research found that in same-sex relationships both genders were capable of
committing high levels of violence (Chan 2005) and the debate about gender-symmetry
lessened (Brown & James 2014). Instead, the focus became the failure to address other
variables influencing DV (Watson 2001), including socioeconomic status (Devery & New
South Wales Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research and Criminology Research Council
1992; McKendy 1997), culture, childhood experiences (O’Hearn & Davis 1997), and the gap
between police procedure and victims’ rights (Hoyle 2007). For instance, Indigenous
scholars accused feminists of “invisibilising race” regarding DV and failing to recognise their
own oppression as white women of women of colour (Higgins 1998; Lucashenko 1997;
Nancarrow 2006, p. 89). The result was a third wave of feminism that considered DV within
the parameters of intersectionality44, or kyriarchy45. DV was redefined as having multiple
variables like class, race and gender rather than being experienced homogenously across all
populations in all instances (Hoyle 2007). As such DV victims were seen as heterogeneous
(Nancarrow 2003). There was recognition, for instance, that for women from culturally
diverse communities speaking out about DV was considered dishonouring the family name.
Equally for them and Indigenous women leaving their husbands meant alienation from their
communities (Keys-Young 1999; Lay 2006; Murray & Powell 2011) and violence was a norm,
“to the extent that what would be regarded as shocking attacks in a mainstream context
often [were] shrugged off, even by many of the victims” (Lucashenko 1996, pp. 384-5).
Related issues of surrounding how they are viewed by broader society and bringing shame

44 ‘Intersectionality’ is the interconnected nature of social subsections like race, class, ability and gender and their impact on women’s
experiences.
45 From the Greek words ‘kyrios’ (lord) and ‘archein’ (dominate). Kyriarchy redefines patriarchy in terms of multifaceted and
interconnected structures of domination.
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on their community remain barriers to Indigenous people seeking assistance regarding DV
(Fiolet et al. 2019).
By the early 2000s, DV definitions placed weight on alternative modes of coercive
violence including emotional and financial abuse and intimidation (Office of Women's Policy
2002), whilst experts continued to debate whether men were the primary agents of DV (see
Chapter 3). Within this context two major alliances of fathers’ rights groups, the Shared
Parenting Council of Australia and the Fatherhood Foundation, formed in 2002-3. Fathers’
Rights movements continued their thrust towards strengthening male-sympathetic policy,
with activists like the Lone Fathers’ President cultivating connections with “powerful
political figures” by participating in events like the 2003 forum Turning the Tide of
Fatherlessness in Australia (Flood 2010, p. 342; Rossi 2004).
In the US mandatory and pro-arrest policies for DV were implemented in 84% of
police departments and debate ensued about whether Australia should follow (Crime and
Misconduct Commission 2005). Some research indicated that although mandatory
prosecution provided immediate protection and a powerful legal recourse for DV victims it
concurrently denied them a voice. Those researchers argued victims wanted police to
respond to end immediate danger and diffuse the situation, but no more (Hoyle & Saunders
2000; Mawby & Monckton-Smith 2014). Moreover, prosecution itself incurred significant
victim costs including offender reprisals, child custodial ramifications, undesirable
community reactions, time and loss of income (Buzawa & Buzawa 2013).
From a prosecutorial perspective, the evidentiary burden of unrelenting criminal
action for DV in the US’ experience was high, especially following Crawford v. Washington
(2004); where the court held that complainant testimony could not be entered as evidence
without the possibility of cross-examination because it breached the 6th Amendment right
to challenge one’s accusers (Buzawa & Buzawa 2013; Ross 2006; Weissman 2006). As a
result, there was little difference between conviction numbers in US jurisdictions where nodrop prosecution policies existed compared to areas where victims’ wishes were considered
(Buzawa & Buzawa 2008). However, evidence also suggested failing to follow arrest with
prosecution had no long-term deterrent effect on hard core offenders (Buzawa & Buzawa
2013; Buzawa et al. 2012).
Instead of mandatory sentencing, Australian policing agencies adopted policies that
included promoting arrest as their primary form of intervention, specialised DV police
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training and evidence collection protocols (Douglas & Stark 2010; Jennett 2012; Meyer
2011; Mitchell 2011; New South Wales Police Force 2013a; Weatherburn 2004). Regardless,
reluctance to arrest abusers remained here and overseas (Crime and Misconduct
Commission 2005; Cross & Newbold 2010). Literature suggests this is because at this time
police continued to be trained to settle down domestic disputes in preference to arrests,
due to the “perceived sanctity of the family” unit (Chisholm Institute & Women’s Health in
the South East 2004; Myhill 2019, p. 53; Robinson 2000) and “patriarchal authority”
(Edwards 1996, p. 191; Hoyle 1998). The male-dominated, masculinised force remained
gender imbalanced, with prevailing stereotypical beliefs amongst some officers about
abused women (Meyer 2011).
Nonetheless, in 2005 the number of women reporting physical abuse by a male
perpetrator to police increased to 36% from 19% in 1996 (Australian Bureau of Statistics
2006; McLennan 1996). Yet police were not the only obstacle that DV victims faced in
pursing justice. Criminal court officials also maintained problematic attitudes (Gillis et al.
2006); identifying victims as uncooperative (Dawson & Dinovitzer 2001), “pathetic, stupid”,
“deserving of the abuse”, viewing DV as victimless (Hartman & Belknap 2003, p. 363) and
discouraging complainants from pursuing prosecutions (Erez & Belknap 1998; Gillis et al.
2006).
Between 1995 and 2006 the Family Court’s treatment of DV was inconsistent, with
violence being recognised by some judges as relevant to parental capabilities and
downgraded by others (Kaspiew 2005). Moreover, when changes to family law occurred
over that time, and the five years beyond, they were framed around children having
continued relationships with all parents, the importance of fathers and the invisibility of
mothers; whose contribution to children’s lives was taken for granted (Laing & Andrews
2010, p. 9). For instance, women were characteristically cautioned not to raise DV
allegations in Family Court or risk losing care of their children if they failed to prove DV
(Dewar 2005; Laing & Andrews 2010). Typically, women encountered views amongst legal
professionals that mothers fabricated instances of abuse in family law and other services,
like law enforcement (Laing & Andrews 2010). Women were also painted as deliberately
undermining child-father relationships despite evidence to the contrary (Kaspiew 2007;
Laing & Andrews 2010). Attitudes that women use DV claims as a tactical advantage in
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relationships have continued in public discourse, with research indicating they have
increased recently (Webster et al. 2018b).
In 2009, the Family Courts Violence Review recommended a number of legislative
amendments improving the Family Court’s ability to address DV (Chisolm 2009) and the
Family Law Legislation Amendment (Family Violence and Other Measures) Act 2011 (Cwlth)
was introduced, then enacted in 2012, the year South Australia established a dedicated
Family Violence Court (Bryant 2015). For the first time DV became the central theme of
family law reform (Rathmus 2013). The amendment included a broader definition of family
violence ranging from physical and sexual assault through to deprivation and damage to
property and animals and the courts were directed to give more weight to protection from
harm than equal parenting (Kaspiew et al. 2015).
The changing ways DV has been addressed over the last 50 years are noteworthy
because each adds a layer of meaning to the way individuals view DV and in turn interact
with DVEC. Likewise, debate about DV definitions and its treatment appears as though it will
continue well into the future. What is indisputable is that DV is now firmly established as an
issue politically (Laing 2000), legally and socially. Consequently, community action groups
continue to campaign for altered responses to DV (Akerman 2017; Bravehearts 2016; Dalton
2016).
However, despite an increased awareness of DV amongst Australians, 12% believe it
is excusable if it results from getting so angry control is lost (Webster et al. 2018b), 5%
where perpetrator’s partner ridicules him in front of friends, and 14% where it is a loss of
control the perpetrator later regrets (Webster et al. 2018b). A survey of 3000 young people
determined one in six thought women should know their place and a quarter perceived it
was acceptable for a normally gentle guy to slap his girlfriend if he was drunk and they were
arguing (OurWatch 2015). Moreover, a VicHealth (2014a) survey found 50% of respondents
believed most women in DV situations could leave their relationships if they wanted, with
the same figure perceiving women fabricated DV allegations to improve family law
outcomes. A further 78% could not comprehend why women stayed.
The history of how DV has been viewed and treated in Australia by the criminal
justice system, family law, government services, lobby groups, policy and the community,
illustrates both its definitional complexity and why what constitutes DV victimhood remains
contested. Whilst viewing their own experience through this lens, it is little wonder that
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46% of women and 68% of men report not seeking assistance regarding DV (Australian
Institute of Health and Welfare 2019, p. 19), with most who seek advice doing so through a
friend or relative and only two in ten women and one in ten men contacting police
(Australian Bureau of Statistics 2017b).
However, despite continued mixed messages and social discomfort with aspects of
DV, such as where the community acceptability line falls, levels of DV reporting to police are
increasing (Voce & Boxall 2018). For those that do report, the methods with which they give
their statement to officers (in written or in DVEC format), how that evidence is later
presented at court and the ways in which they feel they are seen and heard all impact on
them and the pursuit of justice in a variety of ways. The literature surrounding these effects
will be considered in the next two chapters as it will provide a foundation to understanding
the potential impacts of DVEC on police investigations, prosecutions and the complainants
themselves.
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Chapter 5: Prosecuting DV
Improving the probative value of evidence in DV prosecutions remains a critical concern to
criminal justice professionals (Beldin et al. 2015; Burton 2008; Garner & Maxwell 2008;
Westera & Powell 2017). This is because strong evidence is the greatest predictor of
conviction (Devine et al. 2001) and, in this regard, DV cases are no different (Bechtel et al.
2012; Nelson 2012; Peterson & Bailo-Padin 2012). In DV cases the complainant’s account is
typically central and sometimes the only evidence (Robinson & Cook 2006) due to the
private nature of DV, the limited time within which complainants cooperate with officers
(Westera & Powell 2017) and because police efforts to find evidence beyond DV
complainants’ initial statements is often limited (Ellison 2002; Hoyle 1998). High withdrawal
rates by victims (Robinson & Cook 2006) leave prosecutors to “rely solely on circumstantial
evidence to establish the high evidential threshold of guilt beyond reasonable doubt”
(Westera & Powell 2017, p. 157). When the complainant becomes a hostile witness, the
main source of evidence is lost, dramatically reducing the likelihood of conviction (Cretney
& Davis 1997, p. 83). Consequently, police and prosecutors until recently46 characteristically
only proceeded with cases that had a co-operative complainant (Cretney & Davis 1997;
Dawson & Dinovitzer 2001; Ellison 2002; Hirschel & Hutchinson 2001).
Decisions to prosecute cases primarily rely on the quality of information first
response officers include in the reports they record (Nelson 2013). These reports, or fact
sheets, are documents composed by frontline officers that contain the “story” of what
happened and details of evidence, such as a witness statement summarising the testimony
complainants “are likely to provide in the court” (p. 2), other witness statements,
photographs of injuries, and the interview of the suspect. Prosecutors use these reports to
determine the probative value of evidence collected by police. Elements that are positively
linked to proceeding with charges include photographs, the completion of investigations on
the day of the incident, the arrest of the defendant and additional witnesses (Nelson 2012).
Once a decision to prosecute has been made, police-witness statements provide the
prosecutor and defence lawyer with a guide as to the evidence a complainant may give if
called to appear in the court. These statements are compiled by officers, using information
obtained during the investigative interview with the complainant, that they judge to be

46

The advent of DVEC has change this.
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relevant to an investigation; a practice contingent on officers’ ability to distinguish which
details to include and exclude (Griffiths & Milne 2010; Milne & Bull 1999). They are later
signed by the complainant before being used as a guide to subsequent investigations and
(potentially) as evidence in court (Westera et al. 2011b).
In Australia, frontline police normally respond to DV calls as part of their
responsibility to deal with emergency service calls (Westera & Powell 2017). These officers
routinely have minimal investigative training (Westera & Powell 2016; Westera, Powell, et
al. 2015), lack resources and must interview in situations often compounded by context and
simultaneous challenges like time pressures and deescalating arguing parties (Morrow et al.
2016; Simpson 2016). Notwithstanding, the efficacy of the information collected during
those interviews, as evidence is dependent both on their quality (Gabbert et al. 2018;
Tudor-Owen & Scott 2016; Westera & Powell 2017) and how they are presented, thereby
affecting the perceptions of those who review them when deciding outcomes to cases
(Westera & Kebbell 2018). This is because, as “gatekeepers of the evidence process” when
police fail to gather evidence in this fashion, they also fail to present the best evidence
possible to legal teams, judges and juries (Westera & Kebbell 2018, p. 74). Research
suggests, to advance the quality of evidence and prosecutorial success in DV cases, how
evidence is “collected, preserved and presented” needs to improve, including the collection
of robust evidence by first responders, police-led support of complainants throughout the
criminal justice process and the tailoring of court-process to ensure judgements are based
on best evidence (Westera & Powell 2017, p. 21). One solution that has been put forward
to overcome issues surrounding the collection, conservation and presentation of this
evidence is the video-recording of the initial encounter between first responders and
complainants, perpetrators or other witnesses (Morrow et al. 2016), this could involve the
use of body-worn cameras (BWCs), or with regards to the complainant interview - DVEC
recordings47.
Audio-visual evidence

47 Whilst DVEC may represent a NSW emphasis on victim testimony, it should be noted that other jurisdictions have taken other routes
such as relying on interdependent evidence as opposed to witness testimony (Gewitrz et al. 2006). This may include excited utterances
(Lau 2018).
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Photographs have long been interwoven with criminal justice system processes, in
forms that include mug shots and crime scene pictures (Moore & Singh 2018). However, in
recent years, photographic and video evidence has increasingly been used forensically
(Edmond et al. 2009) as new technologies arise (such as facial recognition software, BWCs,
dash-cams and hand-held electronic devices) and police seek improved response times,
transparency (Scheindlin & Manning 2016) and to widen their capabilities in capturing
evidence by utilising them. For instance, over the past decade BWC have been adopted by
policing agencies globally (Muggah 2014) and in Australia (Palmer 2016)48, becoming the
most swiftly distributed technology in contemporary police history (Lum et al. 2020).
Body Worn Cameras (BWC)
Victoria trialled BWC in late 2013 (Police Accountability Project 2017), NSW between
2013-4 (New South Wales Police Force 2016a), the Northern Territory followed suit on 29
December 2014 (Northern Territory Police 2017), with other States and Territories also
conducting trials and commencing operational rollouts (Queensland Police Service 2016;
Western Australian Police 2016). These trials were not specific to DV callouts but involved
all types of incidents (at the discretion of individual officers).
BWC are audio-visual devices worn by police on their clothing or glasses, that record
officer-citizen interactions, which have been used for many years in military operations (Bud
2016; Grenoble 2012; Lum et al. 2020; Millan 2011). The digital recordings they provide can
be reviewed for a range of purposes, including evaluating the appropriateness of police
conduct (Culhane & Schweitzer 2017), especially the use of force (Ariel et al. 2015), as tools
that produce footage which is favourable to the image of police (Crow et al. 2017; Sandhu
2017), and in assisting individual officers when writing fact sheets, especially in complex
situations (Koen et al. 2019). Though, a systematic review by Lum et al. (2020) of 30 studies
into the effects of BWC use generally, found that whilst these cameras reduce complaints
against police by 17%, inconsistency in the findings across the studies indicated that they
generally do not impact the behaviour of police officers or the public. With regards to DV
and other gender-related crimes, Buchanan and Goff (2019) note, BWC are unlikely to
increase officer accountability for a number of reasons. Three they cite are: (1) the practice

48

Highway patrol in-car cameras preceded BWC in Australia in recording police-citizen interactions (Lum et al. 2020).
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of failing to respond to breaches in protection orders (a documented practice amongst
police departments (Suk 2006)), as no recording occurs if the officer fails to attend, (2) if an
officer, unconsciously influenced by gender bias, believes an offence may not have occurred
and uses their discretion not to charge an offender, or (3) if institutional rules, such as
proactive policing requirements, necessitate officers charge DV victims for defending
themselves. All are examples of institutionally backed behaviour, rather than individual
misconduct, yet actions that may result in negative consequences for complainants.
Regardless of this limitation, BWC have been argued to provide an “exact record of the
demeanour and language of the accused” and the impact on DV victims (Goodall 2007, p. 8)
by capturing the “scene, injuries and behaviour of the parties firsthand” (Drover & Ariel
2015, p. 81). Importantly the use of BWC has had high levels of acceptance amongst
citizens, police and external stakeholders (White et al. 2016, 2018). Research has also shown
that many detainees perceived BWC increased police accountability (Lee et al. 2019).
Although concerns have been voiced at a number of levels.
Firstly, the private content BWC film (Palmer 2016), particularly surrounding DV call
outs where individual situations and sensitivities regarding privacy may be varied, such as
when police are supporting people who are inebriated, partially dressed or distraught (Fan
2016), potentially calling into question complainant credibility, especially if they appear
irrational in the moment of filming, and thereby increasing the possibility of secondary
victimisation (Harris 2018). Secondly, there is potential for complainant marginalisation, or
even criminalisation, where illogical reactions or defendant injuries are captured in the
footage (Douglas & Goodmark 2015). Instances of this may include the issuing of mutual or
cross-application DV protection orders (Neave et al. 2016). Finally, BWC footage, whilst
appearing objective due to its spaceless reproduction of the scene (Harris 2018), in actuality
only captures a singular moment in time, subject to the filming officer’s “camera view bias”
rather than awareness of its context or ongoing impact (Harris 2018; Taylor 2016, p. 131;
Taylor & Lee 2019; Williams et al. 2016). This has been argued to be particularly the case
because the police, as footage proprietors, seemingly have a ‘monopoly’ over their
interpretation (St Louis et al. 2019, p. 313). A number of evaluations of the implementation
and impact of BWC have been conducted internationally, including the following in the UK
and US that considered their application to DV policing.
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The Essex Body Worn Video Trial compared the experiences of 70 officers wearing
BWC with the experiences of 238 who were not, over a four-month period during which the
cohort of 309 attended 30,480 incidents, 7609 of which were for DV (Owens et al. 2014).
The study found that whilst the presence of a BWC increased the likelihood of charges, only
one sixth of officers surveyed reported utilizing their BWC at every DV incident, despite
policy requirements. This was stated to be due to officer discretion, with each camera only
turned on for “incidents [where] they felt it would make a difference” (Owens et al. 2014, p.
19). Officers interviewed and/ or surveyed as part of the trial also strongly indicated there
were practical limitations to BWCs including recording failures, mechanical issues, lighting
problems and equipment bulkiness. Regardless, more than half of the 15 officers
interviewed as part of the study, perceived BWC held an advantage over traditional
statement taking, both because they captured emotion and injuries and, where taken when
officers first arrived, often obtained more details from emotionally charged victims (Owens
et al. 2014).
The same year, an evaluation of the implementation of 56 BWC to all officers in the
Maryvale Precinct of the Phoenix Police Department found that the incident-type most
likely to be recorded (47.5%) was DV (Katz et al. 2014). Similarly, to the Essex study, officers
were dissatisfied with some technological features, such as long download times, which Katz
et al. (2014) found was reflected in “low compliance rates for turning on cameras” (p.40).
Although overall the cameras were beneficial, with arrests almost doubling amongst officers
utilizing cameras compared to those who did not, and complainants made or followed
through against officers decreasing. In regard to DV, this US study indicated that following
the implementation of BWCs, DV cases were significantly more often initiated, had charges
filed and resulted in guilty pleas or verdicts.
These studies both demonstrate improved criminal justice outcomes following DV
incidents when BWCs are used (Katz et al. 2014; Morrow et al. 2016; Owens et al. 2014) and
provide some indication that DVEC may be an effective mechanism for capturing DV
complainant statements and thereby increasing the probability of subsequent prosecution
in this arena. However, whilst some similarities between the two tools exist, BWC in NSW
differ substantially from DVEC in the way they are utilised to contemporaneously collect all
aspects of the initial contact between frontline officers and complainants, offenders and
adjuvant witnesses alike, whereas DVECs are evidentiary statements adduced from
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complainants by police. In this manner they are more alike with the special measures that
have been introduced in Australia and overseas allowing interviews, which are pre-recorded
as part of investigations, to be entered on behalf of vulnerable witnesses as evidence-inchief.

Special measures for vulnerable witnesses
Western Australia became the first jurisdiction in Australia to permit pre-recorded
complainant evidence in 1992 and, since then, similar provisions have emerged in all other
Australian jurisdictions (Tudor-Owen & Scott 2016; Yeong & Poynton 2017) for use in
limited circumstances at criminal trials and hearings49. The provisions typically apply to child
witnesses and witnesses with cognitive or intellectual impairment though in some
jurisdictions provisions extend to “special’ witnesses, requiring protection50, and all
complainant-witnesses of sexual assault51 (Australian Law Reform Commission 2010 s. 26).
Pre-recorded evidence may include the taping of pre-trial evidence by closed-circuit
television from a remote room with only the judge, prosecutor, defence counsel and
accused present. During such hearings the accused and their counsel are placed in a
separate room to the complainant although they can see the complainant testimony via
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV). The process, during which evidence-in-chief is adduced and
cross-examination occurs, is recorded to be played back in its entirety before a jury (Yeong
& Poynton 2017).
In Victoria, the Australian Capital Territory, Northern Territory and Tasmania prerecorded evidence may only be admitted at trial for certain offences52. Audio-visual
recordings of prescribed complainant interviews completed after initial disclosure can also
be played at sexual assault proceedings as evidence-in-chief in certain jurisdictions53.

49 As per Crimes Act 1914 (Cwlth) s.15YM; Criminal Procedure Act 1986 (NSW) ss. 306S(2), 306U(1)–(2); Evidence Act 1977 (Qld) ss. 21A,
21AI–21AO; Evidence Act 1929 (SA) ss. 13, 13A; Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic) pt. 8.2 div 5-6; Evidence Act 1906 (WA) ss. 106A, 106HA,
106HB, 106K; Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1991 (ACT) div. 4.2; Evidence Act 1939 (NT) s. 21B; Evidence (Children and Special
Witnesses) Act 2001 (Tas) ss. 6, 6A.
50 As per Evidence Act 1977 (Qld) s. 21A(1)(b). See also Evidence Act 1906 (WA) s. 106R(3).
51 As per Evidence Act 1939 (NT) s. 21B.
52 As per Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic) s. 369 (sexual offences); Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1991 (ACT) div. 4.2B (sexual
offences); Evidence Act 1939 (NT) s. 2B (1) (sexual or serious violence offences); Evidence (Children and Special Witnesses) Act 2001 (Tas) s.
6 (‘prescribed proceedings’).
53 As per Crimes Act 1914 (Cwlth) s.15YM; Criminal Procedure Act 1986 (NSW) ss.306R, 306U; Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic) ss.366-368.
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It is a similar picture overseas. In 1991 in England and Wales54, video-recorded
evidence was adopted as a measure for child-witnesses who had previously struggled, on
the precept that a recount collected early in a police investigation was less likely to be
tainted by “subsequent interviews or the passage of time” and would decrease the child’s
stress by reducing the need for multiple interviews (Wilson & Davies 1999, p. 82). The
measure was later extended to some adult witnesses55 under s.27 of the Youth Justice and
Criminal Evidence Act 1999 (UK) . Then ten years later to adult rape complainants under s.
22 of the Coroners and Justice Act 2009 (UK), despite a review of court practice in the UK
finding video-recorded evidence fell short of ideal practices with regards to rape
complainants (Stern 2010, p. 19).
Stern (2010) found the shortfall was as a result of three factors. Firstly, recordings
were poor quality, amateurish in nature and at times excessive long; one exceeding 5.5
hours. Secondly, the interview format detracted from the evidence. This included the use by
officers of child-interviewing techniques on adults. Finally, legal professionals’ perceived
video-evidence had reduced impact as opposed to live testimony and therefore were
reluctant to adopt this format of evidence with some counsel warning that seeking to
provide evidence via special measures would likely have a deleterious effect on court
outcomes because, “juries prefer theatre to film” (p. 90).
Regardless research suggests an adult’s ability to accurately recall an incident at
court during live evidence-in-chief may be hampered by a number of factors including
impact of time-delays between the incident and the hearing (Read & Connolly 2007) and the
stress of testifying in court (Deffenbacher et al. 2004). Moreover, irrespective of format,
poorly conducted interviews can “contaminate” investigations and confuse recall (Powell et
al. 2005, p. 11)
Westera et al. (2013b) argue that the reluctance amongst legal professionals to
utilise recorded evidence-in-chief can be partially explained by traditional views which, due
to a lack of awareness regarding the fallibility of memory, perceive adults to be proficient at
giving evidence. This may change with time. Since the introduction of recorded evidence-inchief, there has been a growth in research into its positive impacts (Burton et al. 2006).

54
55

As per Criminal Justice Act 1991 (UK).
Where reasonable fear or distress may occur.
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Video-recorded interviews were initially designed to enhance the accuracy and
completeness of information available for criminal justice processes via both facilitating the
early capture of witnesses’ memory recall and by using scientifically proven interview
techniques (Westera et al. 2013b). Current research suggests there may have been merit in
these goals.
Child sexual abuse cases are similar to DV in that the complainant witness is typically
fundamental and often the only form of evidence as there are seldom other witnesses or
supporting evidence. In their evaluation of the Child Sexual Offence Pilot, Cashmore and
Shackel (2018) found that pre-recorded evidence-in-chief was perceived by legal
professionals and police to facilitate a “more accurate testimony” both because the incident
was “fresh” in the child-complainants’ minds and anxiety caused by having to see the
offender in court was reduced (p. 64). Equally they found pre-recording alleviated stress and
potential trauma for children by allowing them to wait less and give evidence earlier.
However, they also found some participants perceived the pre-recording of evidence
allowed the defence the advantage of knowing the testimony before determining the
direction of their defence. Defence lawyers also noted concerns regarding fairness to the
accused, such as the cross-examination of the central prosecution witness prior to the
remainder of the trial and being given insufficient time to plan for cross-examination prior
to the pre-recording (p.65). Both sides, prosecution and defence, were ambivalent as an
increased likelihood of a guilty plea following pre-recorded evidence (p.66).
Other research also suggests the use of video-recorded evidence-in-chief for child
witnesses arguably increases the accuracy and reliability of the evidence they provide (Bala
et al. 2001; Burton et al. 2006; Hamlyn, Phelps, Turtle, et al. 2004; Richards et al. 2007).
There are a number of reasons for this.
Reliability of pre-recorded evidence
First the use of contemporaneous video recorded testimony “provides an
opportunity to treat witness memory more like a ‘crime scene’ by examining and preserving
memory in a forensically safe way” to ensure “best evidence” with regards to accuracy and
completeness is presented to court (Westera et al. 2013b, p. 292). Arguably ensuring more
details are provided by the complainants themselves.
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Westera et al. (2013a) compared the evidence provided in transcripts of recorded
police interviews with 10 adult sexual assault complainants with live evidence-in-chief
presented in court by those complainants months later and found over two-thirds of the
details (relevant to evidence) reported in the initial police interviews did not recur in court.
They also found a small number of inconsistencies between the two which they submit may
indicate the information was less reliable. These findings suggest that video-recorded
interviews may provide more accurate, and thereby relevant, evidence than live testimony.
Undoubtedly, video statements give a “fresher account” (Westera & Kebbell 2018, p.
17) as they are collected shortly following an incident as opposed to evidence-in-chief at
trial that is adduced months or perhaps years later. Evidence suggests captured memory,
especially the finer details of events, fades with time (Read & Connolly 2007). This is
problematic as interviews that elicit highly detailed narratives are the most effective in
court (Vriji et al. 2014). Complainants whose evidence is recorded early in the investigation
have had little time to deliberate the incident so perceptions at that time are likely to be
unspoiled by outside influences (Powell et al. 2005). This includes misrepresentations due to
repeated recall attempts (Read & Connolly 2007), contamination that ensues naturally over
time (Westera et al. 2013b) and distortions that occur between the documentation of an
interview by police in their notebooks and the subsequent summary provided in the written
statement (Westera 2016). That is not to say that the evidence filmed contemporaneously is
faultless.
Screening the details of recorded evidence
High levels of detail in video-evidence can impede the ability of the courts to
methodically weigh evidence and reduce complainant credibility (Westera & Kebbell 2018).
For instance, repetitive, excessively lengthy and unstructured video-testimonies, continue
to be perceived by legal professionals as concerning because they reduce the coherence of
recorded-evidence and subsequently the credibility of complainants (Stern 2010; Westera &
Powell 2016). So much so that the Crown Prosecution Service in London, recommends that
irrelevant material be edited from long, rambling interviews with children in particular as
neither they, “nor juries are able to concentrate on the key issues, when required to view
such records of interviews” (Viewing the video evidence section in Crown Prosecution
Service 2017). An Australian qualitative study into the perceptions of 19 crown prosecutors
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concurred, finding video-evidence-in-chief in child abuse prosecutions potentially
undermined evidential clarity, although this was either as a result of officers’ inferior
interviewing skills or lack of familiarity with the rules of evidence (Burrows & Powell 2014).
Video-recording interviews has no additional merits regarding truth determination,
as research demonstrates that memories can appear coherent and detailed whether true or
false (Porter et al. 1999) and complainant body-language captured on video is unlikely to
assist in determining if they are lying (Vrij et al. 2010). Moreover, video evidence may not go
in the complainant’s favour if it captures them reacting aggressively to a situation (George &
Harris 2014; Harris 2020) or if their reaction does not meet cisgender norms (Harris 2020).
This is because, whilst evidentiary films present narratives constructed by officers and
complainants, when they are recorded textual cues are also included that entail “webs of
symbolic and literal meanings”, which, in turn, are interrogated by the viewer regarding how
the complainant (or officer) says what they do and whether, in fact, they are saying anything
else” (Silbey 2004, p. 570) The next chapter will provide detail on the importance on
perceptions of complainants and normative values of victimhood.
Still, it is possible the credibility of a complainant’s account may be boosted by the
corroborative evidence included in a recording such as torn clothing and bruises (Moore &
Singh 2018; Westera 2016). Indeed, suspects have been found to be more likely to admit
guilt where evidence against them is robust and underscored (Kebbell et al. 2010) and
video-recorded evidence collected from complainants following DV arguably would
superlatively contain strong visual evidence that would “speak for itself” and in doing so
provide “truth in a way that verbal testimony cannot” (Moore & Singh 2018, pp. 119-20).
However, it is not corroborative evidence alone necessarily that determines credibility,
witnesses also need to be consistent.
Consistency on film
In this area video-recorded evidence may be a double-edged sword in that it both
reduces inconsistencies that occur as a product of repeated recall, whilst at the same time
allows more innate inconsistencies to be observed, by virtue of the extra detail it captures
(Westera & Kebbell 2018). The latter may be problematic because surveys of police, lawyers
and jurors suggest inconsistencies are perceived to be one of the strongest indicators of
testimony inaccuracy (Brewer et al. 1999; Potter & Brewer 1999) and legal professionals
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have long used cross-examination to highlight inconsistencies as a way of discrediting
witnesses (Wellman 1986).
Recall inconsistencies are typically the result of the way memory occurs as opposed
to deceit or witness error (Fisher et al. 2009). Moreover, differing interview techniques and
manifold retrieval attempts have been found to elicit alternate information (Read &
Connolly 2007). Therefore, as a result of this variability, in the course of any investigation
complainants can appear inconsistent regarding the details of an incident during one or
multiple interviews, the adducing of live evidence essentially generating an additional
memory record of what occurred that may equally contain inconsistencies with earlier
interviews (Westera & Kebbell 2018). So, whilst video-recorded evidence could potentially
reduce the number of inconsistencies produced through repeat testimony when pursuing
criminal justice, inconsistencies found in the detail could also theoretically expose
complainants to more avenues for cross-examination (Westera & Kebbell 2018). An arena
which complainants that provide video-testimony may be disadvantaged because unlike
those who provide live evidence-in-chief and as such are warmed-up to the adversarial
process, they are “plunged directly into hostile cross-examination at trial” (Ellison 2001, p.
57). A potentially arduous feat, considering that whilst theoretically complainants have the
chance to review their video evidence prior to cross examination, in practice this rarely
happens before the day of the trial, where it is seen as it is played as evidence-in-chief
before the court (Burton et al. 2006).
But what about the evidentiary medium of filming? Does it disadvantage
complainants because, as previously mentioned, the prevailing perceptions of judicial
professionals are that “juries prefer theatre to film” (Stern 2010, p. 90) and recorded
evidence has less impact than live testimony (Burton et al. 2006) due to a distancing effect
(Wilson & Davies 1999)? Or does recorded testimony potentially advantage them because
they are seen as special (Wilson & Davies 1999)?
Theatre on film
There have been limited studies into the effectiveness of pre-recorded evidence as
opposed to live evidence. Two studies involving mock juries in simulated trials found the
mode of evidence delivery did not substantially impact on guilty judgements (Ellison &
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Munro 2014; Taylor & Joudo 2005) and a third found observers more likely to consider live
evidence positively and rate it as truthful (Landström et al. 2005).
However, whilst this research suggests that video evidence may have little effect on
judgements and may be seen as less ingenuous by observers, it should be tempered against
the tangible benefits of the increased accuracy and entirety of this mode of adduction.
Moreover, the literature suggests the videorecording of complainant interviews and
ancillary evidence may have an influence on how the evidence is presented because of the
compelling nature of the visual imagery, (Moore & Singh 2018; Swing 2010; Tibbetts
Murphy 2015; Wolf 2014). The imagery allows the court to visualize a DV incident and due
to its “temporal proximity”, emotionally engage with it (Moore & Singh 2018, p. 121). In
essence they walk in the footsteps of police at the scene, viewing as officers would the
injuries and damage and hearing the distress (Swing 2010). Certainly, this footage has been
argued to have increased legal weight because it is recorded from the privileged point of
view of a police officer (Brucato 2015). This is despite it being a “singular point of view” that
may not capture what is occurring outside the periphery of the camera range because it is
missing the natural “motility and agility of the human eye” (McKay & Lee 2020, p. 444).
Additionally, some research suggests complainants are perceived to be more truthful
when they provide emotional recounts as opposed to when they do not (Ask & Landstrom
2010; Kaufmann et al. 2003) and, that complainants who show agitation and discomfort are
more readily believed than those who remain controlled (Ask & Landstrom 2010), although
this is not necessarily the case for male complainants (Landstrom et al. 2015). This is
because overt emotions act as social guides (Van Kleef 2009) and individual’s characteristics
are inferred by the mode and strength of their emotions (Landstrom et al. 2015).
It is likely that filming evidence-in-chief soon after an alleged DV incident will depict
the complainant in an alternate state than in a courtroom, however little is known about
the extent and nature of these dissimilarities or how they will affect judgements. For
instance, it is acknowledged that witnesses are commonly intoxicated during investigative
interviews (Evans et al. 2009), especially in domestic disputes (Evans et al. 2009; Palmer et
al. 2013). However, how that manifests on film, or the court’s reaction to such recordings, is
undetermined. Westera and Kebbell (2018) speculate that complainants may also appear
less formal when recorded at the scene rather than in court, possibly in both attire and
language. There is also the possibility, when filmed at the scene of a DV incident, that other
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fragments of the complainant’s life, such as the state of their home, will be captured whilst
taking their evidence. The combination, or aspects of these elements potentially creating an
image of the complainant inconsistent with their composed appearance in court. Finally,
recording evidence-in-chief could play into gender norms, thereby affording subconscious
excuses for DV.
It has been submitted that collective perceptions of DV have long been influenced by
normative perceptions about gender (Bates 2019) and, since the 1970s, by feminist models
that found DV in patriarchal control, depicting men as aggressors and women as victims
(Bates 2020b). In line with this, Bates (2020a) found male DV victims reported not seeking
assistance for DV because others perceived them as “weak or in fact abusers” (p.497), whilst
Scarduzio et al. (2017), in their analysis of gender perceptions of reported DV incidents,
discovered participants supposed males were to only be capable of a singular emotion,
anger, whereas females were seen as overly emotional. Moreover, female-perpetrated DV
was excused as an overreaction to provocation and male-perpetrated DV as men unable to
control their reactions to fury. These studies suggest that gender norms already influence
explanations of DV, something that may be exacerbated by audio-visual portrayals of
stereotypical or non-stereotypical complainant reactions. Though this may be positive for
those who fit normative descriptors.
However, Moore and Singh (2018) caution that whilst the creation of corporeal
images of complainants suspended in time, can be empowering for those who wish to
pursue prosecution, it also outweighs and silences those who wish to recant or revise their
narratives. This is both due to the compelling nature of what is captured and because videorecorded evidence is given heightened weight in court because it has been captured by an
officer within the remit of that role. Moreover, the officer can “re-narrate those images if it
is warranted”, even if that story does not match the complainant’s truth because the
filmmaker is considered neutral and at the same time expert enough to ‘interpret’ the
complainant’s injuries (Moore & Singh 2018, p. 128).
Despite uncertainties surrounding whether complainants would be comfortable with
being recorded (Swing 2010), the literature flags filming testimony and court support
schemes as the two areas most likely to have a positive effect on complainant cooperation
(Dawson & Dinovitzer 2001). This is important because it has long been conceded amongst
legal professionals that complainants who refuse to testify or recant during proceedings
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represent the most serious barrier to prosecution of DV cases (Davis et al. 1997). Where
complainants attempt to retract, video-recorded statements offer indisputable records of
what was said (Westera 2016), making it more difficult to test the police account than
written statements. Whilst for complainants who wish to proceed have the potential to
build trust in the criminal justice system in the knowledge that the statement they provided
will be documented verbatim (Swing 2010), alongside the way it was obtained.
Showing their hand
Transparency is particularly important to contemporary policing (New South Wales Police
Force 2013a) and fittingly video-recordings meld the collection process with the end result,
demonstrating policing practice (Westera & Kebbell 2018). Certainly, Electronically
Recorded Interviews with Suspected Persons (ERISPs) have had considerable success since
their introduction Australia-wide in the 1980s, particularly with regards to resolving the
issue of verballing56 by police (Dixon & Travis 2007). Filmed and unedited complainant
interviews hold similar potential. With video-recorded complainant interviews, however,
the blurring of lines between investigation, that entails questioning strategies aimed at an
unprejudiced collection of information to determine a comprehensive picture of what
occurred, and prosecution, that controls complainant accounts, keeping them succinct in
order to present a “persuasive account that only contains admissible evidence”, can be
problematic for police as a result of the overlapping objectives (Westera & Kebbell 2018;
Westera et al. 2013b, p. 294).
Finally, whilst officers not only face decisions regarding interview technique they
must also consider how to achieve the best standard of recording. Technical issues in video
evidence have been found to be as fundamental as inaudible or poor-quality interviews, or
officers obscuring the view of the witness (Burton et al. 2006) or as complicated as the
effect of camera angles. Research has found that suspects are more likely to be perceived as
guilty when in direct focus of the camera than if the focus is on both them and the
interviewer (Lassiter et al. 2002). Mock jurors who viewed child witnesses portrayed in long
shots as more relaxed and neutral compared to children video-taped close-up. They

56

A term used to describe the process of police fabricating suspect confessions.
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determined the latter had to think harder, possibly because they could detect facial signs of
nervousness (Landström & Granhag 2008).
Overall, the literature suggests that video recording evidence-in-chief provides the
opportunity to compile more accurate and detailed evidence of criminal incidents. However,
this level of detail opens the door to questions of credibility innately connected to memory.
Where the compelling nature of video-evidence creates a bridge between the court and the
complainant, seeing them on a screen rather than live potentially adds distance. Moreover,
difficulties remain surrounding whose story the evidence depicts and how officers
themselves will manage the blurring of their roles as filmmakers. The two primary areas
where research has been conducted into recorded evidence to date are BWC and prerecorded evidence for vulnerable victims. Research into BWC is in its infancy and whilst the
medium has some similarities to DVEC, the evidence these cameras record is captured
under different legal provisions and typically operates as adjunct evidence to evidence-inchief testimony. Equally, pre-recorded evidence-in-chief is similar to DVEC in that it is
recorded and is the first evidence presented in court. However, unlike DVEC it was brought
in to assist children in providing evidence and as such much of the research surrounding it
provisions has considered its effects in relation to child, not adult evidence. Also, unlike
DVEC, it is not necessarily taken at the scene of a crime in the direct aftermath of an
incident. So, what is the suggested probative value of DVEC?
Probative value of DVEC
In Australia, Simmons (2016) considered how DVEC is applied in legal practice
through eight case studies of defended DV hearings that took place in local courts in NSW,
in order to determine if sufficient safeguards existed to ensure when utilising DVEC the
accused is not prejudiced. Whilst she found that to be the case at a local court level due to
the requirement that complainants be present for cross-examination, she also found that
DVEC legislation redresses some difficulties prosecutors faced with unfavourable witnesses
and that being able to view the complainant, soon after a DV incident, relieved some of the
pressures on prosecutors to provide corroborating evidence. For instance, in one case study
the DVEC impacted the proceedings to the extent that despite having little corroborating
evidence and a recanting complainant the accused was found guilty. Simmons notes, “had it
been a matter where the prosecution was left with a very unfavourable witness and nothing
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but a typed victim statement, which was not acknowledged as her own, the outcome could
have been very different” (pp.26-7). This qualitative study suggests that at trial DVEC
evidence is favoured over that of witnesses who change their stories and that this may
impact the likelihood of conviction. DVEC has also been reviewed quantitatively.
Yeong and Pontyon conducted two studies for the Australian Bureau of Statistics,
looking at court outcomes between January 2014 and June 2016 – the period when DVEC
was introduced into the NSW criminal justice process (study 1) and 1 June 2015 and 31
August 2018 (study 2). These studies both considered whether DVEC changes the
probability of convictions for DV assault. The first showed limited evidence of a rise in
probability of conviction, although it was also noted that the results may have been
mitigated by DVEC’s novelty, with officers in the early stages of mastering the tool and
complainants yet to trust it (Yeong & Poynton 2017). However, the results of the follow-up
study, two years later, showed the audio-visual statements increased the probability of
conviction from around 76% to 82% overall and, when analysis was restricted to the one in
four cases that made it to hearing, DVEC increased the probability of conviction from 70% to
87% (Yeong & Poynton 2019). Although, no supporting evidence was found to link DVEC
with earlier pleas of guilt (Yeong & Poynton 2019). This suggests that whilst DVEC increases
the likelihood of conviction, particularly amongst cases that make it to court, it does not
impact the likelihood that offenders plead guilty.
Walton et al. (2018) contrariwise found victim video statements, New Zealand’s
equivalent of DVEC, had a positive effect on early guilty pleas, although they noted that no
research at that time had attempted to establish how the utilization of victim video
statements, as evidence-in-chief, influences decisions surrounding pleas. They suggested
that victim video statements may be perceived as more compelling and “therefore, more
difficult to challenge in court” (p.14) and that an understanding of the victim’s perspective
would aid the development of protocols to better “manage the victim interviewing,
investigation and prosecution process” (p.14) following legislative amendments that
allowed them to use iPhone video capture to acquire victim video statements. Finally, as a
tool they found that victim video statements had fewer technical issues, like userunfriendliness, breakability and poor-quality recordings, when filmed by officers on mobile
phones than on BWC and that a number of mobile phone Apps, created specifically to
support investigative processes, were particularly useful to frontline officers in this arena.
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Victim video statements are also utilised in Texas, United States. These victim video
statements are typically not permitted to be utilised in court as evidence in that jurisdiction
(Wood et al. 2017), due to Crawford vs. Washington (2004) and Davis vs. Washington
Supreme Court (2006). However, Project Reveal – a study into the recorded statements, has
to date found the use of recording devices in obtaining victim statements for investigative
purposes, not only is useful in documenting the nuances of family violence and additional
evidence of officer’s experience at the scene, it also presents “a ‘truer’ account of the
event” (Backes et al. 2018; Wood et al. 2017, p. 2). This is because they allow language and
recall barriers to be minimized and later, when used as a memory aid, increase the accuracy
of officers’ reports (Backes et al. 2018; Wood et al. 2017). The interim results of this study
also found prosecutors use the video statements to assess the probative strength of cases
(including whether a case should proceed to trial), to negotiate with the defence, to prepare
witnesses for trial and to explore the incident scene for additional evidence and to verify
each party’s stories (Backes et al. 2018). Like Walton et al. (2018), victim video statements
were determined to be commensurate with more guilty pleas and fewer dismissals (Backes
et al. 2018).
Project Reveal’s mixed modal study consisted of analysis of closed criminal case data
and interviews and focus groups with 96 court officials, law enforcement staff, victim
advocates and complainants, alongside a survey of 400 law enforcement officers, about the
use of body worn cameras and hand-held devices, including the use of them to collect victim
video statements (Wood et al. 2017). Alongside the prosecutorial benefits of victim video
statements, the interim findings of the study found that many complainants considered the
recordings to be part of standard police procedure and welcomed the “thorough and
accurate representation of their story” (Backes et al. 2018, p. 19). However, there were also
concerns. Researchers noted some participants were worried the general accessibility of the
video statements, which, under localised policies and legislation, were accessible to anyone
in the police or attorneys’ department. Moreover, whilst many prosecutors stated they
encouraged complainants to watch the videos in pre-trial preparation, some also stated that
this could be distressing, one describing a complainant becoming physically ill after
watching the footage (Backes et al. 2018, p. 22). Nonetheless, to date only limited findings
have been published with regards to the utility of VVS from an investigative and
prosecutorial standpoint, with even more limited results regarding complainant satisfaction;
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the interim report noting additional research is required surrounding victim engagement
(Backes et al. 2019).
These studies demonstrate the probative potential of DVEC, and the latter touches
on possible emotional ramifications when utilising recorded evidence. However, questions
remain as to how the Australian form of video statements, DVEC, works as a tool, how it is
perceived by those who utilise it and whether it increases the therapeutic justice for DV
complainants, given that the Texas application of recorded evidence differs in application
beyond the investigative realm. This is a particularly important goal when considering
offences, such as DV, where courts, in order to mitigate recurrence, not only have to
consider whether a crime has occurred, but also comprehend and address “a variety of
human problems” that underlie the court case (Field & Hyman 2017; Winick 2003, p. 1055).
Within this context, considerations by the court include the assessment of ongoing risk to
complainants (including with regards to the (re)issuing of apprehended violence orders) and
the role of multi-agency interaction with either or both parties in supporting complainant
safety (Field & Hyman 2017). Assessments which Field and Hyman (2017) argue will
potentially be better supported by the paradigm shift from non-therapeutic adversarial to
therapeutic non-adversarial approaches whereby the justice system is ‘humanised’ for those
within it (p. 291). The next chapter reflects how traditional practices have located
complainants within the criminal justice system, beginning with the importance of victims’
image and voice to justice for complainants. It then considers the connection between
justice practice, victim image, voice and secondary victimisation.
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Chapter 6: Complainants of DV
Over the last forty years victims have gone from being forgotten actors within the criminal
justice system to receiving global attention in the jurisprudence arena (Groenhuijsen 2014;
Sanders 2002; Spalek 2006). Regardless, victims have continued to be presented with
difficulties when seeking criminal justice, in relation to the way they are framed (or defined)
as victims and, with regards to who owns of their experiential narrative (Pemberton et al.
2018) and how it is utilised for law enforcement (Sanders 2002). Firstly, this is because for
individuals, defining what it means to be a victim inexorably includes: how they cope with
particular experience(s) of crime, the way they categorise (or value) what happened to
them, how they explain and/or evidence what transpired before themselves and others, and
identifying which socially recognised characteristics of ‘victim’ they, and others, best align
with their individualities (Rock 2002). This is further complicated because within alternate
societies, the notion of ‘victim’ is both contested (Cross 2002) and changeable, as a result of
being situated in, and constructed from, cultural understandings and shared narratives (Daly
2014a). As such, it is framed against ever-shifting intersections between “social practices,
race, gender and class relations” (Spalek 2006, p. 31), age, culture, disability and poverty
(Laing 2013). This can be seen with regards to DV, where, as highlighted in chapter 4,
challenges to prevailing myths and stereotypes about DV have gradually, and over
considerable time, led to public and legal recognition of the issue, thereby affording victims
some redress (Duggan 2018a). However, whilst DV victims are closer to societal concepts of
the authentic victim than in the past, it has been suggested, they remain (Christie 1986).
Similarly, it has been argued that the often prolonged and confused DV experience
does not easily align with societal expectations of narrative, such as chronological
storytelling or forced story adaptations from complainants’ descriptions to those which
meet the criteria requisite in ensuring service support (Kunkel & Guthrie 2016; Lawless
2001). As a result, victims’ narratives have the potential to be viewed as “just stories that
have no place in the rational endeavour to get to the truth in a trial”, and as a result their
ownership has remained contested, at the same time, as the disconnect initially created by
the crime between victims and their social surrounds has continued (Pemberton et al. 2018,
p. 13).
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This chapter considers: Christie and others’ (Duggan 2018a; Pemberton 2016a; Rock
2002; Strobl 2004; Winter 2002) notions of ideal victimhood and voice in relation to DV, the
importance of both, and suggested connections between those concepts and secondary
victimisation. These considerations are important because they provide perspectives of
victimhood and voice that have been influential and led to debate in the fields of
criminology and victimology, particular with regards to the role of victim precipitation
within criminal justice processes. Central to these notions are understandings of (1) the
power of the state in this environment, (2) how the ‘victim’ label is attributed (according to
public status rather than an individual) as a product of the interplay between culture and
ideology in various contexts and, (3) processes that listen to or silence alternate voices
(Walklate 2016). Without Christie and others’ work it is likely that contemporary debates
would fail to recognise concepts surrounding the variability of the victim concept and
individuals’ experiences, especially in relation to the delivery of justice via policing and court
systems (Walklate 2016). Therefore, these authors’ concepts provide an respected
framework (Duggan 2018b; Walklate 2016) against which notions of victimhood and voice in
this study can be compared and contrasted to.
These considerations are specifically important in relation to DVEC because, as
technology advances and allows the possibility of greater diversity in the way evidence is
collected, understandings of how new forms of evidence audio-visually affect the way
complainants are viewed by the court are still being formed. Whether they frame
complainants in a positive or negative light could potentially not only impact the probative
value of each case, by swaying the court’s perception of the complaint-witness, but also
complainants’ perceptions about themselves. These interactions with self, and others, in
turn could arguably affect the degree of re-traumatisation complainants face (Delker et al.
2020).
Moreover, whilst DVEC offers a platform on which complainants can tell their stories
in their own words, albeit in a prescribed format, it is as yet unknown how this will affect
the way police, courts and they themselves view them(selves) and this form of narrative.
This is particularly significant, given that, research suggests sharing one’s experiences can be
a “form of resistance” and the empowerment of taking this form of action has been
described by DV victims/ survivors as healing (Delker et al. 2020, p. 247; Pasupathi et al.
2016) because they can reconnect and merge their public and private (or until then
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‘shameful’, secret) selves (Flasch et al. 2017; Phillips & Daniluk 2004). Finally, it is this
interrelationship, between narrative and concepts of self and public victimhood, that is
foundational to understanding the probative value and effect on secondary victimisation of
the tool, as DVEC is more than just a complainant’s story, it provides a range of cultural,
emotional and personal metadata implicit to video-recorded material, amplified as a
moment in the time in the aftermath of trauma. Ideal victimhood is deliberated first.
Ideal Victims
Ideal victims are people or categories “of individuals who – when hit by crime – most
readily are given the complete and legitimate status of being a victim” (Christie 1986, p. 18).
According to Christie (1986), in society, acknowledgement of “victim status is contingent on
fitting the mould of ideal victim” despite the rarity of absolute replication of this stereotype
(Pemberton 2016a, p. 260). In this regard there exists a hierarchy of victimisation that is
reflected in societal discourse, whereby at the pinnacle, those who are deemed ‘ideal’ are
legitimised and collectively mourned, those below are afforded reduced innocence and
greater blame with each successive step downward (Fohring 2018). Whilst those at the
bottom of the scale are judged ‘undeserving’ or remain unnoticed (Greer 2017); as is
demonstrated in societal “ambivalence” towards many DV victims (Carrabine et al. 2014, p.
157) and victim blaming discourses that focus on the role of victims in their own
victimisation (Cross et al. 2018).
Yet, defining the status of ‘victim’ lies outside the control of the victim themselves,
or the details of the transgression, because no experience of victimisation automatically
bestows that standing (Christie 1986). Rather, it is society’s movable and flexible
interpretation, and within it the understandings of police and prosecutors, that determines
who is designated victim status (Daly 2014a; Rock 2002). During this process pre-existing
social concepts, which Loseke (2007) refers to as formula stories, provide characterisations
of each actor and their typical behaviours. Stories that in turn deliver “symbolic boundaries”
and enable society and individuals to create “informal dichotomies”, such as victim and
offender, that categorise individuals and their actions (Copes et al. 2019, p. 177). Moreover,
this cataloguing into ideal (deserving) and non-ideal (undeserving), or insider and outsider,
permeates social discourse. For instance, Charman (2020) suggests this classification and
comparison, by police officers, of their own “behaviours, attitudes and beliefs”, against
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those perceived to be essential to Force membership, is fundamental to both the
occupational socialisation and the identity formation of individual officers (p. 86). As,
correspondingly, the accentuation of differences is used to identify ‘out-group’ membership
or otherness (Charman 2020; Stets & Burke 2000).
Christie (1986) contends that for society to consider someone to be an ideal victim,
six attributes must be present. These attributes are that victims are: (1) vulnerable, (2) doing
something respectable, (3) blameless and (4) unknown to the offender. Likewise, (5)
offenders must be “big and bad” and, (6) each victim’s category powerful enough to socially
argue a case for victimhood (p.19). This means individuals need to recognise themselves as
victims, seek help from applicable services and, crucially, be acknowledged by those services
as meriting the label of victim (Hamil 2002). Strobl (2004) has since argued the existence of
another two caveats intrinsic to ideal victim recognition. These are that: (1) the victim does
not provoke the offender and, (2) the victim cooperates with police and in court. Individuals
who transgress from any of these characteristics challenge the application of their status as
victim.
Christie (1986) asserts victims who exhibit ideal victim attributes are typically seen as
innocent and warranting support. This is contrariwise to those who arguably fail to meet
one or more of the aforementioned elementary benchmarks, such as many DV victims, who
potentially fall short of theorised public perceptions of the ideal victim and, as a result, face
a “range of stereotypical and victim-blaming attitudes when disclosing their experiences”
which can hinder access to support (Merry 2003; Meyer 2011; 2016, p. 76). For instance,
one element that can be contentious with regards to DV victims is vulnerability.
Although some DV victims appear physically and mentally impacted, the variable
scope and nature of the issue means this is not always the case. For example, physicality is
irrelevant to coercive, emotional or psychological abuse (Stark 2007), therefore it is possible
to be a DV victim despite being of a larger and stronger physical stature than one’s abuser.
Plus, there may be other forms of abuse (that are not related to physique) which may
appear inconsistent with how the victim or offender present. Moreover, socio-political
discourses surrounding DV victims’ election not to leave violence or actively seek assistance
(Duggan 2018a), feminist demarcations of the victim as a survivor rather than weak
(Pemberton 2016a) and some complainants’ composed, seemingly unaffected presentation
in court, all create images juxtaposed to vulnerability.
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Dominant discourses, such as, the patriarchal history of attributing blame for DV
incidents on the complainants themselves (Duggan 2018a; Mooney 2000, p. 98; Stringer
2014) (as further detailed in chapter 4), sometimes due to criminal histories or substance
abuse (Stubbs & Wangman 2015), labelling them responsible for amending their plight
(Stringer 2014, p. 40), and placing the onus on the victim to leave, have also framed DV
complainants as “complicit in their own victimisation”, tarnishing their blamelessness
(Meyer 2016, p. 86). This includes the presence of stock-stories that “construct women as
mad, bad or sad… and invalidate the experiences of men’s violence” (Lea & Lynn 2012, p.
3108; Taylor 2004) and the culturally exclusive explanations provided for some forms of
non-Western DV, such as honour killings, which construct those individuals as primitive and
essentially morally different to western victims of DV, particularising their DV as form of
cultural practise that women of those cultures and egalitarian Westerners need to be saved
or protected from (Murdolo & Quiazon 2016; Volpp 2011).
Discourses of complicity are illustrated in the results of a number of surveys of public
perceptions towards DV. In a 2006 Victorian community survey, 81% of participants agreed
they had difficulty comprehending why women stayed in violent relationships and 50%
stated that, “most women could leave a violent relationship if they really wanted to”
(VicHealth 2006). Likewise, in the National Community Attitudes Towards Violence Against
Women surveys in 2009 and 2013, 54% and 51% of participants respectively stated most
women could leave a violent relationship if they wanted and 82% and 78% respectively
agreed it was hard to understand why women stayed (VicHealth 2014a). Although by 2017
the national survey found only 16% of participants did not believe that it was as hard for
women to leave an abusive relationship as people say (Webster et al. 2018b),
demonstrating a considerable, but not absolute, reduction in perceptions of this mode of
complicity.
It has been suggested that outwardly, DV victims by choosing to stay in adverse
relationships may not appear to put “reasonable energy into protecting” themselves from
risk of harm (Christie 1986, p. 19) thus making themselves “more ‘deserving’ of violence and
less deserving of victim status” (Richardson & May 1999). Moreover, the heterogeneity of
victimisation generally, in particular the blurred boundaries between those who offend and
those who are victims (Daly 2014a), has also been submitted to decrease ideal victim
eligibility. In particular that the nature of DV ensures that the offender is not unknown to
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the victim, and that offenders are not necessarily big and bad, nor for that matter, as
already mentioned, recognised by others as capable of abuse (Duggan 2018a). These
“credibility discounts” (Epstein & Goodman 2019, p. 437) make the ability of DV recipients
to socially argue their case as ‘victims’ problematic on two fronts – broadly and individually;
both are considered next.
Broadly, as noted in chapter 3, there are ongoing definitional issues in policy,
research and the community regarding what DV entails, alongside jurisdictional variations in
what is considered crime. This means whilst the case for DV as an offence has now been
endorsed, for some victims such as males, it remains unclear if the title of victim always
includes them (Rock 2002). It also means that if women aggressively defend themselves
against DV, it may increase the probability that police proceed against them. This is
particularly problematic for Indigenous women, as research suggests they are “more likely
to use physical violence and fightback in response to violence than non-Indigenous women”
(Douglas & Fitzgerald 2018, p. 48; Langton 1991), leaving them vulnerable to dual arrest.
Whereas, at an individual level, the varied nature and scope of DV impedes some
victims from seeking assistance, or reporting, thus restricting the likelihood of them socially
arguing their case as victims. Amongst the reasons for non-disclosure are not recognising
themselves as victims, internalised gender norms that prevent people from wanting to be
understood as victims, constraint as a result of coercion or “gaslighting”, and because they
have high individual tolerance levels of violence (Duggan 2018a, p. 166).
At the same time, high withdrawal rates by complainants (Robinson & Cook 2006),
and challenges in liaising with police, as a result of financial, emotional and parental ties, or
in the case of refugees and Indigenous people a distrust of authorities due to a history of
systemic racism and distrust of authorities (Blagg et al. 2018; Cullen et al. 2019; El-Murr
2018; Olsen & Lovett 2016; State of Victoria 2016), contrast with Strobl’s (2004) caveat
regarding victim cooperation throughout the criminal justice process (Meyer 2016). Plus,
instances of DV where complainants fight back (as mentioned earlier), or where situational
couple violence exists (Johnson 2011), may be construed as provocative, countering the
final elements implicit to what Strobl (2004) suggests is requisite for attaining the status of
ideal victimhood. Arguably, as a result of these deficiencies, DV victims typically do not
enjoy the “complete and legitimate status of being a victim” (Christie 1986, p. 18) that other
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victims of violent crime may enjoy, nor in turn many of the associated benefits (Meyer
2016) given consideration in the following section.
The importance of victimhood
Society’s appointment of victimhood is important because it is key to the way in
which the community responds to crimes like DV. For instance, the influence of officer
judgement concerning individual victims’ demeanour, actions and appearance on policing
response (Jordan 2008) and the contingency of a correct victim “prototype” on the provision
of resources and services (Kunkel & Guthrie 2016, p. 103). This is particularly the case in the
criminal justice process where the identification of victims is critical (Winter 2002), both
because their existence is typically significant in establishing if a crime has occurred and
how it is addressed, and because generally criminal trials centre on the establishment and
measuring of victim and societal injury (Sarat 1993, 1997), with degrees of offender guilt
largely contingent on those levels (Sarat 1997).
Notions of victimhood equally validate a victim as believable and undeserving of
what has befallen them, shifting the “weight of accusation from their shoulders to others”
and legally and emotionally vindicating their complaint (Daly 2014a, p. 388). In essence they
allow them to re-create themselves (Herman 1992, p. 202) by providing a framework for
individuals to “socially construct” their own experience of victimisation, even if this can be
problematic for those who sit outside these boundaries (Bosma et al. 2002). Furthermore,
they are scaffolds which enable the communication of messages and bind groups through
the shared experience of victimisation (Herman 1992, pp. 214-5; Pemberton 2016a) despite
the heterogeneity of these groups outside of that category (Sanders 2002). However,
conversely, when a victim is portrayed as less than ideal, or tainted, it compounds their
victimisation (Winter 2002), by implying a societal indifference towards them which
Pemberton (2016b) suggests, in turn, impedes the rebuilding of agency and communication
necessary for complainants to make sense of what has happened to them.
Nonetheless, whilst Christie’s (1986) notion of the ideal victim continues to be
influential within the victimological realm (Sloan Rainbow 2018), limitations with this
theoretical perspective remain. Firstly, it lacks an empirical basis and is instead, at times,
based on the self-acknowledged subjective arguments and “personal experiences” of the
conceptualist (Christie 1986, p. 17). Second, Christie is vague about who is in the position to
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award ideal victim status (Van Wijk 2013) and because it is a generalised framework, the
ideal victim concept falls short of acknowledging the understandings of individuals who
choose a different definition of their experiences to the societal demarcation of ‘victim’
(Van Dijk 2009), or groups within society that may impact the way individuals see
themselves or others (Spalek 2006). Feminist groups, for example, who see DV complainants
as survivors rather than vulnerable (Pemberton 2016a; Walklate 2007), Indigenous
communities who normalise DV within the context of lives pervaded by trauma and violence
and who may seek alternative, culturally appropriate interventions (Olsen & Lovett 2016),
individuals who seek empowerment (Hoyle 1998) or agency as consumers of criminal justice
(Mawby & Walklate 2002; Walklate 2007, p. 11), or finally those who, whilst finding strength
in acknowledging the injustice, choose not to bring offenders to account (Polletta 2006).
Third, in ascribing victims and offenders a dichotomous position, it fails to account for the
often-interchangeable nature of each (Fohring 2018; Spalek 2006), whereby victims and
offenders share characteristics such as social and economic vulnerabilities that increase
their risk of exposure to crime and limit their access to protective factors (Fohring 2018). A
phenomenon that has been found to be present across time and space (Lauritsen & Laub
2007). This is illustrated in the case of situational DV, whereby the violence is provoked by a
couple’s situational circumstance with both actors possibly enacting violence (Johnson
2008). Finally, it fails to account for the influence of extraneous factors to societal
constructs of victim. These include negative reactions to particular crimes, such as revulsion
(Pemberton 2016a), credibility judgements (as discussed in chapter 5), the politicisation of
particular crimes, groups and individuals (Fohring 2018), media campaigns that “humanise
and memorialise crime victims” (Greer 2017, p. 61), or the filmed evidence (such as the
recorded evidence-in-chief this study is considering) that may evoke emotional reactions
which impact the way victims are viewed (Winter 2002).
These arguments aside, what Christie and others’ (Duggan 2018a; Pemberton 2016a;
Rock 2002; Strobl 2004; Winter 2002) elucidate is the importance for many of being
identified as a victim, including when impacted by DV. Of equal significance, to being
accepted as a victim, in negotiating the criminal justice process, and the trauma of DV, is a
complainant’s narrative. Although conceivably this is because, to some extent, it is through
narrative recounts that conceptions of victim’s attributes are painted and then compared
against ideals of victimhood (Lawless 2001). An example of this is a complainant’s
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description of the details of an incident to police officers, during the provision of a DVEC, or
in court, as the mechanism for determining whether or not that incident meets the proofs
of an offence, thereby awarding the complainant-victim status legally and calculating that
complainant-witness’ reliability. Next, this study considers existing arguments regarding the
standing of voice within the criminal justice process and how that may impact complainant
healing.
The importance of voicing stories
From early in the DV women’s movement listening to victims was considered one
mode of mending injured self-esteem, individual power and independence (Goodman &
Epstein 2008, p. 91). For instance, the element of voice has been argued capable of
countering the adverse experiences of victimisation by validating victims’ stories during the
“aftermath of the crime” (Laximarayan 2012, p. 401). Correspondingly, there is
overwhelming support for the view that voicing traumatic stories has health benefits
(Koenig Kellas et al. 2015), including better physical and mental health (Pauley et al. 2011),
reduced post-traumatic stress (PTS) symptoms (Campbell 2003), self-reporting of decreased
distress levels, improved auto-immune responses, higher education grades (Pennebaker
1997) and improved satisfaction in life (Koenig Kellas et al. 2015).
The testimony of DV victims in court has been reasoned to be an important step in
their re-empowerment. Given that victimless prosecutions in the US, are argued to
discourage victims from speaking and are criticised for legally silencing and vanquishing
them (Bailey 2009). This is because discourse is argued to be akin to power, and reductions
in speech amongst the vulnerable result in increases in supremacy for those who speak,
which is followed by further reductions in those who cannot (MacKinnon 1995, pp. 72-3).
Moreover, research shows the extent to which victims are provided a voice and treated
credibly in court is the strongest prediction of satisfaction with the legal system (Cattaneo et
al. 2013) and complainants, who are listened to and believed by police and prosecutors, are
more likely to indicate they will reuse the criminal justice system (Belknap & Sullivan 2003;
Fleury-Steiner et al. 2006).
Pemberton et al. (2018) suggest this may be because “victimisation can be
understood as a narrative rupture” (p. 12). Whilst the use of personal narratives within the
justice process facilitates a complainant’s ability to recapture agency and communion with
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society, thereby enhancing feelings of control over the recovery process, decreasing levels
of anxiety and anger and increasing their perceptions of procedural justice (Lens et al. 2014;
Pemberton et al. 2018). To explain further, an individual’s sense of self is connected to their
ability to individuate, whilst concurrently integrating within society (Abele & Wojciszke
2007). Victimisation compromises victims’ senses of control over these two factors,
whereas, the interpersonal nature of narrating, combined with the agency implicit in
ownership of a story that can alter others’ (such as magistrates’) perspectives, potentially
validates victims (Pemberton et al. 2018), helps them recreate themselves for themselves
and the public (Cardillo 2010), and assists them in accepting what occurred (Miller et al.
2015, p. 70). This is particularly the case for redemptive stories, where negative incidents
are followed by positive outcomes, such as personal or societal growth, because they fall in
line with cultural tendencies to celebrate those who triumph in the face of adversity
(thereby completing a “redemptive arc” (Delker et al. 2020, p. 258)), and because of the
collective drive to seek narratives with happy endings (Delker et al. 2020; McAdams 2006).
For Aboriginal people, ‘yarning,’ or the oral tradition of passing information through
stories, typically as part of a collective process, is suggested to situate the teller’s sense of
self, or personhood, into communal narratives that transgress time (past – present – future)
and in doing so recreate feelings of connectedness and belonging to community (Andrews
2020; Bessarab & Ng’andu 2010). In this sense, yarning can be therapeutic (Bessarab &
Ng’andu 2010). This is because traditional story telling methods are a vehicle for community
members to “’claim their voice’ literally, and figuratively” (Anderson 2016, p. 155), whilst
concurrently being supported and empowered to ‘make meaning’ of their experiences by
re-thinking their understanding of them in alternative ways (Bessarab & Ng’andu 2010;
Blagg et al. 2018). Allowing Indigenous complainants to narrate their story in an
environment that is culturally appropriate is also suggested to equalise any power
imbalances between them and the offender because they are able to “speak into the life of
the defendant”, with the support of Elders, as part of the process (Marchetti 2010, p. 275).
Research has found similar therapeutic connections between storytelling and
refugees in Australia. Lenette et al. (2018) found that female refugees considered the
benefits of narrative to be greater than the relieving effects of being medicated and that
stories offered a bridge between the trauma of their past experiences and the new
possibilities found in life in Australia. Whilst De Haene et al. (2018) submit that it is
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collaborative stories that best mobilise refugees to cope with trauma because they provide
a form of connectedness through narration that at the same time assists them in reclaiming
empowerment, feeling safer and mobilising an inversion of the traumatic events they
previously endured. Yet, the benefits of chronicling extend beyond these elements to
include other remunerations within the legal and broader community.
Modern society celebrates storytelling, especially personal testaments, for their
genuineness, passion and ability to compel others to empathise and react (Polletta 2006).
These forms of narratives are particularly important because they provoke sympathy from
authorities and as a result potentially summon official action against transgressions (Kunkel
& Guthrie 2016; Lawless 2001; Polletta 2006; Wieskamp 2018), including police intervention
and changes to policy. In other words, when a complainant receives police assistance it is
not because of what the offender did but based on what the complainant (or other
witnesses) say (Lawless 2001). At the same time other narratives, such as those collected in
this research, connect histories and agendas between researcher and participant and in the
process of interaction change both parties (Pasupathi et al. 2016). Whereas, personal
narratives shared publicly, such as those of individuals like DV activist Rosie Batty, “chip
away at the wall of public indifference”, creating collective identities and fuelling them to
pursue reform (Polletta 2006, p. 2; Walklate et al. 2019), whilst reciprocally empowering the
victim (Herman 1992, p. 210). Concomitantly, in these instances, the storyteller is also more
than just the facilitator of a story; they are awarded the powerful provision of a voice that is
heard.
Voice has been defined as comprising of the opportunity to tell one’s story or
narrative (Folger 1977) and feeling effectively listened to (Van Camp & De Mesmaeker 2014;
Wemmers 1996) or validated as worthy of being taken seriously, so as to remain dignified
and respected in sharing (Winick 2009). The emphasis being on the instrumental value of
telling one’s story and being heard, as opposed to simply making a weightless contribution
(Sanders 2002). Within this, narratives describe a setting, the individuals (or characters)
within it, how those individuals act and react (forming a plot) and how their actions and
reactions impact(ed) the characters’ existence (Polletta 2006; Ryan 2004). In doing so
narratives not only capture “a segment in the history of a world and of its members” via the
integrated sequencing of events, they also illustrate a causal relationship between any
action elements and recounted outcomes (Ryan 2004, p. 337). This process in effect
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provides reasons for the described incidents, whilst seeking empathy for storytellers based
on the revealed characteristics (Polletta 2006; Wieskamp 2018).
Of course, narratives have additional purposes beyond information sharing and
empathy gathering. Personal narratives, in everyday conversation, are told to mark
extraordinary happenings in people’s lives (Langellier 1989) and transformative stories are
told to highlight the systemic nature of a problem and position its survivors as experts
(Wieskamp 2018). The stories told by women in Aboriginal yarning circles pass down
traditional knowledge and ascribe spiritual and social values on groups within the social
order (Robertson et al. 2005). Moreover, Burt (2009) describes narratives within the court
room as using the “lived experience” of witnesses to “tell a powerful and coherent story of
injustice” that concurrently paints a picture of the witness in order to “obtain... [legal
victory]” (pp. 879, 881).
Regardless of practical purpose, however, being awarded the right to voice one’s
story can come with rules and costs. For instance, if stories are factual, the expectation is
that they will remain consistent with each reiteration (Polletta 2006; Tracy et al. 2007) and
the higher the narrativity, strength of argument and intact structure, the greater the impact
on audiences (Schreiner et al. 2018). Moreover, the credibility and rationality of victims is
enhanced when their narrations are linear, detailed, plausible, free of peripheral elements,
considerate of others’ perspectives and communicate the emotionality of the traumatic
experience without a demonstration of those emotions (Tracy et al. 2007). This is important
because court cases are about choosing whose story should be privileged, the complainant
or the defendant and, within them, the rules of storytelling are predicated on anxieties
surrounding the manipulability of stories where: “the line between art and artifice too often
blurs”, the emotional capacity of narration can influence moral over rational action, and the
possibility exists that fiction can masquerade as fact (Polletta 2006, p. 1). Whilst
contemporaneously, audience responses are said to be founded on value judgements
surrounding the rationality of content and reflections of prevailing societal beliefs about
how they are expected to respond emotionally (Polletta 2006). The end product, if guilt is
determined, is the exclusion of the defendant’s narrative in preference for the
complainant’s and with it their replacement as ‘other’; the reverse of ‘ideal victim’
(Pemberton 2016b).
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Moreover, whilst victims’ narratives need to be “real and viable” (Kunkel & Guthrie
2016, p. 114) to receive assistance, they also need to meet organisational criteria. In the
case of DV complainants when reporting to police this would be exampled as a consistent
and plausible story that meets the proofs of a crime – something that the field guide for
DVEC has seemingly been purposefully created to chaperone. In reality, however, Kunkel
and Guthrie (2016) found for DV victims’ narrative accuracy and efficacy often do not align,
forcing victims to retell their stories until they meet contextual expectations, thereby
avoiding the risk of unfavourable reactions. To illustrate, the rules regarding storytelling as
testimony in court are formal with evidence constrained by admissibility rules and the
prosecution’s focus (Bandes 1996; Hunter et al. 2013). Recounts that breach these rules, by
including hearsay or “telling the kinds of stories that are familiar in everyday conversations”,
are typically unsuccessful (Polletta 2006, p. 22). As a result, complainants are expected to
provide coherent narrations of events that “will ‘fly’ in court” and satisfy prosecutors
despite these often consisting of “language others have devised” and being distant from the
emotion and confusion of the DV suffered (Lawless 2001, p. 38). This process is said to
potentially leave complainants feeling frustrated about being unable to voice their complete
story in the manner they may wish (Hunter et al. 2013; Jacobson et al. 2015, p. 88). Possibly
because master narratives, whilst providing frameworks for the ways stories should be told,
equally constrain individual’s agency when their story does not readily fit those models
(Delker et al. 2020; McLean & Syed 2015). Moreover, the competing needs of success in
court and having a voice, when combined with long periods spent waiting to give evidence,
bellicose cross-examination rendering complainants “evidentiary fodder” and being quickly
removed from court once having testified, can lead to frustration, anxiety and stress for
many (Braithwaite & Daly 1998, p. 224; Hunter et al. 2013). This is suggested to be because
impersonal treatment, that relegating complainants to the perfunctory status of evidence,
underscores an imbalance between their treatment and the defendant’s (Manikis 2019) and
highlights their inequity of rights (Antonsdottir 2020; Manikis 2019). Likewise, whilst
narratives provide a platform for complainants to voice their experiences, equally important
is that complainants feel their individualised voices are heard and believed (Jacobson et al.
2015, p. 88). Although regardless of these factors, “revisiting the past” by way of narrative
has been suggested to be traumatic for some complainants because it opens long forgotten
psychological injuries (Ciorciani & Heindel 2011; Pembroke 2019), as was noted by Khmer
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Rouge survivors in the Dutch trials of leaders (Ciorciani & Heindel 2011) and Irish
institutional child abuse survivors (Pembroke 2019).
Finally, whilst considering the importance of voicing complainant’s narratives within
the criminal justice system it should also be noted that these are in essence unfinished
stories. This is because the criminal justice process “retrospectively alters the victim’s
understanding – for better or for worse – of the events preceding it” (Pemberton 2015, p.
19). Pemberton explains, this may occur because for victims the justice process is not sealed
off from the traumatic event, rather, it is part of the same story. However, whilst both the
victim and the criminal justice system seek to make sense of unexpected and unwanted
occurrences, for the latter this experience is black and white as it involves “abstracted,
rational, logical, impersonal modes of thinking most commonly associated with science and
reasoning” and for the former it is an emotionally charged experience tempered by shades
of grey (Pemberton 2015, p. 20). The resulting struggle between the criminal justice system
and complainant for ownership of transgressions afforded complainants, is argued by
Christie (1977) to render complainants “double loser[s]” as a consequence of both the
criminal incident and their treatment by police and the courts (p. 3). Whether technologies,
such as DVEC that allow for the recording of complainants’ narratives at the scene of an
incident, in the direct aftermath of a crime, will alter this interaction between the justice
system and complainant until this study has remained unknown. However, one potential
end result already given much consideration by the literature is a secondary form of
victimisation. It will now be considered.
Secondary victimisation of complainants
How police deal with, and interview, DV complainants is important for complainants
psychologically (Barkworth & Murphy 2016; Laxminarayan 2013; Orth 2002; Rich 2019).
Literature suggests that when law enforcement and court authorities treat victims with
respect, listen and provide opportunity for decision-making, healing and empowerment can
occur concurrently with the legal process (Simon et al. 2010; Wemmers 2008; Winick 2000).
However, whilst the law can mend, it can equally injure those involved in its proceedings
(Gekoski et al. 2013; Simon et al. 2010).
Since the 1970s, policing practice (Aviv & Weisburd 2016; Bard & Sangrey 1980;
Frieze et al. 1987; Gekoski et al. 2013; Parsons & Bergin 2010; Patterson 2011; Rich & Seffrin
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2013; Symonds 1975) and the legal process (Clemente & Padilla-Racero 2020; Laing 2017;
Parsons & Bergin 2010; Rivera et al. 2012), in particular trials and cross-examination
(Rouhanian 2017), have been linked to secondary victimisation (Campbell & Raja 1999; Koss
2000; Laxminarayan 2013; Orth 2002). First coined ‘second injury’ (Symonds 1980),
secondary victimisation is the exacerbation of the “negative effects of victimisation”
(Wemmers 1996, p. 20) that may follow primary victimisation (Orth 2002). It can occur both
when a victim seeks recognition and support but is ignored or minimised by formal and
informal supports (Brown 2007), as a result of processes that blame a victim or deny
assistance; thereby resulting in re-traumatisation (Campbell & Raja 1999; Hattendorf &
Tollerud 1997) and/or in response to disparities between complainants’ legitimate
expectations of the justice system and an institutional reality that fails to address their
needs (Clemente & Padilla-Racero 2020).
Complainants report police can be emotionless and unaccommodating and that the
process of reporting to them is “interrogating, intimidating and confusing” (Logan et al.
2005, p. 607), with many, as previously described, perceiving their stories are treated as
unbelievable or not serious enough to pursue (Campbell et al. 1999). A phenomena that has
continued over time, despite the modern remit of the Police Force towards victim-centred
primacies (Gekoski et al. 2013), possibly because amongst other factors individual officer’s
role perceptions (as investigators) and task evaluations mean victim-orientated duties are
afforded lower priority (Gekoski et al. 2013; Mawby 2007) due to prejudices, like
homophobia (Lowe & Rogers 2017), or, because officers misconstrue responses like
unemotionality, restricted affect and disjointed recollections as indicators of unreliability
(Franklin et al. 2020). The result for many victims, is regret, due to disobliging responses
(Lorenz et al. 2019, p. 280). This has been argued to be especially the case for male victims
of sexual assault, where victim blaming by police and other professionals has been linked to
secondary trauma (Davies et al. 2012; Javaid 2020). Even when cases are pursued, the focus
of the prosecutory process places the offender central, with the State, not the victim,
considered the injured party who has “exclusive right to take action against the offender”
(Christie 1977; Herman 2005, p. 575).
Similarly, some complainants mistakenly presume their relationship with the
prosecutor to be equivalent to that of the offender-defence (Hunter et al. 2013; Seymour et
al. 2002) and when they find themselves marginalised to the position of witness, outside the
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scope of consultation, they feel humiliated and experience a loss of power reminiscent of
the original crime (Englebrecht 2011; Herman 2005; Laximarayan 2012; Parsons & Bergin
2010).
Vulnerable victims, especially DV complainants, are more likely to feel exposed and
less able to cope during interactions with the criminal justice process because they are both
in structurally fragile positions within society (Saunders & Jones 2011) and are “more prone
to negative treatment” within the system due to the nature of DV (Laxminarayan 2013, p.
156). For instance, they are particularly susceptible to “feelings of helplessness” founded on
concerns about repercussions and reprisals by the abuser and may require greater attention
from authorities because the abuse occurred within an intimate relationship and involved a
breach of trust (Laxminarayan 2013, p. 147). In addition, the prosecution of DV cases
actuates stressors for complainants not present with other criminal justice actions, such as
forced testimony about private aspects of their intimate relationship, anxieties regarding
child custody (Koss 2000) and the de-contextualisation of a prolonged history of abuse into
a discrete event (Copps Hartley 2003). The concurrent presence of normative courtroom
stressors including the requirement of testifying in the presence of the offender (Orth &
Maercker 2004; Parsons & Bergin 2010), the amplification of self-blaming, being
undermined through cross-examination (Jacobson et al. 2015), having family and friends
requisitioned as witnesses, the offender’s resolute plea of innocence and the formality of
the court process (Koss 2000), all add to their trauma.
That criminal justice involvement leads to secondary victimisation, regardless,
remains contested. Some research finding that going to court can be “cathartic and
confronting reminders of the original crime may aid in the process of recovery” (Orth 2002;
Parsons & Bergin 2010, p. 182) and, as argued earlier, that being provided a voice that is
treated credibly on the stand is the best predictor of satisfaction with the criminal justice
system (Cattaneo et al. 2013), in the sense that it empowers complainants in a form of
resistance (Delker et al. 2020, p. 247; Pasupathi et al. 2016). Though, it should be qualified,
satisfaction and empowerment are also suggested to be contingent on other factors, such
as the narrative being treated as credible (Cattaneo et al. 2013), on the stressors listed
previously and, in the case of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander complainants, on the
inclusion of culturally inclusive justice mechanisms that support self-determination and
empowerment (Buxton-Namisnyk 2015).
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With these arguments in mind, it is possible that DVEC may reduce some
complainant stress in this area. When DVEC was introduced in NSW it was publicly heralded
as reducing re-victimisation for complainants during the judicial process (Aggs 2015; Lockley
2017; SBS News 2015). The then NSW Police Minister, Troy Grant, telling the media that
complainants would have to “spend significantly less time reliving the trauma of their
assault in court” (SBS News 2015) and the then Minister for Justice, Brad Hazzard, agreeing
in NSW Parliament that the new camera technology would “reduce the trauma faced by
victims” on the stand (Criminal Procedure Amendment (Domestic Violence Complainants)
Bill 2014). Certainly, it appears that DVEC provides complainants a platform to tell their
stories, and as NSW Police literature submits, they should only be taken once the
investigating officer is sure an incident meets the required standards of proof for an offence
(Nightingale & Guthrie 2017), some credibility can be inferred by the recording taking place.
This may also be enhanced by the increased likelihood of conviction when DVEC is utilised
(Yeong & Poynton 2019) and because DVEC should only be collected by police using a
standardised procedure (Nightingale & Guthrie 2017), suggesting DVEC may better suit
normative expectations of evidence in court, increasing statement credibility (see chapter
5). Furthermore, according to the NSW Government, giving a statement on DVEC equally
means less time on the stand (Criminal Procedure Amendment (Domestic Violence
Complainants) Bill 2014) in front of the offender although, complainants may still be
exposed to cross-examination57, with the possibility of those they know being requisitioned
as witnesses. DVEC will also not change complainants having to narrate the details of an
incident and this may sometimes involve intimate details of their relationship. Finally, it
appears (as the complainant must be available for cross-examination) that whilst these
details are presented in a recorded format, it is possible the complainant will be in court
when it is played, requiring them to witness the exposition. However, the absence on
research into the effects of DVEC (or Body Worn Cameras) on secondary victimisation is a
significant gap in the literature that, in the case of DVEC, this study hopes to address. The
missing voices of victims and police, as witnesses of complainant interactions with the
criminal justice system, have made it difficult until now to know what the positive and
negative features of this technology are, with regards to secondary victimisation, nor how
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Under Section 289F(5)(a) Criminal Procedure Act 1986 (NSW).
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they interplay. Chapter 11 will discuss this study’s findings in this regard. Firstly, though, it is
important to understand why mitigating secondary victimisation is important.
The effects of secondary victimisation
Secondary victimisation can be perceived as more painful than the originating DV as
a result of being inflicted by professionals who “recognise the victims’ vulnerability, yet
abuse them anyway, or by systems the victims thought were put in place to relieve pain, not
enhance it” (Brown 2007, p. 26; Orth 2002). The effects of secondary victimisation include
depression, anger, nightmares, increased phobias and a decrease in complainants’ selfesteem, appetite, future positivity and trust of the surrounding world (Laxminarayan 2013;
Orth 2002), withdrawal from education or employment, and suicide (Mason et al. 2009); the
effects thwarting victims’ recovery for lengthy periods (Davies et al. 2012). Poor treatment
by complainants by the criminal system, particularly by police has also been linked to slower
recovery times (Wemmers 2013). Whilst a lack of empathy from police has been associated
with elevated levels of PTS write out, humiliation and self-blame in complainants (Maddox
et al. 2010). Although within this space disagreement remains regarding which processes
within the criminal justice system cause psychological distress and to what extent. For
instance, whilst some research suggests that victims of crime who are unfairly treated by
the criminal justice system experience more symptoms of post-traumatic stress (PTS) than
those who are treated fairly (Campbell et al. 1999; Wemmers 2013), other research found
no correlation between court and victim PTS, regardless of treatment (Orth & Maercker
2004).
There are nonetheless legal implications regarding secondary trauma. First, victims
are more likely to cooperate with law enforcement and the judiciary if they feel they are
being well treated (Tyler 2003, p. 286; Wemmers & Cyr 2006b). Likewise, the likelihood of
reporting further incidents increases (Belknap & Sullivan 2003; Cattaneo & Goodman 2010,
p. 497; Fleury-Steiner et al. 2006; Zweig & Burt 2003). Second, shame avoidance behaviours
amongst victims, including reduced eye contact and uncertain disclosure, have been linked
to increases in police scepticism and reductions in empathy (Maddox et al. 2010), which in
turn correlate with poor case outcomes and a reduced likelihood of cases going to court
(Maddox et al. 2010; Patterson 2011; Rich & Seffrin 2013). Finally, victims who perceive
adequate informal and formal support throughout criminal justice process are more likely to
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reuse it should the occasion arise in the future (Anders & Christopher 2011; Fleury-Steiner
et al. 2006). This is particularly important for DV survivors, who typically are exposed to
repeated incidents of violence before leaving an abusive partner (Both et al. 2019) and
when they do on average “will return to an abusive partner 7 times before leaving for good”
(Hill 2019, p. 1).
Victims’ experiences of the criminal justice system
Undoubtedly victims’ experiences within the criminal justice system differ, as
evidence suggests interactions between DV victims, the police or legal process can be
negative or positive (Belknap & Sullivan 2003; Cattaneo & Goodman 2010; Englebrecht
2011; Lewis 2004; Orth 2002; Rivera et al. 2012). This is because victims are not a
homogenous group, they need and want different things (Herman & Wasserman 2001;
McGlynn & Westmarland 2019) and individual factors can profoundly affect individual
experiences (Cerulli et al. 2015; Goodman & Epstein 2008, p. 91). For example, some
women feel humiliated or constricted by going to court, yet others feel empowered or
validated (Goodman & Epstein 2008). The experience of Indigenous victims of DV is nuanced
by intergenerational trauma, a history of violence perpetrated by authorities, the
prevalence of Aboriginal deaths in custody (Buxton-Namisnyk 2015), the double jeopardy or
fear of the removal of their children if they disclose violence and extra surveillance by police
(Spangaro et al. 2019). Along the same lines, the experiences of refugee DV complainants
with authorities are modulated by traumatic pasts, distrust of authorities and an absence of
cultural safety, whilst differentially the effects of acculturation, language barriers and social
isolation may also temper their experience (El-Murr 2018; Segrave 2017). Furthermore,
irrespective of background, “different elements…will have greater significance and
resonance” for individual complainants at various stages of the justice seeking process
(McGlynn & Westmarland 2019, p. 196).
In her US study of DV prosecutions, Weisz (2002) found 65 per cent of complainants
favoured prosecution and the two most common messages they wanted to send by doing so
were that DV was a crime, and their partner should not hit them. Hare (2006) concurred,
finding more than 70 per cent of the 373 DV complainants she interviewed wanted to file
charges due to an appreciation of the weight of criminal justice or to seek retribution and
protection. This is because testifying, and with it the power to compel an offender to face
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charges, appear at trial and respond to questions, can be an important aspect in some
victims’ power reclamations (Clute 1993), particularly if the individuals feel supported by
court personnel (Henry 1997). Children who have been sexually abused, for instance, have
been suggested to be interested in participating in proceedings (Back et al. 2011) and, when
they do, benefit from the involvement (Mudaly & Goddard 2006). Although, other research
submits a connection between child testimony and secondary victimisation, especially
following repeat sessions on the stand (Elmi et al. 2018). Even so, complainants more
generally can connect being heard, validated and receiving an apology with therapeutic
healing (Doak, Jonathan 2011; Feldthusen et al. 2000; Imiera 2018; Petrucci 2002; Rossner
2017) and a sense of justice (Daly 2014b). Although, a combination of all three may be
warranted. This is because, for example, whilst an apology may provide symbolic redress, it
does not have sufficient meaning for complainants to be a stand-alone gesture (Lundy
2020). Similarly, whilst being afforded a voice through which to honour their stories and
being treated seriously and respectfully, may provide a measure of fairness for some
complainants (McGlynn & Westmarland 2012), this is not always the case. As there is “no
singular justice solution”, given that perceptions of justice, as already touched on, are
manifold and individually variegated over time (McGlynn & Westmarland 2019, p. 196).
Of course, the principal role of the law is not as a therapeutic agent for complainants
but as an arbitrator that listens to the stories of both the complainant and the accused, and
“observes and partakes in processes that see the victim-survivor interrogated, doubted”
(Crowe 2019, p. 413). Even so, over the last quarter century, a number of special measures
have successfully been introduced and since found to improve the experiences of vulnerable
complainants in court (Groenhuijsen & Pemberton 2009), including being allowed to provide
evidence from behind a screen or via video link and emptying the public gallery (Hunter et
al. 2013). Also of possible benefit are a number of additions normative to all complainants,
which have been introduced in response to Thibaut and Walker (1975) concept of
procedural justice, where, whilst outcomes are important, the process by which they are
reached is especially important. These include the NSW Victims Charter of Rights a statutory
code cataloguing the rights and entitlements of victims, free counselling for victims of
violent crime, court support services for victims of crime and the provision of victim impact
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statements58, the statements provided by victims of crime prior to the sentencing of
offenders (New South Wales Office of Director of Public Prosecutions 2012; New South
Wales Police Service 2019; Victims Services & New South Wales Department of Justice
2015). Although the latter, victim impact statements, have remained controversial. This is
because some literature shows the emotional benefits of victim impact statements when
administered well (Lens et al. 2010; Roberts 2009; Roberts & Erez 2004), whilst other
studies suggest they leave victims’ participatory and recognition needs unfulfilled
(Wemmers & Cyr 2006a). Moreover, victim advocates argue they unrealistically raise
complainant expectations, encumber them with the responsibility of affecting the
punishment of the offender and force them to relive the traumatic period surrounding the
incident (Reeves & Mulley 2000).
Additional provisions specific to DV complainants include the introduced measures
by police, already mentioned in chapter 1, such as Domestic Violence Liaison Officers
(DVLOs), prosecutors’ court introduction programs and the use of DVEC (being considered
by this study). Whilst research shows the psychological and emotional benefit of some of
these measures, such as the contact between police prosecutors and complainants (or in
the case of domestic homicide their families) (Englebrecht 2011), other areas like the use of
DVEC have been given little consideration.
In sum, who is considered to be a victim, by themselves and/or by society and whose
voice counts is neither straightforward nor simple, however, Christie’s (1986) argument
regarding an ideal victim is central to understandings of these notions, whether one agrees
with it or not. This is because Christie’s concept has influenced debates about the
legitimacy, deservingness and hierarchy of victims and the importance of voice. This
foundation is therefore evident in some of the deductive analysis in this study.
How DV victims are seen within the continuum of victimhood is important because it
impacts the judgements of police, the courts and society in general and in turn affects
whether responses occur and to what degree. At the same time whilst victimisation can be
viewed as a ‘rupture’ of an individual’s life story, the provision of voice in the aftermath of
crime has been suggested to be important in mending the break. This is both because of the
values society attributes stories and the agency that narrative provision affords the tellers
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themselves. However, in the same way Christie argues others control who is allowed victim
status, the provision and acceptance of narratives is also said to be contingent on others
outside of the teller. This is problematic because the silencing of storytellers and the
contesting of victim status has been argued to increase the likelihood of secondary
victimisation and with it, dissatisfaction and dissociation with police and the court system.
How mechanisms like DVEC interplay with and change victim status and voice is as yet
unknown. This research fills this gap.
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Chapter 7: Methodology
As has been shown in the previous chapters, feminist campaigning in the seventies
and the subsequent change in public attitudes towards DV, have reconstructed DV policing
policy in Australia and internationally. However, DV cases have remained challenging to
investigate and prosecute, principally because a complainant’s testimony is typically central
and sometimes the singular evidence. High withdrawal rates, retracted statements and
lengthy waiting periods between incidents and court that result in confabulations, have long
impacted this source of evidence and lessened the probability of conviction. As discussed
earlier, Domestic Violence Evidence-in-Chief (DVEC) was introduced with the support of
police in NSW as a possible panacea for this issue but to date there are only three59
Australian studies into the phenomenon. Two are statistical evaluations that considered
DVEC’s impact on guilty pleas and findings (Yeong 2019; Yeong & Poynton 2017), the third
considered the practical application of DVEC from a legal perspective (Simmons 2016). Yet
gaps in the research have remained regarding its practical application, officer employment
and victim engagement and satisfaction.
The introduction of DVEC has provided a unique opportunity to consider its efficacy
more broadly for both DV complainants and law enforcement. Gaining insight into how
complainants and law enforcement experience and perceive DVEC is important because
without an appreciation of how DVEC works (both as a tool and in legislation), and what
makes it work in the way it does, efforts to improve the criminal justice process for DV
complainants may be frustrated. Through the use of law enforcement and complainant
narratives, this research aims to provide an in-depth understanding of the workings of DVEC
in a variety of DV contexts. However, efficacy goes beyond functionality. The thesis also
explores when and how DVEC increases or decreases secondary victimisation and with it
investigates the interplay between DVEC, ideal victimhood and voice. Finally, whether legal
definitions, policy and practice affect how DV is addressed both by law enforcement and the
criminal justice system is also considered. This chapter begins by explaining the conceptual
and methodological influences underlying this study. It will then outline the key research
questions and the overall research design.
59 Whilst Procopis (2018) considered the perceptions of Western Australian prosecutors and defence lawyers regarding the benefits and
issues with introducing of DVEC or a similar form of recorded evidence-in-chief into their jurisdiction, the study was done without
supporting documents regarding DVEC (from NSW Police) and was therefore only founded on opinions surrounding the limited literature
available at that time and media reports. For this reason, it has not been included in this literature review.
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Theory, epistemology and ontology
Left realism (also known as critical realism60) and feminism broadly inform the
epistemology for this research. They were chosen in combination because, whilst feminist
theories provide a sound alternative to the singular male discourse that explained the
physical injuries of DV prior to their advent (Cain 1989; Maidment 2006) and their position is
corroborated consistently in this study’s data (with participants referring to the widespread
nature of violence against women), the challenge in evaluating DVEC solely through any of
the lenses of feminist theories is that the semantics of DV cannot always be understood in
reference to gender and power, in isolation, or as components. Some feminist researchers
have recognised issues surrounding gender. It has been noted that racially stereotypical
discourses are imbued throughout many institutional settings (Stubbs 2015, p. 1439)
including those offering support to DV victims, economic capability creates different levels
of societal vulnerability to DV (Mooney 2000, p. 217), cultural ideologies can temper
whether or not DV victims seek help and gender inequality may not be the primary cause
for violence in singular-sex relationships (Sokoloff & Dupont 2005b).
This challenge is conflated regarding DVEC. Predominantly because the breadth of
the legal definition of DV under which DVEC operates includes abusive behaviours between
intimate partners as well as family members, kin and other relationships such as co-tenants
and residents in homes61, broadening the contextual dynamics, motives and impacts of the
violence deemed ‘domestic’. This means that, in NSW where this study was based, flatmates
(who fight over a television remote) are treated under the umbrella of DV in the same
capacity as intimate partner violence. There are also methodological reasons for uniting
these two theoretical perspectives in particular.
Although historically left realism and many feminist theories appear disparate in
method, with feminist theories typically favouring qualitative studies and left realists’ social
surveys (Mooney 2000; Walklate 2003), contemporary left realists are “methodological
pluralists”, with no set formula for conducting research (Matthews 2014, p. 69). As such,
method choice is a function of both the research questions and what is being studied, with
‘extensive’ research identifying patterns and commonalities across the broader population

60 Matthews (2014) re-establishes left realism with a broader theoretical and methodological focus as a critical alternative to historical
accounts of left realism.
61 See Crimes (Domestic and Personal Violence) Act 2007 (NSW).
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and ‘intensive’ research, including this study, focusing on the identification of aetiological
processes as they operate, with sensitivity to context and conditions. Moreover, this
revised form of left realism favours “naturalism and engaging in the lived experiences” of
participants in order to determine a “congruity of meaning” between participants and
researchers that facilitates understanding participant stories (Matthews 2014, p. 108). This
falls in line with feminist rejections of a traditional positivist scientific approach that
demands researchers remain objective, controlled, unfeeling and distanced from subjects
(Renzetti 2016) and the afore mentioned feminist practices of participatory research and
reflexivity.
Left realism and some feminist theories also converge regarding overall research
design, each perspective similarly linking research with the pursuit of social justice. For
instance, left realists stress criminological research needs a coherent connection between
theory, method, and policy (Matthews 2014) and some feminists emphasise purpose-driven
research (Ackerly & True 2019; Miller 2011; Renzetti 2016). Research that increases
community awareness and contributes to knowledge that brings about change (Miller
2011). In particular, purpose driven research empowers the community, institutions and
individuals to change harmful conditions and behaviours (Renzetti 2012). It is witnessed in
the work of feminist criminologists who influenced public policy surrounding DV and sexual
assault (Matthews 2014; Renzetti 2016). Comparably, left realism’s attention to short term
anti-crime policies and criminal justice reform generated predominantly from Jock Young’s
work (DeKeseredy & Schwartz 2012) as an adviser to London Metropolitan Police, arguing
the plight of the voiceless poor and eliciting change, through knowledge, on their behalf
(Henninger 2014).
This study, in considering how and why DVEC works for complainants and law
enforcement, consistent with these perspectives, provides each population a voice for the
purpose of improving the criminal justice process for complainants. This is because, in using
the lens left realism to add on to a gendered analysis, a more balanced exploration can be
made, as the tenets of left realism, in identifying contributory mechanisms in operation
(Matthews 2009), can be used to evaluate DVEC practice and to explain gender-alternative
causal explanations, like economic capability (Mooney 2000), on how and why DVEC
produces the outcomes it does. Whilst concurrently some feminists highlight the gendered
nature of intimate partner violence (Powell & Webster 2018), the effects of societal
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conceptions of masculinity and femininity on violence and are consistent with the dominant
gendered notions of violence in policy and discourse (Australian Institute of Criminology et
al. 2009; National Council to Reduce Violence Against Women and their Children 2009a;
Stubbs & Wangman 2017; VicHealth 2014a). However, whilst each theoretical perspective
balances the other with regards to DVEC, it is in the arena of individual and socially created
meaning that feminist theories and left realism are similar.
Constructionism
The theoretical frameworks of left realism and feminist theories (broadly speaking)
are constructionist as they see humans as shaped by the “structures and discourses of
patriarchy and capitalism respectively” and the causes of DV not as marks in an otherwise
acceptable societal system but as “endemic” to its central makeup (Mooney 2000, p. 216).
This research uses constructionist frameworks because although DVEC is a codified62 system
of taking interview-statements, the experiences of individual police and complainants are
not uniform and understanding the way DVEC operates includes understanding participants’
perceptions and the context of individual DVEC. The tenets of social constructionism aligned
with these frameworks are: (1) a “critical stance” regarding “taken-for-granted”
understandings, considered to be fortified by dominant societal groups; (2) historical and
cultural relevance; (3) reflexivity, and (4) an acknowledgment that psychological concepts
such as emotions and self-awareness are constructed through social discourse (Burr 1995;
Galbin 2014, p. 83). By adopting constructionist frameworks this research is able to present
the “constructed” realities of participants in the context of police-witness interviewstatement provisions and the courtroom and in doing so explore participant meanings and
rationalisations (Ritchie et al. 2014, p. 18). The process began by asking a number of overarching questions.
Research questions
As this research works towards establishing the efficacy of DVEC, the key research
questions are:

62 Under the NSW Police Commissioner’s directive NSW officers must be formally trained and examined in DVEC before they engage in the
taking of interview-statements. Moreover, they are required to follow set questions in a prescribed order when conducting DVEC. This is
detailed in the field-interviewing guide.
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1. Do the DVEC provisions better address evidentiary requirements, improve evidence
quality and improve policing and prosecutorial practice?
2. What are the issues confronting current frontline officer practice when taking
interview-statements from complainants of DV?
3. What are law enforcement and complainants’ perceptions of DVEC?
4. Is there a perceived reduction in secondary victimisation by law enforcement
authorities and complainants?
5. Do legal definitions63, policy and practice when policing DV affect how DV is
addressed both by law enforcement and the criminal justice system?
These research questions evolved to reflect the gaps and key issues arising from an analysis
of research cited in chapters 1-6 and in consultation with NSW Police.
Research Design and method
Given the exploratory nature of this research and the need to develop an in-depth
understanding of how DVEC is utilised, this study has adopted a qualitative approach
(Ritchie et al. 2014). The approach offers the opportunity to consider DVEC strategy in the
rich context of DV policing policy and practice and across a spectrum of complainants and
police, which impact the technology’s use. The strength of a qualitative approach is the
ability to provide rich descriptions of participants’ lived experiences of DVEC; including
where “contradictory behaviors, beliefs, opinions, emotions, and relationships” exist
(Jaquier et al. 2011; Mack et al. 2005, p. 1), then from that to discern patterns and processes
that can assist in the identification of what may contribute towards DVEC working in the
way it does (Matthews 2017). This identification is critical, as not to do so, according to
Matthews (2017), limits the probability of developing a response to any issue being
investigated; in this case the efficacy of DVEC as part of frontline practice, in prosecutions,
for complainants and in mitigating secondary victimisation.
Qualitative interviewing can allow for the gathering of “experiences, motives and
opinions of others” from a variety of participants who are located distinctively (Rubin &
Rubin 2012, p. 3). Whilst observations are suggested to enable the gathering of implicit
information (Spencer et al. 2014) and the exploration of phenomena as they actually occur
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(Flick 2009). However, the benefit of using these two methods in combination is that, during
analysis, as related patterns are unpacked and themes drawn (Spencer et al. 2014), a more
thorough examination of the “layers of meaning, motivations and actions” (Matthews 2014,
p. 52) can occur surrounding the application of DVEC.
Regardless, when considering an intervention, such as DVEC, Matthews (2014) also
argues that investigation should be carried out across the many contexts of use in order to
determine if, and in what settings, success and failure may occur (p.54). This research design
therefore encompasses a wide scope of police and complainant participants to provide for
“contrasts in aetiology” (Matthews 2014, p. 60). Whilst the open nature of the study’s
interviews is designed to encourage participants (complainants and police) to voice their
personal, emotional and experiential stories, in their own words (Mack et al. 2005), and in
doing so to assist understandings of any “underlying values, concepts and norms”
(Ramazanoglu & Hollands 2002; Ritchie et al. 2014, p. 148) that may interplay with the
utilisation of DVEC.
As such this study involves: (1) the use of 71 semi-structured interviews to examine
purposefully sampled participants to find out what complainants and the various levels of
police (including police prosecutors) perceive to be the benefits, and (2) using observations
of 28 DVEC recordings of complainant-police participants to see if perceptions meet practice
and to understand the context within which they took place, including aspects of their
interview-statements that participants may not have been able to voice. Ethics approval for
this research was approved by the University of Wollongong & Illawarra Shoalhaven Local
Health District Social Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee (Appendix 1).
Participants
According to Young (1992), “it is the relationship between the police and the public
that determines the efficacy of policing” (p.27). In line with this, participant groups in this
study were chosen so that the policing tool, DVEC, could be reviewed with consideration
afforded to how DVEC affects the interactions between complainants, as representatives of
the general public, and officers. Moreover, given that it is likely that there are “significant
differences in motivations, interests and power relations” (Matthews 2018, p. 1) when
utilising DVEC between each level of police and complainants, how DVEC interacts with
these groups respectively also needed to be contemplated. Therefore, a sample of frontline
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officers, police prosecutors and senior police taken from the New South Wales Police Force
(NSWPF) and 25 complainants referred by the four NSW support services were
“purposefully” invited to participate in this study64 (Creswell 2013, p. 228; Westera & Powell
2016, p. 2). That is, participants were selected both because they had knowledge regarding
or had experienced the phenomenon of DVEC and in an attempt to ensure diversity of the
sample population (Palinkas et al. 2015).
By purposefully sampling law enforcement officers and complainants could be
recruited from as broad a range of contexts and backgrounds as possible to reflect the
diversity of each population and possible aetiological anomalies in utilising DVEC. This
included the incorporation of five male complainants both because the breadth of NSW
legislation means that DV extends well beyond intimate partner violence to include maleon-male violence, such as flat mates, thereby increasing the likelihood of male complainants
and because, in recognising that crime “is not a gender-neutral problem” because socioculture and psychology shape both male and female behaviour (DeKeseredy & Schwartz
2010, p. 161) the impact of gender must be recognised. However, despite using maximum
variation sampling (Patton 1990), the essential criterion for selection was participant
experience with the phenomenon (Creswell & Poth 2018) of DVEC. It should also be noted
that whilst participants interviewed for this study were demographically heterogeneous,
and small patterns of diversity were apparent in the data, this was a modest sample and
therefore some care was taken during analysis not to make broad generalisations, rather to
acknowledge where participants’ experiences appeared to relate to aspects of their identity
or demographics. Specific sample groups were included for the following reasons:
Frontline police officers
Frontline officers (N=25) from six Policing Districts (PDs) were interviewed because
these officers have the most knowledge regarding the challenges facing police in field
operations as they deal with DV daily. Frontline police were asked to consider the practical
benefits and challenges of DVEC both in evidence collection and when interacting with DV

64 Offenders (and/ or alleged offenders) were deemed to be outside the remit of this study, (1) because they do not participate in the
DVEC collection process, and (2) so as to keep the research at a manageable level. However, the way (alleged) offenders perceive DVEC
impacts them, and how they in turn react to DVEC, are areas worthy of future research.
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complainants. Moreover, those using other DV interview methodologies, such as written
statements, were asked to provide comparative perspectives.
The six PDs, Blacktown, Flemington, Mid-North Coast, Lake Illawarra, Monaro and
Castlereagh, were purposefully selected with the assistance of the NSWPF to reflect areas
where DVEC is most commonly applied, demographic representativeness of the NSW
population (Appendix 2) and a range of DV incident rates in accordance with New South
Wales Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research (2016) 2015-6 findings. Within those PDs, a
senior officer was initially approached, explained the purpose of the research and asked to
nominate potential volunteer frontline officers within their command. This officer was also
asked to ensure their selection included a range of ages, time-served, cultural backgrounds
and genders. Demographic details of participants were obtained at the time of interview to
ensure the sample was heterogeneous.
The mean age of the cross-section of frontline officers who completed interviews
(N= 25) was 34.6 years and their length of service ranged from 3 to 24 years. Fourteen were
female (56%) and 11 were male (44%). Senior constables comprised 80% of respondents
(N=20), followed by constables; 16% (N=4) and 1 probationary constable; 4% (N=1). Two
officers were also Domestic Violence Liaison Officers (DVLOs). The majority of those
interviewed; 88% (N=22) identified as Australian; with the remainder from minority cultural
and ethnic groups65. These figures confirm the sample taken was heterogeneous.
Police prosecutors
Police prosecutors (N=15) from around the State were interviewed because their
perceptions of the evidentiary value of DVEC is an expedient way of investigating if the
methodology provides for courtroom needs. Previous research into prosecutors’
perceptions of the evidence provided in police-witness interviews found prosecutors had
concerns regarding lack of chronology and information quantity (Westera & Powell 2017;
Westera et al. 2015). The aim of interviewing prosecutors was to determine if, and how, the
DVEC methodology has altered their perceptions of the quality of police-complainant
evidence. Additionally, prosecutors can best elucidate the practical value of DVEC in the
courtroom (regarding time constraints and equipment required) and have perceptions

65

Cultural and ethnic details have been aggregated to avoid identification of participants.
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regarding reductions in secondary victimisation for complainants as a result of lessened
time testifying and the additional evidentiary weight of recorded statements.
Similarly, to the frontline selection officer process, a senior officer from the NSWPF
prosecutions command was approached to invite a heterogenous selection of officers to
voluntarily participate in the interviews. The mean age of the cross-section of police
prosecutors interviewed (N= 15) was 40.6 years and their length of service ranged from 9 to
30 years. Seven were female (47%) and eight were male (53%). Senior sergeants comprised
20% of respondents (N=3), followed by sergeants; 33% (N=5) and seven senior constables;
47%. The majority of those interviewed; 93% (N=14) identified as European-Australian, 7%
as Aboriginal officers.
Senior police officers
Senior officers (N=6) were interviewed, as they are able contribute to organisational
perspectives and definitions, in particular senior management’s perspectives about why
DVEC was initially pursued, what they perceive the organisational benefit of it is and where
they consider the challenges in tackling DV lie. Having been involved in the implementation
of and amendments to DVEC police policy, senior police can best map out the nature and
extent of its use. They also add balance to the perspectives of frontline and prosecutorial
police in detailing their observations of DVECs utilisation.
The length of service of senior police interviewed (N= 6) ranged from 20 to 37 years.
All six were male (100%). Superintendents comprised 33% of respondents (N=2), followed
by one chief inspector; 17%, two inspectors; 33% and one senior sergeant; 17%.
Senior police officers were invited to participate by the head of the NSWPF Domestic
and Family Violence Team due to their involvement with the establishment of DVEC. All
officers acknowledged voluntary participation.
Complainants
Complainants who had provided DVEC statements to police (N=25) were interviewed
(and with permission observations were conducted on their DVECs) because although they
enter into the investigative methodology as ‘unwilling’ participants (in the sense that their
statement provision is by-product of crimes enacted on them) they are affected most by the
process from emotive and criminological perspectives. Moreover, a substantial body of
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work has demonstrated that the criminal justice process is commonly inadequate from a
victim’s perspective and may be re-traumatising (Campbell & Raja 1999; Copps Hartley
2001; Herman 2005; Laxminarayan 2013; Orth & Maercker 2004; Rouhanian 2017).
Understanding victims’ perceptions of how this technique influences their
experience of justice is of significant interest to the academic and practice communities and
has clear benefits for victims. The aim of interviewing complainants is therefore to
understand what they wish to achieve from entering into the criminal justice process and to
determine their perceptions about whether DVEC addresses these requirements. It is also to
ask them to detail their experience(s) of DVEC application and to catalogue their
perceptions of its usability.
Complainant participants were purposefully selected by the Women’s Domestic
Violence Court Advocacy Service (WDVCAS), the Victims Of Crime Assistance Service
(VOCAL), the Wollongong Women’s Information Service (WWIS) and NSW Victims Services
(NSWVS); thus ensuring ‘representativeness’ of the population (Onwuegbuzie & Leech 2007,
p. 241). These services offered their support for the research.
The mean age of the cross-section of complainants who completed interviews is 43.4
years; ranging in age from 24 to 78 in females and 38 to 48 in males. Twenty were female
(80%), five male (20%) and 56% of the respondents (N=14) were from regional locations,
followed by rural areas; 32% (N=8) and 3 resided within metropolitan districts; 12%.
Although three of the participants had no children, all the others had between one and five.
Three of the complainants had completed DVECs in relation to their children, one in relation
to a grandchild and all other instances involved intimate partner violence (one in a same-sex
relationship). Six of the 26 offenders were female; one complainant was abused by both her
partner and child.
The majority of those interviewed; 48% (N=12) identified as European-Australian
with four identifying as Aboriginal people and the remainder (16%) from minority cultural
and ethnic groups66. Furthermore, many of the participants interviewed currently rent
(N=12), nine own their own home, four are staying with relatives and friends and one is
experiencing homelessness. Twelve are unemployed (one pensioner), six work part-time
and seven have full-time employment, with most having reached a level of education below
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Cultural and ethnic details have been aggregated to avoid identification of participants.
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year 12 equivalency/ higher school certificate (N= 13), six - year 12 equivalency and six
university level.
Observational studies
Observational studies were conducted on the audio/video recordings of 28 DVEC
statements from 22 of the 25 complainants67 interviewed in the study. All data was
collected over an 18-month period.
Gatekeeping
Gatekeeping affected this study in two ways. Firstly, the initial contact with the
research for all participants occurred through gatekeepers, or those within institutions
assigned the task of deciding whether or not individuals participate in research (Heath et al.
2007). Therefore, it was important to ensure potential participants were provided with
enough information to safeguard informed consent and ensure no pressure ensued
regarding participation (Ritchie et al. 2014). To guarantee both, written information about
the study and the nature of participants’ roles was provided and reviewed in researcherparticipant discussions prior to the commencement of each interview (Appendices 3-468).
Following these discussions six complainants and two officers chose not to participate in the
research.
Secondly, gatekeepers frequently seek to influence modes of research (Bryman
2012). For instance, police, when collaborating in research may restrict critical evaluations
of policing practice (Davies 2016) or have concerns about non-favourable representations in
publications (Reiner 2000). As a result, accessing law enforcement typically involves
negotiation or a “research bargain” (Bryman 2012, p. 151). Police were also involved in
determining which PDs police participants were invited to participate from and sample
sizes. However, since PDS were chosen to reflect police usage of DVEC, they were areas
most likely chosen independently, and as will be detailed next, sample sizes were consistent
with researcher estimations.

67 One complainant refused permission and there were administrative issues in obtaining the DVEC two complainants believed they had
narrated. DVEC recorded by four other complainants were either fully or partially unobtainable due to administrative issues.
68 Please note only one version of the participant information sheet and consent form have been included as there are only minor
differences between versions resulting from rewording to suit different participant groups.
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Sample sizes
Sample sizes were chosen with respect to accessibility of police participants due to
work commitments, an estimated saturation point and researcher time and cost constraints.
It has been argued that smaller sample sizes suffice where the quality of data obtained is
high and the study design allows for data shadowing by alternative means, including
observations (Mason 2010; Morse 2000). This was confirmed in practice where, as data
collection approached population limits, there was a frequency of themes and no additional
information surfacing in the study’s core categories. This allowed for a determination that
data saturation had been achieved (Morse 1995; Sim & Wright 2000).
Data collection
During the fieldwork component of this study two research methods were utilised:
interviews and observations.
Interviews
In-depth semi-structured interviews were used in this study to gain a comprehensive
understanding of law enforcement officers’ and complainants’ perceptions and experiences.
Interviews offer an effective method of collecting data regarding how participants perceive
their worlds (Silverman 2005) and learning the ways participants attach meaning to
experience (Berg & Lune 2012, p. 115). Semi-structured interviews, whilst utilising a preset
list of questions to guide the interview, extend beyond them allowing relevant themes to
develop as a product of free-flowing discussions (Choak 2012; Evans 2017). In line with this
a conversational approach was adopted, including a period of small talk before and after
each interview, to build rapport with participants (Westmarland & Bows 2019, p. 49).
Semi-structured interviews were chosen for greater reflexivity and to gain an
intimate understanding of complainants’ emotional experiences (Ellis et al. 1997). This
mode of interviewing is flexible and provides for both an adaptable format whereby
participants can talk freely, shaping interview content and raising issues surrounding DVEC,
whilst allowing the interviewer to ask direct questions about DVEC and to guide the overall
themes most suited to the study (Brinkmann 2013, p. 21; Ritchie et al. 2014, pp. 183-4).
Each interview schedule (Appendices 5-8) was limited to ten or fewer questions that
were written as a guiding framework, reflective of the aims of this research: (1) to gain an
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in-depth insight into the prosecutorial efficacy of DVEC, and (2) to determine whether DVEC
is improving the criminal justice process for victims. Moreover, because asking the right
questions is fundamental to interviewing (Brayda & Borce 2014), care was taken to ensure
each question sought to draw out relationships between the DVEC process and participants’
perceived experiences. For instance, questions such as the complainant question, ‘Can you
walk me through your experience with the video recording of your interview with police
please?’ and the frontline officer question, ‘What is your experience with DVEC?’, were
aimed at gaining descriptions of how participants experienced DVEC (Brinkmann 2013).
Whereas questions like the complainant question, ‘If you have had other experiences with
DV reporting to police, how does this experience compare?’ or the police prosecutor
question, ‘What differences have you perceived since the introduction of DVEC?’ were
aimed at understanding the meanings participants attached to the DVEC process (Edwards
& Holland 2013).
Nonetheless, one area of concern during the interviews was the effect answering
questions would have on participants.
Interviewee trauma
Research shows a degree of emotional distress is common in interviews regarding
trauma and there is some participant expectation this will occur (Newman & Kaloupek
2004). Nevertheless, studies have also found participating can be beneficial for participants
(Biddle et al. 2013; Johnson & Benight 2003; Walker et al. 1997). In order for benefits to be
reported by research participants, Campbell et al. (2010) found researchers need to: (1)
lessen the interviewer-interviewee hierarchical structure through shared dialogue, (2) be
empathetic throughout the interview (in the role of researcher as distinct from therapist),
and (3) provide community support information and insight that helps participants
normalise their emotions. Participants also report benefits from being able to tell their
traumatic stories to an interested interviewer at their own pace (Campbell et al. 2010;
Draucker 1999; Du Mont & Stermac 1996; Langballe & Schultz 2017) and in being able to
trust the researcher’s motives for asking particular questions (Clarke 2006).
Care was taken throughout the interviewing process to ensure that all of these areas
were observed in order to optimise the potential for benefits for participants. For instance,
when complainant 1 became unsettled during the interview she was asked if she wanted a
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break or for the interview to stop. She declined both but after the recording was complete,
time was taken to join her for a cup of tea and participate in small talk. During that time, she
was encouraged to seek assistance with the support service who put forward her name for
the study.
Limitations of interviews
There were a number of limitations to the use of interviews as a method of data
collection. Firstly, by participant request, or due to the Statewide distribution of
participants, some interviews were conducted by telephone. Each time participant
confidentiality and time/cost limitations were balanced against the documented benefits of
face-to-face interviews concerning sensitive topics and reduced power asymmetry
(Brinkmann 2013; Shuy 2002).
Secondly, because interviews are purpose-driven, non-transitory conversations both
the interviewer and interviewee co-construct and perform interrelating roles within the
interview to suit that situation (Berg & Lune 2012; Presser 2005; Walford 2009). For
instance, interviewees may moderate inclusions, or take care with how they phrase
responses, making their answers reflections not only their past experiences but also the
interview conditions (Maxfield & Babbie 2011; Walford 2009).
Finally, self-reports are limited to what participants remember or deem important to
include. For instance, research suggests differences between what police officers state and
their actions when on patrol (Waddington 1999). This study was strengthened by the
inclusion of an observational study to contextualise the personal experiences and
perceptions of participants and assist in understanding how DVEC is utilised in practice.
Observations
Observations are the systematic cataloguing of participants over time, “watching
what happens, listening to what is said, asking questions; in fact, collecting whatever data
are available to throw light on the issues” (Hammersley & Atkinson 2007, p. 3). Additionally,
they provide participants, who are unable to communicate their experiences adequately
through words, a channel of non-verbal communication (Westmarland & Bows 2019, p. 15).
Observations were applied in this research to appreciate the behaviours, attitudes
and social norms surrounding the application of DVEC (Ritchie et al. 2014, p. 244) by
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witnessing the process as it occurred. This, in turn, facilitated an in-depth understanding of
DVEC with inherent meaning and context. As DVEC are typically up to 15 minutes in
duration, continuous and detailed recording was conducted of all interview settings,
dialogue, significant body language, tone and noises or visual interruptions; including the
entrance of children and animals (Silverman 2005). The recorded format facilitated this level
of detail because it allowed for the replaying of segments of the DVEC as often as required
to capture all aspects of content. The observations were recorded in two inductive tables
alongside pencil sketches of each scene (as a memory aid) (Appendices 9-10).
Throughout data collection I remained a complete observer (Ritchie et al. 2014, p.
246), as each DVEC had been recorded by NSW Police for prosecutorial purposes prior to
inclusion in the study. However, the observations were not considered covert (Ritchie et al.
2014, p. 247) as complainants were aware that, and consented to, the initial recordings
being viewed by a third party (in court) at the time of the recording.
Limitations of observing DVEC
The main limitation of using observations is reliability. Firstly, as there was only one
observer, the degree to which observations may differ from other researchers in the coding
of behaviour cannot be assessed and may be dependent on researcher skill at minimising
potential traps, such as the depth of data collected or limitations to reflexivity (Pang 2019).
Secondly, observations were conducted over an 18-month period during which concepts of
DVEC may have been altered by the research process. Additionally, in this study
observations were limited to DVEC made by complainant interview participants. No
observations were made of DVEC where the responder was also an officer who was
interviewed.
Data management and analysis
Each interview was digitally audio-recorded, transcribed, deidentified and checked
for inaccuracies. Afterwards the responses and observations were analysed, thematically
coded and tabled in Excel. In order to do this, an integrated approach of deductive and
inductive data analysis was utilised.
The deductive approach employs a scaffold of predetermined themes or hypotheses,
in anticipation that they are present in the data, around which coding is organised (Blaikie
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1993; Bradley et al. 2007; Braun & Clarke 2006; Burnard et al. 2008; Maxfield & Babbie
2011). An example of this in this study was the concept of time efficiency. Given that the
literature suggests that: (1) time efficiency is important to police officers (Her Majesty’s
Crown Prosecution Service Inspectorate & Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary
2007), particularly on the frontline (Westera & Powell 2016), and (2) technology is touted as
saving time (Asadullah & Ullah 2017; Calton et al. 2020), it was hypothesised that DVEC has
the capacity to save time in the processing of DV crimes. This supposition was recurrently
tested against the data with regards to frontline policing and prosecutorial practice, via the
perceptions of frontline and senior officers, police prosecutors and complainants, as well as
the observations of DVEC. Comments by participants and observational notes that were
connected to time were tabled into the broader category of time and further coded as time
saving, time unchanging or time intensive, with the ways in which time was affected
highlighted.
Inversely, an inductive approach involves deriving themes and concepts directly from
the data, without (or with little) supposition of what they might be (Blaikie 1993; Maxfield &
Babbie 2011; Thomas 2006). For instance, that DVEC interplays with complainant credibility,
and the ways in which this occurs, was neither forecast nor known until this pattern of
response was drawn from the data. This inductive form of analysis is important because it
not only allows for the discovery of new themes, but also limits the erroneous forcing of
predetermined results (Glaser 1998) and exemplifies a realist ontology that assumes a
“reality ‘out there’ with regularities that can be described and explained” (Blaikie 1993, p.
137).
By using a combination of inductive and deductive analysis it was possible to add to,
and test, pre-existing theories of DV policing practice and the use of technology as well as
discover, until now, unknown ways in which they interact. Both methods of analysis entailed
a line-by-line assessment of the interview transcripts and observational notes (Engward
2013) and the allocation of codes to segments of text (Curry et al. 2009) until a concept
coding scheme, relevant to the research questions was established (Azungah 2018). This
scheme represented a range of patterns (Maxfield & Babbie 2011) of behaviour during the
use, and perceptions, of DVEC, as well as insights into how participants viewed its use by
others.
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Coded subcategories were then recursively compared for similarities, variances and
degrees of semantic consistency (Engward 2013; Glaser 1998; Oktay 2012) until thematic
benefits and challenges surrounding DVEC were identified. These themes were: (1)
efficiency of DVEC (time, cost, location, ease of use), (2) utility or functionality of DVEC
(technological performance, usefulness), (3) acceptance of DVEC (4) reliability of evidence,
(5) complainant credibility, (6) constructions of victimhood, (7) DV definitions, (8) narrative
ownership (9) secondary victimisation and policing, and (10) secondary victimisation and
prosecuting.
Following this process additional insights were collected from empirical literature to
further structure analysis and place the current findings within the context of the broader
literature. This allowed me to maintain a focus on “face validity”, or how discovered
concepts were meaningful in interpreting the data, whilst validating via deliberating the
level to which “theoretical claims are consistent with well-established knowledge in the
field” (Glaser 1978, p. 62).
Limitations
A broad limitation of the study is the modest sample size of self-selected
participants. As a result, this study does not have large numbers of participants from diverse
groups. This means that whilst the results suggest that participants may experience DVEC
differently with regards to aspects of their demographics, more research is needed to
confirm this is the case.
Another limitation of the study is the level of researcher skill, including (as already
touched on) possible limitations to reflexivity and the depth of data collected (Pang 2019).
The latter of these was apparent occasionally when reviewing transcripts when it appeared
an avenue of inquiry had not been pursued to the level it could have been, making some
detail thinner. Although consideration was given to the influence of researcher judgments
and practices when collecting and analysing data through the use of reflexive techniques
including reflective diary keeping.
Reflective diary keeping
Reflective practice is the examination of feelings, situations and understandings in
order to understand thoughts, motivations, roles and personal boundaries (Bolton 2001). It
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is fundamental to research because data is a co-production between the participant and the
researcher, within which “unconscious intersubjective dynamics” are operating (Holloway &
Jefferson 2000, p. 53). Therefore, engaging in reflective dialogue assists the clarification of
ideas, leading to a greater depth of self-understanding of internal influencers on data
collection and analysis (Hewitt 2015).
Reflective diaries are the methodological tools used to facilitate this process. They
organise records of events, incidents, emotions and contemplations that enable researcher
transparency and self-reflection (Hewitt 2015). Used informally, directly after each
interview in this study, they provided retrospective self-transparency at the time of analysis
and a written barometer of researcher emotions and boundaries following disclosures of
sometimes harrowing detail. This was particularly important as I am a survivor of long-term
DV and at times found myself vicariously reliving some of my prior experiences through the
recollections of participants. I was also aware that, because I fled violence ten years ago, my
experiences of policing were different to many participants as a result of changes in practice
and that, as a well-educated, privileged white person, my journey to freedom from my prior
relationship again was atypical of some complainant-participants’. Reactions detailed
following interviews were then collegially self-reflected on when later reviewing that
complainant’s DVEC recordings and providing critical analysis.
The use of qualitative, reflexive participatory research techniques, aimed at
understanding nuances of meaning and the nature and fluidity of social connections derives
from feminism (Ramazanoglu & Hollands 2002, p. 149). Initially in this research this involved
utilising a collaborative interview approach, including openness, reciprocity of interviewerinterviewee narratives and collective risk, in an attempt to dissolve the researcherparticipant hierarchical relationship (Mason & Stubbs 2011; Reinharz & Davidmann 1992, p.
181). This practice incorporated locating the researcher within the research experience in
adherence with core feminist research principles (Mooney 2000). This was done through
self-reflection around what DV, policing and DV intervention means and how these views
influenced the research process, including the framing of the questions asked and how data
was interpreted (Berger 2016; Kelly et al. 1992, p. 150). Researchers reflect in this way
because they accept they are human and are affected by their own “experiences,
preconceptions, beliefs and attitudes” (Wall et al. 2004, p. 21). In this study this was
achieved informally through ongoing self-awareness and the use of the reflective diary.
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The practice of reflexivity also included self-disclosure by being honest with
participants about DV experiences, answering personal questions and providing comfort to
distressed participants (Renzetti 2016). These undertakings maintain transparency, give
participants more input into the research process and minimise analytical categorisation of
their narratives (Mason & Stubbs 2011).
In sum, this research applies a qualitative methodology that is committed to giving
participants a voice that will potentially make a difference to their lives. By using semistructured interviews and observation it facilitates respectively the hearing of participants’
voices and the witnessing of what may not be communicable through words (Westmarland
& Bows 2019). Similarly, in taking an intersectional feminist standpoint, this data analysis
explores how “individual characteristics mediate intersecting systems of inequality”
(including gender, race and class) through the lived truths of participants (Brooks 2007;
Burgess-Proctor 2006, p. 41). As such, discovering what DV and interventions in reaction to
it mean to participants rather than framing their experiences into existing “commonsensical” classifications (Bograd 1988, p. 22).
These methods similarly correspond with a realist focus on contributing rather than
contingent explanations of crime-related change; why, how and in which conditions change
occurs (Matthews 2014, pp. 58-60) surrounding the use of DVEC. They are founded on the
ontological reality that crime is not solely a social construct (Currie 2010). That is, whilst
accessible through individual interpretation and perception, crime is a reality that exists
independently of the observer (Lopez 2003); as a consequence of a “process of action and
reaction” (Matthews 2009, p. 346). An identifiable actuality known through individual
perceptions and socially fabricated semantics (Ritchie et al. 2014; Sayer 2000) rather than a
product entirely of “subjective interpretation or political manipulation” (Matthews 2014, p.
29).
The first arena where DVEC may be affecting change is policing practice, in the way
DV incidents are investigated, processed and managed through the prosecutorial process.
The utility of DVEC in frontline and prosecutorial policing practice is important as these
arenas are fundamental to progression and completion within the criminal justice process,
labour intensive and time pressured. The findings in relation to these will be considered
now.
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Chapter 8: Policing Practice with DVEC
From a policing perspective, DVEC works. As a tool it is perceived and was observed to have
practical and prosecutorial benefits. According to frontline officers in this study, DVEC saves
time, is simple to use and presents evidence that is, “more compelling, and has more
gravity, than written words [because it is] able to show some things that just can’t be
conveyed in words” (FL4). These include the emotional state of victims, fresh injuries or
damage to property, policing responses and, when filmed at the scene, the victim in
context. According to the literature, this is important because, the process of evidence
collection and presentation is governed by strict evidentiary rules (Biber 2013).
Furthermore, how evidence is later perceived can affect court outcomes (Westera & Kebbell
2018), with robust evidence amongst the strongest indictors of a finding of guilt (Devine et
al. 2001), including in DV cases (Bechtel et al. 2012; Nelson 2012; Peterson & Bailo-Padin
2012).
This chapter will consider in detail the utility of the DVEC methodology in day-to-day
frontline policing and prosecution practice. So as to extend beyond the parameters of
prosecutorial effectiveness and reflect on how DVEC functions within the “realities of police
work and the time and bureaucratic constraints that officers operate in” (Dowling, Morgan,
Boyd, et al. 2018, p. 76).
Three principal themes emerged regarding the utility of DVEC. The first, efficiency,
contained the subthemes of operational time, cost, locational impacts and the tool’s ease of
use. The second, functionality, encompassed the subthemes of technological performance
and the usefulness of DVEC in processing various incidents and in creating fact sheets. The
third surrounded acceptance of the methodology by officers and complainants. None of
these themes were discrete, each periodically interplaying and overlapping with the other
two. This section will now discuss all three in the above order.
Efficiency
This research found that DVEC was perceived (and in some instances observed) to
impact on the efficiency of policing practice in four ways: time, cost, location and ease of
use. Time reduction will be addressed first.
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Perceived time reduction
Most prosecutors (N=11/15) and all senior (N=6/6) and frontline officers (N=25/25)
stated DVEC saves time either for themselves or others. Frontline officers estimate this can
be a reduction of 75% or more in the time it takes to obtain a statement, as exemplified in
the following comment,
“It’s made a significant difference, especially since with domestics you can usually take up to 45
minutes to do a statement. In that time, you’ve got to try and get through the emotions of the
victim, so that’s why it takes a lot of time. With the DVEC, it only takes up to about 10 minutes
because they tend to work through their emotions when they’re being recorded, and you capture
their emotions and how they were feeling at the time and it’s in such a short period” (Frontline
Officer 18).

This is because alternative statement-taking processes are more time consuming as they
typically involve using a complainant’s interview responses to construct a signed
handwritten version of an incident at the scene in a police notebook. Then on returning to
the station officers are required to type a copy or, they require the complainant to attend
the station for the interview where they create a typed version of that incident at that time,
which is reviewed by the complainant and signed. Each involve sifting through what is said
during a police-complainant interview and transcribing any relevant comments. DVEC
reduces this process to a singular audio-visual recording that automates the “kinds of
interpretative, mental labours” otherwise required in this process (Gates 2016, p. 264).
Complainants, who had also given written statements (following other incidents),
likewise commented on the speed of DVEC.
“He just said, ‘This conversation's being recorded. I just need to let you know that.’ Basically, I
said, ‘Yeah. No worries,’ and spoke to them and it was probably a matter of five minutes, and
they were gone” (Complainant 23).

Whereas comparatively written statements were seen as,
“a long process because you have to type it word for word… You then have to read over it and
check everything was right, then… you have to sign it, no spelling mistakes. I’ve been in there
sometimes two or three hours to do one statement” (Complainant 6).
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Observations corroborate this advantage. Whilst one DVEC (for a litany of charges including
an indictable offence69) ran for just over 1.75 hours, all other 27 DVEC (to be used as
evidence at local court) ran for an average of 11 minutes; ranging from 4 minutes 28
seconds to 22 minutes 43 seconds. The length of recording relating to the complexity of
incidents and/or the inclusion of ancillary evidence. An example of a slightly longer DVEC
was where one complainant walked the length of her house pointing out property damage
and providing the details of how it occurred. Notwithstanding, reducing the time it takes to
collect a complex statement to just under 23 minutes70 (as in the longest non-indictable
DVEC observed) appears to be a substantial saving compared to the 1-2 hours cited
previously by complainant 6. Frontline officer 6 contextualises this time benefit in terms of
an entire investigation,
“Overall, it could take six to eight hours to do a domestic violence incident. That’s if everything
goes to plan. If everything goes to hell, then you could be there for 16 hours. When you involve
interpreters, everything doubles… We do the DVEC with them, which goes for 15 minutes, then
the prep and you’re out of there in 20 minutes”.

This comment shows a substantial overall time benefit for frontline officers when utilising
DVEC in DV investigations and as a result complainants and defendants. Chiefly because the
gathering of evidence also impacts on the time of complainants and defendants, who may
be required to remain at the station until investigations are complete. However, it also
illustrates that whilst the ideal duration of DVEC is 15 minutes (as outlined in the NSW
Police DVEC guide (Domestic and Family Violence Team New South Wales Police Force et al.
2015)), complications (like using interpreters) can inflate this period.
Time efficiency is important to officers because whilst it is their responsibility to
conduct individual investigations, detect lines of inquiry and collect all available evidence
(Her Majesty’s Crown Prosecution Service Inspectorate & Her Majesty's Inspectorate of
Constabulary 2007), patrolling and emergency response remain the mainstay of frontline
policing (Drew & Prenzler 2015). Therefore, frontline operations are time-pressured due to
the ongoing requirement to respond to a vast number of incidents on any given shift
(Westera & Powell 2016). As noted by Frontline officer 7,

69 DVEC is generally not utilised in indictable offences, which are heard in higher level courts. This DVEC, about an incident involving 13 DV
charges including the use of a weapon and sexual assault, was recorded by a detective in conjunction with a frontline officer. It has an
atypical duration that well exceeds the recommended limit of 15 minutes.
70 This reflects the statement taking process not the time officers spend at the scene prior to statement taking, building rapport, and
conducting their initial interview to determine if the proofs of a crime have been met.
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“Ten minutes down the road I'm dealing with another serious job… you can only fit so much time
as you're doing things, then the next day it's back to Groundhog Day again and again and again”.

This highlights the repetitive nature of police work in dealing efficiently with incident after
incident on a daily basis. Given this context, frontline officers require approaches that allow
them to gather the most pertinent and reliable information as efficiently as possible
(Westera & Powell 2016) so that they can determine if an offence occurred, investigate that
offence and gather evidence to support a prosecution.
As argued above, DVEC is perceived to be more efficient in this area as it packages
some of these investigative elements by combining the complainant-interview process with
statement taking, removing the requirement for detailed handwritten contemporaneous
notes and thereby potentially reducing time at individual crime scenes. This potentially
allows frontline officers to service more incidents per shift. It is also important because
individual incidents are typically more complicated than they appear at face value as,
additional to the requirement for rapid and recurring response, frontline officers also have
administrative obligations for each incident they attend such as typed statements, risk
assessments, charge and fact sheets. Korre et al. (2014) found that routine activities, such as
paperwork and report filing, accounted for over 70 percent of frontline officer duties.
Since the eighties, increasing documentation requirements resulting from growing
accountability criteria and bureaucratisation have been cited as: consuming officer time and
attention, an organisational stressor for frontline officers (Craven et al. 2015; Saunders et al.
2019), “mind numbing”, monotonous and lacking the adrenaline boost of other frontline
duties (El Sayed et al. 2019, p. 419) and as an impediment to “real police work” (Grant &
Rowe 2011, p. 55). This is particularly the case in association with DV incidents where
victims may be required to wait for police to complete paperwork (e.g., written statements)
before they can leave, and officers are kept off the road for prolonged periods (Johnson et
al. 2019) at that time or at the end of their shift (Grant & Rowe 2011). Officers have been
found to dislike paperwork overall (Chan 2007). Grant and Rowe (2011) argue they
particularly dislike completing it for DV incidents due to its complexity and intrusiveness into
complainants’ circumstances. Here too DVEC is perceived to reduce the load, by “time
saving” through the removal of typed complainant statements (SO4). Moreover, despite the
continuation of other elements of paperwork, such as fact sheets and risk assessments, plus
the addition of the management of DVEC output (like downloading, tagging of footage and
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burning of discs) to officer tasks, the removal of the lengthy process of written statement
taking was universally viewed positively by frontline police in this study. This suggests not
only potential time benefits but also psychological remunerations via the reduction of an
organisational stressor.
Nevertheless, a focus on efficiency can inhibit the better practice of trauma informed
interviewing. The trauma symptoms experienced by some complainants can create barriers
to the police attempts to develop of rapport with them and make it more difficult for them
to understand questions and the implications of their responses (Risan et al. 2020). Trauma
informed responses, such as trauma informed interviewing, are underscored by attempts to
understand how trauma is impacting the individual involved (Ellison & Munro 2016). They
require interviewer flexibility and the tailoring of officer responses to suit individual
situations (Risan et al. 2020). This includes the facilitation of free narrative and management
of emotions (Risan et al. 2020). These qualities may be difficult to realise in the context of
DVEC, given that it must not be edited, and that it has a best practice time limit of 15
minutes. However, given that DVEC are taken after the officer has interviewed the
complainant to determine if the proofs of a crime have been met, it may be possible for the
two to occur in tandem.
Time benefits were not limited to frontline policing. Police prosecutors perceived
less time was spent adducing evidence on the stand. Nevertheless, whilst DVEC was
thought to save time when complainants were interviewed or placed on the stand, 47%
of prosecutors (N = 7/15) also stated DVEC significantly increased the time it takes them
to process the interview-statements once recorded. This is illustrated in the following
comments,
“For me as a prosecutor in the practical world of prosecuting, DVEC’s made our life harder. We
have to sit and view them beforehand, whereas before I could just skim through a three-page
statement, highlight the important parts, pick out and tab and walk away, and it took me a minute
or two minutes. Now I have to plug in the thing, sit there with my headphones on, find the DVEC,
go to the event” (Police Prosecutor 5).
“DVECs are a pain in the bum from the point of view that when we prepare a brief, where you've
got to go online, you've got to pull it… you've got to sit right through it, and if you try to fast
forward, you could miss something important” (Senior Officer 4).
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This was also the case for 12% of frontline officers (N = 3/25) in instances where they
needed to transcribe their DVEC or provide detailed fact sheets. This finding implies that, at
least for some police officers and prosecutors, when utilising the medium DVEC, time
efficiency is not realised. Furthermore, it suggests a redistribution of time issues from the
frontline officers to police prosecutors.
Earlier studies into the usefulness of video recorded police evidence with rape
complainants, equally found that prosecutors admitted reviewing recorded evidence during
trial preparation was “difficult and time consuming”, in particular when cases were complex
or had historical components (Westera et al. 2013a; Westera, Powell, et al. 2015, p. 17).
Equally it mirrors concerns voiced by prosecutors regarding the processing time required for
Body Worn Camera (BWC) footage (Katz et al. 2014; Merola et al. 2016). Furthermore,
research into Victim Video Statements in the United States highlighted time delays of up to
6 months in prosecutors obtaining footage from police departments, mostly due to
communication issues between the two divisions, that further deferred cases from being
reviewed by prosecutors (Backes et al. 2019; Backes et al. 2018). This was not apparent in
this study, possibly due to organisational differences. In NSW most DV cases are heard in
local court and the prosecutors assigned them are typically officers from the same police
district as the investigating frontline officers who have unrestricted access to both the
COPS71 system where the recordings are housed and the investigating officers.
Regardless, as noted, in this study reviewing DVEC was considered to be more time
consuming than standard case preparation, however, this time deficit for prosecutors is only
problematic if they review each statement before court. Existing research (Her Majesty’s
Crown Prosecution Service Inspectorate & Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary 2007,
p. 124) and this study suggest this is not always the case. For instance, Prosecutor 12 notes
insufficient “time to sit down and go through them beforehand”, whilst other prosecutors
qualified failure to view DVEC could result from high caseloads, or a case being assigned last
minute, necessitating the use of fact sheets. These comments highlight prosecutors
elevated caseload demands (Joy & McMunigal 2019) and demonstrate how individual
officers are adapting methodology to meet burden. More instances of modification will be

71

Core Operational Policing System – the digital integrated policing system utilised by NSW Police.
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shown later in these findings. First, however, the use of fact sheets, in place of reviewing
DVEC, requires further examination.
Fact sheets
Whilst the practice of prosecutors relying on police fact sheets, or summaries of
evidence, to save preparation time and cost, has long been acknowledged (Baldwin &
Bedward 1991; Haworth 2018; Westera et al. 2013b) it was agreed by prosecutors in this
study to be problematic.
“A little trick as a prosecutor is you never read a fact sheet because they differ greatly from
what's actually in the brief, but if you've got a DVEC matter, you have to read your fact sheet
before you go in. If you've picked up a DVEC matter from another court, you've got no idea
what's going on” (Police Prosecutor 5).

This comment clearly underscores a prosecutorial perception that fact sheets are
inaccurate. It also infers that when recorded statements are utilised instead of written
statements, fact sheets need to be relied on, because the medium cannot be easily
previewed. This is problematic because the only sources attached to court attendance
notices (CAN), the compendia supplied for the court, are fact sheets (which contain a
summary of the incident and antecedents), exhibits and witness statements/ DVEC
(LawAccess NSW Communities and Justice Department 2018). Moreover, prior research
submits, summaries contain inaccuracies (Sanders et al. 2010, p. 387) and not viewing the
original interview denies prosecutors early insight into how a complainant was questioned
and its influence on exactitude (Powell et al. 2005). In this study, interviewed officers
provided practice-based explanations for such inaccuracies. They stated fact sheets are
“sanitised version[s]” (Police Prosecutor 2) as a result of frontline officers “hyper-focused on
the proofs” rather than evidence presentation (Senior Officer 4) or because,
“sometimes the person who writes the facts sheet hasn’t watched the DVEC themselves, they’re
just using a conversation between the officer who conducted the DVEC” (Police Prosecutor 1).

These comments highlight the differing objectives of frontline officers, who are tasked with
collecting evidence as quickly as possible to determine if a crime has occurred before
responding to other crimes, and prosecutors, who need to utilise that evidence to persuade
the court (Westera & Kebbell 2018) and therefore need clear, concise and accurate
communications about the event. The implication of these differences for prosecutors with
DVEC however is that unlike written statements, when court preparation time is poor, they
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cannot scan a script before going into court to unearth inconsistencies or highlight key
points to bolster their case. This complicates their job.
Research into the effects of body worn cameras (BWC), since their introduction,
shows that increased workloads for prosecutors as a result of having to watch the footage
and redact segments, have resulted in the “triaging” of cases in order to vet the footage
viewed and instances of unpreparedness as a result of not watching footage (Gaub et al.
2019). Reasons that have been suggested for this are that prosecutors are unfamiliar with
processing the new technology (Gaub et al. 2016) and because information technologies,
such as BWC and DVEC, have resulted in the proliferation of evidence and information
available for investigation and prosecution (Hamann & Rader Brown 2016), in a climate
where prosecutors have more cases than are manageable (Joy & McMunigal 2019). The
resulting situation is problematic. Whilst law enforcement perceive the use of technologies,
like BWC, are beneficial to the range and quality of evidence and transparency of policing
practice (Backes et al. 2019; Gaub et al. 2018; Lum et al. 2019), these remunerations cannot
be reaped if time constraints prevent that evidence being viewed (Gaub et al. 2019), or
reviewed in a balanced fashion that seeks exculpatory as well as inculpatory evidence (Joy &
McMunigal 2019).
One solution aimed at reducing the increased pre-trial workloads suggested by this
study’s prosecutors is that when writing fact sheets officers could link verbatim ‘proofs’72 of
a crime to “points of time”, or timecodes, in DVEC recordings (Police prosecutor 5).
However, this was seen by frontline officers as challenging.
“Our prosecutors would like us to type out a synopsis of the DVEC, which, depending on how
thorough you do it, can be time-consuming… I put it under the heading of assault and then I put
anything that was to do with the assault, 'One minute and 33 seconds', and then type out word
for word what she said, and I'd do that under each heading of the offences. When you transcribe
anything, you have to listen to five seconds' worth, then stop it, type, then rewind it. It is timeconsuming, so it does take a couple of hours” (Frontline Officer 10).

What these comments demonstrate is the contestability of time in this arena. As whomever
is afforded time benefits in the latter stages of crime-process, prosecutors or frontline
police, the other loses them.

72

‘Proofs’ is the term used colloquially by officers to denote specific standards of proof required to show a crime has been committed.
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Writing it down
Contemporaneously, for other officers, transcriptions were cited as a panacea in this
arena,
“There’s one prosecutor running all the matters, he just didn’t have the time to sit and watch all
the videos through, unless he’s doing it in his own time. So, it became a thing where it was
expected that there would be a transcription of the DVEC to accompany” (Frontline Officer 4).

Currently, under the legislation73, courts may only request a transcript in circumstances (in
indictable offences) where it will assist the jury (Judicial Commission of New South Wales
2018; Keay 2015). This is because, whilst NSW Police recognise the potential for “significant
burden” in case preparation due to lack of transcripts, in negotiations for the legislation it
was their position that they were not a viable option due to their “financial impost”
(Domestic and Family Violence Team New South Wales Police Force et al. 2015, p. 72).
Regardless, transcripts were considered ‘requisite’ by 40 percent of prosecutors
(N=6/15) and in certain instances (such as where a singular prosecutor was assigned a court
round) by 8 percent of frontline officers (N=2/25), so as to assist prosecutors with
preparation. Some police also thought that magistrates wanted them, despite DVEC being
entered as oral evidence, because “magistrates have to write down everything that is said”
(Police Prosecutor 5). They reasoned transcriptions avoided pausing the video for
transcription in court (thereby extending case time), a practice that was perceived to turn
magistrates “against” the prosecution (Police Prosecutor7). This was despite it being noted
in the DVEC Chief Practitioners Guide (Domestic and Family Violence Team New South
Wales Police Force et al. 2015) and the following comment by a senior officer, that no legal
grounds exist to reject DVEC on the basis of transcript omission.
“Magistrates are effectively… bullying prosecutors that they know they have to work with day in
day out to get a transcript. There is no legislative basis for it” (Senior Officer 6).

These arguments again, demonstrate instances of forwarding time burden through the
criminal justice hierarchy, from magistrate to prosecutor to frontline officer. In their review
of frontline officers’ perceptions of their role in modern policing, Chatterton and Bingham
(2006) found that officers felt that due to their low status within the policing organisation
they were forced to complete “the work no-one else wants” and to provide services that
“any other unit within the police and criminal justice systems which chose to make

73

As per the Criminal Procedure Amendment (Domestic Violence Complainants) Act 2014 (NSW) s.289K
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demands” directed toward them (p.19). Here too, where transcriptions are required to
bridge justice gaps, the volume of work appears (in most instances) to be forwarded down
to frontline officers, albeit without legislative backing. These instances need to be reflected
as they have the potential to undermine any time benefits accrued through the use of DVEC
technology.
The final argument afforded by some prosecutors for transcripts was that in some
instances they enhanced evidence,
“I have a high Aboriginal offending rate, DVEC doesn’t pick up the words appropriately and
particularly with children and Aboriginal children, they have a language that they talk so quick
because they’re excited and they want to get it out, and you don’t go back and flush it out. I find
if I transcribe, I hand that up to the magistrate while the DVEC is playing so there’s no confusion
on words or what that person is saying” (Police Prosecutor 8).

These excerpts show that prosecutors also seek DVEC transcripts to strengthen cases and
that they believe, as a result of the oral format, a combination of challenging witness
vernacular, disparate reception by magistrates and preparatory burden, transcripts have the
potential to affect the way cases are presented and, as the next comment shows, their
outcome.
“So, we’re having a bit of a problem there, if they don’t accept it, we’ve lost it. It doesn’t get in,
which is a bigger issue for us… It’s a massive cost. But it is also a lot of down time for a police
officer to actually do it [transcription]” (Senior Officer 5)

This cost-benefit analysis by a senior officer appears to reflect the application of the
accountability in modern policing, or what Newburn (2008) describes as the utilisation of
“private sector management methods”, to ensure cost-effective service delivery (p.106).
Here, it is shown as a difficult balance between the costs of unsuccessful prosecutions and
the labour of transcribing. Whereby literature suggests, on one side of the scales,
organisation risk aversion, modelled on potential public criticism in response to the way
police deal with violent incidents and worst-case scenarios, supposes the utilising of
resources (like transcripts) regardless of cost. On the other, increased funding accountability
and audit trails balance ongoing funding against prosecutorial outcomes (Heaton 2009),
which are intrinsically uncertain.
Irrespective, at the same time as some prosecutors advocated the provision of
transcripts, most frontline police (who commented on this aspect (N=5/6)) did not perceive
the requirement favourably. This is exemplified in the following comment,
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“The first six months, everyone’s doing the DVECs, great. How good’s this? And then the matters
go to hearing and the officers are now going, ‘Oh, Christ, I’ve got to type all this out now’. And,
then they got a bit annoyed with it because… It doesn’t help save time” (Frontline Officer 4).

Whether it is due to transcription or fact sheet preparation, despite reducing time initially
when recording statements, DVEC can create time burdens elsewhere within the crime
processing sequence. In the new world of police accountability, where this should occur
remains contested amongst officers themselves with variations in practice seemingly
dependant on jurisdictions of need. Frontline officers stating they “shouldn’t have to be
transcribing” (Frontline Officer 4). Prosecutors perceiving it to be the job of the
“transcription unit where the ERISPs go” (Police Prosecutor 5) or that police should “supply
a transcript” (Police Prosecutor 2). Overall, however, the flow on effect is primarily to the
police service, regardless of where this time-cost falls, and to a lesser extent the courts. Also
requiring consideration, a question that remains hidden behind the focus on DVEC time
benefits is - if transcribed DVEC take an equivalent time to process as written statements
but more effectively achieve justice for victims, do they remain a more viable alternative?
The probative and psychological effect of DVEC will be considered in the next two chapters,
but for now the perceived cost will be reviewed.
Perceived cost
Whilst both a reduction in the time it takes for frontline officers to process DV
incidents (where no transcription is required) and less time adducing evidence suggest a
lessening in labour force costs, when transcriptions are utilised, DVEC is expensive.
“[It’s] a massive cost. But it’s also a lot of downtime for a police officer to actually do it too.
Then, rather than be on the road doing their work proactively they’re sitting behind a desk typing
out a transcript if it gets to that point” (Senior Officer 5).

In many instances the hidden cost of the tool, such as the removal of officers from
operational duties to complete the administrative task of transcription, may only be
discernible within the internal machinations of individual stations. However, in some
districts, where DVEC has been adapted to suit non-English speaking communities, this cost
is both visible and increased by the added requirement for independent transcribers/
translators. In these cases, DVEC are recorded in the complainants’ first language, then
independently transcribed and translated in tandem. Examples of other-language-DVEC
provided during data collection included Korean, Mandarin and Urdu. In all cited instances
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the officer who conducted the interview spoke the language fluently and a case for costs
was made on the basis of increased complainant cooperation and evidence preservation;
ensuring “evidence is not going to go away” (Senior Officer 6). That is, if the complainant
later attempts to withdraw, the evidence-in-chief is intact.
Although the accuracy of evidence collected through independent interpreters has
been suggested to be reliant on factors including the impartiality of interpreters, the
context of interpretation (face-to-face or distance) and nuanced understandings of language
(Braun 2013; Evans et al. 2020; Goodman-Delahunty & Martschuk 2016), it is mostly agreed
amongst police that the use of interpreters is necessary where language barriers exist
(Goodman-Delahunty & Martschuk 2016). Regardless, the use of interpreters (in-situ or over
the phone) has been found to change the way officers conduct interviews (Wakefield et al.
2014), in particular their “dynamic and pace” (Goodman-Delahunty & Martschuk 2016, p.
467). On the other hand, according to frontline officer 7, DVEC offers a more streamlined
alternative as the statement is collected in the natural flow of an interview, without the
disruption (or distraction) of an interpreter where, “you have paused, and the memory slips
out of their mind” (Frontline Officer 7). However, once recorded, interviews must be
translated and transcribed for the court by an independent transcribing service, which,
“costs money” (Frontline Officer 6).
The practices cited in these comments illuminate officers’ focus on strengthening
evidence and service provision and are commensurate with existing research. In their study
into Australian police perceptions about interpreter use, Wakefield et al. (2014) found
attitudes towards the use of interpreters to be generally positive, alongside perceptions of
pressure from management to justify their use. This may be because increasing costs in
labour and transcription/ translation services are arguably problematic in the world of
contemporary policing; underpinned by a managerialist culture and performance metrics
based on favourable returns (Mann 2017). As detailed in chapter 2, since Thatcher-Reagan,
police forces globally have had to balance law enforcement priorities, like DV, against
judiciously managed yet diminishing resources (Legrand & Bronitt 2012). This is due to
government reasoning that performance measurement and accountability induce “police to
make better use of their human and technical resources”, increasing clear-up rates for crime
and creating value for the public’s money (Legrand & Bronitt 2012, p. 5). Within this climate
funding is theoretically dependant on results and contingent on performance statistics
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including response times, numbers of arrests and clearance rates (Fleming & Scott 2008),
not on quality of evidence or features of police practice when used irrespective of
prosecutorial success.
As such, the production of DVEC transcripts/ translations, whilst enhancing
cooperation between police and the judiciary (or complainants) and ensuring best evidence
collection, rates expensively on process measures. This is because, “soft outcomes”, like
interagency cooperation and service quality (Legrand & Bronitt 2012), are difficult to
measure and are therefore neglected by funding indicators (Legrand & Bronitt 2012), even
though they are part of the complex and sometimes time-consuming activities that
constitute policing (Collier 2006; Fleming & Scott 2008). This means that districts containing
high levels of non-English speaking clients appear to be placed in a difficult position with
regards to performance-based funding.
However, in remote rural communities, the reverse was perceived, with costs reduced
in both workforce time and fuel. In these areas, vast distances between incident locations
and police stations were said to impact on policing resources.
“There's an 80-kilometre drive to drive a complainant back to get a typed statement or else, it's a
handwritten version. That should never occur” (Senior Officer 4).

Officers perceived this transpired when complainants, “lost their licence or their car’s no
good” and “the only other way they can get there [to provide a statement] is by bus or if
someone has a licence they drive” (Frontline Officer 24).
Uniquely, officers in remote areas may be stationed alone and DVEC was seen to
remedy related officer safety issues by allowing them to monitor the scene unfettered by
notetaking (Frontline Officer 18), at the same time reducing offender risks by providing
expedient crime scene processing,
“If I had to sit down and get a written statement, how am I going to keep the person that needs
to be locked up there? I can’t keep them in the back of the truck in case something happens. If I
had to take her to the station or him to take a statement and get that evidence, then come back
he might be gone, and you haven’t fixed anything. The DVEC just makes sure that everything can
happen in one go (Frontline Officer 24).

The disparate experiences between districts indicates that the degree to which DVEC
advantages time and cost to a large extent is geographically dependant; affected by
population-type, topography and components of that area’s criminal justice system. In
particular cost and time savings were identified as linked to the locational value of DVEC.
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Locational impacts
The portability of DVEC to the site of incidents is the third area perceived to impact on
police practice efficiency. DVEC was highlighted by most senior (N=5/6) and frontline
officers (N=15/25) and 32 percent of complainants (N=8/25) to be beneficial due to its
locational versatility. As explained by senior officer 1, DVEC is recorded in varied situations
and circumstances.
“I don't think I've been to a DVEC that was the same. You might do it in a hallway, you do it in
someone's bedroom, you do it on the side of the road. I've done that many on the side of the
road. They're different to sitting in here in the calm quietness of my office...The offender's in the
back of the truck screaming because we've just locked him up, and trying to do a DVEC with his
wife while the ambos are putting a bandage around her head at the same time”.

Conducting DVEC at the scene was considered “best practice” (Frontline Officer 25). Despite
this, my observational study found that while 57 percent of interviews were conducted at
complainants’ homes (N=16/28) and 4 percent (N=1/ 28) in hospital, 39 percent continue to
be conducted in interview rooms at police stations (N=11/28). Yet, officers highlighted
practical and complainant advantages to filming a statement at the incident location,
“It's a lot harder to get a written statement in a notebook when it's pen and paper – then I
would've had to bring the victim back to the station to get a typed statement. Now I just pull out
the MobiPol, the work phone, and just do it on there” (Frontline Officer 9).

Complainants agreed, “it’s an easier way of doing things when you're in your own home”
(Complainant 1), not being, “reefed out anywhere or driven down to a police station”
(Complainant 12). They stated providing a DVEC at home felt safe (Complainant 1;
Complainant 12) or avoided issues like childcare (Complainant 6) and provided memory
prompts. These comments reflect both the perceived convenience of DVEC and reflect the
findings from previous studies regarding retrieval mnemonics.
The cognitive interview technique which was found to provide greater accuracy in
witness recall than standard police-witness interview techniques (Griffiths et al. 2011;
Griffiths & Milne 2010; Memon et al. 2010) prompts memory via context reinstatement
(Fisher & Geiselman 2010). This mnemonic mentally places witnesses at the crime scene on
the premise retrieval is more effective where context is reconstructed (Paulo et al. 2013;
Tulving 1983; Tulying & Thomson 1973). However, whilst the literature warns against
physically returning to crime scenes to avoid officer time restrictions and because crime
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scenes may change after an incident (Ginet & Py 2001), the immediacy of DVEC following an
event suggests these arguments would not apply. This implies one benefit of recording
DVEC where DV incidents have occurred is a more precise version of events. Other
prosecutorial benefits due to the immediacy of DVEC will be discussed in chapter 9.
Conversely, this study also found, alongside benefits there were supplementary
locational issues. Complainant 9 recollected her interview being conducted on the front
steps of her home as neighbours watched on and her partner was told to “shut the hell up”
by an officer. This created a ‘dignity cost’, as complainant 9’s comment elucidates,
“He was across the road in the back of the [police] van yelling out because he wanted me to help
him out… I just remember sitting there and doing it and I think halfway through it I thought crap
this isn't a good idea sitting out here where the whole street can see me. I mean honestly, I've
got no dignity left”.

Observations of that DVEC footage also found that even though she and the officers were
shouting, her testimony was intermittently drowned by traffic noise. Other voices,
presumably bystanders, could be heard in the background amidst her sobbing. All
presenting as auditory distractions when the DVEC is later reviewed in court.
The locational issues for complainant 16 were juxtaposed. She recalled being filmed
on her rural property on a quiet but “pitch-black” night, “leaning against the police car”,
whilst her partner was constrained inside. Observations document her face lit by a singular
officer who was balancing a mobile torch, DVEC card and recording device and fumbling
between devices. The officer filming herself, creating scratchy interference and accidently
turning off the torchlight mid-recording.
These examples underscore some of the many issues that face frontline police at the
locations where they investigate DV and other crimes. Throughout my observations
background noise was a consistent issue, either from traffic or police radios or in some
instances (when DVECS were filmed at police stations) air-conditioning. This ranged from a
distracting hum that made it difficult to hear the tails of sentences through to loud sounds
that drowned out brief segments of dialogue. Children and animals were also recorded,
occasionally prevailing over the testimony audio or walking into shot. There was one
occasion where a complainant’s mother began adding her version to her daughter’s
testimony. A second DVEC was filmed in an interview room, where an unidentified officer
entered and began a non-associated conversation with the interviewing officer and a third
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where a complainant can be heard in the darkness pointing out damage to her bedroom
with nothing visible.
Not surprisingly, frontline officers cited interference from all of these factors to be
problematic together with mess and smoke haze. They stated this was because they created
obstructions to the audio and visual quality of recordings, distracted complainants from
their testimony and/or inhibited them. For example, frontline officer 25 notes that the
presence of family members acts as a deterrent to complainants,
“the victim is going to be less likely to tell you exactly what’s happened” (Frontline Officer 25).

Research into the difficulties frontline officers face when conducting interviews in
the field is limited. However, it has been suggested these situations are potentially
demanding (Westera & Kebbell 2018) due to singular and simultaneous challenges that
interplay, and may require management, during the commission of interviews (Simpson
2016). The examples provided by participants in this study and in observations, like
children, animals and traffic, illustrate the challenges that are present for officers when
interviews are conducted on location, whether they are audio-visually recorded or
conducted in a notebook.
Putting aside the traumatic impact of locational interviews for chapter 10, the two
differences between notebook statements and DVEC are the latter methodology’s
transparency and need for contextual awareness. In the sense that, unlike notebook
statements that present facts that are decontextualized from the interview-statement
making process, DVEC allow observers to see and hear how and where each interviewstatement takes place. This includes synchronous interactions, distractions and
environmental noise that may impact on the interview-statement itself by reducing the
audio (and sometimes video) quality, occluding segments of dialogue, redirecting the
focus from the complainant or impeding the flow of information. This suggests officers
may need to consider the context within which they are recording DVEC and the effect it
may have on the communication of the accurate narrative of incidents by complainants.
Particularly when reflected against research highlighting concerns by legal practitioners
that poor quality recordings which compromise the audibility of testimony and/or the
visibility of body language may disadvantage complainants (Powell & Wright 2009; Stern
2010) by restricting the courts’ ability to judge complainant credibility (Powell & Wright
2009). Plus, in instances where indictable crimes were heard before jurors the “‘CSI
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effect’, wherein jurors expect movie quality video and audio evidence”, may cause
decisions to convict to falter (Todak et al. 2018, p. 456).
Regardless, in most of the DVEC I observed audio-visual situational factors
impacted but did not override the articulation of interview-statements. For example,
complainants 9 and 16 both appeared to respond to questions with details about what
happened to them despite the distractions. If anything, the inclusion of the complex
conditions during filming, for me as an observer, seemingly championed them and
officers at the scene, ostensibly placing me as an observer in the shoes of the visually
absent recording officer (McKay & Lee 2020; Moore & Singh 2018; Swing 2010) and
mobilising an empathetic response. Moore and Singh (2018) explain this reaction as an
“inevitable and necessary response” to being placed in “temporal proximity” to the
disarray and raw emotion that follows a crime scene (p.121).
Where this was not the case was when prolonged interference affected the
complainant testimony. This was observed in the DVEC filmed in darkness which
precluded the visualisation of damage. This is potentially problematic as research
suggests the failure to present clear evidence during key sections of interviews can lead
to issues with credibility; creating “doubt in the minds of jurists” (Burrows & Powell
2014; Swing 2010, p. 4).
Despite this, an overall argument can be made for the portability of DVEC. It is
practically beneficial for officers and complainants, because it saves time and is
convenient, and the recorded inclusion of the chaos and interference potentially adds
weight to complainants’ testimonies by emotionally drawing viewers into each interview
scenario. However, this is contingent on key elements of their testimonies remaining
decipherable (this will be discussed further in chapter 9).
The final area of efficiency this study highlighted was the tool’s ease of use in
relation to the police issued DVEC cards.
DVEC cards - ease of use
DVEC cards are guides carried by frontline officers that list the questions they need to
ask each complainant in sequence. The cards were created by NSW police management to
create a structure of interview acceptable to the courts (SO6) and frontline officers
themselves stated they provide straightforward guidance.
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“[They are] easy to use, because you get the little DVEC card, and you just follow it. It’s like a
bouncing ball” (Frontline Officer 1).

The card “help[s]” because it contains possible answers (FL9). Moreover, it has also evolved
to suit challenges that face officers. For instance, following internal review, questions have
been upgraded recently to address a complainant’s level of intoxication (SO1). However,
whilst DVEC cards may be helpful to some officers, they were perceived less so by others.
Firstly, three prosecutors noted when officers focus too heavily on reading out the
questions, sometimes they do not listen to complainants’ answers, thereby failing to ‘flushout’ relevant points. This was seen throughout my DVEC observations. For example,
complainant 1 can be seen to react when an officer reads her questions she has previously
answered. Secondly, some frontline officers specified reading the card affected their rapport
with complainants because it felt “stilted” (Frontline Officer 14),
“It can feel like you are removed from trying to calm that person down and just have a
conversation where they comfortable to tell you. You can feel like you’re reading a preformatted
questionnaire. Some of the questions are not necessarily applicable, or the way that they’re
worded feels quite uncomfortable to say as well” (Frontline Officer 14).

In most of my DVEC observations the rhythm of speech was analogous with reading and
where officers were also filmed, they are holding the card. However, not all officers read the
card verbatim beyond the jurat, many tailored their questioning to complainant responses,
resuming eye contact and open body language whilst complainants spoke. Thirdly, the
officers that conducted DVEC in other languages found some of the wording too technical to
easily translate.
Research indicates that for police interviews to be useful as evidence,
prosecutors perceive they require structured and concise accounts of crime (Westera,
Powell, et al. 2015) elicited in a “forensically safe” manner (Westera & Kebbell 2018, p.
84). This is both due to rules of evidence, such as excluding hearsay, and because the
inclusion of unnecessary evidence has been suggested to affect complainant credibility
and add to the complexity of processing prosecutions (Westera & Kebbell 2018;
Westera, Powell, et al. 2015). Whilst perceived difficult to translate, DVEC cards appear
to provide an interview protocol that broadly meets legal concerns by including
prescribed questions (and possible answers) that mutually safeguard against
unnecessary detail. They also elicit the required statements of truth typically afforded
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the court prior to testimony. However, in some instances, this benefit appears to come
to the detriment of other interviewing skills.
Rapport has long been considered requisite for effective interviewing (Collins et
al. 2002; Dando et al. 2008; Fisher & Geiselman 1992; Grabosky 1992). Irrespective, this
study showed mixed results as to whether the detached nature of reading questions
erodes this aspect of interviewing. Whilst damage was cited by some officers and
observed in one DVEC, in others, complainants appeared to be unperturbed by officers
reading and, in some instances, could be seen reading in tandem. Moreover, it could be
speculated that with time and practice officers will come to know the DVEC scripts
verbatim in the same way that one consciously forgets the machinations of driving a car.
Then questioning will potentially become less stilted. Regardless, the way complainants
are treated during interviews is particularly salient as research indicates some will opt
out of reporting further DV incidents where policing responses are seen as negative or
inconsistent (Douglas 2019a). It is as yet unknown whether police reading out the DVEC
care meets the threshold of what Douglas (2019a) deems as negative. Nonetheless, it
would likely fall short of to meeting the pinciples of trauma informed interviewing,
which is considered to be best practice for law enforcement by some research, where
the deficit in rapport building continues (Ellison & Munro 2016; Risan et al. 2020).
Finally, the results highlight the need for further flexibility with DVEC card
utilisation by individual officers. Complainant 8 perceived she was put at risk when her
address was recorded within her recorded statement, despite requesting its omission.
She explained,
“The police have come to my home. They know where I live. Why on earth are they asking me
again to reiterate where it is? Then you’re going to give a copy of the video [to the offender]”.

Residing in a refuge, hidden from her ex-partner, this was particularly problematic
because DVEC recordings cannot have their contents redacted like written statements
when copies are provided to the defence.
Tibbetts Murphy (2015) highlights the potential for reduced privacy and
confidentiality when recording evidence and the need to consider how it may impact
the security of witnesses. Certainly, the inclusion of where a complainant needing
protection resides appears to demonstrate this possibility. This highlights the need for
guides to reflect the autonomy of officers in relation to potential harmful content.
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In sum, due to the role of frontline police in particular, but also the caseload of
prosecutors, efficiency is important. How quickly officers respond to requests for
assistance is critical to police service effectiveness (Productivity Commission 2019). The
way in which information is gathered and the impost this carries for individual
complainants are also valuable. DVEC appears to address these issues, although its use is
at times tempered by competing priorities, including the provision of transcriptions to
improve interagency relations with some judiciary and the risk of inflexibility where
standardised questioning occurs. Efficiency, however, is only one side of policing
practice. In order to fully consider DVEC in this arena, how well it is accepted (in relation
to likelihood of uptake) and its functionality must also be deliberated.
Functionality of DVEC
Globally, technology, particularly communication and information technology, is
altering the way that organisations capture value, the spaces in which they operate and how
those within them communicate and interact (Cascio & Montealegre 2016). Whilst the
usability of technologies, such as DVEC, can be measured in terms of the time it takes to
complete tasks (efficiency) and economic costs or benefits (Cascio & Montealegre 2016),
two other aspects that also need consideration are user acceptance (Gillan & Bias 2014)
including uptake, and functionality (applicability to tasks).
Technical functionality
Though some officers commented on the ease with which DVEC recordings can
currently be filmed on Mobipols, DVEC was perceived by 72 percent of frontline officers and
47 percent of police prosecutors to be technically challenging in some areas. These included
the battery going flat during recording, compromised memory when other officers failed to
download then remove previous recordings, issues with uploading the footage to Iview IMS
(the NSW Police data storage bank), the availability of undamaged discs and, in rural areas
in particular, the lack of equipment at court houses that can play DVEC. These issues created
additional burdens for the officer. Other concerns included a fear of forgetting to hit record
(Frontline Officer 8), refusing to use the Mobipol for fear it rang and disrupted recording
(Frontline Officer 12), finding time to immediately upload recordings to the system on busy
nights (Frontline Officer 13) and playing DVEC to offenders in interview rooms,
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“I’m not a computer nerd, but something about the DVDs, or the components of what we’re
recording won’t play. It’s not ideal, but you’ll end up showing them on the MobiPol or something
like that” (Frontline Officer 15).

These issues were perceived universally to impair officers at either the time of evidence
collection or its provision. Not surprisingly a number of officers felt more needed to be done
in order to avoid them, in particular the provision of discs, device memory and batteries.
The operational capacity of tools, like DVEC, is foundational to policing practice
because tools affect individual competencies and the likelihood that officers engage with
them (Lundin & Nulden 2007). If technology is going to be adopted by, and enabling for,
officers they need to feel competent in using it, it needs to promote autonomy and it needs
to have relatability to the task (Koen et al. 2019; Lundin & Nulden 2007). For instance, body
worn camera trials found technical problems, such as the slow download time of footage,
were reflected in fewer officers utilising the tool (Katz et al. 2014; Owens et al. 2014).
Similar issues were stated to have impacted some officers in this study when utilising DVEC.
However, one significant difference between this study and the trials is that NSW police
districts are currently mandated to use DVEC in a minimum of 40 percent of DV interviews;
effectively ensuring its uptake by officers.
Positively, 40 percent of frontline officers and 27 percent of prosecutors also noted
technical challenges have improved since DVEC’s introduction. These improvements were
put down to better software, the removal of the Iview IMS storage limits, training and to
officers becoming better at using the equipment. They demonstrate efforts at all levels to
overcome technical challenges.
Amongst the DVEC I observed, technical problems accounted for lapses in filming on
three out of 27 occasions. Although none of these instances appear to have affected
subsequent outcomes of guilt. This is interesting because DVEC are required to be filmed
intact so as to negate the possibility of editing or influence. Another area of functionality
broached by many officers in this study was the functionality of DVEC in processing different
modes of incident is discussed next.
Crime processing
The opinions of frontline officers regarding the utility of DVEC in processing crimes
fell evenly in both directions. Some citied the benefits of reviewing interviews in order to
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“solidify all the proofs in our heads” (FL6) so that they could write more accurate fact
sheets. They also stated DVEC was beneficial in suspect interviews when they utilised them
to refute offenders’ initial versions and then elicit a reaction that was recorded on the ERISP
and could be utilised in court. However, other officers detailed difficulties in ensuring all
points in complainant statements were covered whilst interviewing suspects and with
writing fact sheets, if they didn’t have written referral points. This was because jogging their
memory required having to “actually put it in, watch it and listen” (Frontline Officer 1)
whereas a written statement could be quickly scanned or have points highlighted.
Certainly, one area that DVEC appears to be effective is when interviewing suspects.
Most officers described recording suspects’ provision of a version of events then playing the
DVEC account to them so as to capture their reaction, or refusal to watch, on film. This is
later transcribed and presented in court as evidence. These recordings were seen as useful,
even where no guilt was admitted,
“The defendant had six months to look at the evidence, review the evidence, review their
statement, know what their evidence is. So generally, they are a robot in court. If they’re legally
represented, they’ve been told how to give evidence, they’ve been told the questions” (Police
Prosecutor 1).

By providing a snippet in time, that provides an alternate version of the accused that
reflects their unsanitised demeanour, there is the prospect to affect credibility and thereby
strengthen the prosecution’s case. This is a potential advantage.
However, when interviewing suspects DVEC can be a double-edged sword as the
medium also does not offer officers the benefits of a statement to skim through prior to
questioning the accused. For officers who find the time to review their DVEC, notes can be
taken regarding salient points prior to the interview, but for others who do not, questioning
is tempered by their memory. Review was also seen to affect the writing of fact sheets and
this may account for some of the discrepancies found by prosecutors between the
recordings and summaries discussed earlier.
Overall, these findings highlight a benefit in using DVEC but only where the time or
inclination to annotate exists. This was exemplified in more complex matters.
Complicated matters
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Frontline officers who discussed complicated (often historical) matters
overwhelmingly said they reverted to written statements in those instances because DVEC
lost its advantage.
“There was no benefit of the DVEC because it was reporting a historical incident, so there were
no injuries, it wasn't at the house, so it wasn't like they were doing a walk-through of the
incident, it was at a police station. It was far too long to listen to” (Frontline Officer 10).

This indicates that for this officer the primary power of DVEC is placing eyes on the scene, in
this sense it is the court’s ability to ‘witness’ that makes the difference, an aspect lacking in
historical matters at a police station. This differential will be returned to in chapter 9, when
it is considered against research (Moore & Singh 2018; Murray 2016; Young 2004) that
suggests recordings taken at crime scenes, in effectively making the court a spatiotemporal
witness, may potentially influence the way evidence is understood. However, also suggested
by officers is that long-winded testimony is disadvantageous. Even when not historical,
officers in this study suggest, that complex matters could not easily be explained within the
15 minutes maximum timeframe recommended for DVEC. Furthermore, that attempting to
do so presented officers with challenges in keeping chronology and managing the
chronicling of excessive details by complainants. The singular officer who acknowledged
applying DVEC to complex matters stated that a preparatory list of key points was required
in order to “walk through it with them [complainants]” (FL14). This was done in the
preparatory stage when complainant’s versions were assessed in relation to meeting the
proofs of a crime (prior to recording a DVEC) and was stated to work well.
Reviews of prosecutors’ perceptions of recorded interview-statements highlighted
concerns that “interminably long” and/or nonchronological interviews hindered the smooth
running of trials (Stern 2010, p. 69), made complainants appear less credible and reduced
evidence quality (Westera, Powell, et al. 2015). Both recommended further consideration
be given to improving the appropriateness of police interviews as evidence (Stern 2010;
Westera, Powell, et al. 2015), thereby allowing the courts to be “presented with the best
evidence possible” (Westera & Kebbell 2018, p. 74; Westera & Powell 2017). This is
particularly the case for frontline officers, whom research suggests, in the case of DV are
best placed (as first responders) with regards to evidence collection because high
withdrawal rates by complainants typically limit the period within which they cooperate
with police (Westera & Powell 2017).
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On one hand, the above comments by frontline police about complex statements
reveal that officers are recognising theirs and the medium’s limitations when utilising DVEC
by applying meaning to the tool that reflects variation in police practice. On another, it
illustrates that in some arenas DVEC has done little to change existing practices for the
majority of officers. This limits the use of the tool. However, the officers’ comments also
underscore the potential for the muddying of roles between frontline investigation and
prosecution when utilising DVEC. Whilst it is a frontline officer’s role to impartially sift
through a much information as warranted to determine if a crime has been committed, it is
a prosecutor’s to provide the court with a convincing argument that a crime has occurred.
Westera and Kebbell (2018) suggest that as a result of this overlap the two roles can come
into conflict. For example, when the gathering of great detail is required in order for officers
to understand a complex case but its provision in entirety to the court is superfluous, or
even counterproductive because it may influence the way either party is viewed in the
proceedings. Whilst less obvious in straightforward incidents, complex statements
emphasise this issue and guidelines may need to be developed assisting frontline officers
how best to tackle it. This will be returned to in the next chapter about the prosecutorial
value of DVEC. Another area where DVEC was perceived by some officers to be less useful
was when applying for violence orders.
Functionality in applying for protection orders
There was a degree of confusion with regards to the usability of DVEC when applying
for Apprehended Domestic Violence Orders (ADVOs). Whilst in some districts, prosecutors
use DVEC to apply for ADVOs providing the recording began under the presumption
substantive evidence exists, others direct frontline officers to take separate written
statements regardless of whether a DVEC was recorded, even if charges were laid. This is
because the majority of magistrates do not accept DVEC recordings in place of written
statements as evidence in violence order applications (SO6), despite the later section of the
DVEC interviewing card (utilised officers) being headed ‘evidence to support an ADVO’.
Reasons provided were that: ADVOs are civil proceedings and DVEC should only be used in
criminal proceedings (PP4), during negotiations regarding the DVEC legislation there were
concerns the courts would be resistant to “being swamped by transcript-less matters” and
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because there is already a practice in place whereby complainants can make a statement in
advance that will act at their evidence in chief (SO6).
Confusion aside, officers also voiced concerns that also asking for a written version of
a statement from a complainant may risk an adverse reaction,
“[If we] feel that the first party requires an AVO we have to go back to them and say, ‘Okay now we
have to sit down and take a statement so we can apply for an AVO against the other party’… it
creates frustration" (Frontline Officer 3).

This was seen to be challenging on two fronts. Firstly, taking a written statement, or
asking complainants to sign the transcribed ADVO section of their DVEC, impacts on the time
benefits of DVEC. Secondly, as noted by frontline officer 3, this process risks an adverse
reaction such as frustration or retraction,
“The victim had enough and said they didn’t want to give a statement for that” (Frontline Officer 11).

This is not ideal in the context of high withdrawal rates amongst DV complainants (Robinson
& Cook 2006) nor in encouraging the uptake of the tool by officers. Moreover, given that in
NSW the number of ADVOs in 2018 was 31435 and has been steadily increasing annually
from 26482 in 2014 (New South Wales Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research 2019) this is
one aspect of DVEC that could be reconsidered.
The parallel response by some officers to the creation of two statement mediums has
been to omit the ADVO section (or considerable parts of it) from their DVEC. This was both
conceded by frontline officers and recorded in some of my observations and was because
officers believed the inclusion had a negligible effect.
“All I know is that if I ask those AVO questions at the end of my DVEC statement, and it’s
played in court, they stop it” (Frontline Officer 14).

However, this may not be the case as, according to prosecutors, information that is elicited
at this time may be, “admissible in the charge matter, which is beneficial” (Police
Prosecutor10) or can assist in painting a picture of ongoing abuse where supporting
evidence can be produced because of the repeat nature of DV. Therefore, the inclusion of
the ADVO section of DVEC was considered requisite by some prosecutors,
“It’s a rule of thumb for police to ask when speaking to the victim” (Police Prosecutor 15).

This is one area that could possibly be improved through its inclusion in frontline officer
DVEC training, so that understandings of prosecutorial benefits could be shared.
In sum, as a tool DVEC is functional. Despite having some technical issues, this is
improving and in most modes of incident it can be utilised to enhance investigations and
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interviews by providing intact evidence that, if officers choose, can serve as a prompt when
conducting ERISP or preparing documentation. Its application, however, needs to be
considered with regards to complex statement and/or ADVOs to prevent limitations in the
application of the tool.
The final area that was considered regarding DVEC and police practice was its
acceptance, this is because of the suggested connection between the acceptance of tools
and their uptake (Katz et al. 2014; Koen et al. 2019; Lundin & Nulden 2007).
Acceptance of DVEC
The data suggests that overwhelmingly officers prefer DVEC (N=44/46) to taking
written statements and that this is related to its efficiency. As shown, participants identified
that DVEC offered a more efficient opportunity for police to collect evidence and witnesses
to give their statement. Efficiency in this context specifically referring to three things: first
DVEC statements can be collected at the sites of incidents, which is more convenient to
witnesses. Second, DVEC is a more straightforward and less time-consuming process and
third, the evidence remains intact even where witnesses become reluctant to pursue
prosecution. Convenience was important to all officers, because as previously established,
there are high demands on their time. However, for those in remote rural areas the need
for convenient and efficient processes is particularly acute as frontline officer 24 states,
“Long story short out here DVEC, I don’t know how they did it without it. Sitting down and
getting written statements off people, no way. It just wouldn’t happen. I don’t know how they
did it. They might be in their house and the whole family is drunk and you just tell them to go
outside. They can handle five minutes or as long as it takes to smoke a cigarette or finish their
drink. By the time they come back inside and wonder what you’re doing or realise that you’re
there you’re done”.

Despite varying challenges for police in different locations, including the state of
complainants, language barriers and situational obstacles, DVEC was perceived to be
universally efficient, providing leeway for increased capacity to respond to ongoing
incidents, the mainstay of frontline policing. Officers also thought that DVEC was liked by
complainants because it, “takes the pressure off the complainant having to go through the
incident all over again” (Police Prosecutor 12).
For the majority of complainant participants this rang true. Sixty-four percent
(N=16/25) liked DVEC because, “it’s an easier way of doing things when you're in your own
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home” (Com 1) rather than, “having to go to a police station and writing a statement” (Com
12). Comparatively, 24 percent (N=6/25) of complainants did not like the methodology and
8 percent (N=2/25) did not comment on this factor. Two reasons74 were cited for not liking
DVEC. First, the offender was provided access to the recording (N=3/25), which in one
instance elicited an unwanted reaction,
“He’s seen the video and broken into my house, seeing me on TV made him want me more”
(Complainant 2),

Second, an aversion to being filmed (N=3/25),
“I felt intimidated by the camera, actually. I didn’t know how to be in front of it” (Complainant 7).

Whilst the impacts of DVEC on complainants will be returned to in chapter 10, there are also
a number of important practical repercussions to external acceptance of DVEC.
Complainant satisfaction is salient because whether or not complainants view
policing practice positively has several consequences for law enforcement. In the short
term, Cretney and Davis (1997) argue positive police-complainant relationships are geared
towards sustaining complainants’ commitment to ensuing prosecutions, which implies
increased satisfaction may lead to fewer withdrawals. Certainly, other research suggests
those satisfied with the way police deal with them are more disposed to cooperate on this
front (Goldstein 1982; Lurigio & Mechanic 2000; Robinson & Stroshine 2005). Equally, in the
longer term, it has been found that satisfied complainants are more likely to recontact the
police if, and when, assistance is required (Brown, S 1984; Douglas 2019a; GoodmanDelahunty & Crehan 2016; Meyer 2011; Robinson & Stroshine 2005). Moreover, appropriate
police responses to DV have been linked to the saving of lives (Special Taskforce on
Domestic and Family Violence 2015) arguably because effective policing “instil[s] confidence
in victims” (Barbour 2006) . This effect on future complainant behaviour, regarding the
hypothetical repeat-use of DVEC, is exemplified by complainant 8 who acknowledges having
a changed perspective,
“If I was in that position or if I had to do it again, I wouldn’t even be daunted by it because I can
see why now, why they do it”.

An ideal response, when it can be found.
However, the satisfaction of complainants with the way evidence is collected does
not just impact on complainant behaviour, it is particularly important from an organisational
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One complainant did not provide a reason for preferring written statements.
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viewpoint for police forces. Given that law enforcement is now assessed, to varying extents,
against key performance indicators that not only consider criminal justice outcomes but also
victim satisfaction (New South Wales Police Force 2016b; Queensland Police Service 2019).
That DVEC is viewed positively by the majority of complainants therefore could be deemed
as positive with regards to the completion of cases, short and long-term complainant
cooperation, outcomes for complainants themselves and assessments of police
performance.
Officer satisfaction levels are also important. At ground level, DV incidents present
significant challenges for officers as incidents are “often complex and time-consuming”,
frustrating when complainants fail to provide statements or attend court, and fraught with
“onerous” administrative requirements (Barbour 2006; Police Association New South Wales
2011, p. 9). This is reflected on by frontline officer 15,
“Domestic violence is a very frustrating, very frustrating element of our job. It is sad, because it
does make us jaded. Sometimes there are victims that probably don’t receive as empathetic a
response or support as they should. Which is unfair to them, because it’s not their fault. But you
go to so many jobs where they’re like, ‘No, he’s gone. No, I don’t want give a statement’. You
look at these little kids, and you just think, ‘What hope have you got?’ Really, what hope have
these kids got? This is normal. They watch this. They watch them calling each other ‘cunts’.
Telling each other to, ‘go kill yourselves, to go die’”.

Whilst uncovering the way this officer perceives DV wearies officers, this comment also
embodies a judgement about complainants and their participation in ‘abnormal’ behaviour.
A lack of empathy due to frustration has been documented in the literature (Her Majesty's
Inspectorate of Constabulary 2014; McCarthy et al. 2019) and as a consequence not all
complainants have positive experiences when dealing with police. Myhill and Johnson
(2016) found that considerable discretion was used by officers when dealing with DV, with
some instances downplayed and potentially disappearing from the records. Language that
discredits victims, shifting blame from the abuser, has also been identified in police reports
(Lea & Lynn 2012).
However, this study found that DVEC may have positive outcomes in this area by
reducing some officer frustration via a reduction in time investment and the provision of
intact evidence that could be shown in court.
“Capturing the moment, capturing the hysteria, capturing the violence and the impact five
minutes after” (Senior Officer1)
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This is because DVEC was perceived to provide a version of evidence that magistrates accept
despite alternate versions,
“You could have ten different versions. Who cares? You’ve got a video there, the magistrate
goes, “All I need to see is the video.” There’s no better evidence than that. That’s gold” (Police
Prosecutor 9).

These comments demonstrate that DVEC seemingly provides some belief of self-protection,
by investing them with an increased capacity to recount incidents from their perspective,
because it invites the court to view the scene they saw whilst capturing the statement.
Moreover, like body worn cameras, which offer potential solutions to questions surrounding
the ability of officers to accurately and adequately recount incidents in written versions of
events and encourage favourable interpretations of their role in investigations (Gates 2016),
DVEC provides intact proof of how sworn evidence was collected by individual officers and a
version of events provided in that moment. In this sense recordings can potentially
legitimise officers’ actions (Dixon & Travis 2007) because they provide both content and a
reproduction of officers as members of a policing service (Gates 2016).
Also prominent in the above comment is that DVEC is ‘gold’ because it does this –
something which is not unique to DVEC but has also been attributed to body worn camera
footage. Existing research into police attitudes towards body worn cameras has found that
transparency, alongside greater availability of stronger evidence, are cited reasons that
body worn cameras are viewed positively by officers (Gaub et al. 2016; Gaub et al. 2018;
Lum et al. 2019). However, DVEC differs from body worn camera footage here in that it is
only filmed for the period of statement collection and therefore any pre-evidence discussion
cannot be viewed, whereas body worn footage can be filmed for the entire policecomplainant encounter.
Finally, the above comments acknowledge officers’ quests for best evidence. The NSW
Ombudsman’s Report, Domestic violence: improving police practice whilst acknowledging
officer frustrations when investigating DV, found that officers were keen to ensure best
practice. It cited the example of some officers, once aware of the benefits of photographic
and audio evidence, personally purchasing equipment to facilitate an audio-visual format of
evidence collection (Barbour 2006, pp. 14-5). The following excerpt from frontline officer 15
illustrates this quest despite the conditions they face,
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“Even when it’s raining. Even when you’re knackered. You still have to remember that this is still
our evidence. We still need to make sure that it’s good enough that we don’t fall down later
down the track” (Frontline Officer 15).

This comment affirms the above findings that evidence gathering is important to officers.
Overall, this study demonstrates that officers and many complainants like DVEC. For
complainants, the likeability and likelihood they will repeat their DVEC experience is
connected to its convenience. Whilst officers overwhelmingly state it is because of its
efficiency and because it assists them in getting cases to court through the provision of
intact evidence. However, challenges remain, for instance there may be ramifications in
prioritising efficiency over justice. The incudes a possible juxtapose with best-practice
methodologies like trauma-informed interviewing and the emotional costs of locational
filming, such as loss of complainant dignity. Moreover, despite the appearance of efficiency
as a result of DVEC, to some extent workload is being pushed through to another part of the
system rather than really reduced. There is also the potential for inferior prosecution
practice due to a lapse in preparedness, ensuing where there is a combination of limited
time to review a DVEC before court and errors in the fact sheet.
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Chapter 9: Prosecutorial Impacts of DVEC
Chapter 8 explored how DVEC is perceived to operate in policing practice by considering its
efficiency and functionality alongside how likely police and complainants are to accept and
utilise DVEC. However, whilst the proficiency of DVEC’s application in policing practice is
foundational to the tool’s utility, understanding its expediency in prosecutions is equally
essential. This is because failing to provide reliable and credible evidence that is useful in
prosecutions conceivably denies complainants the “justice they deserve” and wastes police
and judiciary time and resources on inappropriate responses (Gabbert et al. 2018, p. 113).
This chapter showcases the prosecutorial impacts of DVEC from the perspectives of
police (including police prosecutors) and complainants, regarding court outcomes and the
quality of evidence. Two main themes emerged regarding the prosecutorial value of DVEC.
The first, reliability, concerned the dependability of the evidence collected, and it contained
the subthemes surrounding recall accuracy due to both the immediacy of DVEC and the
firsthand nature of accounts. The second theme, complainant credibility, contained the
subthemes of the impact of demeanour, injury, scene details, the audio-visual medium and
the compelling nature of the evidence, alongside the transparency of collection. None of
these themes or subthemes were discrete, each interplaying and overlapping with the
others. However, throughout all the interviews officers, regardless of rank, consistently
underscored the importance of reliable evidence and credible complainants and raised the
ways DVEC facilitated this, as can be seen in the following.
“There are far more successful prosecutions and far better-quality evidence from a witness who
provides a DVEC as opposed to someone who has given a statement and has to rely on their
memory to provide their evidence verbally in court” (Police Prosecutor 13).

This quote infers prosecutorial success and superior evidence are linked to the reliability of
witness testimony, when reliability is defined as the accuracy of evidence; that typically is
how well facts are remembered and presented in court (New Zealand Law Commission
1999). However, in the case of DVEC, where the account is contemporaneous, accuracy is no
longer reliant on memory, making the evidence more compelling. The next section will
consider the perceived reliability of DVEC in comparison to oral evidence provided in court
by complainants and their written statements.
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Reliability of evidence
DVEC was overwhelmingly considered to be more reliable than adduced evidence.
Thirteen of the 15 prosecutors and all 6 senior and 25 frontline officers interviewed
mentioned this benefit. Amongst those who did, reliability was linked to either DVEC’s firsthand nature or the immediacy of this mode of evidence collection. An analysis of their
perceptions of these will be touched on in order now, beginning with the effects of a firsthand account, an account composed by the complainant themselves.
First-hand account
Frontline officers (N = 19/25) explained that written statements, although taken with
the intent of providing a true account, were not “verbatim” records of what was said due to
the nature of the collection process (Frontline Officer 8), whereby facts were collected from
complainants and documented by officers, piece-by-piece, and then tidied for
presentability. This inconsistency was also acknowledged at a senior level within the police
force,
“It is never their statement. Unless they have handwritten it themselves, it’s not their statement. The
statement is a function of, it’s going to actually be done by a police officer. A function of their care
factor, which can vary, the time constraints they are under, in terms of other competing jobs on the
radio and when they’re about to knock off shift, whether they have dealt with the same complainant
before, all of these things. What the police officer thinks is relevant, what the police officer thinks is
admissible, and we are looking at the brief to the offence as opposed to the experience of the victim”
(Senior Officer 6).

Written statements, as this comment suggests, are unlikely to be literal because they are
aetiologically grounded in the officers who write them, their recall of interview detail, the
contemporary notes they take and their circumstance at that time (Shepherd & Milne
1999). For instance, written statements may contain variations to the complainant’s initial
testament because limitations to officer retention make the reproduction of literal records
unfeasible (Meise & Leue 2019; Westera & Kebbell 2018). Research by Köhnken et al. (1994)
found that only two-thirds of the information provided by witnesses was included in 31
written statements recorded directly after interviews. Meise and Leue (2019) similarly
discovered, in a study of 80 mock statements, participant-interviewers who took notes only
had a 65% accuracy, which further reduced to 50% with free-recall. These studies indicate a
reduction in the reliability of this medium of evidence in relation to its second-hand nature.
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Moreover, ultimately (as has long been argued is the case with researchers) it is the
writer who decides the terms of reference and guides the fact collection, interpretation and
write-up (Matthews 2014, p. 65; Skeggs 2001). In the case of written complainant
statements, the central term of reference that guides officers is their schematic knowledge
of the alleged crime(s) (Milne & Shaw 1999; Shepherd & Milne 1999). As senior officer 6
acknowledges, this means that statements are tailored to support the presentation of
evidence for that crime, not the complete narrative accounts of complainants. From a
practical standpoint, Saunders et al. (2010) suggest this is because generally officers
consider, “a ‘warts and all’ statement is a waste of time or even counterproductive”,
especially if that account damages, or fails to supply the proofs required to support the
police and prosecution’s case in court (p.345). Other instances of modifications to written
statements put forward by the literature (Miller & Whitehead 2018; Shepherd & Milne
1999) and officers in this study included ironing out the order of events to ensure the
chronological representation of evidence that was non-sequentially gathered from
complainants (mentioned by frontline officers 20 and 25), and the removal of sections of
what was said. Removals either for expediency, as they appeared irrelevant, as shown in the
following example,
“They want to go on about how they first met and how their relationship was when they first met
and what happened last week or yesterday. Things that have already been reported to police,
they’re bringing it back up again, but we only need to know the new incident” (Frontline Officer
2).

Or because they were perceived to be prejudicial. This included the removal of second-hand
evidence,
“If you’re taking the typed statement, there are certain things that you don’t put in because
it’s hearsay” (Frontline Officer 19).

All cited instances of reconstruction and reduction were said to have been with the intent of
improving the quality of evidence.
Best quality evidence is acknowledged to be usable evidence that is “acceptable to the
court”, gathered without influence, partiality or prejudice and “in the witnesses’ best
interest” (Stokoe et al. 2019, p. 28). This level is an important benchmark for police since
the progression of any case against a suspect is contingent on the acceptability of evidence
to the court (Miller & Whitehead 2018; Stokoe et al. 2019). However, any changes to
complainants’ statements, whilst reformatting them to meet this requirement also remove
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the courts’ ability to test the value of the intact original evidence. This is particularly
problematic because eyewitness error has been connected to both false arrests and
wrongful convictions (Garrett 2011; Steblay 2015). Moreover, as court testimony is
retrospective and complainants are pressured to remember as testimony, Steblay (2015)
suggests they are more likely to seek out and rely on external sources of information to help
them make sense of what they have witnessed. She suggests this is particularly the case if
their memories are weak. Therefore, it could then be argued that written statements, as
external sources of information afforded complainants prior to testifying to refresh their
memories, could influence complainant testimony, or at the very least the scope of
evidence they present in court – conceivably creating room for witness error.
In addition to formatting and content revisions, frontline officers in this study also
admitted to cleaning written narratives in terms of syntax.
“I guess, as police, we probably have a tendency to try and correct people’s grammar or things
like that. If we’re doing a typed statement, although we’re not really meant to, it’s meant to be
their words, but we might just automatically correct things. That may subtly change the meaning
over the length of the document. With DVEC, you’ve got it there. You’ve got the person, the way
they speak, the words they use. You’ve got it all there” (Frontline Officer 17).

Contrary to written statements, DVEC, as noted in this comment, were regarded as
providing expression-for-expression representations of what complainants said, in
complainants’ own “language” (Frontline Officer 23), free from unintended contamination
by the officer collecting the evidence. This highlights that one perceived benefit of recording
witness statements is that they are free from lexical misinterpretation because they are
first-hand accounts.
Almost 60% of complainants (N=14/25) agreed that recorded statements better
portrayed what they wanted to say, free from officer error.
“They get the words straight from your mouth and they don’t make a mistake. In just a written
statement, because sometimes you think, no, they’ve written that down wrong” (Complainant
14).

Predominantly this was because unlike written statements where their words could be
“skewed” (Complainant 13), DVEC was expressed in their vocabulary.
“I would probably write it [my written statement] quite differently to how the police officer had
written it. Whereas, what I am saying on the video, they’re my words. I’ve said it. That’s exactly
how I would interpret it” (Complainant 8).
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What complainant 8, and earlier frontline officer 17, appear to be recognising in written
statements is the loss of expression (word choice) and nuances (paralanguage) (Skeggs
1999) through the routine translation of complainant narrative into “police language”
(Burton et al. 2007; Maguire & Norris 1992; Saunders & Jones 2011, p. 290). The translation
of narrative from one social discourse to another always results in partial representation
and some loss of meaning (Skeggs 1999). According to Kruse (2015) this is because,
“languages do not map onto each other seamlessly” (p.117). However, in judicial
circumstances this is problematic as whilst the court expects presented evidence, like
written statements, to meet a certain format (Amsterdam et al. 2002), it equally expects
evidence to remain stable. This is because instability creates uncertainty or friction
regarding the reliability of the evidence (Kruse 2015). Yet in the case of written statements,
which are in essence secondary sources, “stability and plasticity become entangled with
each other” (Kruse 2015, p. 117), as is inferred by complainant 8’s reference (above) to an
officer providing a statement worded ‘quite differently’ linguistically.
Kruse suggests that to preserve the stability of a witness’ account, it is important,
when translating into the target language (of the court), to transport the cultural values and
meanings from the source language, by explicitly including other implicit contextual
information. DVEC does this because whilst each recording follows a prescribed format,
which officers are expected to follow (and in doing so attempt to meet court requirements),
it is also literally in the complainant’s own words and contains their tone, demeanour and
other contextual information, which adds meaning to their narrative. As police prosecutor 4
explains, each DVEC is,
‘A verbal statement with all the inflections, all the motion that you don’t get in black and white
on a piece of paper”.

In this way DVEC was said to contain “more detail” (Frontline Officer 25), because “you get
everything captured” (Frontline Officer 16), that the complainant was “visibly upset”
(Frontline Officer 5), “what they looked like” in that moment (Police Prosecutor 15) and
because the court can see it “there in colour” (Frontline Officer 19). This combination was
perceived to be important by police prosecutor 1 because,
“You can't tell violence all the time of how words were said, 'I'm going to fucking kill you' as opposed to
you read it on a piece of paper in lower case, 'I am going to fucking kill you', and the victims don't
portray that in the witness box. 'He said he was going to kill me.' I've never seen a victim be animated
and jump out of the witness box and do all this sort of stuff”.
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These comments illustrate officer perceptions that DVEC provides a complete version of a
complainant’s statement unfettered by translation into written format or the context of a
court room. The effect of contextual information, such as the inclusion, or exclusion, of
tonal inflections and facial expression, was also recognised by complainants and could be
witnessed in their DVEC recordings. For instance, complainant 4 acknowledged,
“It was only just recently that I watched it [her DVEC]. I was like, ‘Oh my God’, it was like
someone took my soul out of me”.

Here she is describing the inherent contextual cues that were also apparent in my
observations of her recorded evidence-in-chief. In her DVEC recording complainant 4
presents as fragile and as she states, soulless. Her gesticulations, toneless and almost
inaudible dialogue value-add to her inability to articulate the details of what she had just
experienced, as shown in this excerpt,
[In shot: young, neatly dressed lady, with braided hair wearing a sari and black rimmed glasses.
Eyes down cast.]
Complainant 4: [speaking quickly, tonelessly and almost inaudibly]: “I couldn’t go outside. He
trapped me. And then hold me like this [Demonstrates arms pulled crossed across chest] in his
arms so I couldn’t move. I couldn’t go outside. And then before that he also put a pillow on my
face [Holds hands up as though holding a pillow over her face] And I couldn’t breathe. I
couldn’t breathe. And he did this before as well’ [Falls silent but rocks quietly crying].

As can be seen, complainant 4 provides few details. She does not state how long she was
detained, nor how long the pillow was held to her face, nor the degree of fear she was
feeling. The sentences are stilted and non-descriptive. However, the combination of the
toneless statement, ungraspable words and illustrative movements, followed by quiet tears
and rocking, paints a picture, for me as the observer, of the enormity of what occurred for
this complainant at that time. In essence, it is the contextual information that depicts her
fear and the damage that was done. Similarly, in complainant 8’s DVEC, when she talks
about her ex-partner jumping in front of her car, there are a number of contextual features,
including tone, a clarified omission and body language, that add depth to her narrative,
[In shot: Female complainant, looks dishevelled, dark rings under her eyes. Hands clasped.
Wearing dark grey, neat casual clothing. Hair pulled tidily back into ponytail but wisps escaping].
Complainant 8: [Pitch rises and begins to speak faster], “The guy went up the curb and I went to
follow him. As I went to follow him, [my ex-partner] then went to jump in front of my vehicle and
then slammed his hands on... [Unclenches fists and bangs hand on the table] LOUD BANG. [Lifts
hands as though in surrender before continuing], “And then,”
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Frontline officer: [Cuts in], “So where did he slam his hands?”
Complaint: [Hand slams on table making a LOUD BANG], “On the bonnet”.
Frontline officer: “Of your car?”
Complainant: [Silently nods].

As an observer I was drawn into the narrative by the speed, pitch and intensity of her
dialogue and the thumping and clenching of her fists. For example, on first viewing, I
jumped when her hand hit the desk, also responding empathetically to the rising pitch and
tempo of her voice as she described following a bystander’s car onto the curb.
Paralinguistic research suggests that by changing the audiological structure of
utterances, prosody communicates information beyond that of the linguistic content, such
as the speaker’s intent (Hellbernd & Sammler 2016) and emotion (Hellbernd & Sammler
2016; Simon-Thomas et al. 2009) or invoking judgements of sincerity (Goupil et al. 2020;
Jiang & Pell 2015). Equally, body language such as facial expressions has been argued to
communicate both emotion and social motives (Hess & Hareli 2016), in doing so adding
substance (Bonanno et al. 2002) and establishing perceptions of the speaker (Krull et al.
2008) to what is said. Of course, neither prosody or body language act singularly to create
meaning but do so in conjunction with each other and what is stated. Furthermore, it is
suggested that meaning is attributed faster (Nygaard & Queen 2008) and rapport between
the speaker and listener is sturdiest when there is congruence between the words, tone and
body language (Thompson et al. 2017). In line with this, the examples provided of
complainants 4 and 8 suggest cadence, tonal quality, demeanour and sudden sounds
implicit to the recorded texts value-add semantical layers to each complainant’s statement.
Layers that would be difficult to replicate in written statements. Moreover, in the doing so
they capture and retain a richer version of evidence for the court, whilst creating an aura of
believability.
The second reason complainants stated audio-visually recorded statements better
portrayed what they wanted to say was because DVEC’s verbatim format safeguarded them
against errors that they may not have picked up at the time of providing a statement due to
trauma.
“There can be mistakes in the writing, or because you’re signing it at the end, you’re not in a
state of mind to completely read the paper. It’s genuine when you speak” (Complainant 15)
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This was important to complainants because they wanted the court to know they had “told
the policeman the truth” (Complainant 3), or “how I was feeling at the time” (Complainant
1), thereby giving a more accurate portrayal of what had happened and its effect.
Research suggests that complainants generally acquiesce to the recontextualization
of their written statements into a standard format, possibly because they are vulnerable to
officer directives or because they wish to “get it over and done with” speedily and as a
result, sign versions that are dissimilar to what they said (Ainsworth 1995; Milne & Shaw
1999, p. 133) or in language that is unfamiliar (Saunders & Jones 2011). However, individual
circumstance also provides two explanations for this phenomenon in some complainants.
Firstly, errors may not be detected because the traumatic state of complainants, at the time
they provide statements, may interfere with their attention (Blair et al. 2013), as was
acknowledged by complainant 15. Secondly, nationally a considerable number of people are
either illiterate or have low literacy skills. According to the most recent national literacy
survey almost 4% of Australians aged 15-74 years had literacy levels below the minimum
level, with 10% at the minimum level and 30 % just above (Australian Bureau of Statistics
2013b). This correlates with the participants in this study, as 14 of the 25 complainants did
not complete high school and the highest level of education for four of those was year 9 or
below, indicating lower levels of literacy.
This is problematic as, when complainants with no or reduced literacy levels are
provided their statements, it has been suggested that they may hide both their illiteracy
and/ or their inability to understand, leaving their evidence vulnerable to inconsistencies
and creating perceptions that their testimony (when it later differs in cross-examination) is
unreliable (Saunders & Jones 2011). However, perceptions of unreliability have not only
been linked to inconsistencies of content, research submits they may also be associated
with the wording of written statements. Saunders et al. (1997) found when police wrote
statements for intellectually disabled witnesses in language they did not ordinarily use and
making them appear more verbally proficient than they were, it opened the potential for
their evidence to be discredited on the stand. This potentially allowed cases to go to court
with limited potential of a guilty verdict.
All of the given reasons seemingly make the first-hand nature of DVEC more
beneficial in this area. Certainly, it is suggested that prosecutors themselves, consider
written statements “unreliable and incomplete” compared to first-hand recorded accounts
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(Westera & Powell 2017, p. 167) and that prosecutors who have access to first-hand
accounts from witnesses, perceive they improve their ability to decide how to present
evidence before the court (Westera & Powell 2016). However, reliability can also be linked
to freshness.
Immediacy of collection
The second feature of DVEC police officers in this study related to its reliability was
immediacy. DVEC are taken as soon as practicable after an incident is reported to the police
and officers stated that the freshness of this form of statement avoided time-related
memory issues, especially regarding finer details and iterations of dialogue. This is identified
in the following remark.
“It's reliable. It's the best evidence they're going to give; five minutes after the incident. I've
never been to a job where we took a typed statement and then two months later the victim goes
to court – she never, ever gives anywhere near the same level of detail that she gave on the night
because memories fade and the heat of the moment, all that sort of stuff, and she can't
remember the detail of the first-person conversation, which is the most important thing” (Senior
Officer 1).

Complainants agreed that “you actually feel like you are giving the right version of events
because it’s happened just now” (Complainant 8), and “doing the recording it’s then when it
happened... if I would have taken a couple of hours or a day or something to go in and write
a statement, I don’t know, you lose that” (Complainant 12). This was said to be because,
“time goes by, and I do forget it, it’s like I’ve got this filter for non-essential information or
something, and it just goes” (Complainant 21). These comments illustrate that reliability is
perceived by both police and survivors to be connected to the seemingly contemporaneous
nature of DVEC. Of equal importance was the impression related to immediacy that DVEC
recordings imbued,
“It gives an aura of believability, because I think the closer in time that the complaint is made, or
evidence is given, there’s less time to conjure up, or exaggerate, or you know, come up with
fanciful versions… A version they have given, often times, within an hour or so of an incident
occurring won’t suffer from those credibility attacks, I suppose, or reliability attacks” (Police
Prosecutor 10)
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This is important, as it suggests, that when utilising recorded statements in court
prosecutors identify it is not just about the actual reliability of evidence but its perceived
reliability.
Nonetheless, police and complainant perceptions of the importance of the immediacy
of evidence align with research into memory that suggests the more time elapses the more
difficult it becomes to produce evidence that is untainted (Kruse 2015, p. 55).
Studies show that recall diminishes over time (Ebbinghaus 1913; Read & Connolly
2007), particularly regarding fine details (Rubin & Wenzel 1996). It can also be contaminated
by outside events and through conversation with other people (Loftus 2003; Loftus et al.
1978; Paterson et al. 2011). In their study comparing recorded complainant interviews with
live evidence-in-chief Westera et al. (2013a) found that more than two-thirds of the details
previously reported in the initial recorded evidence were not included in the later testimony
in court. There were also a small number of discrepancies between the two formats of
evidence. This suggests that the perceptions of this study’s participants regarding the
stronger reliability of evidence with DVEC due to its immediacy may be warranted.
However, some caution should be used in attributing this benefit to all DVEC. Not all
recordings occur in the immediate aftermath of a DV incident. In my observations 41% of
DVEC (N = 11/27) were taken at a police station, with some incidents stated as having
occurred hours (or the day) before. In these instances, there may be no difference between
the immediacy of a DVEC and a written statement. Further research may determine this.
Another area where the perceptions of officers in this study converge with more
recent studies is eyewitness accuracy and intoxication, with some officers expressing
intoxication made little difference to the reliability of DVEC.
“Intoxication is quite often a thing with domestic violence, because they’re intoxicated at the
time of giving the statement. It can show, in the DVEC, that although they’re intoxicated it’s not
to the point of their evidence being unreliable. You can see them clearly answering questions”
(Frontline Officer 4).

This was perceived to be because the recorded evidence demonstrated complainants were
able to speak “coherently, if they are not slurring their words”, which made it easier for
prosecutors to demonstrate that despite having partaken in alcohol consumption, the
complainants remained cogent in recall at that time (Police Prosecutor 14).
“We just say they’ve, ‘had a few wines.’ You can see how credible they are” (Police Prosecutor 1).
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I observed an example of this occurring in Complainant 16’s DVEC, when the officer asks her
if she had been drinking. Complainant 16 replies, “I have had one glass of wine” and then
officer asks her if she feels intoxicated. “No” Complainant 16 states, then the officer
confirms on tape, “You don’t appear to be”. The video recorded demeanour of the
complainant, the oral explanation of the level of alcohol consumption and the officer’s
contemporary corroboration all seemingly exculpatory evidence of intoxication, despite an
admission to drinking.
Whilst early research into intoxication and memory demonstrates the negative effect
of alcohol (and hangovers) on memory (Ray & Bates 2006; Verster et al. 2003), more recent
studies specifically into the effects of intoxication on eyewitness memory show moderate
levels of intoxication have little impact on accuracy (Hagsand et al. 2013; Harvey et al. 2013;
Schreiber Compo et al. 2012). This is important because previous research also found that
intoxication is common during the commission of crimes, at subsequent interviews with
police or both and that these crimes were most commonly in DV contexts (Evans et al.
2009). Perceptions of truth were not only seen to be enhanced in complainants’ statements
where alcohol had been consumed, concurrently, some officers believed that filming
lessened the likelihood of complainants lying.
“I think people are a little bit less inclined to tell untruths as well in front of a video” (Frontline
Officer 20).

This was submitted to be because knowing there would be a recorded account of what they
were saying made them more ‘honest’ (Frontline Officer 6). Complainant 16 agreed that
because of the momentum of the recording complainants were, “more likely to tell the
truth rather than twist the truth” and complainant 15 agreed, “It’s genuine when you speak,
it’s genuine, whereas written is different, it’s different when you talk and write”.
Whilst research indicates that observers typically overestimate their ability to detect
lies (Vrij 2014), no research could be found regarding whether or not the recorded medium
of interview decreases a complainant’s degree of intentional deceit. Though, these
comments again reinforce that participants perceive that DVEC is more reliable, in that they
are thought to catalogue less unintended and intended errors. More likely they allude to
perceptions of witness credibility by those who review their narratives.
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Credible evidence or not?
The importance of witness credibility in securing favourable court outcomes was
recognised universally by officers in this study. Senior officer 4 defines credibility as
believability,
“One of the big things the court does as an adversarial system, is an assessment of the credibility
of any person giving evidence - do I believe them, or do I not believe them?”.

However, credibility can be defined more broadly than trustworthiness. It also relates to
complainants’ knowledge (or the reliability of their testimony), how confident they are
about their narrative and their likeability (Brodsky et al. 2010). Whilst not necessarily
indicative of the accuracy of evidence, perceptions of credibility are important because
court outcomes are as contingent on how evidence is perceived by those who view it as on
the evidence itself (Berman & Cutler 1996; Brewer & Hupfeld 2004; Brodsky et al. 2010;
Ellison & Munro 2008; Klettke & Powell 2011; Spohn et al. 2014; Westera & Kebbell 2018).
Consequently, prosecutors view complainants in terms of their credibility as witnesses
(Beichner & Spohn 2012; Campbell et al. 2015; Dawson & Dinovitzer 2001).
Participants in this study linked a number of factors with credibility judgements and,
in turn, successful prosecutions. These included corroborative evidence like demeanour
(including “emotion” (Police Prosecutor 10)) and scene details, the transparency of how
police elicited the statement, the medium of film and as stated below the consistency of a
complainant’s testimony.
“They come to court, they give their evidence which is usually consistent with what they told
police and they don’t change their story. Then when they’re in the witness box, their evidence,
even under cross-examination, holds weight and they stay true to their story or version, even
under cross-examination. The ones that aren’t successful are the ones where there will be
doubts straight away in the mind of the magistrate because they’ve changed their story, there’s
inconsistencies or they don’t hold up under cross-examination because they’ve changed their
story” (Police Prosecutor 3).

These factors were in turn perceived to be connected with the compelling nature of
DVEC. Each of these factors and DVEC’s persuasiveness will be dealt with now,
beginning with narrative consistency, then this chapter will touch on perceptions of its
impact on guilty pleas and convictions and how it is being combined with other forms
of policing practice to enhance those outcomes.
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Narrative consistency
DVEC was perceived by officers to affect the consistency of complainant evidence
both positively and negatively. Firstly, officers highlighted that because DVEC was recorded
directly after the incident and then played in court, it removed issues related to “recall”,
making their testimony more consistent over time (Police Prosecutor 8).
“It’s no longer a memory test for the victim who may have to give evidence of an event that
happened three, four, six, twelve months ago… they are sitting in court when it’ played, so their
memory is being refreshed while they sit in the witness box” (Police Prosecutor 2).

Here police prosecutor 2 alludes to the inconsistencies that can occur between written
statements (taken directly after the incident) and live testimony (some months later in
court). DVEC, by eliminating the requirement for reiteration of evidence as evidence-inchief, months later, was seen to remove the opportunity for memory variations, creating a
more “believable victim” (Police Prosecutor 7) and closing opportunities for the defence to
attack credibility.
“Unless the victim is some sort of savant, autistic savant… there’s always going to be a
difference… The outcome’s going to be, a bad defence lawyer is going to be made to look good
by saying, ‘you said this then, you’re saying this now, you must be a liar. You must have a
reasonable doubt your Honour, that’s the bottom line’. DVEC uses their words, uses their
experience and fundamentally, you only have one version to cross-examine on and that’s the
DVEC, as opposed to having two versions to cross examine on” (Senior Officer 6)

This, singular version, combined with the additional “minutiae” of what occurred due to the
contemporaneity of the statement provision, was in turn said to make magistrates “more
likely to accept what they say given that their recall seems accurate” (Police Prosecutor 12).
Secondly, officers perceived that DVEC ‘locked’ complainants into a version “straight
away, so they don’t have an opportunity to think about changing their mind” (Police
Prosecutor 6). Thereby, ‘removing’ their “ability” to “change their story and not give
evidence” (Senior Officer 4) and making unfavourable witnesses “less inclined to be
unfavourable” (Police Prosecutor 3) – either because when DVEC were played in court they
provided complainants with a reminder of their previous evidence, or because magistrates
were more inclined to accept the recorded evidence than later unfavourable evidence
presented by complainants in court. The first instance is exemplified in the following excerpt
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from police prosecutor 4, where despite initially choosing to resile, the complainant, upon
seeing her DVEC, was compelled to testify against her partner.
“I did have an instance where a young woman gave us a DVEC on the night... She came to court
about three months later, she was cleanly presented, no injuries and clearly still in love with him.
So, she said she’s not prepared to give evidence against him. She’d been subpoenaed, so we
made her get into the witness box and… play the DVEC, this young woman, to see her reaction as
she watched herself on the screen, she absolutely fell apart in the witness box because what
she’s seen – and then I saw her looking at him and I’m thinking, ‘I know what’s going through
your head now and that is, ‘You did that to me then,’’ and she was.
It was a hospital one. He’d beaten her up... You could see that she was actually quite stunned. It
was wonderful evidence, and then she gave amazing evidence in the witness box, which
prompted him to start apologising from the dock” (Police Prosecutor 4).

The recording in this case seemingly reconnecting her reaction at the time and triggering a
return to that stance.
At other times, when complainants remained unfavourable despite a contradictory
DVEC, magistrates were cited as more accepting of the original evidence rather than the
inconsistent evidence given during cross-examination.
“When people have tried to flip in court, because of the domestic violence cycle and the pressure
that the partner puts on them, they’ve tried to tell a different story and the magistrate has said ‘I
don’t believe what you’re telling me now, I believe what you said on your DVEC’ and people have
been convicted, even though the victim is saying a different story at the hearing and that
wouldn’t have happened previously with a signed statement I don’t think” (Frontline Officer 21).

This was conceived as contrary to written statements, where unfavourable witnesses could
create reasonable doubt by alleging police had “misconstrued their words” (Police
Prosecutor 10). DVEC, on the other hand, allowed prosecutors to “invite the court to give
greater weight to the original version, and reject the second version, and still find them
guilty” (Police Prosecutor 10). This was said to be because the recorded format precluded
complainants from disputing the original version, since recordings couldn’t be “questioned
as to did they really say that, as in a written one” (Frontline Officer 5), and because DVEC
captured other evidence that was consistent with what was said such as demeanour and
physical injury.
“To visually see when their injuries are fresh, shortly after the incident… how they feel and how
much pain they are in as opposed to a written statement two weeks later” (Police Prosecutor 13).
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In both latter instances, DVEC’s strength was connected with frustrating complainant
efforts to recant their original version of events, and to weight being given to the original
testimony because it could not be changed. In a sense it was a snippet frozen-in-time by
virtue of its medium – film.
This consistency of complainant evidence is important because it affects witness
credibility (Alderden & Ullman 2012; Campbell et al. 2015). Irregularities are utilised by
lawyers to attack and discredit witnesses in court (Alavi & Ahmad 2002) and inconsistent
eyewitnesses are more likely to be seen as less credible by those who observe their
evidence (Berman & Cutler 1996; Brewer et al. 1999; Frohmann 1991; Uviller 1992). It has
been suggested this is because “consistency may be an indicator of expertise”, thereby
giving listeners the impression that communicators who give consistent messages are
expert in what has occurred (Leippe et al. 1992; Waterhouse et al. 2020, p. 189)
Consistency has long been an issue. Similarly to the perceptions of police participants
in this study, eyewitness literature recognises that inconsistencies can occur between
complainant narrative versions because whilst gathering statements in the aftermath of
incidents is advantageous as memories are likely to have greater accuracy and include more
detail the shorter the interval between witnessing a crime and information retrieval, over
time and/or as a result of repeated interviews, complainants can omit, reminisce or
contradict details (Gabbert et al. 2015) when they later present a version of events orally in
court. Moreover, research identifies whilst allowances may be made for small
inconsistencies that are explainable due to the complainant being “confused, upset or
shaken after the assault”, more significant discrepancies are seen to affect the
complainant’s credibility (Frohmann 1991, p. 216).
Behaviours suggested to be particularly challenging for prosecutors are when
complainants request dismissal, contradict the prosecution’s case, refuse to testify or
present a “performative victim withdrawal”; whereby they publicly recant whilst privately
acknowledging the truth and/or asking prosecutors to continue with the case (MaddenDempsey 2009). Of interest, complainants in this study acknowledge acting in this fashion
following written statements, not DVEC. For example, complainant 25 noted that if she
hadn’t done the DVEC she “probably would’ve downgraded what actually happened”
because as little as 48 hours later she was already beginning to question what had occurred
and if the damage could be repaired.
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“Even two days later it had crossed my mind normally that maybe this isn’t as bad as I’m making
it out to be. Maybe there’s a bit to be talked about. Maybe we can fix this” (Complainant 25).

Whereas complainant 6 blamed fear of what her partner was “going to do to me” for
silencing her in court when written statements were taken.
“I have also been in court and not turned up, or just gone, ‘I can’t remember’, or gotten on the
stand and just said, ‘I don’t know. I’m not sure,’ because I was scared” (Complainant 6).

Their comments highlight the benefits of recording evidence-in-chief immediately after an
incident. when complainants provide DVEC “they've still got a lot of adrenaline, so they're
very forthcoming in their information”, circumventing their fear of repercussions (Frontline
Officer 3), and that DVEC assists them in stepping out of “the cycle of violence” by
contextually documenting their story at that moment, before the relationship rebuilding
stage begins (Police Prosecutor 4). Therefore, months later when the offender has made
amends with the complainant or time has reduced the height of feeling, the DVEC makes
them more likely to testify because it reminds them, “this is how upset you were when this
happened” (Frontline Officer 6). Moreover, theirs and officers’ perceptions suggest by
packaging complainants’ initial interview statement and using it as their evidence-in-chief,
the opportunity for both intentional and accidental error are reduced, making it more
consistent. All of these factors suggest recorded evidentiary statements are more beneficial
than written statements in achieving successful prosecutions. However, DVEC also has
drawbacks.
Irrespective of the benefits listed, participant-officers in this study also perceived that
DVEC was not always helpful regarding consistency. This is because DVEC cannot be edited
or paused, therefore it is problematic when a complainant provides erroneous details and
on realisation contradicts them, omits details or once the recording ceases recollects
additional details.
“If they say the wrong thing and later on go, “I didn’t mean that” it’s recorded now. We’ve got to
use that evidence; we can’t go back now. If they change their mind at the end of their [written]
statement, I can go back and go, “Okay, so it was like this?” and change the statement, whereas
the DVEC, you can’t do that. You can’t go back and edit” (Frontline Officer 2)

Officers stated in those instances secondary written statements were taken, however,
credibility was often inculpated. An example of this, provided by frontline officer 8, was a
complainant who later disclosed having a knife pulled on her.
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“The magistrate said, ‘but the officer in the video asked you if anything else happened and you
didn’t say it’” (Frontline Officer 8).

This resulted in her being found not credible. Officers also stated complainants would
sometimes “water down” when they testified on camera compared to what they had told
officers off camera (Frontline Officer 13) or some would “go off on a tangent[s]” (Frontline
Officer 19) and that it could be challenging keeping a talkative complainant on track to
ensure the omission of hearsay or extraneous evidence.
“When someone has a lot to say but isn’t going to tell you in order. Or, controlling what’s
relevant and what can be said. You know, we’ve got our hearsay evidence rules, and things like
that. Or, you know, inadmissible evidence where a person might dump out two or three minutes
of things that just can’t be considered by the Court” (Frontline Officer 4).

Effectively they are saying that unlike written statements that can be edited for
presentation, DVEC is essentially raw footage and that sometimes it is not streamlined and
tidy but rather jumbled, speculative or missing important detail.
Research suggests that less coherent video evidence can affect complainant
credibility, this includes when it is protracted, repetitive, unstructured and long-winded
(Stern 2010; Westera, Powell, et al. 2015). For instance, an absence of coherence has been
found to reduce complainant credibility ratings in jurors (Klettke et al. 2009) and
chronologically sequenced, coherent presentations by prosecutors in mock homicide cases
lead to more findings of guilt (Voss et al. 1999). This is possibly because the more coherent a
narrative is the more digestible the construction of “what happened” (Klettke et al. 2009, p.
483) and the more consistent a storyteller the greater the perception of truth-telling
(Landström et al. 2019) particularly when calibrated with emotion (Landström et al. 2019) or
levels of confidence (Tenney et al. 2007). However, what should and does occur at times
differs, and the above statements illuminate the extra pressures officers face in maintaining
control of interviewees when conducting DVEC in order to ensure complainant credibility.
This is because whilst still conducting standard police investigations, officers when recording
DVEC must now take on the additional role of a prosecutor and adduce recorded testimony
that meets legal standards.
“DVEC is essentially the police is being the prosecutor for 15 minutes in someone’s home and
adducing the examination-in-chief. Generally, they do that quite well, but then that evidence still
has to be tested at court, and that can be where there’s a problem” (Police Prosecutor 3).
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As touched on by this prosecutor, unlike the sanitised conditions of court, DVEC typically
occur in an informal environment, that is emotionally charged as they are proximate to DV
incidents. Distractions such as children and animals can interrupt complainants during the
recording and they “wander off to tend to the child's needs” making it, “hard to get them
back on track” (Frontline Officer 5) or because complainants are emotional, “they still tend
to go ahead and say certain things” despite being asked to stick to the facts of a particular
incident (Frontline Officer 8). This was perceived to be particularly problematic when they
provided hearsay evidence that,
“can be disputed in court. That might get the matter thrown out for you. Whereas if you’re
taking the typed statement, there are certain things that you don’t put in because it’s hearsay”
(Frontline Officer 19).

In my observations of the DVEC provided by complainants 2 and 19, young children
intermittently approached or interacted with the complainants throughout the DVEC
recordings. During the one of the DVEC recordings with complainant 2, for instance, a
toddler begins to play peek-a-boo with the officer and his mother making them laugh
despite the violent content of their interview. In another instance, mid-DVEC complainant 1
begins to disclose falling and hitting her head on a concrete slab when her husband pushed
her, at the time they were first married, 39 years previously. Incidents such as these were
stated to make recording DVEC more difficult for officers than collecting written statements
because they need to, “keep interrupting [complainants] to put them back on track”
(Frontline Officer 9) or remind them prior to recording, "please when I ask you what
happened just remember that I'm asking what's happened today" (Frontline Officer 8) or
find unique solutions like re-recording the DVEC.
“Time permitting, you show them the finished product of the recording and if they feel they
wanted to do it again or add more, then that can be arranged” (Frontline Officer 10).

Ostensibly, controlling the content to fit the officer’s perceptions of what the court requires.
Still, this requires officers to, “take a bit more time… at the scene”, which is less favourable
with some (Police Prosecutor 4) and undermines some of the efficiency benefits set out in
the previous chapter.
Moreover, whilst officers are provided with DVEC training, they have limited skills as
prosecutors and therefore don’t necessarily understand what constitutes “hearsay” (Police
Prosecutor 9) or how best to get complainants to “reconstruct” and “clarify” aspects of their
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narrative (Senior Officer 4). However, whilst some prosecutors noted that improvements
could be made in this area, they also clarified that, as they provided more informal training
to officers, DVEC were improving and that many issues could be ironed out later on the
stand. One reason for this was the additional corroborative evidence embedded in DVEC.
That is evidence that supports the validity, truthfulness and meaning of other evidence
(Gehl 2017).
Credibility and corroborative evidence: injury, emotion and scenic damage
All 66 officers and 96% of complainants (N= 24/25) commented on the beneficial
effect of the inclusion of injury and demeanour and half of all officers and 32% (N= 8/25) of
complainants positively noted the inclusion of scene details in DVEC, despite not being
directly asked about either of these. In particular, the inclusion of demeanour, injury and
damage at the scene were perceived to enhance complainant credibility.
“One of the big things the court does, as an adversarial system, is their assessment of credibility
of any person giving evidence; ‘do I believe them, or do I not believe them?’ Inherent in DVEC is:
It's at the time. It's the emotion, the damage, the tears, the injuries. Everything is shown” (SO4).

This visual imagery augmented credibility by corroborating complainants’ narratives
contemporaneously.
“Corroborative evidence and that includes, I think, the demeanour of the victim, the time after
that it was reported, any visual injuries, things like that” (Police Prosecutor 14)

Moreover, as it was captured without complainant intent, in the sense that it is candid or
incidental to the scene as opposed to constructed by the complainant (like the wording of
their statement), it was considered to give more “weight” to the evidence (Police
Prosecutor 10) and this was perceived to most effectively occur regarding demeanour and
physical injury. The next section will consider this physical evidence in relation to credibility
and corroborative value.
Credibility and corroborative evidence: injury and emotion
The embedding of the condition of complainants at the time DVEC are recorded was
considered to be important by police and complainants alike because DV is, “traumatic. It’s
almost like they get that in the video. They are able to capture how you felt in the moment”
(Complainant 8) and “you can’t get that from a written statement” (Complainant 12). Police
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prosecutor 1 explained this was because whilst a complainant’s words assist in relaying the
mode of criminal action that occurred, 70% of their narrative comes in the form of body
language; a mode of communication most accurately captured synchronously on film as
opposed to on paper or in live testimony from memory. Moreover, many officers recognised
that because court cases occur “months after the incident”, when complainants’ physical
injuries are healed (Police Prosecutor15) and emotions have settled, the person who
presents to testify is very different.
“[The magistrate] sees her frazzled, dishevelled, injured sometimes, and more importantly, telling
the truth, because a DVEC is done either on a night very soon after, sometimes in hospitals.
Because quite often, we get a sanitised victim that comes to court and that works against us
always because it’s different when a magistrate sees bruising, injuries and a victim who is
completely stripped of any self-respect” (Police Prosecutor 4)

Whilst this alludes to tensions between the prosecutorial benefits of DVEC and secondary
victimisation, which will be focused on in the next chapter, it lists some of the encompassed
impacts of recorded evidence. To begin with, the prosecutors’ comments illustrate the
corroborative value of the additional emotional and physical details that are contained
unspoken in DVEC, some of which (like absent self-respect) would be difficult and timeconsuming to replicate adequately in words and may not be suitable for inclusion in a
written statement. This suggests that those who provide written statements and later
attend court as ‘sanitised’ witnesses, may appear less convincing in comparison to those
who provide DVEC. Although, tensions appear to exit between this value in DVEC and
secondary victimisation, which will be addressed in the next chapter. Furthermore, as police
prosecutor 10 implied earlier the audio-visual inclusion of demeanour and physical injury in
DVEC could enhance perceived complainant credibility by giving it weight. This correlates
with research that suggests attributes that affect perceptions of witness credibility include
eye contact, non-verbal signs, appearance, confidence, vocal attributes and demeanour
(Dominic et al. 2015) or emotion (Golding et al. 2003; Landström et al. 2019; Stern 2010;
Westera et al. 2013b). It also is consistent with sexual assault literature that highlights the
importance of physical and demeanour-related corroborative evidence in sexual assault
cases in establishing complainant credibility (Lehner 2017; O’Neal 2017; Pickel & Gentry
2017)
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However, these embedded features were not always considered to be beneficial by
this study’s participants. Officers commented that this was when complainants became too
emotional making it, “really difficult to understand what they’re saying because they’re
either blowing their nose” (Police Prosecutor 8) or had an unusual reaction such as showing
no emotion or laughing.
“They laugh... The defence will play on that, ‘Is your client taking this seriously? It doesn't look
like they are’. That's an issue. I mean usually the police prosecutor will quickly say that it's
distressing and that's sometimes people's reactions... Or if they get embarrassed… some people
giggle from that because it's really embarrassing” (Frontline Officer 8).

This was stated to “not look great” (Frontline Officer 8) and to be “quite confusing for the
magistrate (Frontline Officer 13), and this suggests the officers themselves found the
testimonies less convincing. The effects of inconsistent demeanour on police perceptions of
complainant credibility have been well established (Ask & Landstrom 2010; Bollingmo et al.
2008; Franklin et al. 2020; Maddox et al. 2010; Nitschke et al. 2019).
Also observed, unexpected behaviour within some DVEC that reduced those
complainants’ persuasiveness for me. For example, in one recording a complainant and
officer (who was both filming and interviewing) flirted with each other. This appeared
evident in the tone of their voices, giggling and non-verbal cues such as the way she
lowered her eyes and touched her hair. Of the five DVEC I viewed that she appeared in, this
recording was the least compelling for me, despite each containing similar incidents of
violence. Furthermore, in another DVEC, where the officer towered above that complainant
with his arms crossed and she sat emotionlessly telling her story in an armchair I had a
similar reaction. However, it was the officer’s hostile body language that captivated me
initially and possibly shaped my negative reaction from early on in the recording. For me as
an observer, the lack of consistency impacted on their stories’ believability
Whilst typical beliefs about detecting non-verbal deception differ from reality (Vrij
2014), research implies that witness credibility is judged as much by performance as on
testimony content (Vrij 1998). Studies indicate that mock jurors rate witnesses as less
credible when they fail to show or display incongruent emotion (Dahl et al. 2007; Kaufmann
et al. 2003; Wessel et al. 2006) and though digital media has been used by prosecutors to
strengthen cases, it has also been used by the defence to show inconsistencies of emotion
and behaviour thereby discrediting complainants (Carimico et al. 2016). Overall, this
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suggests that despite offering the possibility of strong corroborative evidence that adds
weight to a complainant’s testimony, DVEC can potentially create discrepancies that
discredit and undermine the content of a statement. In those cases, it is possible that
written statements may be stronger evidence. Although this is far from guaranteed. Only in
the latter instance of the two observations cited above was the defendant found not guilty
in court. This suggests that whilst demeanour may impact observers’ perceptions, the effect
may not be universal and, even where it is shared, may not singularly influence case
outcomes. Perhaps because as recent research suggests, the effect of demeanour on
expectancy confirmation may be mitigated by other factors such as the compassion and
approach of those observing a witness’ narrative (Landström et al. 2019), alongside
evidence other than DVEC which is presented to court. Corroboration however can also be
attributed to another area of DVEC evidence by participants – scene details.
Credibility and corroborative evidence: scene details
Participants perceived the recording of damage to the scene, mobile text messages
and “blood on the floor” (Complainant 6) were important inclusions in DVEC recordings for
corroborative reasons. Police stated this was because DVEC not only “shows the crime
scene” (Police Prosecutor 6), since the interview-statements are filmed in context, but it
also “makes it extremely real for the magistrate to see the situation” (Senior Officer 5), as
the court can “see the house that’s been trashed in the background” (Police Prosecutor 7).
These visual accounts, such as the following example, are typically as literal as a
complainant walking with the camera through the scene and describing how each aspect of
damage occurred.
“You could see the Coke running down the wall and she said, 'He threw this, and he kicked the
table over and broke this.' The video really shows the room, what happened. Also, when you see
her in it talking about it, it conveys a lot more than just photos” (Frontline Officer 9).

In this way they were suggested by officers to provide the ‘whole’ picture of what occurred,
as opposed to the partial depiction of photographs, which are silent and static and thereby
are comparatively limited in their sensory information compared to a visual format. In the
case of frontline officer 9’s account, essentially an annotation of the images or a
commentary with pictures rather than each viewer’s interpretation.
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Complainants agreed that scene details that supported their stories made them “feel
like” they did not have to “prove” their case particularly where it “would have been just my
word against his [defendant’s]” (Complainant 13), such as the following example where the
contextual evidence refuted the defendant’s claims.
“He told them I threw a coffee cup at the back of his skull. I said to them "hardly." I said, "He
was walking down the steps which are cement. My cup would be shattered at the bottom of the
stairs. You can see coffee everywhere [in the DVEC] but my cup's sitting right here” (Complainant
9).

In instances like these, officers saw the DVEC as valuable as “evidence that’s consistent with
your story” (Frontline Officer 16), signifying the corroborative worth of scene details in a
fashion similar to how injuries were earlier described to substantiate complainant narrative.
Nonetheless, their perceptions also speak to the changing role of police officers
when using DVEC from evidence collectors (who gather information broadly and
impartially75 to investigate if a crime has occurred (New South Wales Police Force 2006;
Westera & Powell 2016) to locationally based prosecutors, who need to consider how
evidence will impact court proceedings (Westera & Kebbell 2018) - especially where scene
details are not beneficial to credibility.
During interviews, officers in this study brought up occasions where DVEC had
provided inconsistent evidence that was utilised in court to create reasonable doubt, such
as the following example whereby the complainant claimed an assault was initiated in bed,
yet the bed in the recording was made.
“I have had matters where the DVEC hasn’t gone in our favour. There was one particular one
where the walkthrough wasn’t consistent with the evidence that she’d given in her statement.
She’d said that she’d been lying in bed asleep and had the covers pulled up over her, he’s ripped
the covers off her and she’s jumped out of the bed, and he’s then assaulted her. When they did
the walkthrough, the bed was made, and it was actually perfectly done, not dishevelled. I asked
clarification questions in regard to the bed and what it looked like, and that was how it was, so
unfortunately, it didn’t help us at all. It was an inconsistency with her verbal version as opposed
to the visual version” (Police Prosecutor 3).

This story shows that whilst seemingly privileging of contextual information, wherein the
camera, when utilised as a mechanism for collecting a complainant’s statement in her own
language (body and words), is seemingly able to capture “objective facts” from the
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surrounds (Rosenblat et al. 2014, p. 3), in some cases, it undermines the message and
negatively impacts credibility. It also highlights the challenges frontline officers currently
face in their pseudo-role as locationally-based prosecutors when recording DVEC. As,
although prosecutors acknowledged the role of police is to, “obtain objective evidence that
corroborates what the victim says” (Police Prosecutor15) they also stated it was “being
conscious of the environment we take the DVEC, and how the victim's presented” (Police
Prosecutor 11), the latter statement sending a somewhat different message to the
organisational image of police, which is that their general duty remains the objective
collection of information in order to solve crime (Maguire 2009). How DVEC will affect this
balance may need to be reviewed into the future, with protocols considered to ensure this
occurs in a forensically safe manner.
That said, one area that DVEC offers prosecutorial balance is the transparency it can
appear to give into how the testimony was collected by officers themselves, in the sense
that the court visually walks in the shoes of an officer for the duration of the recorded
evidence provision.
“You just walk around with them. This is where he broke – where was it hanging before, that
picture. Where’s the mess on the floor where it’s broken. You get to see firsthand what police
see when they arrive” (Frontline Officer 22).

The following section will consider this further.
Credibility and the transparency of police practice
DVEC was perceived by police in this study to do more than just offer an omnipresent
perspective of crime scenes it was also considered to offer transparency about the way
officers themselves conducted interviews.
“As opposed to a paper written statement there's no ifs, ands or buts. There's no allegation that
you've made leading questions… it's coming from them” (Frontline Officer 5).

This was inferred by officers to be beneficial on two levels. Firstly, the apparent objectivity
of the evidence collection added to complainant credibility because police had not
“prompt[ed] or lead” complainants (Frontline Officer 15) and thereby illustrating why some
evidence was excluded or included in their statements.
“It always comes back to an attack on the credibility of witnesses, but in reality, if we just had a
video recording of the Q&A take place, when the witness asserts later, ‘Well, I wasn’t asked that,’
we can see they weren’t asked that. I would much prefer to have video recordings of everything
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that the police did, so that there’s no dispute as to what was asked, and the reason that wasn’t
put in the statement is they weren’t asked, or the reason they put that in the statement was
because they were asked” (Police Prosecutor 10)

Secondly, it was considered to reflect officers’ “professionalism” (Police Prosecutor 8).
Neither of these effects were considered to be discrete.
As argued previously in this chapter, judgements of complainant credibility are
contingent on a number of factors including the reliability of recall. Research indicates
sexual assault complainants are rated as less accurate by law enforcement when officers
utilise leading questions than when they do not (Westera et al. 2011a) and children are
evaluated as less credible by mock jurors when poor interview techniques involving leading
questions are employed (Castelli et al. 2005). Moreover, ‘witness interviewing’ literature
suggests less weight should be placed on leading questions (Gous & Wheatcroft 2020;
Loftus 2019; Loftus & Palmer 1996) as they prompt a response, creating complainant
disconcertion and as a result weaken testimony confidence and accuracy (Wheatcroft et al.
2004).
By using DVEC to capture the entirety of their interview evidence-in-chief76,
including the questioning techniques, it is possible witness credibility could increase in a
parallel fashion to the way introduction of Electronic-Recordings-of-Police-Suspects (ERISP)
in the nineties largely resolved allegations of verballing of suspects by police (Dixon & Travis
2007) and in doing so demonstrated the professional conduct of police, whilst at the same
time increased the credibility of defendant admissions. This is because if, as argued,
credibility is reliant on the way interviews are conducted then how the interviewers are
seen is also important. The image of police is not only created through a culmination of
media reports and public relations but also, importantly, public-police encounters (Mawby
2002, p. 154). Therefore, transparency about how policing is practiced, and evidence is
collected, is fundamental in presenting the impression of police neutrality (Tyler et al. 2015).
In this arena, digital technologies have been argued to provide a sense of security for the
public and officers alike (Rosenblat et al. 2014) because they provide sousveillance; or
surveil via recording by the interview participants themselves (Mann et al. 2004). In this
sense officers (and through them complainants) are able to make visible their performance
for those who judge them to view. Moreover, like body worn cameras (BWC), which
76
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advocates say are alleviating distrust between sectors of the community and police and
“provid[ing] a contemporaneous, objective record” of the way policing is practiced (Judge
Scheindlin in Floyd v. City of New York 2013), DVEC provides a window into the DV
complainant-interview-statement process. This means when DVEC interviews are conducted
concomitantly, they potentially positively shape the way the evidence is viewed through
positive typecasts of the interviewers and interviewing process. Moreover, this is of
particular importance in DV cases, where police treatment has been linked to undermined
trust (Goodman-Delahunty & Crehan 2016; Stephens & Sinden 2000) and barriers to
reporting (Barrett et al. 2017; Douglas 2019a; Fugate et al. 2005; Leisenring 2012).
However, officers in this study also shared concerns that DVEC could potentially
reflect negatively in this area. One instance of this was when they built rapport with a client
by speaking on their level and in doing so utilised coarse language.
“If every second word that they're saying to you is a swear word, maybe that's the language that
they understand, so maybe that's the way that you need to communicate back. Obviously, it
doesn't look professional and good for you, but it's assisting in getting your message across”
(Frontline Officer 10).

Whilst the perceived repercussions of a lack of professionalism was not detailed by this
study’s participants outside of ‘not looking good’ for the officer themselves, swearing has
been linked by research to reduced employment opportunities (Sutherland et al. 2019) and
low levels of public acceptance generally (White 2002). Therefore, given suggested links
between the witness character and credibility (Pope et al. 2006; Smith 2019), it is possible
that the use of rapport building techniques, such as swearing by officers, may also detract
from court perceptions of complainant and officer credibility. However, no research was
found in this arena specific to swearing. Regardless, studies into improvements in officer
behaviour regarding force and the use of body worn cameras (BWC) have shown that
officers temper their behaviour when being filmed (Farrar 2013; White 2014), which
suggests the potential for DVEC to impact officer behaviour and how this will affect their
rapport with complainants is yet to be seen77.
Despite the cited officer concerns, throughout my observations, the clutter in
complainant’s homes, their state of dress and the spoken interactions between them and

77 It should be noted that officer perceptions about what they do. In practice have been suggested not to match up with the reality of their
behaviour (Alpert 2009), however, measuring this is outside the scope of this study.
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officers enhanced the feelings of chaos and empathy I felt for both the complainant and the
officers at the scene. This may be because viewing crime imagery does not occur in a
“vacuum”, rather under the influence of “contextual information”, and a myriad of values
and preconceptions (Jones et al. 2017, p. 470; Young 1996) and who the camera operator is,
is relevant when assessing the credibility of the recording (McKay & Lee 2020; Moore &
Singh 2018). In this sense whilst the filming legitimises the police process, that the film is the
result of a policing process legitimises the film. However, the recorded medium itself also
affects the credibility of the narrative.
Credibility and the medium of film
Participants in this study expressed frustration that they had long been unable to
accurately portray to the court the extent of the aftermath of crimes but suggested
that recordings may be a solution in this aspect.
“I always think to myself, if that magistrate was there, and witnessed what I witnessed, and saw
what I saw, I feel that sometimes their decisions would be different. They would see it for what it
really is, not for how it's then demonstrated to them in court by all the different parties involved,
the police, the prosecutors, the defence, the victim. I don't know. It's different once you get to
court. It's demonstrated differently. We try and relay exactly what happened to the best we can
but to actually see it with your own eyes is different. Sometimes you witness the offence.
Sometimes you rock up because it's a verbal argument and then somebody's got hit and you've
seen it all. Imagine if that was all recorded. That would help the prosecution a lot I think”
(Frontline Officer 8).

What is implied here is that video recordings provide unmediated replications of what
officers and complainants experience directly after criminal incidents – and that their
provision would allow the court to walk in the shoes of police. This is in contrast to the
sanitised versions provided by written statements and in-court testimony. Furthermore,
because DVEC are filmed by police officers, as impartial investigators (New South Wales
Police Force 2006) and are made up of unedited video-imagery and therefore implicitly
devoid of human manipulation (Buccafusco 2004), the recordings appear objective. This is
because by providing evidence this way this officer is suggesting he/she can recreate the
“storytelling and image-making of the film… as a witness” in its own right (Rush & Elander
2018, p. 21), as well as an “artefact” (Young 2014) (or exhibit) that independently provides a
seemingly unbiased testimony to the aftermath of crime (Dodge 2017; Jones et al. 2017). In
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some instances, though, DVEC was said to achieve more than this, as individual judiciary
accepted it as more credible, even where contrary witness evidence existed.
“There’s no better evidence than video evidence… You could have ten different versions. Who
cares? You’ve got a video there, magistrate goes, ‘All I need to see is the video’. There’s no
better evidence than that. That’s gold. Which is why DVEC is good” (Police Prosecutor 9).

Whilst the role of DVEC is of course to stand in place of live evidence-in-chief in court and
possibly (as suggested above) as both audio-visual witness and artefact, this comment infers
that these recordings may be accepted as more ‘real’ than other versions of them provided
by the same victims. Moreover, this was perceived to be because they are provided in the
heat of the moment whereas other versions reflect agendas and are tempered by time and
the ‘cycle of violence’. In a sense the recordings provide “data doubles” of the
complainants, whose stories are privileged because they transcend time and place
(Haggerty & Ericson 2000, p. 605). That is, they are seen to evidence what occurred with
more exactitude than recollections that are later provided by complainants.
However, as suggested previously, crime imagery, or simulacra, is not seen in a
vacuum but is perceived relative to the interpretation of individual viewers (Dodge 2017). In
this sense recordings are not “independent bearers of unambiguous truth” (Murray 2016, p.
112) but rather interpreted and reinterpreted dependent on the viewer’s circumstance.
That is the viewer’s social context (Biber 2007) including stereotypes they adhere to (and
lawyers may play on) (Dodge 2017), the way they view the creator of the recording (Jones et
al. 2017) and the values challenged in the content (i.e., whether or not social norms have
been traversed) all dynamically coalesce to affect how the imagery is perceived (Young
2014). For example, prosecutor 3, on first watching one complainant’s DVEC was impacted
by what she thought was a gash on her face, as the narrative continued, she realised that
the injury was instead pasta sauce that had been propelled towards the complainant.
“I read the fact sheet and watched the DVEC, and I was like, “She’s actually been assaulted.
There’s a bad cut on her face.” I realise it was actually the pasta sauce, that the pasta had been
upturned and it landed on her face. It looked like a really bad cut, but it wasn’t. Just the visual
impact because you read that he picked up the spaghetti bowl and threw it towards her and
some of it landed on her. It’s not particularly descriptive, but when you see it, it literally landed
all over the poor girl. She looked like she was bleeding because of the pasta sauce. So, it does
have a big visual impact, definitely” (Police Prosecutor 3).
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This exemplifies both the depth of textual information, caught in these audio-visual
representations and demonstrates the way the audio-visual medium can draw viewers into
the narrative, carrying them along with its pace as they unearth and judge pictorial
representations. Equally important, in doing so, as stated in the following comment by a
senior officer, like a Hollywood movie it connects with the observers and that makes them
more likely to believe.
“It's like a Hollywood movie and the human nature is what you see in a video you can more likely
believe, because: At law there's less opportunity for fabrication if it's happened straight away.
The emotion takes away the natural ability to make up lies. All of them, a thousand reasons I
could go through, it would take me hours. All of those factors, magistrates like to rely on, and
that works” (Senior Officer 4).

This is an interesting concept because whilst “visible media are ethically neutral” and
therefore do not lie, those who create the recordings can (Murray 2016, p. 111), yet
here the perception remains that DVEC are more believable when utilised in court
because they have been filmed, because it transports the observer through time and
because the complainants demonstrate emotion and therefore ‘cannot tell lies’.
Moore and Singh (2018) argue that those who view video-taped evidence believe
they can better determine which witnesses are telling the truth because the format allows
them to transcend time and space and “embody the gaze of the officers investigating the
incident” (p. 120). Unlike a static crime scene image that (in combination with witness
recollections) relies on the courts’ deductive judgement to determine what happened,
audio-visual recordings are displays of injury that occur in the present turning the judge
and/or jury into witnesses themselves (Young 2004, pp. 99-100). This suggests that DVEC
would enhance the credibility of complainants because it is filmed allowing the court to
bear witness to imbued images of the crime scene itself.
However, on the surface, research into children giving video evidence does not
support this. Some studies found those who provide recorded evidence are perceived more
negatively and with less empathy (Goodman et al. 2006; Landström et al. 2005) and as less
credible than those who do so live (Landstrom & Granhag 2010). Another Australian study
found defendant guilt more certain with live testimony than recorded (Eaton et al. 2001).
Moreover, comparative studies considering the effectiveness of using recorded evidence
with adult complainants against live testimony found no real differences in findings of guilt
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(Ellison & Munro 2014; Taylor & Joudo 2005). This suggests that whilst there is a strong
perception that video recorded testimony is powerful, it may not be better with regards to
prosecutorial value. Although, it should be noted that in all these studies mock trials were
utilised, in some instance weeks after the purported ‘incident’, therefore it is possible that
recordings contained none of the contextual details that are found in DVEC filmed at the
scene of a crime. In addition, four of the studies involved sexual assault (Eaton et al. 2001;
Ellison & Munro 2014; Taylor & Joudo 2005) or inappropriate touching (Goodman et al.
2006), one child grooming (Landstrom & Granhag 2010) and one a cyclist involved in a
collision (Landström et al. 2005). As such, they were testing the credibility of recorded
witness testimony in isolation from the dynamics of a crime scene and absent from natural
complainant emotion or the physical injuries often recorded in DVEC. The contextualisation
of DVEC adds a new paradigm to what courts potentially see.
Whilst, as illustrated, officers in this study perceived an advantage to the use of the
medium of film they also believed it worked against prosecutions when it was not used to
its full advantage, typically through lack of technical experience. Instances of this included
when officers ineptly zoomed in on an injury so that it could not be seen clearly, or when
there were surrounding sounds, like wind, that reduced the sound quality of the recording.
“Quite often when they zoom in, you can’t actually see it. That’s something that makes the
evidence not good in a DVEC specifically. Sometimes, if it’s taken outside, there’s wind. The
officers don’t know how it sounds until they play it back, and then it’s just way too late” (Police
Prosecutor 6).

The inadequate depiction of injury on the recording explained as being problematic,
regardless of the provision of additional photographic evidence of injury, due to consistency
issues. Prosecutors’ experiences suggest that in order for the medium to work to its full
potential, recordings need to be clear audio-visual representations of the crime scene and
corroborating evidence. Paradoxically, due to the equipment utilised (police issued mobile
phones and digital cameras with video modes) and the context within which filming takes
place, officers were at times unaware of issues at the time of recording and this is
problematic.
The literature supports that how a courtroom is affected by cinematic forms of
witnessing is reliant on the apparatus that collect and display them, where the screens are
placed, the ability of cameras to zoom in on an expression or injury and if there is eye
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contact (Rush & Elander 2018). This was also shown in research into camera angles in
suspect interviews, where perceptions of voluntariness of confessions were found to be
more likely when the focus was directly on the suspect as opposed to more neutral camera
shots (Lassiter et al. 2007; Lassiter et al. 2002) and in studies of recorded complainant
testimonies which found closer camera shots led to more critical attitudes from viewers
than distant shots (Landström & Granhag 2008). Overall, this suggests the distance and
angle from which a DVEC is filmed could be a moderating factor, but more research is
needed in this area. This is also the case regarding quality. Since DVEC are filmed
predominantly on MobiPols (police issued mobile phones), the quality of vision consistently
seen in my observations was amateurish, slipping in and out of focus, dropping from shot
and picking up extraneous noises and movement. Yet, despite officer concerns, my
observations found this somehow added the recordings’ legitimacy. This was because they
seemed ‘real’ rather than ‘produced’. Although, on reflection the expectations I brought as
an observer were that police, whilst experts in law enforcement, would be unlikely to have
the skills of a cinematographer. Landesman (2008) argues the mix of shaky handheld
footage combined with unprompted action by citizen journalists creates the “impression of
a privileged representation of authenticity” not afforded professionals (p.43). This suggests
that greater credibility may be afforded recordings that fall from perfectionism. Whether or
not this is the case in court with regards to DVEC still needs to be tested.
Moved by DVEC: the compelling nature of film
One final area related to complainant credibility and subsequent prosecutorial value,
regularly broached by participants was DVEC’s compelling nature.
“I go from having almost zero chance and once that video’s in, and it’s compelling evidence, I’m
on the front foot and the defence are on the back foot. The barrister, in fact, said to me off the
record on that matter, he said he had told his client, if she turns up and that video’s played,
you’re gone” (Senior Officer 6).

This was because the recorded statements were seen to draw viewers in, eliciting an
emotional reaction from them.
“What I did notice was that everyone else in the whole courtroom was glued to it as well. That
guy who’d done these particular offences was in the dock and the sheriff is next to him, but
everyone else was glued to it. I remember looking over to the sheriff and they were pretty
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comfortable beforehand, but when they’d seen what he'd actually done, they were sitting up and
were clenching their fists, like, ‘Really? This turkey’s done that?’” (Frontline Officer 11)

These paragraphs illustrate perceptions that a strength of DVEC is to step beyond the
presentation of verbal evidence and utilise ancillary evidence to evoke an emotional
connection between viewer and complainant. This appears to be similar to the way crime
images, such as graffiti, connect writer with viewer through emotional affect (Halsey &
Young 2006; Young 2009), or that cinematic images register sensations in viewers
commensurate with characters, without them having to undergo what is depicted, and at
the same time evoke a moral response (Bennett 2005). For example, feelings of anger
towards graffiti that vandalises a mural, or a raised heartbeat in a thriller alongside,
sympathy and a yearning to save the protagonist from an impending tragedy.
Within the criminal justice system, whilst it is standard for judges to directed juries
to decide cases based on facts not emotions (Ninth Circuit Jury Instructions Committee
2010) studies that found that mock jurors who viewed gruesome photographic evidence of
injuries felt greater emotion (i.e., anger), attributed more responsibility to the defendant
and were more likely to convict or award damages, than those who did not (Bright &
Goodman-Delahunty 2006; Bright & Goodman-Delahunty 2011; Douglas et al. 1997). It is
thought emotional influence of decision-making in these cases may be because emotion
affects the information making process, predisposing people to choices consistent with
what they are feeling (i.e., negative emotions provoke the recall of more negative facts and
the viewing of facts as negative) (Feigenson 2010). Some studies suggesting the strongest
reaction occurs where verbal evidence of severe injury is combined with gruesome imagery
(Bright & Goodman-Delahunty 2011; Fishfader et al. 1996; Oliver & Griffitt 1976), as this
synergistically focuses attention on the harm and thereby lessens sympathy for defendants
(Bright & Goodman-Delahunty 2011).
Peters (2009) suggests this reaction occurs because whilst witnessing involves three
points of a communication triangle: the person who physically bears witness to the incident,
the narrative and the narrative audience, the use of video technology, in transporting the
narrative audience to a scene in the immediate aftermath of a crime, blurs the boundaries
between the three, making the narrative audience less passive within the process.
Effectively the audience are given a ‘fly on the wall’ view.
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“Seeing it from their own eyes, not just the police putting it to them from their interpretation of
the actual statement. They actually get to listen and watch the whole thing” (Frontline Officer 7)

Whereby the officer is relegated from appearing complicit in the storytelling to a
documentary camera operator who scaffolds the recording with questions.
This study’s participants also construed that alongside audience omniscience, the
compelling nature of DVEC provides complainants with an “aura of believability” (Police
Prosecutor 9). I was aware of this during my observations where I felt a tangible connection
with some complainants, in some instances overwhelmed by the breathless sobs that
punctuated narratives and joining in with a quiet chuckle in between despair with one
complainant when the baby she was supporting spoke began to play peek-a-boo with the
camera whilst she spoke. In each of these instances the connection that was bridged elicited
feelings of believability, thereby supporting literature that suggests the more persuasive or
seemingly probative a testimony is, the more credible a witness appears (Brodsky et al.
2010).
However, a minority of the officers in this study (N=6/46) spontaneously mentioned
that participant recordings lost their persuasiveness in instances where DVEC lacked
emotion and/or corroborating injury.
“If they’re not showing much emotion in the DVEC at the time, and it’s brief, and it’s to the point,
and there aren’t particular injuries or anything like that, it’s just bland” (Frontline Officer14)

This was said to be particularly the case for those that were “not taken on the day” (Police
Prosecutor 14).
Tan (2018) argues that when people are interested in films, they pay attention to
them for longer and give more focus to their content. Moreover, narratives have been
found to be the most persuasive (Schreiner et al. 2018) and central characters viewed with
the greatest positivity, when viewers are transported into the world of the storyteller
(Green & Brock 2000). Whilst these conclusions are about (factual and fictional)
cinematography generally, they are important because they suggest that when recordings
like DVEC fail to engage viewers they may not retain the same level of focus, nor the
connection with the complainant, as those which do. This means that, in the best interests
of the complainant, consideration may need to be given to context when deciding whether
to record a DVEC or take a written statement. For instance, as noted by police prosecutor
13, the compellability of DVEC can fade with time.
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“The evidence is so much more compelling to visually see when their injuries are fresh, shortly
after the incident. They will be much clearer about how they feel and how much pain they are in
as opposed to taking a written statement two weeks later” (Police Prosecutor 13)

The message here however is that although DVEC has the potential to provide compelling
evidence that is perceived to be reliable and credible on many levels, none of these factors
are guaranteed. External influences like the context within which DVEC is filmed, the ability
of the camera operator to utilise the medium and to understand prosecutorial requirements
and the complainant themselves can all mitigate its effectiveness in court. With time, as
operational confidence in officers increases, these influences may have less of a
consequence. Regardless, officers perceive DVEC has made a difference to convictions,
albeit not as pronounced as would have been liked.
“I think, overall, DVECs have helped, but they haven’t helped as much as what had been
anticipated prior to their introduction. I’m certain that I’ve won some 50/50 matters that I
probably would not have won if not for the DVEC. I’ve had some magistrates say, “Well, that was
compelling,” and found people guilty. But it hasn’t been a predominant amount of my DVs”
(Police Prosecutor 10).

Views regarding court outcomes are the subject of the next section.
Perceptions of guilt: The impacts of DVEC on court outcomes
Despite the overwhelming perception (already showcased) that DVEC increases the
probative value of evidence, only 7 in 15 prosecutors and 16 in 25 frontline officers
indicated that DVEC increased the number of convictions, particularly guilty pleas.
Viewpoints in this area were opposed. Some stating,
“The DVECs are served then and there when charged in the audio format. Nine times out of ten
they will plead guilty” (Police Prosecutor 7)

And others,
“I don't think it's increased anything in terms of convictions or early pleads of guilty” (Frontline
Officer 3).

This was interesting because the experiences of the complainants who were interviewed
exemplified more convictions than without (25 convictions out of 33 cases) and
complainants themselves also perceived their DVEC had led to guilty pleas,
“I mean once he saw it I think he knew he was screwed and that’s when he decided to change
and plead guilty” (Complainant 9)
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“[Due to the DVEC] as soon as the matter was heard, the solicitor got up and said, ‘We’re
pleading guilty to the matter’… It was a plea of, ‘Hey. We know we’ve done the wrong thing. I’m
normally a good person. I feel remorse’. She had her words to say in the stand. That was where it
ended” (Complainant 22).

Moreover, a New Zealand study found increased odds in attaining early guilty pleas using
victim video statements; a similar format to DVEC being piloted in that country (Walton et
al. 2018). Though, one could speculate that differences may have occurred in these areas
either because many of the complainants were sourced through court support services
(affecting sampling) or participants may have been influenced by early media and internal
police force coverage that disseminated limited performance results for DVEC.
The initial quantitative study into DVEC found the tool had little effect on either guilty
or conviction rates (Yeong & Poynton 2017). However, in a continuation of that study, its
authors found that despite no apparent increase in the probability of guilty pleas, DVEC
increased the probability of conviction by 6 percent (from around 76 to 82 percent), with an
increase in 17 percent (from around 70 to 87 percent) in cases that proceed to a defended
hearing (Yeong & Poynton 2019). Yeong and Poynton (2019) suggest that initially the lower
conviction rates may have been symptomatic of adjustment to the tool. The limited advance
in convictions is interesting because the overall perception of participants in this study
appears to be that DVEC provides a much stronger impact due to the compellability of the
evidence. Officers perceived two other factors were possibly responsible for delayed guilty
pleas and reduced conviction numbers – the payment method for public defenders78 and
the requirement for complainants to attend court in order that their DVEC be tendered into
evidence, leading to subsequent withdrawal of cases. However, it is possible that these
results may have been a feature of this study’s sample and/or recruitment approach,
leading to people with a stronger view about DVEC participating.
Withdrawal
According to police participants the factor that has had the greatest negative impact
on the number of early guilty pleas and/ or convictions is complainants failing to attend
court, typically resulting in the withdrawal of cases. The defence were said to play on this.

78 Some officers stated that public defenders were not paid for their services until after the initial court appearance, however this could
not be confirmed.
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“The defence from our perspective is still running matters on the hope that the victim changes
her attitude and doesn’t turn up” (Police Prosecutor 11)

It may be a strategic manoeuvre, given internal police figures note 9% more case
withdrawals and 16% less convictions for DV offences, than the state average for all criminal
cases, and in approximately 40% of those instances a contributing factor was complainants’
failure to attend court.
“We’re not failing generally because they’re good or bad, right, we’re failing because they don’t
turn up to court… I can’t say it’s all people being intimidated, some people will rationally make
the choice of, ‘the devil I know’, as opposed to going through the court system. And ‘I still might
have a relationship, I just want him to stop hitting me, I still love him, I’ve still got kids with him, I
still rely upon money, upon housing, on mortgage. I know what I have with him, it’s not perfect,
but if this goes ahead it’s all going to fall apart, and I’ll have nothing’… The number of POIs,
persons of interest, that have all charges withdrawn by prosecution is higher for DV assault than
for the average POI. Fifteen percent of DV assault POIs at local court had all charges withdrawn
compared to an average of 6%. Seventy-four percent of DV assault POIs were found guilty
compared to an average of 90%. That’s a big difference… That’s our own statistics here, internal
statistics. Nearly, just under 37.8 – nearly 40% recorded the non-attendance of victim witnesses
as a contributing factor at court for those matters” (Senior Officer 6).

This comment not only demonstrates some of the barriers police perceive they face when
prosecuting DV including its cyclic nature and the co-presence of intimidation (where it
exists), but also regardless of strength of evidence, if complainants remove the platform for
presenting that evidence, through failure to attend court, the likelihood of conviction is
potentially diminished. Especially as retraction by DV complainants generally impacts the
primary or singular form of evidence – their testimony (Robinson & Cook 2006).
Prosecutors are placed in this acrimonious position regarding criminal offences
committed in DV contexts because, whilst legislation79 and due process advocate
defendants be afforded the right to cross-examine witness evidence (Buzawa & Buzawa
2013; Ross 2006; Weissman 2006), in most cases prosecutors are equally obliged to proceed
with legal action where sufficient evidence exists, even where a complainant retracts. As
illustrated in chapter 4 in Australia’s past, DV was shielded by practices such as the rule of
thumb (Allen 1985), classifications that judged the abuser medically dysfunctional rather
than criminal (Nelson 2007) and, until 1981, prosecutorial immunity for marital rape

79

See the Criminal Procedure Act 1986 (NSW) s.289F5.
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(Easteal & Feerick 2005). Today, DV is recognised in legislation80, law reform (Australian Law
Reform Commission 2010; Neave et al. 2016) and social policy (Council of Australian
Governments 2011), placing an emphasis on proactive policing and prosecution of DV
crimes (Douglas 2019b). Within this “no-drop” context, most Australian jurisdictions now
require any requests DV complainants make to withdraw be reviewed against guidelines
due to their vulnerability, uncooperativeness and likelihood of retraction (Douglas 2019b, p.
163). This means that prosecutors are compelled to proceed with action in alleged DV
crimes where DVEC exist. The recordings, like BWC footage, used as evidence to proceed to
court regardless of complainant preference (Harris 2020; Katz et al. 2014). However, whilst
DVEC mandates case progression it does not guarantee court attendance by the
complainant. Even where that recording provides strong pre-packaged evidence, without
the complainant being present for cross-examination, the strength of the recorded evidence
is diminished because it cannot be tested and, unless special provisions81 are enacted, or
other evidence presented, the case cannot proceed82.
The perceptions of officers in this study mirror the literature which suggests,
complainant withdrawal, at best, adds difficulty to securing a conviction and, at worst, is
lethal for cases (Bechtel et al. 2012; Madden-Dempsey 2009; Westera & Powell 2017). Even
so, some officers in this study (N=13/46) thought that the presence of the recording could
positively influence complainants’ likelihood of attending court, principally if
encouragement was also provided.
“Whereas now, they know that they’ve been recorded. It makes them come, if you know what I
mean, which is good, in a way. You’ve just got to make sure that they know that they’ve got that
support there” (Frontline Officer 19).

This was because the recorded evidence was seen to “tie them into going through with it”
(Frontline Officer 23), which corresponds with Hester and Westmarland (2005), who argue
complainants are less likely to retract where photographic evidence exists due to
perceptions their case will proceed regardless of their testimony and the perpetrator will be
less likely to afford them blame. This was exemplified by police prosecutor 10,

80 See the Domestic Violence and Protection Orders Act 2008 (ACT), Crimes (Domestic and Personal Violence) Act 2007 (NSW), Domestic
and Family Violence Act 2007 (NT), Domestic and Family Violence Protection Act 2012 (QLD), Intervention Orders (Prevention of Abuse) Act
2009 (SA), Family Violence Act 2004 (TAS), Family Violence Protection Act 2008 (VIC), Restraining Orders Act 1997 (WA).
81 See the Evidence Act 1995 (NSW) s.65.
82 See the Criminal Procedure Act 1986 (NSW) s.289F5.
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“If they're forced to come to court by the police, and they’re forced to get in the witness box, and
they’re forced by the magistrate to say what happened, or to answer questions, then sometimes
that’s what they need, because they don’t want to be responsible for getting the guy locked up,
or being the one who keeps chasing the police officers. So, it almost takes that responsibility out
of their hands, and it casts it more onto the police, or the prosecutors, or the magistrate, which I
would much rather do. That’s good, because I want the defendant to be angry with the police, or
the system, or hopefully with himself, but not with the complainant. Sometimes I’ve won
matters as a result of warrants for victims who refuse to cooperate”.

The locus of control, as this comment demonstrates, is taken from complainants and placed
in the hands of police and prosecutors. The possible effects of this on secondary
victimisation will be returned to in chapter 10.
Complainants in this study also agreed that without the DVEC they may not have
attended as they didn’t want to annoy their abuser.
“I probably would have said no to save him the trouble… and I probably would have regretted it”
(Complainant 9)

Or they stated that they had not attended court in the past (after having provided written
statements) because they were “petrified” of facing the defendant.
“Rocking up with him and watching him talk to his solicitor. I was scared of what he was going to
do to me” (Complainant 6).

At the same time, some complainants (N=11/25) spoke about the integral role the officers
assigned to their incident had in ensuring they got through the justice process via the
provision of information and their physical presence in court, although this was not
universal. Amongst officers who perceived support requisite, it was typically explained as
alleviating reservations about the justice process.
“What is the greatest fear? It’s the unknown. Simply sitting down with them and talking with
them, you dispel all of those views and they’re back onside” (Senior Officer 4).

The underlying factor this demonstrates is that whilst officers may perceive DVEC has utility,
they are also aware of the potential benefits of supporting complainants in ensuring
compliance. In their study into prosecutors’ perceptions of how to improve the quality of
evidence in DV cases, Westera and Powell (2017) found that while prosecutors considered
support increased the likelihood of complainants engaging with the prosecution process,
they believed frontline officers did not understand its value. Only 13% of prosecutors
(N=2/15) noted this to be an issue in this study. Moreover, frontline officers themselves
stated they regularly briefed complainants about the progression of their cases, some called
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to check on court attendance and some transported complainants to and from court to
ensure attendance, highlighting the investment some frontline officers make in ensuring
complainants proceed to court, regardless of the presence of DVEC. Though this may also
have been a feature of recruitment in the sense that NSW Police may have put forward
officers who performed better in this area.
Thirty-six percent of frontline officers (N=9/25) also stated they gathered
corroborating evidence including triple 0 calls, blood, pictures, computer-aided dispatch
(CAD) messages and weapons but more than half of the prosecutors (N= 8/15) stated more
needed to be done in this area, especially because “independent evidence” created an
unassailable picture for the court (Police Prosecutor 15).
“The magistrate wasn’t there but they need you to leave them with no doubt and the only way you
can do that is if you present every skerrick of information” (Police Prosecutor12).

This suggests despite the perceptions of prosecutors in Westera and Powell (2017) frontline
officers not only understand that the value of complainant engagement but look for other
areas of evidence to strengthen the prosecutorial value of cases. This is significant because
existing research submits the issue of complainant retraction is compounded by the limited
collection of supplementary evidence in DV investigations (Nelson 2013; Peterson & BailoPadin 2012; Westera & Powell 2017). Overall, this implies that whilst the quality of DVEC
content is important, ensuring that it is accompanied wherever possible by corroborative
evidence and support mechanisms directed at court attendance. This is particularly
because, in court, conviction is most likely where evidence is strongest (Devine et al. 2001).
Aside from the provision of DV-prosecutor programs, that introduce complainants to
the court process prior to appearing, and efforts by frontline officers to retain contact with
complainants, at times transporting them to court, there were two additional provisions
prosecutors stated they utilised – maker unavailable and arresting complainants who failed
to attend. These will be touched on in order next.
Maker unavailable (s. 65-7 NSW Evidence Act 1995)
When a complainant fails to attend court prosecutors can utilise their vulnerable
position to apply for the provision ‘maker unavailable’. This allows their DVEC to be entered
into evidence, although conditions may apply, such as affording corroborating evidence for
the case to be heard or for a magistrate to convict. Eighty percent of prosecutors (N=12/15)
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in this study stated they utilised this provision, however, 83% of them qualified that this was
rare because DVEC holds less weight when “the victim isn’t there for the evidence to be
tested” (Police Prosecutor 2) and this was described as a disincentive.
“I would win in admissibility, but then they’d say, ‘Well, what weight can I put on it?’ You know,
there’s no point in me running arguments for all the matters of reaching prima facie, and then
losing the matters anyway. Sometimes it is better to save the arguments for the ones you are
serious about” (Police Prosecutor 11)

However, one prosecutor admitted that ultimately the successful use of this provision came
down “to the magistrate that you have on the day” (Police Prosecutor 13). Whilst others
noted that more successful instances of applying maker unavailable were reliant on the
correct process, including issuing a subpoena and warrant, then asking the court to make
the complainant unavailable, alongside the provision of corroborative evidence – something
that was often lacking.
“A lot of the time, the cases I have, there’s nothing corroborating what was said on the DVEC…
What would assist is we were to have the 000 recording, if there are injuries, photographs of the
injuries and things like that. When we do have that kind of evidence, then it’s more likely that we
will seek to make the witness unavailable” (Police Prosecutor 14).

This comment spells out that whilst maker unavailable may offer some remedy to the high
withdrawal rates by complainants, it is reliant on the additional evidence frontline police
provide. This is problematic because, as noted earlier, research suggests there has
continued to be limited collection of additional evidence by police in DV investigations
(Nelson 2013; Westera & Powell 2017), especially in comparison to other crimes (Peterson
& Bailo-Padin 2012). However, the introduction of body worn cameras may offer some
remedy here because when utilised during the investigation of a crime, they can be entered
into evidence separately. One prosecutor indicated this was already beginning to occur.
“We are encouraging them, when they walk up to a DV matter, have a body cam on and comply
with the legislative requirements, “This is being recorded by body cam”. That is good because
when it happens it also shows the neighbours that are out the front looking around;
identification of witnesses later. It shows the property that may have been strewn around. It also
maybe shows any other type of evidence that can be used to corroborate. That is capturing that
evidence straight away” (Police Prosecutor 11).

As is indicated in this comment, body worn camera footage is covered by the NSW
Surveillance Devices Act 2007, which allows officers to broadly record evidence in both
public and private places, providing the officers advise they are filming where practicable
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(New South Wales Police Force Education and Training Command 2009), whereas DVEC are
entered into evidence under the Crimes (Domestic & Personal Violence) Act 2007, as
evidence-in-chief. This means that each piece of evidence is entered separately. Moreover,
as this prosecutor also notes, the use of body worn cameras to capture supplementary
evidence that can be followed up in investigation, such as witnesses who were not
interviewed at the crime scene, if followed up by officers can be beneficial to cases.
Although, as noted chapter 9, from a practical perspective frontline officer time pressures
may be a disincentive for this to occur.
Whilst police senior management say, “it’s far from a slam dunk” (Senior Officer 6),
the packaging of multiple levels of corroborative evidence in body camera footage,
combined with DVEC, offers a lot more in the realm of victimless prosecutions than has
been provided before. However, this is not the only area where police powers over
prosecution are being utilised in conjunction with DVEC to increase case completion rates.
The attendance of complainants in court is being ensured in some jurisdictions via the
issuing of a warrant for their arrest.
Complainant arrest warrants
Seventy-four percent of prosecutors (N=11/15) stated they issued arrest warrants
for complainants who failed to attend court. In some jurisdictions this occurred in all cases,
and in others only in cases of extreme violence. Only two prosecutors reported that they
had never having issued a warrant.
When warrants are issued, prosecutors explained, complainants are arrested then
bailed to appear at a set time having been given a warning about the consequences of
refusing, or they are brought to court as unfavourable witnesses on the day of the trial.
“We don’t oppose bail when they get picked up. They get bailed to a hearing date. Sometimes
they get brought to the police station and go to the court so the magistrate can give them bail…
He will lay down the law of, ‘You have got to be here’. Otherwise, it’s going to happen again.
We’ve done that a lot. We’ve had them picked up on the day. I often say, ‘Your honour, we will
be able to pick her up today’. Then he will issue it. They pick them up and bring them through the
front door” (Police Prosecutor 6).

This was said to keep complainants separate from those arrested for general crimes and to
ensure they are available for family commitments with children where possible. Moreover,
the provision was perceived to be successful. In one jurisdiction where arrest warrants are
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issued for all complainants who fail to attend but warrants are held for processing,
complainants are said to suddenly appear despite the defence not knowing their
whereabouts. According to police prosecutor 4 the conversation is as follows,
“‘Mr Solicitor, you don’t know where she is do you?’ ‘No, we’ve got no idea.’ ‘Let’s just lay that in
the office and give it ‘til 2. If she shows up it won’t be an issue.’ Miraculously, they all show”.

These comments show that although prosecutors believe they are not treating the
complainants as they do other criminals, they are using mandatory arrest in conjunction
with DVEC to coerce participation in prosecution.
Pro-prosecution policies are claimed to provide better protection for complainants
(Fraehlich & Ursel 2014), relieve them from the responsibility for legal action (Willis 1997)
and hold perpetrators responsible (Ogden 1998). However, safety is not straightforward, as
although it may begin with being free from violence and coercion, safety also includes the
ability to make one’s own decisions and to tackle challenges outside the realm of another’s
control (Hart 1998). DV pro-prosecution policies are disempowering in the sense that they
shift “power from the individual to the State”, coercing complainants into criminal justice
responses and removing their ability to determine whether and to what extent the justice
system can intercede in their relationship (Goodmark 2018, p. 20). Ford (2016) argues
coercive prosecutorial policies are conceivably more punishing to complainants than
defendants because not only do complainants need to confront threats of prosecution
themselves, but they are also forced to publicly challenge their attacker, and at times to
watch their “new life unravel by continuing to interact with him in the course of
prosecution” (p. 670). In this sense, policies such as maker-unavailable and arresting noncompliant complainants, rather than making prosecution a victim-friendly process, ignore
the “wishes” of those who remain “ambivalent or non-prosecutorial” (Gruber 2012, p. 597).
Yet on the flip side of the coin, victim-choice approaches, whilst providing greater
empowerment, assume complainants are making ‘informed’ choices with accurate
information, and risk withdrawals from prosecution, which send a message to perpetrators
in general that penalties may be avoided in this way (Hoyle & Saunders 2000). Moreover,
there are consequences that police and family must face where no action is sought and the
DV escalates to DV homicide, as articulated by police prosecutor 4.
“Victims hate you for it but at the end of the day I don’t have to give evidence at a murder trial”
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Regardless, most prosecutors stated they also sought other options to non-withdrawal.
These included attempting to build rapport with complainants prior to court to ensure
voluntary participation.
“If I can I’ll speak to my complainants. I’ll try to butter them up, make them feel good, tell them I
am here for them. I’m their mouthpiece… Do all those weird, warm and fuzzy things I genuinely
believe in it, but if I am going to the list like last week where we had 150 people with 40 or 50
AVOs – I haven’t spoken to one of them” (Senior Officer 4).

This comment highlights the effort prosecutors are prepared to extend when time
allows, but also how restrained they are in this area, especially with the number of DV
cases they must attend to. However, the subtext which is also apparent is that their
agenda may be different to that of complainants. For whilst prosecution may assist
some complainants in controlling their partners’ violence, for others it is far from what
they wish for (Ford 2016).
In sum, DVEC is perceived to potentially offer strong prosecutorial value through the
provision of reliable evidence that enhances complainant credibility. This is because when it
is recorded, immediately following a criminal incident at the scene of the crime, it can
remove the scope for inconsistency, whilst providing a range of compelling corroborative
evidence. Moreover, the medium of film itself adds weight to these features by packaging
the testimony as both impartial witness and exhibit. However, DVEC does not always
achieve these benefits and where inconsistencies occur, or where the recording lacks
persuasiveness, DVEC has the potential to provide reasonable doubt as to the reliability of
the testimony and the credibility of the complainant. Even so there has been an
improvement in the number of convictions in DV cases. Although officer perceptions in this
area do not meet with practice, particularly in relation to early guilty pleas. What is
perceived a likely cap to these numbers, is the ongoing issue with retractions of
complainants/ statements. Provisions such as maker unavailable and the arrest of noncompliant complainants have the potential to reverse the issue of withdrawal thereby
providing more prosecutorial success– but at what cost to complainants?
The following chapter will consider their voice, how the way they are viewed affects
their treatment and the impact the criminal justice system is perceived to have on their
lives.
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Chapter 10: When Witnessing Eyewitnesses
Chapter 9 considered the prosecutorial impacts of DVEC from the perspectives of police
(including police prosecutors) and complainants, with regards to court outcomes and the
quality of evidence. However, whilst positive legal outcomes in DV cases are important for
many complainants (Holder & Daly 2018), the impacts of court processes on them
emotionally, particularly around discourses of identity and ownership of narrative, are also
suggested to be significant (Pemberton 2016b). This is because victimhood is an interactive
social practice that involves not only the initial incident of victimisation but also the
recognition and response provided through formal and informal assistance and society
generally (Christie 1986; Donovan & Barnes 2018).
The first half of this chapter examines this study’s participants’ perceptions, and my
observations, surrounding the formation of victim identity and its connection to the
knowledge and discourses embedded in DVEC. Three main themes emerged with regards to
victim identity – (1) constructions of victimhood, (2) DV definitions and (3) narrative
ownership. The first, ‘constructions of victimhood’, concerns the degree with which
complainants are defined ‘victim’ by themselves and others. It also considers the way in
which textual forms, in this case DVEC, draw on societal notions of gender and identity and
are filtered by the emotive power of the recorded narrative, to create concepts of
victimhood. The second, DV definitions, considers participant perceptions of issues between
the way DV is seen in legal and social domains and the impact of this on victim identity and
reporting. The third, ‘narrative ownership’, surrounds the control and/ or proprietorship of
DVEC narrative. In particular how DVEC is constructed with the aim of winning in court (and
technically remains police property) but is presented as a complainant’s version of events.
This is significant because the difference between the narrative presented to court and
complainants’ unaltered stories is argued to have the potential to lead to disempowerment
(Lawless 2001, p. 38). Likewise, the appropriation of conflict by the State and with it the
instruments of each case, such as witness statements, has been suggested to leave
complainants at a loss (Christie 1977), removing their agency and causing a disconnection to
social processes, both of which can lead to secondary victimisation (Pemberton et al. 2018).
The second half of this chapter goes on to consider secondary victimisation. This is
relevant when considering DVEC because the impacts of violent crime can be far-reaching
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and devastating. Moreover, complainants are particularly vulnerable to being victimised a
second time as a result of reliving their experience(s) during the criminal justice process
(Fuller 2015). Again, these themes are not discrete but interplay and overlap with each
other and the themes in previous chapters related to policing practice and the probative
value of DVEC. For instance, whilst the identification of a victim is important, as argued
above, in circumventing some instances of secondary victimisation through the provision of
agency, it is equally significant to policing practice. This is because in order for any charges
to succeed, police (as part of their practice) must determine if criminal charges are
warranted and what forms of evidence required in order for any charges to succeed.
To begin with, the constructions of victimhood will be considered in relation to
policing practice and DVEC.
Constructions of the victimhood
There has long been a discrepancy between Christie’s (1986) ideal victim stereotype
(the classification given to individuals when they experience crime as victims, or not, with
respect to certain features like blamelessness and credibility) and the characteristics of DV
complainants. As was noted by Christie himself. This study suggests that at least some
complainants who were interviewed (N=10/25) feel little has changed.
“When you’re a male that’s a large, coloured male, I’ve done martial arts, always been a security
guard, tattoos on my neck. Tattoos on the arm, doesn’t make me a bad person but they [police
officers] look at me and they straight away go, ‘Well, she’s only petit, what’s your problem?’… The
saddest thing out of it was my loss of respect for the police now.” (Complainant 19).

Complainant 19, who is a well-built, tattooed, European-Australian male, acknowledges his
construction of self is one of masculinity that is well shy of connections to femininity and
vulnerability, facets Christie (1986) associates with ideal victimhood. These features place
him closer in the ideal victim binary to that of offender than victim (Sloan Rainbow 2018).
Though complainant 19 describes them more in terms of discrediting characteristics that
stigmatise him (Goffman 1963) thereby marginalising his requirement for assistance. This
description parallels literature which links marginalisation due to individual traits, like
culture and ethnicity (Boehme et al. 2020), gender identification (Miles-Johnson 2020),
lifestyle choices (Charman 2020) and geographical spaces (Wacquant, Loic 2008; Wacquant,
Lois 2008), with under protection by law enforcement (Charman 2020).
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Of equal significance in this complainant’s comment, is his disappointment in the
perceptions of their undeservedness and their loss of faith in police. Overall, only 12 of the
25 complainants specifically stated that they felt officers reacted positively towards them. Of
those 12, five qualified that certitude only occurred once and that officers on all other
occasions had reacted deleteriously towards them, thereby diminishing their “confidence” in
police (Complainant 17).
These findings are important because victim blaming and negative policing attitudes
have been suggested to lead to disempowerment of complainants (Russell & Light 2006),
and to be causal factors in secondary victimisation (Campbell & Raja 2005; Chapter 6).
Moreover, the results mirror previous research that submits (1) victims of crime are “acutely
sensitive to police attitudes”, particularly with regards to their deservedness concerning
access to the criminal justice processes (Russell & Light 2006, p. 385), and (2) police officers
themselves admit to privileging certain individuals over others (Charman 2020); a practice
suggested to be influenced by existing police culture (Charman 2017, p. 227) and budget
restrictions (Charman 2020). According to Charman (2020) this is evidenced by officer
rhetoric that: (1) reframes those seen as undesirable as undeserving of policing time, (2)
connects an over-stretched policing budget with resource limitation and the need to narrow
services to ‘ideal’ victims alone and, (3) maintains narratives that link the role of police with
protecting the vulnerable. However, whilst research suggests the bifurcation of officer
attitudes towards ideal (those deserving of victim status) and non-ideal victims (those
“undeserving of victim status or culpable in their victimisation”) (Charman 2020, p. 85;
Russell & Light 2006), no previous studies exist into whether the use of DVEC influences the
way complainants are categorised with regards to archetypes of victimhood. Though Moore
and Singh (2018) suggest the potential for differentiation between the way corporeal and
filmed identities interact with audiences. They submit this is because recorded entities are
more emotionally compelling, they become more “human than human” proxy of the
complainant and they forever capture in time a complainant composite, with all the
emotions and injuries the aftermath of a crime brings, that may not be representative of
their prosecutory wishes and emotions by the time the case reaches court. The next section
of this chapter will further explore observational indications and participant perceptions of
DVEC with regards to this.
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DVEC and the ideal victim
The following extract from a DVEC that was observed, and also played in court,
illustrates the way in which the footage captures and then later presents complainants’
statements in the aftermath of DV. Imagine a large monitor at the front of the court room
begins to play:
On it a woman in her late 40s sniffles and sobs as she leads a uniformed police officer into her
kitchen. Like her clothing, the room is neat but dated. The brown lino floor is punctuated with
splatters of blood.
“She just ran through the house,” the woman slurs in a faltering, hoarse voice. She appears
intoxicated although her answers are cogent. Mostly her eyes remain lowered, as though
avoiding contact with either officer or camera.
“What happened in relation to this blood here?” asks the officer. The camera pans sideways and
then down and zooms in on the blood, losing and regaining focus a number of times, before
slowly lifting back towards her face and zooming out.
Staying down cast, the woman’s eyes move across towards the blood. She steps backwards and
rebalances herself, audibly crying and wipes her eyes.
“What a mess,” she sobs, “I am so sorry.”
“No don’t apologise,” the officer responds, “that’s what we’re here for” (Complainant 10).

At face value this is an image, far from what Christie (1986) identifies as the ‘ideal victim’ someone who is innately vulnerable, cannot be afforded any blame for their victimisation
and has no intra-personal relationship with the ‘big and bad’ male offender (Christie 1986);
their binary opposite (Sarat 1993). Firstly, like every other complainant in this study, the
offender is known to the victim. In this instance, the offender is her adult daughter. As
such, by participating in the respectable role of mothering, the complainant has
dichotomously exposed herself to risk of vulnerability. Plus, due to the societal provenance
of parental responsibility for one’s child(ren), she diverges from blamelessness; her
accountability increasing with the lessening of her child’s. Moreover, the offender is female.
Therefore, if the argument of the ideal victim motif is to be accepted (in reverse); the less
ideal the offender the less ideal the victim (Christie 1986, p. 25). Secondly, although
distressed, the complainant appears physically robust, not weak. Moreover, she herself
states,
“I’m not a softie. I have a go myself. I’m a tomboy” (Complainant 10).

In this claim the victim clearly articulates her lack of vulnerability and the ‘boyishness’ of her
actions. Third, the complainant does not consider herself as blameless. In her interview,
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complainant 10 attributes herself blame when she draws a connection between the ongoing
abuse and her decision to retain the relationship despite “dramas with my daughter
because of crystal meth” that put her at risk. She also supposes some blame with regards to
her domestically abusive male partner,
“I still nicked off with him because, I don’t know. Domestic violence. I was sucked into it. Sucked
into his love and feeling that you love me and pretty much I need you” (Complainant 10).

However, she is not exceptional. Other complainants explained their ‘complicity’ in
remaining in their extended DV relationships, as is demonstrated in the following excerpt,
“I’ve had an AVO 2008, 2009, 2010 in Queensland, 2011 in NSW extended to 2013, 2013
extended to 2016, 2016 now extended to March 2019. The one from 2011 has been three years
at a time. It just kept getting extended. At the same time, I’ve let him back and been vulnerable
or have relocated and thought it’s going to change …Over the course of 15 years, I’ve never
lasted longer than two or three years somewhere. I’ve constantly moved or constantly escaped
or got out” (Complainant 6).

Within this, and complainant 10’s comment, the clauses, ‘I’ve let him back’ and ‘I was
sucked into it’, infer some self-assignment of culpability and the influence of a collective
discourse focussed on victims’ decisions to stay in DV relationships, rather than offenders’
choices not to leave or stop behaving abusively (Duggan 2018a). As was argued in chapter 6,
research shows society has long afforded DV victims a degree of blame for their
circumstance via popular rhetoric which questions why DV complainants fail to leave
(Murray 2008), applied notions of a predisposition to victimisation (Duggan 2018a) and a
patriarchal framework that has historically painted women as punishable possessions
(chapter 4). Complainant 10 demonstrates the requisites of all of these societal
preconceptions: she has chosen to remain in the relationship, her offender is far from
“foreign” to her (Christie 1986, p. 29) and in her own value-laden words, at the time of the
incident, she was visibly and audible intoxicated; something that she attaches negative
connotations to.
“But you know the worst thing? I was drunk… I was as silly as a billy” (Complainant 10).

Her words echo Christie’s and others’ (Bouris 2007; Ignatieff 1998) arguments, that victims
who place themselves at heightened risk due to their behavioural choices concurrently
reduce their chance at being granted victim status. However, her comment is indicative of
more than self-blame and disparagement. It is also, once again, the invulnerable image of a
survivor, who despite having chosen to abuse a substance, is able to guide police through
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events; someone who is strong. As such, this is an image that on one level fails to conform
to what Christie and others (Bosma et al. 2002; Rock 2002; Sarat 1997) suggest are the
socially recognised ideals of victimhood, thereby theoretically rendering her down the
hierarchy of victimisation as less than ideal. While, paradoxically on another, it meets the
obligation of being powerful enough to claim such a status (Christie 1986, p. 21). This is
important both because the identification of victimisation is central to the criminal justice
process (Winter 2002) and because the degree to which a complainant is identified as a
victim can affect justice outcomes and society’s bestowal of compassionate treatment on
them, which can in turn be linked to secondary victimisation (Gracia 2018).
Furthermore, although the complainant in this DVEC recognises her lack of idealism
when she acknowledges her intoxication, during her interview and when she apologises to
the officer during the recording, her DVEC equally provides for a second alternate reading of
the stereotype; one that reconstructs her as ideal. This occurs through a combination of (1)
the officer’s response, “that’s what we are here for” that draws attention to the
characteristics of her vulnerability, (2) the emotive images of her blood on the floor and (3)
the audio-visual capture of the drunken “mess” that she apologetically admits she is in
(Complainant 10). Together these features ‘memorialise’ her helplessness (Greer 2017)
within the DVEC, thereby providing opportunity for the prosecution to present her as weak
in the moment of the incident and its aftermath. Contemporaneously humanising her within
that context of that violent event by showing distress but mixing with it her values; in the
form of an apology. In essence it is emotionally powerful testimony.
In sum, DVEC troubles the binary categorisation of ideal and non-ideal victimhood
through visual references to violence, such as injury and blood, and portrayals of
complainant demeanour that garner sympathy, including heightened distress. This suggests
that DVEC may override stigmatisation and credibility issues afforded some complainants in
a way that the combination of written statements and the oral presentation of initial
evidence in court do not. One implication of this is that prosecutions that proceed with
DVEC and centre of complainants with less than ‘ideal’ characteristics may have a greater
likelihood of success, regardless of the wishes of the complainant by the time of the trial.
However, it could also be argued that where representations are disproportionate to the
level of violence, such as an exceedingly overwrought complainant, a risk exists that courts
may be unduly persuaded by their “emotional stickiness” (Moore & Singh 2018, p. 129),
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especially because, according to Moore and Singh (2018) in DV cases “the emotions evoked
through images of violence and victimization are not distrusted as a form of contamination
to pure reason” (p. 129). Of course, it should also be recognised that DVEC is not the only
variable at play. With changing social attitudes, that are making refrains like, ‘why didn’t she
just leave?’ less likely to be heard than in the past, it is possible that DV complainants are
beginning to be viewed as more deserving of victim status.
Emotional power of testimonial evidence
The emotive power of complainant testimony relating to their victimisation and
suffering has been given much consideration in relation to the influence of victim impact
statements (Nuñez et al. 2017). Some of this work has argued that emotions interfere with
the rationality of jurors’ decisions (Blumenthal 2001; Feigenson 2000) or their ability to
“hear the defendant’s story” (Bandes 1996, p. 370), or that some emotions invoke
vengeance (Sarat 1997) and lead to greater punitiveness (Nuñez et al. 2017). Whereas
others have argued that emotion in the decision-making process can be “constructive in the
sense of bringing some reality into the room” (Schuster & Propen 2010, p. 89) and by
providing decisionmakers with a better understanding of what the crime means to
complainants “in a way that disembodied reason simply cannot” (Henderson 1987, p. 1576).
Moreover, some have called for an “emotionally intelligent” approach to justice so as to
better determine culpability and damage through the provision of demonstrative context
(Doak & Taylor 2013, p. 26).
Certainly rhetoric, the use of a mix of reason and emotionally persuasive discourse,
has long been used in the courtroom to evoke emotive responses from decision makers
when making judgements regarding culpability (McCormack 2014; Winter 2002). It is in this
fashion that victim impact statements have also been argued to offer a narrative that
transports decision makers from “strangeness to familiarity” by overcoming distance and
establishing identification with complainants and offenders (Sarat 1997, p. 177). Winter
(2002) argues that the identification of victims in the courtroom is central to winning cases
both because it assists in showing a crime has occurred, and because it provokes decision
makers to convict or dismiss cases regardless of objective evidence. Moreover, she furthers
that victimhood is flexible, and that one of the ways prosecutors actively construct this
status during argument is through emotive language and imagery that contextualises
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victims’ lives and characteristics and by doing so, humanises them. In essence, representing
them as ‘rounded’ people who elicit sympathy because they fit within collective norms.
Victim impact statements do this in the same manner. For instance, Balfour et al.
(2017) found that the use of victim impact statements in rape cases, where complainants
were intoxicated, utilised their narratives of vulnerability and fear to recast them as
defenceless rather than reckless. However, so does DVEC. This was acknowledged by
frontline officers and police prosecutors in this study,
“Doing a DVEC with someone who is intoxicated… I don’t want to paint them in a light in front of
the magistrate. My aim is, I want the magistrate to see them as a true, honest person, that
suffered under this traumatic offence, and I want them to understand that they didn’t cause
anything. It doesn’t matter what you have said to the other person, you haven’t caused that. I
want them to just straight out say exactly what’s happened. I think that would be setting them up
for failure to do that" (Frontline Officer 7).
“The magistrate gets to see the victim as she was…. At the time of the incident. He or she sees her
frazzled, dishevelled, injured sometimes, and more importantly telling the truth, because DVEC is done
either on the night, very soon after, sometimes in hospitals. Because quite often we get a sanitised
victim that comes to court and that works against us because it is different when the magistrate sees
bruising, injuries and a victim who is completely stripped of any self-respect” (Police Prosecutor 4).
“It’s important because it takes away the clinical environment, it puts the real picture of what was
happening at the time. Like I said you’d pick up a statement and there’s no emotion in that statement.
The emotion is in the victim and that’s where the evidence has got to come from. I think DVEC has done
that now. It has made us more emotional and have that emotional investment in the victim to ensure
the evidence is taken seriously” (Police Prosecutor 8).

In line with what has just been argued, these comments all highlight the importance to
prosecution of a humanised complainant caught on DVEC in the form of “visual trauma”
(Young 2007, p. 30). One who is truthful and blameless and does not demonstrate
detrimental characteristics like being inebriated. One who is emotional and one who has
vacated dignity in place of distress, as opposed to a sterilised corporeal complainant who
testifies in court weeks, or months, after the incident. However, not all complainant
reactions, observed in this study, were indicative of “public perceptions of how a victim
‘should’ respond” (International Association of Chiefs of Police 2017, p. 6). For instance,
complainant 2 flirted with the male officer interviewing her and, laughing, played peek-aboo with her youngest child at points during her DVEC. The International Association of
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Chiefs of Police (2017) study into the effects of body worn cameras found that demeanour
that was incongruous with societal expectations had the potential to be used against
complainants in court, threatening their case and retraumatising them, and whilst this may
be the case with some DVEC, in this instance the defendant was found guilty and the
complainant stated she was unconcerned about the replaying of her DVEC in court. This
suggests her demeanour had a limited effect in court in both areas. It is unclear why this is
the case as a review of what occurred in court is outside the scope of this study, however,
other factors may have influenced the decision, such as her remaining “in the witness
protection room” for the entirety of the case (Complainant 2).
Nevertheless, the reconstruction of the victim-identity was not alleged to be limited to
demeanour alone. DVEC filmed in complainants’ homes were also perceived to offer insights
into the victims’ lives that exceed that of written statements, in that they “set the scene”
within which the complainant lives (Frontline Officer 18) on some occasions also showing
“the house that’s been trashed in the background” (Police Prosecutor 7). This can be
observed in the DVEC filmed in complainant 10’s home. It shows a neat but dated kitchen
that suggests she is house proud but perhaps not affluent. Whilst the DVEC filmed in the
home of complainant 2, shows a more modern but simple and tidy home and the presence
of children, depicting her to be a mother. Of course, not all the scenes that capture
complainants’ homes display positive characteristics, such as this officer describes,
“The house, if you can call it a house, was destroyed. There were glasses, knives, there was a
bucket in the middle of the room which they use as a toilet. That’s how they live out there”
(Frontline Officer 23)

It is a less than idyllic scene, and similar, albeit less extreme, examples were found amongst
the observed DVEC. For instance, complainant 1 was interviewed sitting on an armchair
amidst messy piles of clutter, with little room to spare, and when complainant 13 walked
police officers into her bedroom to show them where she was attacked, the bed is
dishevelled, and the furniture draped in bed linen and littered with piles of clothing, pillows
and boxes of paper. Yet, whilst these recordings are alternate representations to the
“stereotypical images of happy families in tidy homes” (Imorde 2019), they still add
positively to the casting of those complainants in that they corroborate the chaotic lives
those complainants describe in their videos. Police officers in this study equally perceived
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this form of scene setting to be beneficial in providing a “picture” of the situation rather
than forcing magistrates to “paint it” for themselves (Senior Officer 5),
“My opinion is that magistrates seem to think, most people like you and I, we live in nice houses
where there’s no domestic violence, and the vast majority of people in the community can’t
believe that a woman would stay in a house and they don’t believe all that stuff happened. When
they have got nothing to look at their mind wanders and they start to think of their own home….
Whereas if you see the video, ‘Oh my God, it’s a shithole. There was violence there. This really
happened.” (Senior Officer 1)

These comments demonstrate the benefit of the polysemic nature of DVEC, in that whilst it
provides evidentiary benefit and counters issues with complainant memory accuracy due to
its contemporary nature, it also provides characterisations of the complainants’ lives
through depictions of them and how they live. In this way DVEC is connoted to provide for a
victim ‘other’ who is firstly reconstructed as closer to the victim ideal in the moment of the
abuse, and secondly is shown to be outside societal norms. That is the film highlights
differences between the way Magistrates and some victims live.
McKay and Lee (2020) argue that surveillance imagery, closed circuit television
footage, crime scene photographs and mugshots when utilised to police crime
concomitantly delineate a criminal ‘other’. This is because these images not only capture
the minutiae of crime and criminality but also deliver social representations of them (Young
2004, 2007), imbued with socially constructed conceptions of deviance and ‘other’. Since
the portrayal of DV in the news in the late 70s, the media have correspondingly framed DV
offenders and victims as “different from normal people” suggesting that this form of
violence only happens to “certain people”, such as those with a lower socioeconomic status,
from particular ethnic groups or with criminal inclinations (Davies et al. 2017; Gillespie et al.
2013, p. 227) or those who are “broken” (Maher & McCulloch 2020); creating DV offenders
and victims as ‘other’. This has also been suggested to occur amongst police officers
themselves who connect particular neighbourhoods or communities such as the urban
underprivileged, and individuals with particular lifestyle choices, substance abuse issues or
blurred victim-offender boundaries with questionable victim status (Charman 2020). This
status (or ‘un-deservedness’) in turn ranks those communities lower on the hierarchy of
victimisation and excludes them from the societal norm (Charman 2020; Sibley 1995). In this
way, senior officer 1 is suggesting DVEC makes the violence believable by conceptualising it
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as happening to those who live outside magistrates’ notions of home; “nice houses where
there’s no domestic violence”.
Of course, ideal victimhood is not just characterised by complainants’ surroundings
or home environment and lifestyles. Another area that has been suggested to impact the
way complainants and offenders see themselves, or are seen by others, is in response to
societal and criminal definitions of the DV itself (Karmen 2013; Rock 2002). This is because
self-concepts of what a crime is and who is s victim of crime are predicated on social norms
and understandings (Jägervi 2014).
Defining domestic violence
The legal demarcation of what is, and is not, DV was noted by police in this study to be
problematic in instances where there was a disparity between the way the police, the
community and the law define DV, or where the context in which the violence occurred
complicated the definition. Both are shown in the following interview excerpts,
“Two blokes, ‘He slapped me’. No injuries, no nothing, just a petty slap. It's still an offence. He
doesn't want to give a statement but then the other person goes, ‘yeah I slapped him, I shouldn't
have done it’. He's just admitted to it, so I’ve still got to charge. I’ve still got to do my job… I find
that I’ll be thinking to myself, ‘but how is this domestic?’” (Frontline Officer 8).
“Take a place like Walgett where everybody has a kinship relationship. Every single one is
domestic. So, boyfriend and girlfriend, they break up, she goes and gets a new boyfriend and old
boyfriend beats up new boyfriend and they don't even know each other and that's domestic
related… It's stupid. It's a waste of time. I don't even know what the political motivation is for.
Whether it's simply, let's tell the community that everything is domestic violence, so they think
we're doing something about it. That's off track. Personal view. Let's get back to the core. What
it used to be” (Senior Officer 4).

Illustrated in these two interview extracts are officer perceptions about the implications of a
broad definition of DV (discussed in chapter 3) that arguably, whilst incorporating a more
expansive spectrum of behaviours and diverse population than legislation of the past, fails
to reflect that different behaviours warrant disparate responses (Wangmann 2016) and,
widens the scope to include victimisation claims amongst individuals not exposed to serious
DV harm, thereby potentially diminishing the claims of those who are (Murray & Powell
2011). Moreover, whilst these comments cite alternate contexts for violence, the first
between male flatmates and the latter in circumstances of community interrelatedness and
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in unwitting relationships between an ex and a current partner, they nevertheless highlight
the situational and discretionary conflicts that exist for individual officers when policing
cases of DV. Conflicts these officers state result from the fluidity of DV definitions over time
and between legal, political and general public sectors.
The concept that victim and crime identity is not stable but recreated through
contest is not new. According to Rock (2002), the way individual incidents and victims are
understood and thereby heard or censured is dependent on the social artefact of victim
identity. A position only secured via a process of balancing “contrasting claims made before
disparate audiences with different powers”, including the direct or indirect perspectives of
police officers, prosecutors and other members of the criminal justice process until
recognition is granted (p.16). For example, the practice used by individual police officers to
determine whether or not a crime has occurred (and someone is therefore the victim of an
offence) has been argued to draw on a mixture of societal judgements regarding the degree
of risk and harm posed by actions, victim vulnerability and offender dangerousness (Black et
al. 2019; Yar 2013), with vulnerability tempered by collective discourses surrounding
victims’ abilities to pre-empt and avoid their predicament (Cross et al. 2018). This is
because, whilst the Police Force as an organisation guides officers through victim-centred
policy and training, negative representations of DV within police culture, popular
stereotypes of DV and individual officer’s gender and racial preconceptions also interplay to
recreate notions of DV and victimhood (Admire 2019).
This process of conflict can be seen in frontline officer 8’s explanation that legal
definitions must triumph in practice despite internal concerns that the responsibility for
adjudication lies outside the role of police and the courts. Then, in senior officer 4’s
consternation regarding the juxtaposition between what the law requires and the situation
in places where everyone has familial connections or, where undisclosed relational
connections occur. Moreover, the latter officer’s comments regarding ‘getting back to the
core’ also allude to changing and conflicting legal DV definitions over time.
This is important because classifying any crime (or risk of offence) as a form of DV
enacts an exceptional process to that of other criminal incidents, which enables
complainants to access civil protection orders (that lower the legal standard of proof from
‘beyond reasonable doubt’ (Douglas 2008) and act in a pre-emptive capacity (New South
Wales Police Force 2018)), allows for recorded evidence-in-chief and mandates the use of
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risk assessment tools (New South Wales Police Force 2018). If anything, according to at least
one senior officer, to avoid risk of liability to the force itself,
“I would always recommend they take out an AVO, because what I tell my cops is, ‘Okay, you’ve
investigated it. You think it happened. You can’t prove it, and genuinely, generally it’s because
your complainant, for whatever reason, has decided not to assist. You do nothing. He goes
home tonight and kills her. Why did you not take out some form of protection for her on
balance only? So, do it… they’ve taken the AVO out, it’s now protecting her. I say the police
have discharged their onus to protect a member of the community” (Senior Officer 4).

Reflected here is the effect of neoliberal rationalisation and securitisation on policing
practice perhaps due to a growing focus on victims’ rights and vulnerabilities (Murphy
2007). Whereby, a shifting paradigm from post-crime to pre-crime, or pre-emptive, action
to avert risk (Egbert & Krasmann 2020; Getoš Kalac 2020; Goodmark 2018; Myhill & Johnson
2016) in the sense of ‘worst-case scenarios’ (Furedi 2009), liability and public distrust (Fields
2020; Palmer 2005), has mandated the use of civil orders (Dowling, Morgan, Boyd, et al.
2018) and in doing so broadened the policing definition of DV, and the scope of behaviours
that officers can act on by including ‘potential’ crime. The public governance and official
review of the police as an organisation has linked “authority and responsibility to public
consent” rather than official fiat (Murphy 2007, p. 10) and thereby has sanctioned the
force’s civic accountability and fed into collective desire of officers to protect their
organisational reputation (Charman 2020).
However, whilst the broadening of the policing definition of DV (in particular to
include incidents that don’t meet proofs of a crime but require protection orders), has been
inferred to have increased police work (Barbour 2006; Dowling, Morgan, Hulme, et al. 2018;
Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary 2015) and reduced discretion (Diemer et al.
2017), seemingly, it should also have resulted in more complainants being eligible for
policing services (Murray & Powell 2011). However, some complainants in this study stated
police had not treated all, or some aspects, of the DV they experienced as worthy of
criminal investigation. For instance, complainant 1 explains that officers treated her
situation as a marital dispute and refused to act on her requests to charge her husband until
her son-in-law, who is a police officer, interceded. Additionally, complainant 19 states he
made three requests for criminal intervention that were disregarded on the basis that his
wife was much smaller than him and inebriated on each occasion. He was successful on the
fourth when a victim support service member accompanied him to the police station. This
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suggests, at least on some occasions, officers are using their discretionary powers to apply
their own definitions of DV to requests for help. Moreover, frontline officers themselves
stated they did not always apply the broader definition,
“Say in that example if they’re second or third cousins and the bloke’s come from Broome and
their family is from Colley and they haven’t seen each other for ten years technically it’s a DV. It’s
not. Realistically its two blokes punching on in the street… if it was just two random people in
the street who had dramas the day before and then you don’t hear anything about it and then
the next day you go and speak to them and they tell you to go away, sweet. If no one comes
forward and says anything I’m not going to try and push it” (Frontline officer 24).

However, the response was not uniform. Whilst this officer indicates the use of
discretionary powers not to proceed unless compelled, other officers (as shown earlier in
comments by frontline officer 8 and senior officer 4) articulated requisite adherence to
police policy despite their personal disagreement with the DV definition. Overall, these
examples reflect policing policies across Australia which, (1) unlike in the United States
(Hirschel et al. 2007), encourage rather than mandate arrest (Stubbs & Wangman 2017), (2)
are inconsistent and, (3) apply risk assessments and protection mechanisms that have been
criticised by official bodies (Australian Law Reform Commission 2010; Neave et al. 2016;
New South Wales Legislative Council Standing Committee on Social Issues 2012). They also
importantly highlight the flux between compulsion and discretion to act, thought to exist
within contemporary policing, with regards to complex issues like DV (Diemer et al. 2017)
and the definitional nuances between individual, cultural and organisational definitions of
DV discussed earlier in this section. Interestingly, senior officers linked their own
discrepancies with the legislative definition of DV, to collective understandings and linked
the loyalty of policing policy to it to the fiscal priorities set for them by government,
“The public see an assault by a male on a female within a spousal relationship as intolerable.
That’s the general opinion that people have. If they say, ‘It’s two flatmates arguing over a TV
remote’, they go, ‘Who cares about that?’” (Senior Officer 3)

“The wide definition of DV, that's a problem. Even here, last night – they all are in a DV
relationship but most of the ones we've got, a lot of them are shared houses, so they're not your
traditional intimate relationship. There's no power issue between two blokes who are sharing a
remote control and fighting because they're drunk as opposed to a man and a woman, so there's
no great obligation for us to go and start charging people… with the man and the woman, 100
times out of 100, we'll always lock him up if she says that she was assaulted, whereas the two
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blokes who are fighting, we probably won't. Sadly – and everything's all about statistics – we get,
'Your DV legal action rate's low.' I said, 'Yeah, that's because we've got all these share houses and
the level of victim is not like it was if it's a female.' That's what makes it problematic for us,
because everything's stats-driven” (Senior Officer 1)

Again, implied here is a façade that DV is being addressed, by numerically appearing to
tackle issues like DV or, as noted by Senior Officer 4 earlier, by applying protection orders so
as to ‘discharge the onus of safeguarding’ individuals. Moreover, Senior Officer 1’s
comments, in particular, reflect the current nexus between operational outcomes and
funding, that has been evident in contemporary law enforcement since the application of
private sector measures onto the police force began in the mid-sixties (Chapter 2; Fleming &
Lafferty 2000), whereby legitimacy of policing practice is measured against tangible
productivity levels, completing targets and the transparent use of public monies (Terpstra &
Trommel 2009). Although an additional issue here is the tacit presumption by police, and the
politicians who fund them, that they know what the public wants and what is in the public
interest.
The overall message from police in this study who chose to discuss the definitional
aspects of DV, however, was that the policing definition for DV needs to be narrowed.
“I think the flat mate thing, I think that needs to go, that relationship of being in the same
household… Another one that is a bit difficult is the group homes and things like that with people
with disabilities, because our legislation says one thing, and we’re not doctors, but you’re in
there and someone might have assaulted someone in the group home, but they’re saying he’s
got the cognitive ability of a four-year-old or a five-year-old. That shouldn’t be under the
domestic either… Us charging or doing AVOs is a waste of everybody’s time… An AVO and
charges doesn’t have any impact” (Frontline Officer 21).

This argument implies narrowing the definition would relieve officers from pursuing ‘timewasting’ action where non- legal intervention would be appropriate. A stance that has been
provided some support, through a balanced policy approach, whereby serious offenders are
dealt with within the criminal justice system, but this is balanced with other forms of
effective community-based programs (Goodmark 2018).
However, this is not the argument supported by some feminists83 who argue that a
broader definition that better represents the complexity of behaviours and ongoing nature
of DV and fosters increased reporting to police and other authorities through the
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The use of this term reflects a diversity of viewpoints with central tenets of gender and power.
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conceptualisation of the harms of a broader spectrum of behaviours (DeKeseredy &
Schwartz 2013). Others qualify this by acknowledging that whilst not to include emotional
abuse would delegitimise one of the most debilitating forms of DV, too broad a definition of
emotional DV detracts from the legitimacy of more serious forms of harm (Flood 2006).
This ongoing debate about how broad the definition of DV should be is important
because definitions influence the acceptability of behaviours (Muehlenhard & Kimes 1999)
in public, political, legislative, and policing domains. That there are differential definitions
accepted as the dominant discourse within different domains and jurisdictions (chapter 3), is
reflected in this study in discrepancies between officers’ stated understandings of DV and
the legislation, in particular their comments surrounding the application of law into policing
practice. For instance, officers in this study argued that tightening the definition to ‘real’
forms of DV would also allow for better application of crime prevention and policing
resources through clearer understanding of causal factors and areas of risk.
“When we look at crime prevention and those types of things, you want to have a look at the
cause, but because the definition is so broad, it’s really hard to then define what causes that
particular crime category to happen” (Senior Officer 3).
“Domestic violence as a policing response is very resource-intensive, very task-intensive, and very
record-intensive. It engages all of the processes. It engages a mandatory response in terms of
ADVOs. I would prefer if I was to have the tiller to focus our efforts on where I see the real
problems are and where the real risks are, which is intimate partner violence and family
violence” (Senior Officer 6).

Again, here there is a focus on the cost of DV on policing reserves, but also inferred is that
some forms of DV are more deserving of policing attention than others. This would appear
to be what, as mentioned previously, Charman (2020) argues is the ‘recalibration’ of policing
activities, in pragmatic response to time and budgetary limitations, by officers to focus on
aspects of the job that are conducive to their “self-identified” ideology of policing, including
dealing with those they consider to be “genuine” victims of real crime rather than those
viewed as undeserving (pp. 92-3). As detailed earlier in this chapter, the characterisation of
some victims as undeserving marginalises them to lower on hierarchy of inclusion (Sibley
1995). Charman (2020) infers the real risk when this occurs is that, regardless of policy
guidance with regards to what constitutes DV, some, as the result of this ranking, will not be
acknowledged to exist and as a result, not be afforded police protection or have their voices
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heard. This is important in relation to DVEC because, according to policy, these recorded
statements can only be made once officers believe the proofs of a DV related crime have
been established (Nightingale & Guthrie 2017). This is at the discretion of individual officers.
Of course, victim characteristics aside, the way in which complainants provide the
evidence to determine whether or not they are in fact victims of a crime is through narrative
– at the inauguration of the investigation to police, then if action is pursued, in recorded
evidence as DVEC. Yet with this comes the risk of losing control over their narrative to the
criminal justice process.
Narrative ownership
One area of great contestation amongst participants in this study concerned
narrative control, in particular, who should be permitted access to complainants’ recorded
interviews and in what capacity. However, study participants also made more subtle
comments regarding narrative substance, especially the provision of voice. This section
firstly considers perceptions and observations regarding voice, or the jurisdiction of
narrative content, and then it reviews participant understandings regarding who should
determine what happens to complainants’ stories once they have been recorded. That is
who should be given access to, or a copy of, the physical recording of the evidence-in-chief
and whether this should include complainants themselves.
Provision of voice
The participants interviewed for this study made mixed inferences regarding their
control over the narrative evidence they recorded. Some appreciated the unencumbered
method of information collection that footage, as opposed to writing, offered and linked
this to content control.
“[DVEC is] just a bit more inclusive and a bit more extensive than written statements are, but I
think it probably works better getting all the information together” (Complainant 9).
“Your emotions burst out and you keep going. You just tell whatever is in your head. You are just
speaking how you feel” (Complainant 15).
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“With a DVEC they can just tell the story. They get very, very frustrated if you ask them the same
question over and over again. Which is often what you have to do with a written statement”
(Frontline Officer 23).
“I didn’t feel like it was invading anything. It was just pretty much speaking freely, knowing that it
was all being recorded, and not having to wait for them to write everything down. It just flowed”
(Complainant 5).

Although, some were also cognisant that regardless of this freedom, the content they
provided remained tailored by police to suit court requirements. For instance, complainant
5 went on to say,
“They just want the facts, and that’s really hard because you’ve got so much emotion still
invested in that person. And the feelings you have for that person, it’s like you are still betraying
them. It’s like you’re dobbing him in” (Complainant 5).

And complainant 19 qualified that officers “only asked specific” questions, thereby
preserving a statement focus on ‘facts’. Overall, these comments indicate that whilst
complainants (and officers) perceive that DVEC allows for a more relaxed mode of storytelling and greater substance to be included in statements, they remain sculpted by
evidentiary purpose and subsequently policing agenda.
This form of direction by officers was apparent throughout all the DVEC
observations. Instances of this include when complainant 1 is forced to halt her DVEC
account numerous times when the interviewing officer intercedes by asking questions like,
“where was [the offender] at this point in time?” and, “what were his actual words?”.
Similarly, complainant 21 is halted mid-narration when the officer interviewing him seeks
clarification about a bottle of brake fluid, stating, “okay what colour was it? Do you
remember?” Then, “okay so he’s standing there and yelling out about the brake fluid?”.
All exemplify fact-seeking processes, whereby, attention to exactitude is utilised to
demonstrate the veracity of accounts (by making sure the details can be visualised and are
plausible), clarity of evidence is sought (by leaving nothing to interpretation) and the rules
of evidence are achieved. Yet they also display that DVEC are not free-flowing accounts
rather versions directed by police to meet a prescribed format and legal necessities.
Pemberton (2016b) argues that the criminal justice system “imposes particular
frames on victims’ narratives” and in doing so places boundaries on the ways in which
experiences can be shared (p.107). This is not only represented in the questions officers ask
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but also in every DVEC’s structure, time constraints and set purpose. Firstly, each DVEC
begins with a jurat (whereby complainants state who they are, where their statements are
being made and swear to tell the truth) and the interviews follow a prescribed format.
Secondly, these interview-statements are restricted to 15 minutes, where possible, by
police policy (Nightingale & Guthrie 2017) and, like other statement forms, constrained in
substance by evidentiary requirements that are set in legislation and judicial guidelines
(Stokoe et al. 2019), which in turn dictate the collection of minimalist, nonpartisan accounts
by witnesses of their perceptions “without gloss or interpretation” (Mnookin & West 2001,
p. 385). Thirdly, the purpose of DVEC, melded in a legal prism, is to use the forensic focus of
the interviewing officer (Linell & Jönsson 1991; Nakane 2014) to elicit the details of a
criminal incident and confirm the witness’ version of events (Gibbons 2003). All of these
features in combination frame the content and mode of complainants’ stories as was
confirmed in the comments of just over 50% of frontline officers (N=13/25),
“It can be quite challenging at times because they go off on tangents and you have to reign them
in to give a clear, concise time of when it’s happened” (Frontline Officer 13).
“The other challenges were keeping it on track when someone has a lot to say but isn’t going to
tell you in order. Or, also, controlling what is relevant and what can be said. You know, we’ve got
our hearsay evidence rules and things like that, or, you know, inadmissible evidence, where a
person might dump for 2-3 minutes about things that just can’t be considered by the court”
(Frontline Officer 4).
“I had one lady and it was an incident with her son, then she would talk about her brother, her
brother did all this to the family. It was just completely irrelevant. I had to keep interrupting her
to put her back on track” (Frontline Officer 9).

All exemplify the way the content of DVEC is controlled by officers, via interruption and
redirection, so as to meet their legal purpose. In this sense these fragmented, fact-focused
stories told into evidence are vastly different to the unrestrained accounts intrinsic to
therapy (Doak, Jonathon 2011). As summed up by senior officer 4,
“I think DVEC does give them [complainants] a voice in some ways. [But] that’s an airy-fairy
statement and I hear it all the time. I don’t disagree with it, but you can’t… They did tell me a
story and they tell their story, and it is restricted in the way they did tell it, because it has to be
the incident and it can't be their entire lives. It has to, not have hearsay, but it's various factors
like that” (Senior Officer 4).
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His remark acknowledges that complainants are able to tell a story that is inherently theirs
yet underscores this with how the legal purpose of DVEC constrains that provision of voice.
In doing so he suggests little more than a semblance of complainant agency and control
over what they say because whilst DVEC provides a platform for their stories, at the same
time it contests ownership through the direction and dilution of content complainants may
wish to include.
Theoretically, this should be problematic, as whilst research indicates that all
narratives are authored not only by the teller, but also the understandings of listeners and
the context within which they are told (Cook & Walklate 2019; Ochs & Capps 1996), it also
submits a lack of agency over the criminal justice process can negatively impact
complainants’ emotional recovery, leading to feelings of alienation (Pemberton et al. 2019;
Strang & Sherman 2003). Moreover, in order to afford complainants renewed control and
agency in this space, it has been argued, investigators should avoid “hijacking”
complainants’ stories (Cook & Walklate 2019, p. 241; Fraser 2004), which police officers do
to a large extent when they control the interview-statement content and format. However,
as was detailed earlier in this section, despite an awareness of the controlled nature of
DVEC narration, complainants in this study contrariwise perceived that DVEC afforded them
the chance to ‘freely’ tell their respective stories in a manner that was “not impersonal… not
disassociated” and was “everything it should be to convey the message of what’s happened
to you” (Complainant 12). Frontline Officer 7 postulates one explanation for this is,
“They get heard and you are not dismissing any of their information, not that you are intending
on diminishing any information, but they get their voices across. Somebody is listening to them,
because for most of these people, in DV, nobody listens to them and that’s all they want –
somebody to hear them out… the uninterrupted expression of exactly what’s happened”
(Frontline Officer 7).

Inherent to this officer’s commentary is the perception that complainants seek
empowerment and communion through ‘active listening’ by officers because DV has
marginalised them by removing their ability to be heard.
Active listening is the attentive hearing and directed response to, and/or questioning
of content a speaker shares (Tiwari 2020), all of which are components of the DVEC process.
As has already been detailed, my observations of these recordings show officers afford
complainants intervals where they speak openly, as well as ask for clarification of detail
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during the course of interviews. In this sense the officers are recognising complainants’
victimisation, a factor which is thought to promote victim satisfaction (Wemmers 2020).
Equally importantly, during the periods of free recall, DVEC provides a mechanism for
complainants to verbally and visually document facets of themselves and their victimisation
“that they themselves have deemed important” (Cook & Walklate 2019, p. 241). This is
significant because a key function of people telling stories, including those about crime, is to
explain who they perceive themselves to be and how they wish others to view them (Copes
et al. 2019; Presser 2012). This is thought to be because narratives are central to how
people understand themselves and the experiences they have, as well as how they fit within
the broader community (Loseke 2007; McAdams 1996; Pemberton et al. 2019).
Correspondingly, how individuals are characterised in stories is said to affect
adjudicator understandings of the context within which crime occurs and impact whether a
connection ensues between them and complainants (Baker 2018). Essentially, complainants
interact with the criminal justice process through story-telling, in the sense that their
narrated version of events becomes evidence in contest with the defendants’ stories, with
some sort of resolution provided by the justice system (Pemberton 2016b) and via collective
engagement with complainants’ proprietary stories (Pemberton et al. 2019). Unlike written
statements, that are compiled by officers, DVEC seemingly provides a modicum of agency
for complainants on these levels by allowing complainants choice, albeit guided, in how they
word and what they include in their recordings; verbally, inter-communicatively and
gesturally. Similarly, the compelling nature of DVEC ostensibly provides for the rejuvenation
of communion with those who view it, as representatives of the community. This also
means that ultimately complainants may be afforded, what Manikis (2019) submits is the
ideal, their day in court in the same way that defendants are, and in doing so influence
judgments regarding the weight of the crime and assist in informing evaluations of danger
to them that cannot be reached without hearing what they have to say. Finally, as Frontline
Officer 7 and Pemberton et al. (2018) note, this is diametrically opposite to the breakdown
in agency and communion that crimes, such as DV, afford victims.
Even so, whilst study participants were overall positive in their perceptions of the
voice DVEC offered to complainants, there was less agreement regarding who should have
access to physical copies of the recordings.
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Corporeal ownership
According to the complainants in this study, none were provided audio copies of their
DVEC by authorities. Furthermore, only two complainants acknowledge viewing their DVEC
recording prior to court (one of which reviewed the video during trial preparation with the
Department of Public Prosecutions because it was an indictable offence), compared to 72%
(N=18/25) who state they were never provided the opportunity. This is significant because
complainants verbalise being denied physical ownership of their statements is distressing
because their abusers contrarily receive audio copies,
“If I had a copy of that video, maybe I would have been refreshing my mind… The problem I have
is with the balance. Why does he get to retain a copy of something? He is the perpetrator. It just
doesn’t seem fair” (Complainant 8).
“I think it’s unfair. I did it. Shouldn’t I have a copy of it? Don’t you get a copy of a written
statement? They didn’t tell me that they were going to let [abuser’s name] view it… I didn’t know
he was getting a copy… As far as I knew the only one who would see it would be for the Judge to
view, but if he plead guilty that wouldn’t even have to happen… He had all his stuff put together
that he’d gotten and I found it. I said, ‘they gave you a copy of this?’ He said, ‘Yeah. They gave me
a copy’” (Complainant 1).

These two excerpts reflect what Christie (1977) delineates as the theft of conflicts, whereby
authorities monopolise the activity of court cases, recreating the conflict as between them
and offender and thereby relegating victims ‘invisible’ and as such without participatory
rights – in this case the right to own and review their own statements in the same way the
State and the defendant are afforded. However, the theft being alluded to by this study’s
complainants is at two levels: metaphysical and corporeal.
Pemberton (2016a) notes, “ownership of property in the truest sense of the word
also implies being able to dispense of the property at will, which is also due to its nature as
being a thing separate to the person owning it” (p. 267). Certainly, not having control over
who gets a copy of one’s own DVEC, including the retention of a copy, fits within this
corporeal definition. However, the comments about balance and fairness equally imply
evaluations by those complainants regarding their metaphysical ownership of narratives
within the justice process, in the sense of their value as players within the policing and
judicial process comparative to the State and the defendant. Similar comments, regarding
unfairness regarding access to recorded victim statements, were repeated throughout the
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interviews I conducted. Some such as the following, also drew comparisons between theirs
and defendants’ right regarding their Electronically Recorded Interview with a Suspected
Person (ERISP),
“I would have liked to have seen his video and him not being shown mine. If you are going to
show him my video that I did, why can’t I see what he had to say without him seeing mine first? I
think it is wrong” (Complainant 3).

Implicit here is that complainants connect restrictions to accessing their DVEC with
disparities between the way they and defendants are treated by the criminal justice system.
In the case of complainant one, the feeling of injustice so great, she used it to justify taking
her abuser’s audio copy of the DVEC from his possessions without his knowledge then
hiding it. In others, such as the following, complainants articulated their reluctance to
interact with law enforcement again as a result of others’ decisions regarding what
happened to their recorded narrative.
“I never knew he’d get to look at it either. I think that was a lot of the reason I’d never go back
and report anything. I said I’d deal with everything myself that came my way after that because I
never want him looking at me. That just turned me right off.” (Complainant 24).

Also implied here is a lack of honesty by players within the justice process regarding her
narrative provision and her resulting evaluation of how she now situates her agency within
that system. Internal actions congruent with Felstiner et al. (1980) who submit, “individuals
define and redefine” their acuities and understandings of their experience in response to
their communications with others and their social values (p. 638). This has been argued to
be because victimisation does not occur as a discrete occurrence in an individual’s life.
Instead, it is autobiographical in the sense that it is reflexively connected to the continuum
that constitutes the lives of individual of victims of crime, who, in attempting to regain the
agency and social connection taken from them via victimisation, constantly accommodate
or assimilate their victimisation experience in light of how others view(ed) and treat(ed)
them following or prior to the incident (Pemberton 2016b). Here, complainant 24 notes she
was denied agency regarding the distribution of her DVEC (no one told her the defendant
would view it), which lead to a breakdown in what she values (not being seen by the
offender) and in response she infers she will regain that control into the future (by not
reporting further DV incidents to police).
Complainants also highlighted practical and emotional reasons associated with claims
they needed to retain control over access to their narrative. For instance, complainant 8
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emphasised that she would have liked to have refreshed her memory and, complainant 2
linked her abuser’s inspection of her DVEC with a renewed lust by the defendant for
contact.
“Seeing me on TV made him want me more. Does that make sense? … You know when you
haven’t seen someone for so long and it’s easier to get over someone” (Complainant 2).

Whereas complainant 6 cited emotional reasons for wanting control over who had access to
her DVEC,
“It’s so much about shame and humiliation, and who hears it, and who knows my personal story.
Where does this information go? And what are the perceptions of other people?” (Complainant
6).

These comments highlight the possible “concrete consequences” of agreeing to share
narratives surrounding DV incidents (Delker et al. 2020, p. 244; Ullman 2010), such as
questions of narrative legitimacy from others, risks to safety and loss of agency, all of which
have been suggested to be factors influencing reduced levels of reporting (McCart et al.
2010); an outcome exemplified in the words of complainant 24, “I would never go back and
report anything”. Furthermore, Ullman (2010) argues that although complainants often
anticipate negative reactions to disclosure, when those fears are confirmed by a negative
reaction following their storytelling, feelings of self-blame and delegitimisation are
reinforced, effectively silencing them into the future (p.19). This suggests that empowering
complainants, through honest disclosure about how their DVEC will be utilised and who will
have access to it, and thereby giving them the agency to determine whether or not they will
provide one based on that disclosure may have practical benefits regarding reporting as well
as longer term health benefits. In particular because, as detailed in chapter 6, research
indicates that improved perceptions of procedural justice, reduced anxiety and anger, and
heightened perceptions of control over the recovery process are linked to being awarded
the provision of narrative (Lens et al. 2014). One reason provided for this is because
victimisation can be realised as a breakdown in one’s narrative, whereby their ability to
both individuate and socialise are compromised. Whereas the telling of one’s experience
after an incident has the reciprocal effect, because the agency inherent to narrative
ownership, and the social nature of storytelling, potentially endorse victims (Pemberton et
al. 2018), assisting them to reconcile their experience (Miller et al. 2015).
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Regardless, many police participants in this study, particularly those below senior
ranks, either disagreed with complainant participants about who should have access to
DVEC recordings and/ or did not provide for this to occur in practice. For instance, although
half of senior officers (N= 3/6) stated complainants should be allowed to view their DVEC
recordings prior to court or receiving “at a minimum a copy of the audio” (Senior Officer 5),
only a third of police prosecutors (N= 5/15) stated they advocated that complainants be
given an opportunity to watch their DVEC prior to court. One prosecutor amongst those
who saw merit in complainant access asserting,
“I get frustrated about that. That should be a priority… I actually think it should be easy for us to
make sure that victims are given the opportunity to watch their DVEC again if they want to”
(Police Prosecutor 11).

Another two prosecutors stated they sometimes “referred them to the officer who would
have a copy of the disc” when it was requested by a complainant (Police Prosecutor 2) and 6
prosecutors stated they never provided access so that the first-time complainants get to see
their DVEC “is if it’s used in cross-examination” (Police Prosecutor 8). Even those who stated
that it was a good idea to provide access, qualified that they didn’t have “time to sit down
with each one of them and go through a DVEC” (Police Prosecutor 9). Moreover only 3 out
of 25 frontline officers conceded they showed complainants their recordings prior to their
court appearance. Those who provided access, did so because “a lot of the time they have
forgotten what they have said three months ago” (Frontline Officer 10). The 10 frontline
officers who stated they never did, explained this was either because it “never occurred” to
them (Frontline Officer 15), they were not sure “if we're allowed to give copies” (Frontline
Officer 10) or because they “believe[d] that it [the statement] is the property of the police”
(Frontline Officer 15). Many also stated, “no one’s actually ever asked me for one”
(Frontline Officer 6). Of course, that complainants do not have ownership of their DVEC
statements is sanctioned by the legislation84, which states that audio-visual copies of the
recorded statement cannot be disseminated. This means that only police will be allowed to
retain this evidence. However, the legislation does not extend to the provision of audio
copies of statements, nor access via police by complainants to the viewing of their
statement.

84

See the Criminal Procedure Amendment (Domestic Violence Complainants) Act 2014 (NSW)
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Given that recent research into the use of video victim statements in Texas has
found that both officers and complainants who watched their interview recordings prior to
court were better prepared and therefore cases had more success (Backes et al. 2018),
providing complainants access to their DVEC may have practical benefits worth
consideration by police. However, these benefits could be manifold, including the
rebalancing of power in complainants’ favour. As police prosecutor 6 notes,
“I could imagine, personally, being an Aboriginal woman telling my story and someone else has
access to that, that there alone puts more power into the offender or with the offender”.

Her comments highlight the significance of narrative ownership to empowerment for
Aboriginal women, however, that defendants are afforded audio copies of DVEC, but
complainants aren’t, is a power differential that is weighed in favour of defendants across
the board. Whilst access is requisite for them to build their defence, to also provide audio
copies, or at the least access to the audio-visual recordings, to complainants may recalibrate
this differential.
Overall, the comments by officers in this area demonstrate that if and when DVEC is
provided to complainants it is for practical purposes, not ownership rights. This not only
reflects what Saunders et al. (2001) suggest is the valuation of narrative as solely
instrumental within the criminal justice process (as a means to achieving prosecutorial
success) but also what Christie (1977) denotes as the victim’s ‘loss of the right to participate’
as a result of authorities’ ‘theft of conflict’ within the adversarial court process. This
suggests DVEC, like complainants themselves, are primarily viewed instrumentally as a
means to achieve “a specific goal with respect to the offender” (Wemmers 2020, p. 30)
rather than factual stories that are the victims to tell. That is, whilst DVEC allows
complainants a platform to tell their stories in their own words, this is distinct from story
ownership, which is lost as part of that process. Moreover, the responses from officers in
this study are starkly opposed to the words of complainants, which infer they perceive
rights of ownership over their narratives and are dismayed by their thwarted ability to
control access of their DVEC at the hands of police. This bifurcation is under theorised and
may be worth further consideration by police and researchers because, victim safety is not
the only factor reliant on the way they respond to an incident; whether secondary
victimisation occurs and, as a result, complainants engage further with the criminal justice
system may also rest on their response (Australian Law Reform Commission 2010, p. 74;
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Laing 2013; Logan et al. 2006; Towns 2009, p. 54). That said, DVEC was perceived more
positively in other areas related to secondary victimisation, especially with regards to its
utilisation by police to record statements.
Secondary victimisation and policing with DVEC
The use of DVEC by police was seen by 36 % of frontline officers (N=9/25) to decrease
secondary trauma during the initial investigative process as opposed to 8 % (N=2/25) who
thought it increased it. The latter two officers cited an aversion to being filmed (Frontline
Officer 3) and the highly emotional state of complainants, during DVEC filming, which didn’t
give them “a chance to settle down, to gather themselves and collect their thoughts”
(Frontline Officer 20). Whereas the frontline officers, who felt DVEC diminished secondary
victimisation, made comments like,
“I think a lot of them do find it cathartic, to let it all out, especially the long term DV abusees…
You know it’s traumatising them whenever you’re asking the questions, but you have to because
you need the facts. That’s why we try to get it all in one DVEC. Once it’s in the DVEC, that’s the
thing, it’s less traumatising for victims to do a DVEC than a statement. DVEC takes 20 minutes,
statement takes three hours. In that time, you’re asking over and over again all the details”
(Frontline Officer 6).
“I don’t think it is as traumatic, because they’re going through it while it is fresh in their mind.
They’re traumatised as it is anyway. Rather than having to call them back and then having then to
recall what happened… You don’t want to have to make them rehash things all the time, because
that’s their fear, ‘That I’m going to have to go through what happened and get upset again’,
obviously” (Frontline Officer 19).

These comments suggest a couple of things. Firstly, at least some frontline officers are “big
on victim care” and “want to look after” complainants (Frontline Officer 6). Secondly, the
police who film DVEC perceive they trigger less secondary trauma than the traditional form
of written statement-taking because they are quicker, less repetitive and allow
complainants to tell their stories at the time when they are already traumatised rather than
revisiting them later with police. One officer conceptualised the process as more intimate
and disconnected from the DV fervour,
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“I just pop the camera leaning against the computer, just so they can talk to me one-on-one and
we’re both captured in there. So, they actually feel like they’re just having a conversation with a
girlfriend or something like that. It’s in a room away from the heated stress” (Frontline Officer 7).

However, these are the opinions of the party in charge of the statement taking process and
do not always align with a victim’s perspective. Observations of DVEC show that whilst the
process is less onerous and repetitive than written statement, taking DVEC scenarios are far
from homogenous. Some replicate conversations (Complainants 2 and 7) whilst others, such
as those with complainants 10 and 16, are divergently fraught with distress. Added to this,
in many of the DVEC observed, no officer was filmed, despite training sessions advocating
their inclusion within the framing (Nightingale & Guthrie 2017). This is interesting
considering that only one officer noted an aversion by complainants to be filmed despite
officers’ own omission from DVEC suggesting their reluctance to be filmed. Given that their
control of the filming places them in a hierarchically superior position (St Louis et al. 2019),
it is possible that some complainants may feel more vulnerable as a result of the camera.
This warrants further research. Finally, less than half of the frontline officers interviewed
for this study made comments related to the DVEC process and complainant trauma and
whilst this may be due to a lack of awareness, the insignificance of the factor to them or
because they did not feel comfortable sharing emotional details with a stranger, though any
causal explanations are speculative.
A similar pattern to that of frontline officers emerged amongst complainants, with
only 52% commenting on trauma in relation to the taking of DVEC. Of the 13 complainants
who did, 69% (N=9) agreed with police that the provision of DVEC statements during the
investigative period was less traumatising for them, compared to 31% (N=4) who did not.
The former stating,
“It was a lot better doing it that way. I didn’t feel like it was invading or anything, it was pretty
much just speaking freely, knowing that it was all being recorded and not having to wait around
for them to write everything down. It just flowed” (Complainant 5).
“I’m not at a police station. That’s my home. I wasn’t reefed out anywhere or driven down to a
police station. I think the impact of the incident is probably lessened by that statement, that
video being taken, where I was most comfortable” (Complainant 12).

That certain complainants appreciate the speed and comfort with which DVEC are recorded
as well as the perception that they could speak unreservedly, indicates that re230

traumatisation during the provision of statements to police is lesser for some complainants
when recorded rather than written statements are taken. Moreover, DVEC was seen as “just
a bit more inclusive and a bit more extensive than the written statements” (Complainant 9).
However, even amongst those who stated that DVEC was a more “calm and relaxed”
process, qualifications were made that this was rapport-dependent because other officers
made them “feel really stressed” (Complainant 17). In complainant 17’s case the EuropeanAustralian women was hospitalised following an attack by her son and she links her stress to
modes of policing.
These findings are important because complainants are ‘key consumers’ of the
criminal justice system (Aviv & Weisburd 2016, p. 93) and research suggests that when
police are hostile or display disbelieving and unsympathetic attitudes towards complainants,
this not only results in forms of secondary victimisation, like self-blame, shame and
embarrassment, but also a reduction in the quality of evidence gathered from complainants,
disengagement with the criminal justice process (Javaid 2016, 2020; Lowe & Rogers 2017;
Ullman 2010) and the unfettering of complainants’ assistance towards police in
apprehending and pursing action against offenders (Aviv & Weisburd 2016). This suggests
that any potential reductions in secondary victimisation, and subsequent complainant
engagement with the criminal justice system, due to the utilisation of DVEC, will
theoretically be tempered by the conduct of individual officers.
The perceptions of the two complainants who found recorded statements more
stressful than written ones, add weight to this. They recalled feeling uncomfortable that
their DVEC was recorded in in a place that lacked “privacy” by “rude” officers (Complainant
9) and one stated she felt like she was “going to the teacher’s office” (Complainant 16).
Although other complainants also described feeling “intimidated by the camera”
(Complainant 7) and concerned about who would get to see their recording (Complainants
16 and 21). What these complainants appear to be describing is the continued presence of
injustice in their space that, Antonsdóttir (2020) submits, frames the aftermath of crimes of
personal violence, whereby spaces already invaded at the time of the offence are unable to
be re-secured by complainants. During this “continuum of injustice” (p.738), complainants’
control of their life spaces is impacted by the way they are treated at various points in the
criminal justice process, such as the police investigation which, when negative, in turn
undermines their capability to reconstruct their lives. This suggests that despite a number of
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practical and prosecutorial benefits associated with the use of DVEC, the choice to be filmed
(or provide a written statement) should remain in the hands of individual complainants so
as to provide for some reclamation of the interview-statement space.
Nevertheless, any benefits in this arena may also be determinant on policecomplainant rapport and further research is required to understand the utilisation of
emerging technologies. In particular, whether the recording of evidentiary statements at
the scene of a crime mitigates or proliferates secondary victimisation is undertheorized,
although limited research has touched on these issues in relation to body worn camera
footage. For instance, the International Association of Chiefs of Police (2017), in their review
of body worn camera experiences, state that the raw emotions and supplementary detail
captured on testimonial and non-testimonial footage put complainants at risk of retraumatisation. This forum links this to a number of factors including the inadvertent
capturing of confidential information, misunderstandings of complainants’ DV experiences
because the footage is captured from a law enforcement perspective and the filming of
inappropriate complainant demeanour (pp. 3-4). Douglas and Goodmark (2015) concur that
distressed and frightened complainants filmed directly after a DV incident may appear
“irrational, crazy or angry – far from the ‘perfect victim’ police, prosecutors and courts
expect to see”, thereby diminishing their credibility and opening them up to criminalisation
through mutual order or cross-application (Harris 2018; Neave et al. 2016). As was argued
earlier in this chapter, to a large extent the results of this study suggest that a number of
features, including the compelling nature of DVEC on the whole, instead reinforces
delineations of victimisation. However, the potential for the pendulum to swing the other
way was broached by one senior officer, who discussed a case where consideration was
being given to using a DVEC to prosecute that complainant for false claims after her story
was refuted by the defendant and another witness. This means that whilst DVEC has the
potential to positively impact secondary victimisation, it is not guaranteed. The way that
officers treat complainants, or accept their version of events, tempers potential positive
effects.
The provision of evidence to police, irrespective, is not the only stage in the criminal
justice process that complainants may be exposed to secondary victimisation in relation to
their DVEC, appearing in court is another.
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Secondary victimisation and prosecuting with DVEC
Whilst 73% of police prosecutors (N=11/15) and 40% of frontline officers (N=10/25)
believed DVEC was less traumatic for complainants in court because it,
“Takes the stress out of giving evidence. They know they’ll be cross-examined but it’s that recall.
They’re frightened if they have to continue to recall that they’ll be called liars and they’re making
it up, and they don’t want to put themselves in that position for that to happen” (Police
Prosecutor 7).
“They just watch. It’s like they’re watching a movie, they’ve already done their evidence. When
they get cross-examined, they take them back to the incident and question them and say it didn’t
happen. The victim always says, ‘Hang on a second. I said that in my DVEC. Look at me, I’m crying.
Look at my face. You’re saying nobody hit me? Look at my face. I’ve got a bruise on my whole
cheek’” (Police Prosecutor 15).

These comments underscore officers’ perceptions that the practical advantages of recording
a statement directly after a criminal incident also result in psychological benefits for
complainants in court by alleviating the pressure of recalling the incident under oath and
increasing the credibility of complainants’ stories. This is seemingly supported by research
that suggests that one of the main reasons witnesses choose to testify is to tell their story
(Stepakoff et al. 2014), and that whilst justice-seeking through testimony can be cathartic
and result in long-term reductions in sadness, anger, post-traumatic symptoms and anxiety
(Stepakoff et al. 2015), for some complainants this will not be the case as retraumatisation
from the fear of facing their abuser or cross-examination makes them “feel that they are on
trial rather than their tormentors” and that their account is being challenged (Ciorciani &
Heindel 2011, p. 126). Therefore, by creating an intact version of events, officer perceptions
may be correct that DVEC enhances the therapeutic qualities of complainants’ testimony,
whilst also reducing some traumatic effects linked to recall or the length of time on the
stand before the abuser and court. However, some of these officers, and others, also
qualified that regardless of this benefit, having to watch their DVEC can be traumatic for
complainants.
“Imagine, [being] immediately transported back, because you’re visualising, you’re seeing it, it’s
in your face. The noise. It’s played over the loudspeaker. I can imagine that being quite
traumatic as well. I often find that the victims might start crying after watching it. Then again,
having to speak it again in the courtroom, from a written statement, would have a similar effect
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because they’ve got to verbalise it then. More traumatising? Really, I don’t know. I guess it
depends on the victim and how they have processed the situation as well” (Frontline Officer 14)
“They’re confronted by seeing themselves on the screen. That’s probably the hardest part for
them. The retelling of the story seems to be okay, but actually seeing themselves on the screen,
usually distressed or injured, is quite distressing for them” (Police Prosecutor 2).

These officers’ comments acknowledge the suffering they have witnessed (or envisage)
occurs for complainants in court when carried back to a time, place and demeanour
following a DV incident. Something that has been suggested by the literature to heighten
traumatisation for complainants where graphic depictions of crimes occurs (Ciorciani &
Heindel 2011; King & Meernik 2017). What is not conceded in their comments, however,
but may also underlie this trauma, is what Moore and Singh (2018) argue is the duplicity of
audio-visually recorded portrayals, in that the experience depicted to the court, is through
the eyes of the responding officer not the complainant. This was, regardless, somewhat
recognised by two complainants,
"I was shocked. Like I said, to see your body language, it’s video recorded and it’s like you’re
grasping it but you’re not really” (Complainant 5)
“I definitely wouldn't like it [being shown in court] because everybody would be watching. I want
to go to court and be strong so he doesn't see that he's got me but that would show me
vulnerable” (Complainant 24).

These comments highlight these complainants’ awareness of, and distressed reaction to,
the distinction between their corporeal selves and their “data double” (Haggerty & Ericson
2000; Moore & Singh 2018, p. 118); a binary assembled from injuries captured by the
filming officer and responses solicited by the interviewing officer. As noted by complainant
24, her DVEC provided a filtered representation of her that was used to evidence the case
by depicting her as vulnerable, not the strong person she (by the time of the hearing)
needed to show her abuser in court. Of course, trials also necessitate factual evidence that
is limited to the incident in question and DV is rarely a singular act, rather it is continuous by
nature (Myhill & Kelly 2019). Therefore, there is typically a juxtaposition between the
ongoing stories of violence for DV complainants and what the law accommodates in
statements, irrespective of whether they are written or filmed. Yet, as recognised by
Frontline Officer 15 (in a comment about DVEC,) this is not always palatable,
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“That’s them. ‘That’s how I felt at the time. That’s what you did to me. There are the
repercussions of what you’ve done. You have to watch this’. They do find it quite difficult. It’s
really poignant like that”.

Even so, some complainants recognised the roll of the court was limited to judging the
impact of a singular incident in context. For instance, complainant 8 said that DVEC
“capture[s] exactly how you felt in that moment”. This was stated to be because,
“Violence is something that happens to your person. It’s an attack on your heart, your mind, your
soul and your physical body and a [written] statement is just so impersonal. It’s clinical. It’s very
disassociated. Whereas a video is not impersonal. It’s not disassociated. It’s everything that it
should be to convey the message of what’s happened to you” (Complainant 12).

This suggests that in court, whilst differences between complainants’ self-concepts and how
they are portrayed on their DVEC have the potential to cause revictimisation in a small
percentage of cases, other complainants recognise the strength of DVEC is its capacity to
portray them in that moment in time.
Furthermore, this representation was perceived to be so compelling that it has the
capacity to reacquaint corporeal versions of complainants with their former ‘injured’ selves,
“I did have an instance where a young woman gave us a DVEC on the night, he was in custody as
a result of the assault on her. She came to court about three months later, she was cleanly
presented, no injuries and clearly still in love with him. So, she said she’s not prepared to give
evidence against him. She’d been subpoenaed, so we made her get into the witness box and on
starting her evidence, because with a DVEC… to see her reaction as she watched herself on the
screen, she absolutely fell apart in the witness box because what she’s seen is – and then I saw
her looking at him and I’m thinking, ‘I know what’s going through your head now and that is, ‘You
did that to me then,’’ and she was. It was a hospital one. He’d beaten her up, so all those things.
You could see that she was actually quite stunned. It was wonderful evidence, and then she gave
amazing evidence in the witness box, which prompted him to start apologising from the dock. His
solicitor’s going, “Shut up, that’s an admission.” We couldn’t have done that without DVEC, and
for me, that makes it an amazing tool, if used properly” (Police Prosecutor 4).

This example, whilst from a police perspective, illustrates the capacity of temporal visual
evidence to transport not only the court but complainants and defendants back to that
incident, thereby achieving prosecutorial success. Yet whilst the prosecutor clearly espouses
the probative merit of DVEC, her comments are nevertheless, nuanced by the complainant’s
‘stunned’ reaction and the defendant’s apologies, both of which indicate the emotional toll
of viewing DVEC and resulting possibility of secondary victimisation. This form of
revictimisation was detailed by Kim Phuc who was photographed naked and in pain, running
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from a bomb in the Vietnam war. She later claimed to have forgotten the full horror of what
had occurred until it was brought back to her by a documentary about her photograph
(Miller 2004).
Also implicit in this comment is the understanding that police and the court, not the
complainant, are in charge of what is shown and who gets to see it. In this example the
complainant no longer wished the case against the man she loved to proceed, and yet even
she was persuaded through the power of her distressed digital doppelgänger to give
evidence against him. This resulted in the defendant’s apology. Three processes are being
alluded to here.
Firstly, the criminal justice system, by virtue of the recording, has transported the
complainant from a non-ideal victim, who was recanting her story, to an ideal victim, who
provides testimony that is so compelling it induces an apology. This is an interesting
adaptation of Christie’s (1986) concept of ideal victimhood because it demonstrates that
someone can be non-ideal and yet, within a moment captured in time, ideal. Secondly,
recognised is the place of the complainant as a member of the audience, who as police
prosecutor 15 notes earlier, gets to watch herself much like she is in a movie. In this sense
the complainant is both a member of the audience and the narrator of the story being
reviewed. Complainant’s perceptions of this will be touched on shortly. Finally, police
prosecutor 4’s comments allude to the power differential already touched on.
DVEC reveal to the court, not dissimilarly to written statements, DV incidents
through the eyes of the police officers who take them albeit being disguised as
complainants’ narratives. Whilst complainants have greater control over the wording of
their statements with DVEC, the recordings regardless remain directed and owned by the
police. Like Phuc, who had little control over the way her naked photograph was presented
to the world as an image of the atrocities of war, once complainants have provided a DVEC
they are no longer involved in any decision-making processes about who has access to it.
This includes not being able to withdraw from prosecution. Whilst it is possible this form of
disempowerment causes secondary victimisation this was not alluded to by any of the
complainants in this study. However, given that all of the complainants categorised
themselves as willing to proceed with criminal sanctions against their abusers, this was
unlikely. It is a limitation of this study that none of the participants were unwilling or
recanting witnesses.
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Regardless, whilst complainants in this study were not directly asked about whether
the use of DVEC in court had impacted their level of retraumatisation, 16 of the 25
commented on this area. Three of the 16 thought that having their DVEC played in court
may have relieved the pressure of testifying initially and three thought they would have
been traumatised by viewing it but as their abusers pled guilty none of the six could not
definitively say either way. Of the 10 who remained, only two who had attended court,
stated that DVEC decreased the trauma of testifying.
“I guess it made me more confident, because I was so scared that time and how my facial
expression was, it was good for me, I guess. I was really very scared” (Complainant 4).
“I found that less intimidating talking in that camera and explaining my circumstances rather than
sitting there on a witness stand or waiting around at court all day. I found that one police officer
had the information, looked at the history, listened to me, understood domestic violence and
that DVEC process was less daunting for me than being even stared at by a magistrate or even
having random people. That side of things that happens to me in court. He’s taken support
people with there and they’re sitting there, hearing your story, being involved. I found with the
DVEC, I got to answer everything that I needed to. I didn’t have to elaborate or be double
questioned. I found that procedure healthier for me” (Complainant 6).

In both instances DVEC was linked by the complainants to an alleviation of the fear they
had, about how others would view them in court; in one sense a form of performance
anxiety. This was either because of the way it encapsulated their demeanour or because it
spared them trauma on the stand. Complainant 6’s comment in particular, that DVEC by
sparing her having to ‘elaborate or be double-questioned’ corroborates research that links
the legal challenges to the veracity of complainants’ stories with secondary victimisation
(Ciorciani & Heindel 2011). Even so, 8 complainants found watching their DVEC in court
distressing for a variety of reasons. One of these was the public display of the DVEC
recording,
“Anyone off the street can just walk in there and sit in there, and I saw actually two people do
that that I knew, and I’m, like, my God, of all the people, what the hell are they doing here? I find
it just embarrassing, and it should be a private” (Complainant 14).

This comment highlights the impact on complainants of having the details of a violent yet
intimate incident detailed publicly, in this case in a small town, something previously
suggested by Bell et al. (2011) to leave some DV complainants feeling “exposed” (p.80). At
the same time, long time collective narratives “woven so seamlessly into the cultural fabric
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that the thread are invisible” that bad things only happen to those who deserve them
(Delker et al. 2020, p. 243) and that DV is a private matter (Stubbs & Wangman 2017)
reframe public disclosures with communal and self-stigmatisation (Delker et al. 2020). For
complainant 14, going to court involved the broadcasting of her statement about malicious
damage and denigrating phone recordings in which she was called names by the
defendant. These were included intact as part of the officer’s recorded compilation.
As already touch on, DVEC places complainants in a unique position whereby they are
forced to watch recordings of themselves being watched by others. In this sense they
undergo a “splitting” in which one version of themselves, recorded of them (in the
aftermath of a DV incident) through the lens of the investigative officer, transcends time to
be publicly judged, whilst concurrently their present version of their self (Moore & Singh
2018, p. 119) witnesses the communal display of their earlier selves as a crime artefact
(Young 2014). This suggests they are placed in the unique position of being both an insider
and an outsider to the incident, and that during the latter, opportunities to evaluate
themselves, alongside (and in response to) others who witness the footage, exist. The
negative effect of this interplay is evident in a continuation of the above comment by
complainant 14,
“I think reading it on paper in front of the Magistrate, or whoever, is different to them actually
seeing it. To me, it’s more, I don’t know, embarrassing, because I’ve recorded him at my house
and I’m swearing, like, “F-off”, and stuff like that”.

Here complainant 14 makes inference to the way she and others may, judge her behaviour,
something that she indicates is a product of recorded testimony as opposed to a written
statement. Certainly, unlike forms of shared self through social media, DVEC does not make
provision for affordances like filters, or the purposeful inclusion of publicly appealing social
cues aimed at presenting an ideal self (Hong et al. 2020). Yet, whilst the function of DVEC
as evidence in court is different to displays of self in social media complainant 14’s
comment suggests that like ‘selfies’ and other forms of social presentation, those who are
recorded in DVEC similarly wish to provide an appealing self-image for the purpose of
seeking others’ appreciation (Sung et al. 2016). Moreover, research suggests people use
strategies in assorted social situations, such as filtering or hiding personal information and
facial expressions, to control the way others view them (Goffman 1959; Kelly & McKillop
1996). Contrariwise, DVEC taken at a time of heightened trauma, is said to be effective
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because, to requote police prosecutor 4, the complainant is “frazzled, dishevelled, injured
sometimes” not the controlled, “a sanitised victim that comes to court and that works
against us always”.
Regardless, not all of the complainants stated their self-judgements whilst viewing
their DVEC in court were negative.
“I suppose when you are recording it and you’re hearing yourself saying it in front of other
people and seeing their expression it was like, okay, this isn’t a really big deal for me because I
was so used to it but seeing their expressions as well going, okay, clearly this is not normal
behaviour” (Complainant 5).

This comment shows that when complainants watch their DVEC with others, their
judgements can be shaped to the extent that they may re-evaluate behaviour they have
previously normalised and thereby revise their status to victim. Though this may be
dependent on the general reaction they observe from others who view the DVEC with
them.
Trauma is “hard to speak and hard to hear”, for complainants and the court alike
(Dalenberg 2000, p. 57). However, if a victim can be shown to be vulnerable through their
DVEC narrative and at the same time evoke an empathetic reaction from those witnessing
their elocution, their personal harm can be “transformed into social harm; ‘harm’ which
may be merely perceived as a transgression to a common socio-moral sentiment”,
recreating them as an ideal victim (Menis 2018, p. 439). My observations of DVEC showed
that because DVEC portrays complainants directly after a DV incident, when they are most
affected by it, the footage provides a level of intimacy between them and those who view
it, that would otherwise not be available in the courtroom. This emotional connection
potentially exacerbates any negative effects which the public verbalising of one’s laundry
may otherwise attract.
In sum, comments by complainants in this study suggest the viewing of DVEC in court
can be traumatic because it places them in a unique position whereby, they are forced to
watch themselves being vulnerable and witnessed by others and this presents an
opportunity for them to make self-conclusions that are mediated by the judgments they
perceive the other audience members are making. These self-conclusions go beyond those
of ideal victimhood to include concepts of ideal-self and the degree to which they achieve
these or fall short.
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Another reason that complainants stated they found viewing their DVEC in court
traumatising, was that is made them listen to the details of event,
“I didn’t want to listen to it. I didn’t want to hear it or go back” (Complainant 1).

Though the details of an incident are important for the court in establishing if a crime has
occurred and if so its burden, at the same time studies have long submitted the recall of
those details can trigger emotional reactions in complainants (Ciorciani & Heindel 2011;
Parsons & Bergin 2010; Rothbaum et al. 1992). This is argued to be particularly the case for
those who are forced to provide repeated short but concentrated iterations of the event
details due to procedural delays (Brounéus 2010; King & Meernik 2017). Possibly the result
of the protracted nature of the trial process and the way this hampers complainants’
assistance-seeking efforts (Bell et al. 2011). However, this is not the case here, where a
singular version of the details in question is provided as a recording to the court. This
suggests that whilst DVEC spares complainants the emotional rollercoaster of multiple
recollections of what occurred, other factors such as the ‘emotional stickiness’ of a
statement recorded at the height of trauma (Moore & Singh 2018) may regardless
retraumatise some if they are forced to be in the courtroom at the time it is played.
For other complainants, still, viewing their DVEC in the presence of their alleged
abuser was traumatic.
“I found it very confronting, also to look at him as well, because you still harbour feelings there,
good and bad” (Complainant 21)

Ciorciani and Heindel (2011) reflect that facing one’s attacker following a violent incident,
can present special risks of secondary victimisation due to the underlying dynamics of
intimidation and harassment. These risks underscore the enactment of legislation in all
Australian jurisdictions, other than Tasmania, that restrict the cross-examination of
complainants by defendants in rape trials (Australian Law Reform Commission 2010). Whilst
DVEC shields complainants from having to articulate the details of what was perpetrated on
them in court, their stories are still presented to the court, in front of the defendant, as they
watch. Again, as stated earlier, they are watching themselves being watched. Although there
are arguably some restorative properties to this function because,
“It really shows the person, and they [the offender] can obviously see that the court's seeing
the victim” (Frontline Police Officer 15)

And offenders are,
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“Confronted with someone they’ve been in a relationship with for a long time, and then they see
they’ve actually done a big damage, it makes them think twice” (Frontline Officer 16)

At the same time, for some the retelling of that story can impact their relationship in
unwanted ways,
“With DV, everything that I do to a defendant has an impact on their partner, if they’re still
together in some fashion or their kids. He’s the bread winner, the emotional support, the day
care, a million. A list a mile long of what I do, what the magistrate does to the defendant, what’s
the impact upon the complainant” (Senior Officer 4).

It is possible that for those complainants the implications of their words, not just the
defendant’s actions, are also brought to the forefront of their minds as they watch.
The two final areas that complainants linked to secondary victimisation was the way
they were presented in the recording and the use of DVEC to force them to participate in the
trial. For complainant 10, who was inebriated at the time of her DVEC, that meant the
presentation of her to the court in that state,
“They frigging recorded it all right but I felt stupid because I was drunk” (Complainant 10).

This comment highlights that DVEC can be a double-edged sword, whilst it is compelling in
nature because it captures the effects of a DV incident on a complainant, it also can catch
them in a state they may otherwise not wish to publicly display. My observations of DVEC
showed them filmed in a variety of places, from bedrooms through to police stations. In
some instances, the complainants were under the influence of substances, in others their
noses were visibly running, and some were wearing nightwear. However, whilst this
unintended consequence of the medium has the potential to cause complainants discomfort
and paint them as ‘less deserving’ victims, as touched on earlier, the final area complainants
stated it caused them trauma was in relation to the endangerment of their autonomy with
regards to the withdrawal of charges. As noted by one complainant,
“I was dreading. I wasn’t actually going to go to court. I know I probably had to, but I didn’t want
to sit in the courtroom with him… Someone from DV rung me prior just to give me the heads up
to say, ‘Now, if [the offender] pleads not guilty, you are aware that we’re going to subpoena you
to come to court?’, which made me feel like I was a criminal at that point” (Complainant 16).

Here complainant 16 is talking about the tangible effects of disenfranchisement in this area.
This exemplifies earlier arguments that DV victims are not a homogenous group. Their
treatment as such, whilst possibly systematically advantageous, fails to recognise the costs
of criminal justice involvement, such as an unwanted ending of their relationship with the
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defendant (Kirsch 2001). Mandated victim participation administered under the veil of State
protection, whereby victims are subpoenaed to appear and arrested or held in custody to
ensure their testimony against the defendant (Epstein & Goodman 2019) takes away the
rights for complainants to decide whether or not to proceed with a complaint to court,
subjugates them and removes their procedural rights.
Moreover, the forced participation of complainants may revictimise them in
additional ways by forcing them to address something they may not be prepared to and
publicly testify about instances that may cause embarrassment (Harris 2018; Kirsch 2001).
Yet this was not recognised by some police,
“the purpose of DVEC is to help our victims, to help them through the process, to make their
repetition of the event less. Obviously, they tell us and they tell a counsellor and they tell their
friends. By the time they come to court they've gone through it so many times, if we're able to
play that and not have to put her through that again, that's the purpose of it. It's not meant for
shock value. It's not meant to be a tool used by the police force or others to trick women into
coming to court and going through their matters. It's meant to help them” (Police Prosecutor 5).

The comment highlights the differential between what some complainants, like complainant
16, require and what police think they need.
Overall, this study suggests as a tool it can to some extent facilitate this by positively
altering complainants’ experiences of, and consequent engagement with, criminal justice
processes. For instance, although DVEC does not remove the requirement for complainants
to attend court (unless the defendant pleads guilty), it does have some capacity to reduce
revictimisation and distress related to traditional police responses to DV. Moreover, its
imbued credibility through the incorporation of supporting evidence such as injury and
damage, and the compelling nature of many DVEC has the ability to present ‘ideal victims’
and sanctioned ‘versions’ of their stories voiced in their own words. Nonetheless, these
benefits are mediated by the manner complainants are treated frontline police, proprosecuting policies, concern regarding the public airing of the recorded evidence and the
disregard for complainant’s wishes surrounding access to their own narratives.
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Chapter 11: Concluding Remarks
The purpose of this chapter is to summarise this thesis’ major empirical findings and outlay
the practical implications and suggestions for future research. In particular, this chapter will
highlight the ways DVEC is working, or can be strengthened in policing practice, as a
prosecutorial tool and with regards to the requirements and wishes of complainants. These
contributions are original as to date no studies have considered DVEC as an artefact, with
regards to how it interacts with policing practice or the effect of recording DVEC on
complainants.
DVEC and the many faces of DV
DV is a serious problem in Australia and internationally with a significant amount of
frontline policing time assigned to it daily. Despite a lack of legal recognition of the problem
historically, the 1970s feminist campaigning and flow on effects have more recently
reconstructed DV policing policy. Moreover, neoliberal crime policies, crimefare and
targeted funding all now contribute to an industry based on DV, alongside recent highprofile cases which have added to its politicisation in Australia. However, questions remain
regarding what demarcates DV and how to best tackle it. Three broad themes were
uncovered by this research within this context. The first related to definitional challenges,
the second to the effect of DVEC on policing practice and the final to the impact of DVEC as
an artefact. These will be addressed in order.
Definitional challenges
This thesis finds that despite a broadened definition of DV, contest remains about
what should and should not be considered this mode of crime. Most officers are not in
favour of the legislation’s broader delineation of behaviours and population, including the
redefining of any crime as domestic where either a residential or relational connection can
be drawn, albeit at times tenuously. They make a distinction between what the legislation
construes as DV and ‘real’ DV. For instance, officers distinguish between ‘real’ DV and
assaults that involve flatmates who are not in intimate or familial relationships.
Furthermore, they perceive the breadth of definition distracts them from their work and is
metric driven. The extent to which this distinction influences their decision making appears
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small. However, discretionary practices, although reduced by the current pro-active policing
policy, continue to provide the opportunity for impacting complainants where officers do
not believe them. Likewise, the breadth of definition was said by officers to frustrate their
efforts to provide a tailored response to DV crime prevention and more ‘severe’ cases of
violence, yet the mode(s) and extent of this aggravation are yet to be identified.
Consequently, further investigation is needed, especially as the extent to which this
differential may affect attitudes towards DV work remains unknown and given that police
are gatekeepers to the criminal justice system this is a potential barrier. Accordingly, it is
recommended that the legislation be reviewed, and further research be conducted on the
impact of DV definitions on police attitudes and discretion in this area.
Whilst the use of DVEC is contingent on an incident being defined as a DV crime,
where it is utilised, DVEC is changing policing practice and has capacity to change it and
prosecution even more. This is because as a policing tool DVEC works.
The effect of DVEC on policing practice
Firstly, DVEC is simple to use. Secondly it typically takes about a quarter of the time
traditional statement-taking methods require to complete. This is perceived to reduce
complainant stress and police time; thereby minimising procedural costs and putting
frontline officers back out onto the street faster. Thirdly, once the NSWPF have found a way
to store the vast amount of footage, DVEC will provide multifaceted evidence, unchanged for
as long as legally determined. Fourth, officers perceive it reduces prosecution costs by
minimising time in court and, fifth, when used correctly DVEC provides higher ‘quality’
evidence because it is seen as a ‘truer’ account. That is, it seemingly delivers the
complainant’s own story in their own words, taken as close to the incident as practicable. It
is therefore perceived to be less likely to contain errors of memory and, because it is
unedited, is impervious to accusations of police officer adulteration. This is particularly
important in cases where a complainant redacts. In these cases, the recorded format has
nullified defence tactics used in the past that claimed statements were re-worded by officers
and unwittingly signed by complainants. It has also diminished the acceptance by
magistrates of accusations complainants were incapacitated due to substance abuse when
they provided the statement and in the case of hostile witnesses, DVEC tempers alternate
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versions of events by offering an intact original version. In both latter cases this is because
the visual representation shows their demeanour.
Finally, this study’s results indicate the majority of police officers support DVEC’s use
either because they believe it has increased successful prosecutions or because they state
they can see contrition or acceptance in perpetrators for what they have done once they
witness the audio-visual statements. This anecdotal evidence is in contrast to the BOCSAR
study that found despite an increase in conviction rates there has been no significant rise in
guilty pleas.
However, issues with this form of evidentiary statement remain. The quality of DVEC
is variable and context dependent. To illustrate, DVEC which are filmed at the police station
with a composed complainant can have less impact, and technical issues, such as unclear
recordings of injuries, can affect evidentiary quality. There is also some evidence that DVEC
pushes workload to another part of the policing system and, where additional loads for
prosecutors lead to the failure to review DVEC and the provision of inaccurate facts sheets
cooccur, one possible outcome may be inferior prosecution practice. Moreover, this mode of
evidence collection extends the pressure for frontline officers to think and act like
prosecutors when using it. This includes differential assemblages of DVEC in response to
varied incidents and their requirements. Examples of this include whether personal
information should be included in a jurat if it puts a complainant at risk, or whether the
addition (or omission) of historical details will be beneficial or detrimental to a case from a
legal perspective. One implication of this is that training needs to be extended for frontline
officers and prosecutors to ensure a consistency of understanding of how DVEC can be
utilised and where variations of procedure may be warranted. This includes if and when
DVEC can be employed in relation to Apprehended Domestic Violence Orders.
Furthermore, whilst this research suggests DVEC may have benefits in statement
collection from a variety of complainant populations, more research needs to be conducted
into its value in this regard. This includes DVEC that are recorded in another language by
linguistically diverse officers and those with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
There are also financial implications in using DVEC. These are in relation to the costs
associated with outside transcription (and translation) of statements recorded in another
language, transcriptions that ‘unofficially’ continue to be sought by some prosecutors in
response to their perceptions about court requirements, and regarding the buying and
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maintaining of equipment and data storage. Along these lines, consideration is needed in
relation to the storage, and destruction of DVEC files at the end of their lifespan.
DVEC must also be considered alongside other provisions like body worn cameras,
maker unavailable and the arrest of complainants who fail to attend court. Owing to the fact
that whilst DVEC is perceived to have had some increase in the probability of conviction in
DV cases, it has not ameliorated the issue of high withdrawal rates altogether. This is
because using DVEC as the singular evidence is typically also dependent on the complainant
attending court. However, in practice, when used in conjunction with the other listed
provisions there is some evidence that the issue of withdrawal could be reduced. For
instance, greater emphasis on the collection of other forms of evidence, like triple-0 calls,
independent crime scene photographs, witness statements and medical reports, could move
the current reliance on complainant testimony to evidence based prosecution. Likewise,
body worn camera footage can deliver a secondary form of evidence requisite for maker
unavailable provisions85 and complainant arrest warrants can facilitate attendance. There is
also some evidence that once they attend court, DVEC can remotivate complainants in
pursuing justice. This may be because as an evidentiary artefact DVEC is compelling.
DVEC as an artefact
DVEC is more powerful evidence because it casts the viewer as an ‘eye-witness’. The
audio-visually recorded format allows for the ‘narrative’ recount of the DV incident to be
buttressed by audio-visual corroboration. Viewers can see and hear the emotional state of
complainants caught at the time their statements were provided, as well as view
photographic evidence of injuries or damage to property. The complainants appear
distressed and, as such, vulnerable. This imagery is captured ostensibly in a contextualised
form because it is filmed within the complainants’ homes, regardless of their condition. This
is important as it recreates complainants from sanitised to humanised and in doing so
constructs familiarity and identification with them. The credibility of their storyline is
enhanced by the unedited video-format, which stereotypically ‘does not lie’.
Regardless of these benefits, issues with DVEC as an artefact remain. To begin with,
the provision of audio-visual testimony in court raises new impacts for complainants viewing
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As per the Evidence Act 1995 (NSW) s.65 - Exception: criminal proceedings if maker not available
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it and watching others witnessing their vulnerability. This means that while DVEC is
perceived to reduce secondary victimisation by decreasing the time complainants spend in
the stand, it opens the possibility for new modes of traumatisation. However, there is
correspondingly some evidence that the way complainants are treated by officers and/or
depicted can exacerbate or reduce this. For instance, rapport building and transparency,
about what will be required of complainants within the criminal justice process if they agree
to record a DVEC, were important to complainants in this study. A number of complainants
detailed being frustrated by an absence of communication or bemoaned their treatment by
some officers. A lack of rapport building was equally evident in this study’s observations.
Another area of potential victimisation surrounds ownership of and/or access to the
recordings. Most police and prosecutors are not inclined to give access to or provide copies
of DVEC to complainants. Regardless, who has access to the recordings is a significant issue
for many complainants. While some allude to ownership rights, most construe that it is
unfair that defendants can view their recordings whilst they are provided no or restricted
access.
This thesis finds three main implications in this regard. Firstly, policing policy and
legislation need to be reviewed with regards to access and ownership of DVEC recordings. In
particular, consideration is required as to who is permitted to be in court when they are
viewed, best practice for informing complainants about defendant access to the recordings
and provision of (or access to) audio copies by complainants. This is important given the
possible benefits for complainants’ memory that come from reviewing a statement would
not only increase procedural justice but also evidentiary quality. Moreover, further
consideration of (and research into) the implications of DVEC video file sharing with
defendants is needed given the safety implications of showing abusers video of victim
statements.
Secondly, research is required into how to better support complainants to reduce the
harm of watching their recordings in court, their reduced autonomy and vis-à-vis DVEC
ownership. This is because, for many of this study’s participants court was the singular time
complainants were able to review their DVEC footage and for some, specific trauma was
associated with that. Yet if these issues were addressed, it is possible that DVEC could
provide a window into past trauma that enables complainants to feel empowered.
Therefore, understanding how DVEC is used in ways that maximise the benefits for victims
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and prosecutions and minimise harms such as secondary victimisation and reduced
autonomy is a vital next step.
Finally, DVEC is not a panacea for poor policing. For instance, listening to the
complainant, rather than a strict adherence to process (such as rigorously following the
DVEC card) may at times be necessary for the complainant’s comfort and safety. In line with
this, more training with regards to police-complainant interactions and ongoing
communications would be valuable.
There are also issues with veracity that need to be considered. Whilst DVEC provide a
perception of enhanced truth and credibility, they remain constructed narratives that are
orchestrated by the interviewing officer. Underlying this is the value judgement that
prosecutorial success, and concomitantly conviction, are akin to victim safety. However,
failing to recognise how individual complainants sit within this legal milieu, potentially
ignores any personal costs, silences them and removes their agency. This can harm some
individuals the system should protect, in those instances, magnifying the damage that DV
can do. Moreover, this standpoint does not recognise that a criminal response can only ever
address certain facets of the problem and that DV is a complex issue which warrants a
multidimensional response. Finally, whilst noting that police are now looking to innovative
solutions, like the use of DVEC, as they reckon with their own role and responsibility to
victims, and that in this climate technology is often viewed as a panacea. This research
shows that despite its benefits, technology neither solves safety issues nor the problem of
secondary victimisation. As such, DVEC should be carefully positioned as a useful but
bounded tool.
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Northern Region
Brisbane Waters – Avoca Beach, Bar Point, Bensville, Blackwall, Booker Bay, Bouddi, Box Head,
Calga, Central Mangrove, Cheero Point , Cogra Bay, Copacabana, Daleys Point, Davistown, East
Gosford, Empire Bay, Erina, Erina Heights, Ettalong Beach, Forresters Beach, Glenworth Valley,
Gosford, Green Point, Greengrove, Gunderman, Hardy’s Bay, Holgate, Horsfield Bay, Kariong ,
Killcare Heights, Kincumber, Kincumber South, Kulnura, Lisarow, Lower Mangrove, Macmasters
Beach, Mangrove Creek, Mangrove Mountain, Matcham, Mooney Mooney Creek, Elliot, White,
Narara, Niagara Park , North Avoca, North Gosford, Patonga, Pearl Beach, Peats Ridge, Phegands
Bay, Picketts Valley, Point Clare, Saratoga, Somersby, Spencer, Springfield, St Huberts Island, Tascott,
Ten Mile Hollow, Terrigal Umina Beach, Upper Mangrove, Wagstaffe, Wamberal, Wendoree Park,
West Gosford, Wisemans Ferry, Wondabyne, Woy Woy, Woy Bay,
Wyoming, Yattalunga
Mid-North Coast –
Aldavilla, Allgomera, Arakoon, Argents Hill, Austral Eden, Bagnoo, Bago, Bakers Creek, Ballengarra,
Banda Banda, Barraganyatti, Batar Creek, Beechwood, Bellangry, Bellbrook, Bellimbopinni, Belmore
River, Birdwood, Black Creek, Blackmans Point, Bobs Creek, Bonny Hills, Boorganna, Bowraville, Bril
Bril, Brinerville, Brombin, Buckra Bendinni, Burnt Bridge, Burrapine, Byabarra, Cairncross, Camden
Head, Clybucca, Collombatti, Comara, Comboyne, Congarinni, Congarinni North, Cooperabung,
Corangula, Crescent Head, Crosslands, Deauville, Debenham, Deep Creek, Diamond Head,
Dondingalong, Donnellyville, Doyles River, Dunbogan, East Kempsey, Ellenborough, Creek, Eungai
Rail, , Fernbank Creek, Fishermans Reach, Forbes River, Frazers Creek, Frederickton, Gearys Flat 2446
Girralong, Gladstone, Grants Beach, Grassy Head, Greenhill, Gum Scrub, Gumma, Hacks Ferry,
Hampden , Hartys Plains, Hat Head, Herons Creek, Hickeys Creek, Hollisdale, Huntingdon, Hyland
Park, Hyndmans Creek, Innes View, Jerseyville, Jolly Nose, Kempsey, Kendal, Kerewong, Kew,
Killiekrankie, Kinchela, Kindee, King Creek, Kippara, Kundabung, Lake Cathie, Lake Innes, Lakewood,
Laurieton, Limeburners Creek, Logans Crossing, Long Flat, Lorne, Lower Pappinbarra, Macksville,
Marlo Merrican, Middle Brother, Millbank, Missabotti, Mooneba, Moparrabah, Mortons Creek,
Mount Seaview, Mungay Creek, Nambucca Heads, Newee Creek, North Brother, North Haven, North
Macksville, North Shore, Old Station, Pappinbarra, Pembrooke, Pipeclay, Pola Creek, ort Macquarie,
Rainbow Beach, Rawdon Island, Redbank, Riverside, Rollands Plains, Rosewood, Rossglen, Sancrox,
Scotts Head, Seven Oaks, Sherwood, Skillion Flat, Smithtown, South Arm, South Kempsey, South
West Rock, Stuarts Point, Summer Island, Swans Crossing, Talarm, Tamban, Taylors Arm, Telegraph
Point, Temagog, Tewinga, The Hatch, Thrumster, Thumb Creek, Toms Creek, Toorooka, Turners Flat,
Upper Pappinbarra, Upper Rollands Plains, Upper Taylors Arm, Upsalls Creek, Utungun, Valla, Valla
Beach, Verges Creek, Warrell Creek, Wauchope, Way Way, Werrikimbe, West Haven, West Kempsey,
Willawarrin, Willi Willi, Wirrimbi, Wittitrin, Yarrahapinni , Yarranbella, Yarras, Yarravel, Yessabah,
Yippin Creek
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South Coast Region
Lake Illawarra – Albion Park, Albion Park Rail, Avon, Avondale, Barrack Heights, Barrack Point,
Barren Grounds, Berkeley, Blackbutt, Bombo, Brogers Creek, Broughton Village, Brownsville,
Budderoo, Calderwood, Carrington Falls, Cleveland, Cordeaux, Cordeaux Heights, Cringila, Croom,
Curramore, Dapto, Dombarton, Dunmore, Farmborough Heights, Flinders, Foxground, Gerringong,
Haywards Bay, Horsley, Huntley, Jamberoo, Jerrara, Kanahooka, Kembla Grange, Kembla Heights,
Kiama, Kiama Downs, Kiama Heights, Knights Hill, Koonawarra, Lake Heights, Lake Illawarra,
Macquarie Pass, Marshall Mount, Minnamurra, Mount Kembla, Mount Warrigal, North Macquarie,
Oak Flats, Penrose, Port Kembla, Primbee, Rose Valley, Saddleback Mountain, Shell Cove,
Shellharbour, Shellharbour City Centre, Spring Hill, Tongarra, Toolijooa, Tullimbar, Unanderra, Upper
Kangaroo Valley, Warilla, Warrawong, Werri Beach, Willow Vale, Windang, Wongawilli, Yallah,
Yellow Rock
Monaro – Adaminaby, Ando, Anembo, Anglers Reach, Arable, Araluen, Avonside, Back Creek, Badja,
Ballalaba, Beloka, Bendoura, Berlang, Berridale, Bibbenluke, Billilingra, Bimberi, Binjura , Bobundara,
Boco, Bolaro, Bombala, Bombay, Bondi Forest, Boro, Braemar Bay, Braidwood, Bredbo, Brindabella,
Buckenderra, Budawang, Bukalong, Bumbalong, Bungarby, Bungendore, Bunyan, Burra, Byadbo
Wilderness, Bywong, Cambalong, Captains Flat, Carlaminda, Carwoola, Cathcart, Chakola, Charleys
Forest, Clear Range, Colinton, Cooleman, Coolringdon, Coolumbooka, Cooma, Cootralantra, Corang,
Corrowong, Countegany, Crackenback, Craigie, Creewah, Crestwood, Dairymans Plains, Dalgety,
Dangelong, Delegate, Dry Plain, Durran Durra, East Jindabyne, Environa, Eucumben, Farringdon,
Forbes Creek, Frying Pan, Glen Allen, Glen Fergus, Googong, Greenlands, Greenleigh, Grosses Plain,
Gunningrah, Harolds Cross, Hereford Hall, Hill Top, Holts Flat, Hoskinstown, Ingebirah, Ironmungy,
Jembaicumbene, Jerangle, Jerrabattgulla, Jerrabomberra, Jimenbuen, Jincumbilly, Jindabyne, Jinden,
Jingera, Kalkite, Karabar, Kindervale, Kosciuszko National Park, Krawarree, Kybeyan, Lake George,
Larbert, Long Plain, Lords Hill, Maffra, Majors Creek, Manar, Marlowe, Mayfield, Merriangaah,
Michelago, Middle Flat, Middlingbank, Mila, Monga, Mongarlowe, Moonbah, Mount , Mount Fairy,
Mulloon, Murrumbucca, Myalla, Neringla, Nerriga, Nimmitabel , Nimmo, Northangera, Numbla Vale,
Numeralla, Nungatta , Oallen, Old Adaminaby, Paddys Flat, Palarang, Palerang, Paupong, Peak View,
Pine Valley, Polo Flat, Primrose Valley, Providence Portal, Queanbeyan, Queanbeyan East,
Queanbeyan West, Quidong, Reidsdale, Rhine Falls, Rock Flat, Rockton, Rocky Plain, Rose Valley,
Rosemeath, Ross, Royalla, Shannons Flat, Snowball, Snowy Plain, Springfield, Steeple Flat, Sutton,
Tantangara, The Angle, The Brothers, The Ridgeway, Tinderry, Tombong, Tomboye, Tralee, Tuross,
Uriarra, Urila, Wallaroo, Wamboin, Wambrook, Warri, Williamsdale, Winifred, Wog Wog,
Wyanbene, Yaouk, Yarrow

Western Region
Castlereagh – Angledool, Billeroy, Black Hollow, Bourbah, Burren Junction, Carinda, Collarenebri,
Collerina, Combara, Come By Chance, Conimbia, Coonamble, Cryon, Cumborah, Enngonia, Gilgooma,
Goodooga, Gulargambone, Gungalman, Lightning Ridge, Macquarie Marshes, Magometon, Mount
Tenandra, Narran Lake, Nebea, Pilliga, Pine Grove, Quambone, Quanda, Rowena, Talawanta,
Tooloon, Urawilkie, Walgett, Warrumbungle, Weilmoringle, Wingadee
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Appendix 3: Participant Information Sheet for Frontline
Police Officers
This is an invitation for you to participate in a study conducted by researchers at the University
of Wollongong. The research is called An evaluation of NSW Police Force audio-visual
evidentiary statements for domestic violence matters. The purpose of the study is to
investigate perspectives about the usefulness of the audio-visual recordings police conduct with
some domestic violence (DV) complainants in NSW.
If you choose to participate, please contact researcher Helen Simpson on 0418969247 or
hs027@uowmail.edu.au.

Who is conducting the research

Researcher: Helen Simpson – PhD Student University of
Wollongong
Supervisors: Dr Natalia Hanley – Snr lecturer Criminology
Professor Lesley Cooper - Professor of Social Work
School of Health and Sciences
Dr Natalia Hanley: 496702 4221; Prof Lesley Cooper: 4221
4935; Helen Simpson: 0418969247
Contact Emails: hs027@uowmail.edu.au;
nhanley@uow.edu.au; lesleyc@uow.edu.au

Why is the research being conducted?
General duties police officers routinely interview and collect evidence from domestic violence
(DV) complainants when they attend crime scenes. Despite a great deal of research into
improving the quality of evidence in family violence prosecutions there has been little research
into the recent method of complainant statement and evidence collection known as Domestic
Violence Evidence in Chief (DVEC) or the corresponding NSW legislation.
This research project is being conducted to determine perspectives about the effectiveness of
recorded witness statements and their use in court. It will look at: (1) whether they are
perceived to obtain the best evidence for prosecution, and (2) in if they are perceived to reduce
the trauma for DV witnesses when they provide their statements to police and when they
appear in court.
The research is PhD research that will be conducted under the supervision of University of
Wollongong staff members Dr. Natalia Hanley and Professor Lesley Cooper. The results of the
study will be published as a thesis through the University of Wollongong. The thesis will also be
made available to the NSW Police Force so that audio-visually recorded DV statements can be
better understood, and the knowledge can benefit frontline officers when interviewing into the
future. Additionally, data from this research may be used in related academic articles and in
further research that is related to or an extension of this research project.
The research includes the collection of voluntary responses from twenty-five general duty
officers in six Local Area Commands (total 25), police prosecutors from those commands and a
number of complainants who have participated in DVEC statement giving. All those who
participate will remain anonymous.

What you will be asked to do

Participants in the research project will need to agree to be interviewed in person by a
researcher. Research interviews will commence with some pre-set questions but as the
interviews continue the questions asked will be determinant on information already supplied by
participants and the possibility of expanding on that information.
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The interviews will take participants up to 60 minutes to complete. All participant answers will
be coded to safeguard anonymity.
Some questions you might be asked are:
• What are your objectives when conducting an interview with a DV complainant?
•

What differences have you perceived since the introduction of DVEC?

The basis by which participants will be selected or screened

The 25 frontline police participants will come from six local area commands in NSW (preferably
a mix of genders and ages). Potential participants have been nominated by the NSW Police
Force as staff having the experience to contribute valuable views on the topic.
If you have been selected to participate this information sheet will have been forwarded to you
by your Local Area Commander from the study’s researchers. As will have been explained, your
participation is voluntary and can cease at any stage. As already stated in the introductory
letter, you do not have to participate, and participation is anonymous. That means if you chose
not to participate in the research your supervisor will not be informed. If you chose to
participate, researchers will remove any references to personal information that might allow
someone to guess your identity, however, you should note that, as the numbers of people
researchers seek to interview is small, it is possible that someone may still be able to identify
you.

The expected benefits of the research

Beneficiaries of this research would likely be present and future frontline officers and the NSW
Police Force in the event this study’s findings were to be considered in relation to the extension
of DVEC and other interview technique-training models. A possible sideline benefit would be to
DV complainants and the criminal justice system as a whole, as a result of increased awareness
leading to better interviewing practices and therefore an increase in the veracity of information
passed provided by DV complainants.

Risks to you

It is unlikely there are acute physical or psychological risks associated with this research project
however in the event that you experience emotional and physical symptoms of distress,
including reactions to reminders of traumatic situations, you will be asked if you wish the
interview to continue and/ or require a support person. You will also be asked if you would like
contact details of support organisations.
If you have any concerns about the ethical conduct of the research they can be referred to or
discussed with the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of Research,
University of Wollongong on 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.

Your confidentiality

Although some broad demographic information will be collected during each interview all
transcriptions will be stored from the time of transcription under coded entries, effectively
ensuring that both transcriptions and research data are de-identifiable from that time. As such
participants will not be identifiable in any publication or reporting materials.
All primary materials (such as recordings of interviews with the researcher) will only be
accessible to the research team. Research data (transcriptions) must be retained for five years
under the University of Wollongong Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research and in
compliance with the Australian Code for Responsible Conduct of Research. After this time they
are destroyed.

Your participation is voluntary
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Participation is voluntary. Choosing not to participate in the research it will in no way impact
upon your relationship with the NSW Police Force or the University of Wollongong (UOW). You
are also free to withdraw from the research project at any time.
If you decide to leave the research project, the researchers will not collect additional personal
information from you, although personal information already collected will be retained to
ensure that the results of the research project can be measured properly and to comply with
law. You should be aware that data collected up to the time you withdraw will form part of the
research project results. If you do not want your data to be included, you must tell the
researchers when you withdraw from the research project.

Questions / further information

If you have any questions or wish to know further information with regards to the research
project please contact student researcher Helen Simpson on
or
hs027@uowmail.edu.au or her supervisors Dr Natalia Hanley on 496702 4221 or
nhanley@uow.edu.au and Professor Lesley Cooper on 4221 4935 or lesleyc@uow.edu.au.

The ethical conduct of this research

All UOW University research, including this project, is conducted in accordance with the
National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research. If you have any concerns about the
ethical conduct of the research project please refer them to or discuss them with the Ethics
Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of Research, University of Wollongong on
4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.

Feedback to you

All participants, on request, are welcome to an emailed copy of the overall findings and results
of the research. If this applies to you please contact researcher Helen Simpson on
or hs027@uowmail.edu.au and she will ensure they are forwarded to you.
The NSW Police Force will be presented with the findings of this study and will be provided with
a copy of the final report. This report may lay the foundations for the continued application of
DVEC and in doing so refinements of methods to better equip frontline officers when
interviewing DV complainants. The data used in this report will not identify individual
participants directly.

Privacy Statement

The conduct of this research involves the collection, access and/or use of your identified
personal information. The information collected is confidential and will not be disclosed to third
parties without your consent, except to meet government, legal or other regulatory authority
requirements. A de-identified copy of this data may be used for other research purposes.
However, your anonymity will at all times be safeguarded.
This study’s researchers are bound to protect your privacy at all times under the Privacy and
Personal Information Protection Act 1998 (NSW) however, a disclosure may need to be made to
relevant authorities if, information is divulged during interviews, that leads researchers to
reasonably believe disclosure is necessary to “prevent or lessen a serious and imminent threat
to the life or health of the individual concerned or another person”89.
For further information consult the University’s Privacy Policy at
http://www.uow.edu.au/about/policy/UOW038289.html or telephone Information Compliance
at (02) 4221 4368
(Project: NR: Evaluation of DVEC UOW Ref No: [2017/260] HREC)

89

Sections18(1)(c) and 25(b) of the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 (NSW)
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Appendix 4: Consent Form for Frontline Police Officers
CONSENT FORM FOR FRONTLINE POLICE OFFICERS
RESEARCH TITLE: An evaluation of NSW Police Force (NSWPF) audio-visual evidentiary statements for
domestic violence matters.
RESEARCHER: Helen Simpson
I have been given information about an evaluation of NSWPF audio-visual evidentiary statements for domestic
violence matters and discussed the research project with Helen Simpson; who is conducting this research as part
of a Doctor of Philosophy, supervised by Dr. Natalia Hanley and Professor Lesley Cooper, within the School of
Health and Society at the University of Wollongong.
I understand, if I consent to participate in this research, I will be asked to consent to participate in a face-to-face
interview, of up to one hour in duration, to be conducted by Helen Simpson regarding my perceptions of
domestic violence complainant interviewing methods and DVEC recordings. I understand that my contribution
will be confidential, and that no information that identifies me will be used in the study.
I have been advised of the potential risks and burdens associated with this research, which include the emotional
and physical symptoms of distress, including reactions to reminders of traumatic situations. I have had an
opportunity to ask Helen Simpson any questions I may have about the research and my participation. I
appreciate that there will be no direct benefit to me from my participation in this research.
I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary. I have been invited to participate and I am free to
withdraw from the research at any time. My non-participation or withdrawal of consent will not affect my
treatment within the NSWPF in any way or my relationship with the University of Wollongong (now or in the
future).
If I have any enquiries about the research, I can contact Helen Simpson on 0418969247 or her supervisors Dr.
Natalia Hanley (4221 4967) and Professor Lesley Cooper (4221 4935) or if I have any concerns or complaints
regarding the way the research is or has been conducted, I can contact the Ethics Officer, Human Research
Ethics Committee, Office of Research, University of Wollongong on 4221 3386 or email rsoethics@uow.edu.au.
By signing below, I am indicating my consent to participate in the research. This consent will include (please
tick):
An interview, of up to one hour with Helen Simpson, about my perceptions of the DVEC process and
domestic violence complainant interviewing.
An audio recording of the interview for transcription purposes (to be heard by researcher/ transcriber
only).
I understand that the data collected from my participation will be used primarily for a PhD thesis, and will also
be used in summary form for journal publication, and I consent for it to be used in that manner. I also agree to
the use of my data in future research projects that are an extension of, or closely related to, this research.
Signed

Date

.......................................................................

......./....../......

Name (please print):
.......................................................................
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Appendix 5: Interview schedule – FRONTLINE OFFICERS
Hi (name), again thanks for agreeing to be interviewed. As previously indicated, it is
expected that it will last for up to an hour. I won’t be asking you too many questions. I am
interested in your views and experiences surrounding DVEC. Do you have any questions
before we start? (Name) this interview will be audiotaped I am starting the tape recorder
now.
1. What are your objectives when conducting an interview with a domestic violence
complainant? Please briefly reflect on the type of information you want from them to be
able to conduct a successful investigation.
2. Please tell me about the Domestic Violence Evidence in Chief (DVEC) statements. What is
your experience with DVEC?
3. What differences have you perceived since the introduction of video recorded Domestic
Violence Evidence in Chief (DVEC)? (If needed prompt for officer’s perceptions of victims’
experiences/ interactions in the interviewing process, changes in prosecution decisions etc.).
4. What are the benefits of DVEC/ taking recorded statements?
5. Are there any common challenges you have when video recording interviews with
domestic violence complainants? If so, what are these challenges? (If recording time
constraints, changes of complainant behaviour and interview style are not mentioned, probe
to find out if they are a challenge).
Summarise the identified benefits and challenges and prompt for more.
At the conclusion of this, let the participant know that each identified benefit/ challenge will
be probed individually to gain a deeper understanding of it.
6. For each benefit and challenge identified, (provide examples from cases you have worked
on where relevant):
• Describe the benefit/ challenge
•

Explain how the benefit/ challenge affects your ability to achieve the objectives of
the interview

•

With respect to challenges: Do you feel equipped to deal with this challenge?

•

Describe why/why not?

•

How, if at all, do you deal this challenge?
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(What have you done that has been effective in managing or containing this challenge?
What hasn’t worked? Has this led you to terminate the interview and if so under what
circumstances?)
7. Are there any other processes you follow to increase the likelihood of successful
prosecutions involving domestic violence complaints?
Thanks for sharing your experience. It’s much appreciated. To finish off the interview, I need
to collect some basic demographic information. It will only take another minute. Is that
okay?
What’s going to happen next after we finish the study is that we are going to be passing on
the results to NSWPF. Would you be interested in obtaining a copy for yourself?
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Appendix 6: Interview schedule – POLICE PROSECUTORS
Hi (name), again thanks for agreeing to be interviewed. As previously indicated, it is
expected that it will last for around 30 minutes. I won’t be asking you too many questions.
I am interested in your views and experiences surrounding DVEC. Do you have any
questions before we start? (Name) this interview will be audiotaped I am starting the tape
recorder now.
1.Thinking about evidence in particular, what differentiates successful from unsuccessful
prosecutions in domestic violence?
2. Can you detail your experiences with Domestic Violence Evidence in Chief recordings
(DVEC)?
3. What prosecutorial differences if any do you think DVEC has made?
(Can you provide any examples from cases you have worked on where relevant- you don’t
need to give any identifying or confidential information here).
(Probe here for how this has changed the legal system... i.e. Is Defence adapting to counter
DVEC? Magistrates’ responses? Victim attendance?)
4. What differences have you perceived since the introduction of video recorded Domestic
Violence Evidence in Chief (DVEC)? (If less trauma for complainants and higher conviction
rates are not mentioned, probe to find out if they are differences)
5. With DVEC in mind, what further could police do to facilitate successful prosecutions?
6. Do you think there are any other barriers to the successful treatment of DV by the
criminal justice system? (definitional and contextual)
7. What would be your ideal outcome with regards to DV as a prosecutor? (the best you
could hope for?)
Thanks for sharing your experience. It’s much appreciated. To finish off the interview, I need
to collect some basic demographic information from you. It will only take another minute. Is
that okay?
What’s going to happen next after we finish the study is that we are going to be passing on
the results to NSWPF. Would you be interested in obtaining a copy for yourself?
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Appendix 7: Interview schedule – SENIOR POLICE OFFICERS
Hi (name), again thanks for agreeing to be interviewed. As previously indicated, it is
expected that it will last for up to an hour. I won’t be asking you too many questions. I am
interested in your views and experiences surrounding DVEC. Do you have any questions
before we start? (Name) this interview will be audiotaped I am starting the tape recorder
now.
1. What are the NSWPF objectives when conducting an interview with a domestic violence
complainant?
2. Please briefly reflect on the type of information the NSWPF need to be able to conduct a
successful DV investigation.
3. DVEC was recently introduced, can you tell me your view on why this new technique was
brought in?
4. Do you think the initial purpose is still relevant to the current use of DVEC?
5. What can you tell me about DVECs forecast future use?
6. What benefits have you observed since the introduction of video recorded Domestic
Violence Evidence in Chief (DVEC)? (If less trauma for complainants and higher conviction
rates/ statistical changes are not mentioned, probe to find out if they are differences)
7. Are there any common challenges you have observed your staff face when recording
interviews with DV complainants? If so, what are these challenges? (If recording time
constraints, changes of complainant behaviour and interview style are not mentioned, probe
to find out if they are a challenge).
§ Describe challenge
§ Explain how this affects ability to get the result being sought (define
result sought)
8. What are some of the organisational/ policy challenges NSWPF face in dealing with DV?
(If definitional and ‘new technology’ challenges are not mentioned probe to find out if they
are a challenge)
§ Describe challenge
§ Explain how this affects ability to get the result being sought (define
result sought)
9. What are some of the practical challenges NSWPF face in dealing with DV?
§ Describe challenge
§ Explain how this affects ability to get the result being sought (define
result sought)
10. Are there any other processes you think would help senior colleagues work more
effectively in DV in general and DVEC in particular?
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Thanks for sharing your experience. It’s much appreciated. To finish off the interview, I need
to collect some basic demographic information. It will only take another minute. Is that
okay?
What’s going to happen next after we finish the study is that we are going to be passing on
the results to NSWPF. Would you be interested in obtaining a copy for yourself?
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Appendix 8: Interview schedule – COMPLAINANTS
Hi (name), again thanks for agreeing to be interviewed. As previously indicated, it is
expected that it will last for up to an hour. I won’t be asking you too many questions. I am
interested in your views and experiences surrounding DVEC (the video recorded
statement/ interview you participated in). Do you have any questions before we start?
(Name) this interview will be audiotaped I am starting the tape recorder now.
1. Can you walk me through your experience with the video recording of your interview with
police please?
2. Is this your first experience of the video recorded statement?
3. Are you aware of the differences in giving a typed statement and giving your main
evidence via the video recording?
4. Did the police explain the differences/advantages of DVEC?
5. If you have had other experiences with domestic violence reporting to police, how does
this experience compare?
6. (If applicable) can you tell me about the previous experiences? (Focus on police/ legal
response not details of DV complaint… Did you go to court? What was the police interview
process like? How satisfied were you with the process? Was your recorded statement
admitted in full or did they fast-forward over sections of it?)
7. How would you describe the interview experience, was it positive or negative overall for
example? Why?
Summarise the identified positive and negative aspects and prompt for more.
At the conclusion of this, let the participant know that each identified benefit challenge will
be probed individually to gain a deeper understanding of it.
8. For each benefit and challenge identified:
• Describe the benefit/ challenge
• Explain how the benefit/ challenge affected what you told the police (i.e., details,
length, inclusions)?
9. Was your recording used in court? (If not, do you know why not?)
10. How did the recording affect going to court? (Or if previous occurrences have occurred
describe).
Thanks for sharing your experience. It’s much appreciated. To finish off the interview, I need
to collect some basic demographic information. It will only take another minute. Is that
okay?
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What’s going to happen next after we finish the study is that we are going to be passing on
the results to NSWPF. Would you be interested in obtaining a copy for yourself?
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Appendix 9: Observation Notes_template
DVEC interview:
Date recorded:
Inductive

Observation date:

Details
PROC

Duration of DVEC recording (if noted the device recorded on)

PROC

Who is captured on DVEC? 1 officer, two officers etc.?

PROC

Seat positioning/ framing?

PROC

DVEC administration differences: Are all questions on card covered in order? How
much time spent on each? Is more time spent on one? (Note: There are 41
questions on the DVEC field guide card)

IND

Inductive observations:

PRO

Where is the DVEC filmed? What is going on filming – inclusions (intentional and
unintentional?

PROC

Quality – audio/ video

Trauma

How does the complainant appear to be reacting?

Trauma

Officer behaviour – Reassuring? Objective?

Sketch:
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Appendix 10: Checklist for Observations_template
DVEC interview: E
Date recorded:
Checklist

Observation date:

Observations of interviewer
SOLER (face the person squarely, assume an
open body position, sometimes lean forward,
maintain eye contact and be relaxed). Some
authors suggest facing the person at (90 or 135
degrees)
Voice and language of interviewer (speech
hesitations, changes in tone and volume, any
words that were given emphasis)
Body language (does this reflect caring and
interest? Note changes in position of hands,
arms trunk, breathing, tight fists, note when
there were any changes in facial expression;
appropriate or inappropriate smiling; any
discrepancies between body language and
words)
Dress of the interviewer, impact?
Following the conversation: what part of the
conversation got the attention of the
interviewer? Did the interviewer follow the
conversation?
Key messages: paraphrase your thoughts on
the key messages
Eye contact (frequency and intensity) or
avoidance
Estimate distance between the interviewer
and service user
Any additional comments (use of encouraging
words
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